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(57) Abstract

Methods and apparatus

for configuring process,

environmental, industrial and

other control systems generate

and/or utilize models representing

configurations of control systems

and/or the systems controlled

by them. Records of changes to

the models or the configurations

represented by them are

maintained, thereby, for example,

providing bases for determining

cunent states, prior states and

histories of changes. Objects in the

model have characteristics, such

as an object type characteristic and

an area characteristic. Users can

have corresponding permissions.

A security mechanism apparatus

controls access by users to the

objects. Composite objects are

defined by definition objects and

are displayed in encapsulated

or expanded formats. Objects

can include an edit control type

identifier that determines how
(hey are presented for editing.

Functionality responds to user

commands by transferring characteristics of a first object depicted by the graphical user interface to a second object. Configuration-time
formulas contained objects are evaluated to constants prior to downloading to the control system.

Process Control System
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROL CONFIGURATION WITH

VERSIONING, SECURITY, COMPOSITE BLOCKS, EDIT SELECTION, OBJECT

SWAPPING, FORMULAIC VALUES AND OTHER ASPECTS

Reference to Related Applications

This application claims the benefit ofpriority ofU.S.S.N. 60/134,597, filed May 17, 1999,

entitled INTEGRATED DESIGN AUTOMATION CONTROL ALGORITHM

CONFIGURATOR ARCHITECTURE (Attorney Docket: 1023 14-0045), the teachings of

which are incorporated herein by reference.

This application is a continuation of copending, commonly assigned U.S.S.N. 09/448,845,

filed November 23, 1999, entitled METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING

OBJECT APPEARANCE IN A PROCESS CONTROL CONFIGURATION SYSTEM

(Attorney Docket: 102314-50), the teachings ofwhich are incorporated herein by reference.

This application is a continuation of copending, commonly assigned U.S.S.N. 09/448,223,

filed November 23, 1999, entitled PROCESS CONTROL CONFIGURATION SYSTEM

WITH CONNECTION VALIDATION AND CONFIGURATION (Attorney Docket:

1023 14-54), the teachings ofwhich are incorporated herein bv reference.

This application is a continuation of copending, commonly assigned U.S.S.N. 09/448,374,

filed November 23, 1999, entitled PROCESS CONTROL CONFIGURATION SYSTEM

WITH PARAMETERIZED OBJECTS (Attorney Docket: 102314-46), the teachings of

which are incorporated herein by reference.

Background of the Invention

The invention pertains to control and, more particularly, to methods and apparatus for

configuring control systems.

The terms "control" and "control systems" refer to the control of a device or system by

monitoring one or more of its characteristics. This is used to insure that output, processing,

quality and/or efficiency remain within desired parameters over the course of time. In many

1
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control systems, digital data processing or other automated apparatus monitor a device,

process or system and automatically adjust its operational parameters. In other control

systems, such apparatus monitor the device, process or system and display alarms or other

indicia of its characteristics, leaving responsibility for adjustment to the operator.

5

Control is used in a number of fields. Process control, for example, is typically employed in

the manufacturing sector for process, repetitive and discrete manufactures, though, it also has

wide application in utility and other service industries. Environmental control finds

application in residential, commercial, institutional and industrial settings, where temperature

10 and other environmental factors must be properly maintained. Control is also used in articles

of manufacture, from toasters to aircraft, to monitor and control device operation.

Modern day control systems typically include a combination of field devices, control devices,

and controllers, the functions of which may overlap or be combined. Field devices include

IS temperature, flow and other sensors that measure characteristics ofthe device, process or

system being controlled. Control devices include valves, actuators, and the like, that control

the device, process or system itself.

Controllers generate settings for the control devices based on measurements from the field

20 devices. Controller operation is typically based on a "control algorithm" that maintains a

controlled system at a desired level, or drives it to that level, by minimizing differences

between the values measured by the sensors and, for example, a setpoint defined by the

operator.

25 In a food processing plant, for example, a controller can be used to maintain a soup stock at a

simmer or low boil. This is done by comparing measurements of vapor pressure in the

processing vessel with a desired setpoint. If the vessel pressure is too low, the control

algorithm may call for incrementally opening the heating gas valves, thereby, driving the

pressure and boiling activity upwards. As the pressure approaches the desired setpoint, the

30 algorithm requires incrementally leveling the valves to maintain the roil of the boil.

Controllers may be networked or otherwise connected to other computing apparatus that

facilitate monitoring or administration. The so-called S88 industry standard, described in

Batch Control - Part 1 : Models and Terminology (The International Society for Measurement
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and Control 1995), for example, defines a hierarchy ofprocessing and control equipment

("equipment entities") that can be used to model and control an automated manufacturing

process. At the lowest level ofthe hierarchy are control modules that directly manipulate

field devices (e.g., opening and closing valves) and, possibly, other control modules. At a

S higher level, equipment modules coordinate the functions control modules, as well as of other

equipment modules, and may execute phases of the manufacturing process (such as setting

controller constants and modes). "Units," at still a higher level ofthe hierarchy, coordinate

the functions of equipment and control modules. Process cells orchestrate all processing

activities required to produce a manufacturing batch, e.g., scheduling, preparing and

1 0 monitoring equipment or resources, and so forth.

The principal function of controllers is executing control algorithms for the real-time

monitoring and control of devices, processes or systems. They typically havcneither the

computing power nor user interfaces required to facilitate the design ofa control algorithm.

1 5 Instead, the art has developed configurators. These are typically general purpose computers

(e.g., workstations) running software that permit an engineer or operator to graphically model

a device, process or system and the desired strategy for controlling it This includes

enumerating field devices, control devices, controllers and other apparatus that will be used

for control, specifying their interrelationships and the information that will be transferred

20 among them, as well as detailing the calculations and methodology they will apply for

purposes of control. Once modeling is complete and tested, the control algorithm is

downloaded to the controllers.

One well known process control system configurator is that provided with the I/A Series®

25 (hereinafter, "IAS" or "I/A") systems, marketed by the assignee hereof. These provide a

graphical interface (FoxCAE) permitting an engineer to model a process hierarchically and to

define a control algorithm from that hierarchy. Multiple editors are provided for defining and

modifying modules within the hierarchy.

30 Though prior art process control configuration systems, particularly, the IAS systems and

others sold by the assignee hereof, have met wide acceptance in the industry, there remains

room for improvement Such is the case, for example, with respect to the configuration of

complex control systems.

3
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In this context, an object of the present invention is to provide improved methods and

apparatus for control and, particularly, for configuring control systems. A related object of

the invention is to provide methods and apparatus for configuring a process control systems.

5

A further object of the invention is to provide such methods and apparatus as facilitate

configuring large or complex control systems

Still yet a further object of the invention is to provide such methods and apparatus as can be

10 used in configuring a range of control systems, whether hierarchical or not, whether

pertaining to process control or otherwise.

4
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Summary of the Invention

Versioning

The foregoing are among the goals attained by the invention which provides improved

methods and apparatus for configuring a process, environmental, industrial and other control

system. A configuration apparatus, according to one aspect of the invention, generates and

utilizes a model representing a configuration of a control system and/or the system being

controlled by it The apparatus maintains a record ofchanges to the model or the

configuration represented by it and thereby, for example, provides bases for determining their

current states, prior states and histories of changes. This information can be tracked, for

example, from the moment a model or its components are created through the most current

versions.

Further aspects of the invention provide such a configuration apparatus in which the model is

composed of objects (or other data and/or programming constructs) that represent entities

within any of the control system, the controlled system, a control level hierarchy, and/or the

configuration apparatus itself. In aspects of the invention utilized for process control, objects

can represent, by way of non-limiting example, field devices, control devices, control

processors, blocks, loops, compounds, historians, object type categories, object connections,

parameter connections, display placeholders, graphical display entities, and reports. They

can also represent entities of a control level hierarchy, e.g., sites, areas, process cells, units,

and the like.

A configuration apparatus, according to these and other aspects, can record changes by

maintaining current and historical versions of the objects that make up the model. This

permits, for example, tracing the genealogy of those objects forward and backward

throughout the entire genealogy representing each object's life cycle.

In addition to maintaining multiple historical versions of objects, a configuration apparatus

according to further aspects of the invention can maintain not only the modeling objects but,

also, versions representing configuration data that has been downloaded to the control system

for execution. That data can be, for example, binary or other machine-readable data of the

type understandable by the target control system equipment.
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Without limiting the invention, objects reflecting the model are referred to as "offline"

versions. A plurality of such objects are referred as an "offline database." Versions ofthe

objects reflecting data downloaded to, and running on, the control system are referred to as

"online" versions. A plurality ofthese are referred to as an "online database."

5

Further aspects of the invention provide for the coordination/synchronization of the object

versions and control of changes made to them. According to one such aspect, the identity of

an object (or version) and/or the address, pointers or other references thereof or thereto

remain constant during the lifetime of that object As a consequence, for example, references

10 to an object do not have to be updated each time an object is edited.

In related aspects, an object that has been "checked out" for editing or other modification,

e.g., by a user, is locked from modification by other users. A copy of that object maintained

for purposes of editing, e.g., in a user "workspace" database, can be locked from all access by

15 other users. For these purposes, among others, the current and/or workspace versions of the

object being edited can include a designation of the user who is making the modification.

These locks can be released when editing is completed and the modified version is "checked

in."

20 On check-in, a modified version of an object replaces the current version which, itself, is

retained as a prior historical version. The modified object or the current version it replaces

are, according to aspects ofthe invention, marked to indicate the user responsible for the

modification, as well as the modification made and the reason therefor, e.g., based on

information input by the user. The versions can cross-reference one another, forming a

25 doubly-linked list that allows traversal of the version tree for the object.

In related aspects of the invention, the online version of an object is updated for

correspondence with a new version of an offline object, thereby synchronizing the online and

offline databases. The object is compiled (or otherwise validated) and downloaded during

30 this process, for operation on the control system.

Conversely, where an online version of an object is modified, aspects of the invention

provide for generating a modified offline version that corresponds to it, e.g., via an "upload"

6
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procedure. That modified version can replace the then-current offline version of the object in

the same manner discussed above.

Further aspects ofthe invention provide a configuration system as described above that

permit version "baselining," e.g., where all current objects in the off-line database are

assigned a common version designation.

Still further aspects of the invention provide mechanisms for viewing or editing information

pertaining to the changes recorded by a configuration apparatus of the type described above.

This includes

listing of objects being modified,

recording changes made to objects,

recording reasons for changes to objects,

releasing locks on objects,

checking-in objects that have been checked-out for modification,

viewing a version history of an object,

viewing a list of objects checked out by other users,

comparing objects,

comparing versions of an object,

compacting a version history,

marking objects with a common revision identifications,

archiving a model or its history of changes, and

generating an audit trail of changes.

Yet still further aspects of the invention provide apparatus as described above that provide for

system configuration on a computer that is disconnected from that on which the offline

database resides. Changes made to that "disconnected" database can subsequently be merged

into the offline (and online) databases.

Security Control

A configuration apparatus, according to further aspects of the invention, maintains a model

comprising one or more objects that represent entities in the control system, a system

controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for configuring the control

system. Each of the objects has a plurality of characteristics such as, according to aspects of
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the invention, an object type characteristic and an area characteristic. Users can have

corresponding permissions, e.g., to access objects of defined types and/or within specified

areas. A security mechanism controls access by users, e.g., via applications programs such as

editors, to the objects. The level of access, e.g., read-only vs. update, is a function of the

multiple permissions held by the user and the multiple characteristics of the object subject to

access.

By way of example, the security mechanism permits a process engineer having appropriate

permissions to create and maintain objects modeling control loops for any building in a

manufacturing plant configured by apparatus. It may, however, permit a nighttime operator

to access only loops within his own building and to modify only those in the area to which

he/she is assigned.

Object types, according to aspects of the invention, identify objects exhibiting related

appearance and behavior. This may relate to the appearance/behavior of the entity modeled

by the object or to the object itself vis-a-vis the configuration apparatus. By way of example

of the former, objects that model two respective application workstations may be of a

common object type (Le., a type indicating that they are applications workstations),

notwithstanding that the workstations themselves have different physical characteristics.

Area characteristics, according to related aspects of the invention, identify locations in which

any of the control system and the system controlled thereby are disposed. Area types can

relate to, for example, plants, buildings or areas therein. Thus, for example, objects that

model process control equipment in the same area of a plant may have the same area

characteristic.

Object type characteristics and permissions, as well as area characteristics and permissions

can, according to aspects of the invention form respective hierarchies. In a system so

embodied, for example, a user having permissions for a designated area inherits permissions

for any area contained therein, as defined in the hierarchy.

Further aspects of the invention provide configuration apparatus as described above in which

users are members of groups that, themselves, have assigned access permissions. A user can

be a member of multiple groups and can have permissions afforded under any of them. Thus,

8
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for example, in a process control aspect of the invention, a given user can belong to both

Process Engineer and Advanced Operator groups, thus, affording him/her access to any

objects types and areas permitted for members of either group.

In related aspects of the invention, the groups form a hierarchy, with groups containing other

groups, e.g., Operator group containing the Test Operator group. Each group holds the

permissions ofa group from which it descends, as well as any other permissions assigned,

e.g., by the system administrator.

In still further aspects of the invention, a user can change his/her permissions, e.g., during the

course of a session on the configurator. This is accomplished, for example, by activating

specific permissions from among a listing of allowable permissible, e.g., presented in a dialog

box. Thus, a user can to perform the majority of his/her daily operations with a default

minimal security setting, then switch to a more restrictive security setting. Alternatively, or

in addition, a user can temporarily log-in as another user, e.g., as may be desirable to allow a

supervisor to intervene during a user's session, perform a restricted operation, then log-out

and return security to its previous settings.

Composite Blocks

A configuration apparatus, according to further aspects of the invention, maintains a model

made up of oojects that represent entities in the control system or the system controlled by it

Among the objects are composite objects made up of other objects of types suitable for

inclusion in the model independent of the composite objects. The composite objects are

defined by definition objects that can be changed, e.g., using an editor or other applications

program. These changes carry through to the composite object, regardless of whether the

changes are made after the composite objects are created.

By way of example, a configurator according to the invention adapted for process control

maintains a model including a composite object made up objects representing control blocks.

The model includes additional objects, some of which also model control blocks, but which

are not included in the composite object. Changes to an object that defines the composite

object cany through to that object, even if the changes are made after the composite object is

created and placed into the model.
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Further aspects of the invention provide a configuration apparatus as described above in

which the objects that make up the composite object (referred to here as "component"

objects) have parameters reflecting characteristics of the respective entities those parameters

represent. The characteristics include, for example, inputs, outputs, alarm limits, control

functions and display characteristics. Each parameter can, in turn, have attributes such as

parameter name, parameter grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help information,

edit type, data value range, formula definition, display format, and so forth.

Selected parameters of a composite's component objects are exposed for connection to other

objects in the model. An application, such as a control strategy editor, executing within the

configurator permits connection between the composite and other objects via those selected

parameters. Conversely, such an application prevents external connection with component

object parameters that are not exposed and that, instead, service connections internal to the

composite object

Further aspects of the invention provide a process control apparatus having features like those

described above comprising loop objects that are made up of control blocks objects.

Parameters of the component objects can be selected for connection to objects such as

input/output points (e.g., associated with sensors and actuators) external to the composite

object.

Still further aspects of the invention provide a configuration apparatus as described above in

which a composite object modifies a definition inherited from its associated definition object.

This can be achieved via a modifier object that overrides one or more parameters supplied by

control block or other objects that make up the composite object.

Yet other aspects of the invention relate to configuration apparatus as described above in

which the application selectively displays the composite object in an encapsulated format or

an expanded format. The former depict the object substantially with a single icon; the latter,

with multiple icons that represent the respective composite's component objects.

Edit Selection

A configuration apparatus, according to further aspects of the invention, maintains objects

that represent entities in the control system, the system controlled by it, a control level

10
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hierarchy and/or the configuration apparatus itself. At least a selected object includes an edit

control type identifier. An editor or other functionality permits editing of at least the selected

object To this end, it presents the object for editing using an edit control that is based on the

edit control type identifier. An edit control, according to aspects of the invention, includes a

dialog box, list box, edit box, check box, or a combo box. It can also include a cell in a

spreadsheet or property sheet

By way ofexample, a configurator according to the invention adapted for process control

maintains objects representing control blocks and other elements of the control system. A
display presents a hierarchical listing of the objects and permits a user to designate one for

editing. When a user designates an object of interest, e.g., via a mouse click or other

selection mechanism, an aspect of it is presented for editing using an edit control based on the

edit control type identifier provided with the object

According to related aspects of the invention, the edit control type identifier can directly

indicate the edit control to be used in presenting the selected object for editing. Thus, for

example, the identifier can be a numeric code corresponding to one of the foregoing edit

control types. The edit control type identifier, moreover, can be selected from among several

identifiers permissible for the selected object or other object with which it is associated.

To continue the example above, an editable aspect of the selected object can be list of values

amenable to editing with a list box or check box. The object can include an edit control type

identifier indicating that one of those formats (e.g., the list box) and not the other is to be

used when the object is selected for editing.

Still further aspects of the invention provide a configuration system as described above in

which at least the selected object has parameters identifying characteristics of the entity

represented by the object. The characteristics include, for example, inputs, outputs, alarm

limits, control functions and display characteristics. Each parameter can, in turn, have

attributes such as parameter name, parameter grouping, display label, data type, behavior,

help information, edit type, data value range, formula definition, display format, and so forth.

11
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The editor or other such functionality ofa configurator according to still further aspects of the

invention presents at least a selected attribute with an edit control identified by the edit

control type identifier. That attribute can be, for example, the data value of the parameters.

Yet other aspects ofthe invention provide a configurator as described above an edit control is

populated with dynamically determine-4 data. For example, a list box providing a list of

workstations for selection by a user can be populated with identifiers ofworkstations present

at the time the list box is displayed. Alternatively, or in addition, aspects of the invention

provide for the display ofnon-dynamic or predetermined values in an edit, e.g., yes/no,

true/false, etc.

Object Swapping

A configuration apparatus, according to further aspects of the invention, has a-graphical user

interface that graphically depicts objects representing entities in the control system, the

system controlled by it, a control level hierarchy, and/or the apparatus for configuring the

control system. An editor, or other functionality, that is coupled with the graphical user

interface displays icons or other representations ofa first object and a second object. It

responds to a selected user command by transferring characteristics of the first object to the

second object. The command can be, according to one aspect of the invention, a drag-and-

drop whereby an icon depicting the second object is graphically dragged and dropped onto an

icon depicting the first object.

By way of example, a configurator according to the invention that is adapted for process

control maintains objects representing control blocks and other elements of a control system.

A graphical user interface, e.g., employed as part of a control strategy editor, displays an icon

depicting an IAS analog input block included in a control loop. An icon representing a

Fieldbus Foundation analog input block is graphically dropped onto the first icon by the user.

In response, the editor (or a configurator resource used by it) transfers characteristics from

the object modeling the IAS analog input block to the object modeling the Fieldbus

Foundation block, swapping the latter for the former and, thereby, facilitating configuration

of the system.

Further aspects of the invention provide a configuration system as described above in which

the objects have parameters identifying characteristics of the entities represented by them.

12
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The characteristics include, for example, inputs, outputs, alarm limits, control functions and

display characteristics. Each parameter can, in turn, have attributes such as parameter name,

parameter grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help information, edit type, data value

range, formula definition, display format, and so forth.

A configurator according to these aspects of the invention can transfer parameters, attributes

and/or values from the source object (representing the IAS analog input block in the example)

to the destination object (representing the Foundation Fieldbus block in the second example)

in response to the drag-and-drop operation. Transferred values can be converted, e.g., to

compensate for differences in scaling, units, and so forth, while they are being transferred.

Further aspects of the invention provide a configuration apparatus as described above that

includes an editor facilitating specification ofmappings and conversions used for the

transfers. Such a "swap" editor can use dialog boxes or other edit controls, graphical

displays, and so forth, to display permissible mappings/conversions stored in a "swap"

database or other data structure.

Configuration-Time Value Formulas

A configuration apparatus, according to further aspects of the invention, has a plurality of

objects modeling entities in the control system or a system it controls. One or mor» of the

objects have values that are represented by formulas. Others have values that are constants.

Functionality is provided to download portions of at least selected objects to the control

system. Object values that are constants (numerical or otherwise) can be downloaded

directly, e.g., after any appropriate scaling, compilation and/or conversion, with the

corresponding objects. The functionality, however, evaluates (or invokes evaluation of)

values that are formulas prior to their being downloaded. Evaluation entails, according to

aspects of the invention, changing the formulas into numerical or other constants.

By way of example, a configurator according to the invention that is adapted for process

control maintains objects representing control blocks and other elements of a control system.

One of the objects can have real-valued parameters including, e.g., a high alarm value, HAL,

and a low alarm value, LAL. An editor can be used to set the former, HAL, to the constant

100.0. Rather than using a constant for the latter, LAL, the editor permits its entry as a

13
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formula, e.g., my.HAL - 100.0. Whereas the HAL value is downloaded directly to the

control system (e.g., with appropriate scaling, compilation and/or conversion), the LAL

formula is converted, prior to downloading, to 0.0 (i.e., the value ofthe same object's HAL

parameter minus 100).

5

Further aspects of the invention provide a configuration apparatus as described above in

which the formulas include mathematical operations, mathematical functions or references to

characteristics of the same or other objects. The example above shows a formula that uses a

mathematical operation and that refers to another characteristic ofthe same object A

10 formula can likewise refer to other objects, e.g., objects modeling blocks, compounds, loops

input/output tags, and other elements ofa process control system, by way of non-limiting

example.

Yet still further aspects of the invention provide configuration apparatus as described above

1 S that provide an editor for entry and editing of formulas. Such editor can facilitate the

inclusion of objects, object characteristics or mathematical functions in formulas, e.g., via

display of lists of choices.

Further aspects of the invention provide a configuration system as described above in which

20 the objects have parameters identifying characteristics of the entities represented by them.

The characteristics include, for example, inputs, outputs, alarm limits, control functions and

display characteristics. Each parameter can, in turn, have attributes such as the

aforementioned constant or fomulaic values, as well as parameter name, parameter grouping,

display label, data type, behavior, help information, edit type, data value range, display

25 format, and so forth.

Parameterized Objects

An apparatus for configuring control systems according to further aspects ofthe invention

employs objects (or other data and/or programming constructs) that inherit parameters from

30 their ancestors. Changes to an ancestor during configuration are effective as to its descendant

objects. A "configurator" apparatus according to the invention can be used to model and

define control algorithms for process control, environmental control, industrial and other

control systems.

« *
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To illustrate by way ofa non-limiting example, an apparatus according to the invention for

use in configuring process control systems can employ an object to model a "conventional"

analog input (AIN) field device of the type used in a particular product That object can

include output, high-high alarm, high-low alarm and other parameters of the type used for

modeling such devices. The apparatus can be used to define at configuration time a further

object, one that models an analog input device for use in high-temperature environments.

That object can descend from the general AIN object and inherit its parameters, e.g., the

high-high alarm and high-low alarm parameters. Configuration-time changes to the

parameters of the general AIN object can automatically carry through to the high-temperature

AIN object, thus, facilitating configuration of the process control system.

Objects used in apparatus according to these aspects of the invention can represent elements

within a device, process or system being controlled or entities within the configuration

apparatus itself. In process control, objects can represent, by way ofnon-limiting example,

field devices, control devices, control processors, blocks, loops, compounds, historians,

object type categories, object connections, parameter connections, display placeholders,

graphical display entities, and reports. They can also represent entities of a control level

hierarchy, e.g., sites, areas, process cells, units, and the like.

Parameters define characteristics of each object and, therefore, of the element or entity the

object represents. Depending on the type of object, these include inputs, outputs, alarm

limits, control functions and display characteristics, among others. Each parameter can have

attributes that define the parameter's value and other attributes. These include, for example,

parameter name, parameter grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help information,

edit type, data value range, formula definition, and display format.

Objects used by an apparatus according to the invention can to defined or modified without

recompilation. This is, in part, because the parameters on which they are based can be

assigned and modified during configuration and, in this regard, are analogous to data. To this

end, apparatus according to the related aspects of the invention can include an editor that

facilitates definition, during configuration, of an association between an parameter and an

object. The apparatus can further include editors or other functionality that permit an object

to be defined as a descendant of another object at the time of configuration.
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An object so defined derives parameters from its ancestor which, in turn, derives parameters

from its own ancestors, and so forth. Unless otherwise overridden, a change to the

parameters ofan ancestor object is effective as to its descendants, regardless of whether that

change is made before or after the descendant is defined or instantiated. Thus, for example,

5 the characteristics ofan entire ancestral "family" of objects can be changed, simply, by

modifying the distant-most ancestor object

To illustrate by way of a non-limiting example, an apparatus according to the invention for

use in configuring process control systems can employ an object to model a "conventional"

10 analog input (AIN) field device of the type used in a particular product. That object can

include output, high-high alarm, high-low alarm and other parameters of the type used for

modeling such devices. The apparatus can be used to define at configuration time a further

object, one that models an analog input device for use in high-temperature environments.

That object can descend from the general AIN object and inherit its parameters, e.g., the

1 5 high-high alarm and high-low alarm parameters. Configuration-time changes to the

parameters ofthe general AIN object can automatically carry through to the high-temperature

AIN object, thus, facilitating configuration of the process control system.

Further aspects of the invention provide apparatus as described above in which an object can

20 be associated with parameters other than those inherited from ancestors. Thus, for example, a

high-temperature AIN object that inherits parameters from a general AIN object can be

defined to include additional alarm parameters. Though definition of the additional alarm

parameters does not affect the parent object (i.e., the general AIN object), it does carry

through to children, grandchildren, etc., of the high-temperature AIN object.

25

Related aspects of the invention provide control system configuration apparatus as described

above in which an object is associated with a parameter override or parameter modification.

The former redefines attributes for parameters inherited from an ancestor object, while the

latter can add entirely new parameters. Parameter overrides and modifications carry through

30 to descendants of an object to which they are applied.

Still further aspects of the invention provide apparatus as described above in which the

objects have parameters groups. These identify groupings of parameters and relate to how
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they are presented to the engineer or operator during configuration, e.g., for editing. As with

parameters, the groupings are inherited and can be overridden.

By way of example, an object that models a general proportional-integral derivative (PID)

control block can be associated with two parameter groups, A and B, where Group A
contains parameters X and Y, while Group B contains parametersM and N. If edited during

configuration, that object can appear with two sheets, one showing the parameters (X and Y)

ofGroup A and one showing the parameters (M and N) of Group B. A new PID object can

be defined that descends from the first object The definition can add a new group, Group C,

that contains parametersW and X. If edited during configuration, the new object appears

with three sheets, one showing the parameters (X and Y) ofGroup A, one showing the

parameters (M and N) of Group B, and one showing the parameters (W and X) of Group C.

Further aspects of the invention provide a control system as described above in which classes

defining the aforementioned objects are downloaded from a manufacturer's site to an

applications workstation, for example, as part of a contracted-for or e-commerce transaction,

e.g., between the customer and the manufacturer. Objects instantiated from those classes can

be edited or used as a basis for modeling and control system configuration.

Object Appearance

Improved apparatus for configuring process, environmental, industrial and other control

systems according to further aspects of the invention employ "appearance" objects (or other

data and/or programming constructs) defining the appearance of configurable system

components in graphical editors or other views in which the components may be depicted.

"Placeholder" objects (or other constructs) persist the location, size, color, or other aspects of

appearance defined by an appearance object in displays, reports, depictions, presentations and

other view (collectively, hereinafter, "views") in which the corresponding configurable

component is actually depicted.

By way of example, a process control configuration apparatus according to this aspect of the

invention uses "configurable" objects to define blocks, loops and other components of a

process control system. Appearance objects provide (or reference) icons or representations

indicating how the configurable objects are to be depicted, e.g., in a configuration editor.

'

Placeholder objects are created for each configurable object that is placed in a configuration
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using that editor. The placeholder objects identify the sizes, locations, colors, etc., of the

icons used in the editor to represent the configurable objects.

Further aspects ofthe invention provide a configuration apparatus as described above in

which the appearance objects identify labels or other textual information, e.g., configurable

object names or types, for display with icons or other appearance indictors in the appearance

objects. According to related aspects of the invention, those labels, as well as the icons

themselves, can be specified using macros. Thus, for example, an appearance object can

include macro strings, such as "SNAME", "STYPE", "SICON", that are replaced subsequent

to configuration, e.g., with a configurable object name, type and icon, respectively.

The invention provides, in other aspects, apparatus as described above in which each

configurable object has one or more parameters that identify the appearance of that object in

views in which it may appear. The parameters may refer to appearance objects (or other

constructs) as described above or they may contain appearance information (e.g., icons and

textual identifiers) themselves.

The configurable objects of such an apparatus can be associated with one another in a

hierarchical relationship, such that at least one such object is a descendant of another.

Descendants, according to this aspect of the invention, inherit parameters from their

ancestors. Accordingly, icons or other appearance information identified in a "parent"

configuration object is passed on to its children. Inherited information may be overridden,

according to aspects of the invention.

Still further aspects of the invention provide apparatus as described above comprising

persistent documents that contain placeholder objects. Each persistent document may

represent a specific configuration, e.g., created by a specific editor and displayed in accord

with a selected view. Thus, for example, the configuration of a process control system may

be represented in several documents, each edited by control algorithm diagram editor,

covering different portions of the system.

In addition to placeholder objects, the persistent document may contain connector graphics

that depict relationships between configurable objects. In an apparatus used for configuring

process control systems, such a graphic may indicate, for example, that one configurable
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object, e.g., representing an analog input block, is a source for another configurable object,

e.g., representing a PID controller. Such connector graphics can represent peer-to-peer

relationships (such as source/sink relationships), in addition to hierarchical relationships

(such as parent/child relationships).

Further aspects of the invention provide apparatus as described above for configuring process

control systems. In such apparatus, configurable objects can, for example, represent entities

within any of (i) a controlled process, (ii) the process control system, (iii) the apparatus for

configuring the process control system, (iv) a level in a control level hierarchy, such as the

aforementioned S88 standard Such entities include, by way of non-limiting example, field

devices, control processors, blocks, loops, compounds, historians, object type category,

display placeholders, graphical display entities, and reports.

Connection Validation and Configuration

Improved apparatus for configuring process, environmental, industrial and other control

systems according to further aspects of the invention employ "connection" objects (or other

data and/or programming constructs) that indicate the permissibility of relationships between

other types of objects. The apparatus validate potential relationships between those other

objects by comparing their types with the permissible combinations identified in connection

objects.

Those other objects can, for example, represent entities within any of (i) a controlled system,

(ii) a control system, (iii) an apparatus for configuring the control system, (iv) a control level

hierarchy. Such entities include, by way of non-limiting example, field devices, control

processors, blocks, loops, compounds, historians, object type category, display placeholders,

graphical display entities, and reports.

An apparatus as described above can be used, for example, to facilitate configuring a process

control system. Using a graphical user interface, a user can "drag-and-drop" an object that

models one system component (e.g., a printer) onto an object that models another component

(e.g., an applications workstation), indicating that the user wishes to establish a relationship

between those two objects. Through the connection objects, the apparatus validates that

relationship and determines its type - in this case, a parent/child (or other hierarchical)

relationship.
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By way of further example, the apparatus can use connection objects to validate relationships

that are peer-to-peer in nature, i.e., source/sink relationships. To illustrate, the user ofcan

select objects that represent field devices and indicate (e.g., via a drag-and-drop operation, a

menu option or other command) that she wishes to establish a relationship with an object that

represents a control processor. The apparatus can validate that relationship, and determine its

type (i.e., source/sink), by comparing the proposed combination against permissible pairings

in the connection objects.

Object types can be hierarchical, according to further aspects of the invention. For example,

a user-defined analog input (AIN) object type can be defined as hierarchically descending

from a standard AIN type. Likewise, a specific class ofpersonal computer can be defined as

descending from branches of a hierarchy indicating that it is subcategory of applications

workstation and, more particularly, a subcategory ofWindows(TM) NT workstation

An apparatus according to the invention can utilize this object type hierarchy in validating

relationships between objects. Thus, for example, a relationship proposed by the user can be

validated if the implicated objects or their hierarchical ancestors are identified as permissible

pairings in a connection object.

Further aspects of the invention provide apparatus as described above in which the

connection objects specify roles that objects serve in actual or potential relationships. Those

roles can include, for example, a source or sink in a source/sink relationship, or a parent or

child in a parent/child relationship.

In still further aspects, an apparatus as described above can utilize the connection objects to

identify the maximum capacity ofan object that serves as a "parent" to support objects that

serve as "children" in a parent/child relationship. The connection objects can likewise

identify the weight (or other quantitative attribute) each child object contributes in its role in

such a relationship. An apparatus as described above can similarly utilize the connection

objects to identify the minimum and maximum numbers of relationships that can be

established with sources or sinks in source/sink relationships.
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By way ofexample, a connection object may indicate that a control processor object type can

serve as a parent to a specified number of field devices. As the user establishes relationships

between a control processor object and multiple field device objects, the apparatus totals

weights associated with the latter. If the combined weight exceeds the parent control

processor's specified capacity, the apparatus prevents establishment of the relationships. ..

Yet still further aspects ofthe invention provide apparatus as described above in which the

first connection object identifies not only permissible relationships between object types, but

also actual relationships between specific objects.

According to further aspects of the invention, aspects of the invention pertain to configuration

apparatus paralleling those described above, in which connection objects identify permissible

combinations ofparameter types (as opposed to, or in addition to, object types) that can form

valid parent/child and source/sink relationships.

Such apparatus can automatically establish parameter-to-parameter connections of selected

objects by comparing the types ofthose parameters with valid pairings identified in a

connection object. To continue the above example, once a relationship is validated between

AIN and PID objects and once the nature of that relationship (source/sink) is determined, an

apparatus according to this aspect of the invention can form a connection or relationship

between the PNT (point) output of the AIN object and the MEAS (measurement) input of the

PID object.

Such apparatus can also validate parameter-level relationships identified by an operator, e.g.,

in a drag-and-drop operation. Thus, for example, using a graphical user interface, a user can

"drag-and-drop" a parameter of one object (e.g., the parallel output of an object representing

an applications workstation) onto the parameter of another object (e.g., the parallel input of

an object representing a printer), indicating that the user wishes to establish a relationship

between those two objects. Through the connection objects, the apparatus validates that

relationship and determines its type - in this case, a source/sink relationship.

Still further aspects of the invention provide apparatus as described above in which

establishment of certain connections (e.g., "master" connections) between parameters

automatically causes others ("slave" connections) to be established. By way of example,
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once a connection is established between the PNT parameter ofan AIN object and the MEAS

input parameter ofa PID object, "slave" connections are made between related parameter

pairs (e.g., low and high scale parameters) of these objects. Slave connections are

automatically updated or destroyed when the corresponding master connection is updated or

destroyed.

Still further aspects of the invention provide combinations ofthe systems and apparatus

described above.

Yet still further aspects of the invention provide methods for paralleling the operations

described above.

These and other aspects ofmethods and apparatus according to the invention are evident in

the drawings and in the description below.

Methods and apparatus according to the invention have numerous advantages over the prior

art Among these is the ability to quickly, flexibly and accurately design and modify control

configurations.
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Brief Description of the Drawings

A more complete understanding of the invention may be attained by reference to the

drawings, in which:

Figure 1 depicts a a digital data processing environment of the type in which the invention is

practiced;

Figure 2 depicts a process control system of the type with which the invention is practiced;

Figure 3 depicts control algorithm configurator components in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 4 depicts component interaction in a system according to the invention;

Figure 5 depicts an IDA framework object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 6 depicts an object model notation used in this application;

Figure 7 depicts a parameterized object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 8 depicts parameter group inheritance in a system according to the invention;

Figure 9 depicts a parameterized object example in a system according to the invention;

Figure 10 depicts the creation of a parameter list in a system according to the invention;

Figure 1 1 depicts a parameter definition editor in a system according to the invention;

Figure 12 is a parameter editor example in a system according to the invention;

Figure 13 depicts object types in a system according to the invention;

Figure 14 depicts an object type hierarchy in a system according to the invention;
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Figure IS depicts the creation ofnew object types in a system according to the invention;

Figure 16 is a type awareness example in a system according to the invention;

Figure 17 depicts a connection object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 1 8 depicts a parameterized object override endpoint triad in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 19 depicts an object connection type object model in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 20 is an example of simultaneous parent/child object connectivity in a system

according to the invention;

Figure 21 depicts a parameter connection type object model in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 22 is an example of simultaneous source/sink parameter connectivity in a system

according to the invention;

Figures 23 - 25 are parent/child connectivity examples in a system according to the invention;

Figure 26 is a source/sink connectivity example in a system according to the invention;

Figure 27 depicts an appearance object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 28 is an appearance definition example in a system according to the invention;

Figure 29A depicts a placeholders object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 29B depicts a combined appearance and placeholder object model in a system

according to the invention.
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Figure 30 depicts a MFC document/view architecture in a system according to the invention;

Figure 3 1 depicts an IDA application class architecture in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 32 depicts an IDA document architecture in a system according to the invention;

Figure 33 depicts IDA hierarchy classes in a system according to the invention;

Figure 34 depicts IDA view classes in a system according to the invention;

Figure 35 depicts IDA frame classes in a system according to the invention; .

Figure 36 depicts a sheet templates object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 37 depicts a sample use ofmacros in sheet template in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 38 depicts a sheet template editor in a system according to the invention;

Figure 39 depicts an IDA report manager object model in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 40 depicts the application of filter rules to POC in a system according to the invention;

Figure 41 depicts a filter editor in a system according to the invention;

Figure 42 depicts a composite report template editor in a system according to the invention;

Figure 43 depicts a report editor in a system according to the invention;

Figure 44 depicts organizational folders in a system according to the invention;
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Figure 45 depicts version control basic concepts in a system according to the invention;

Figure 46 depicts an object check out in a system according to the invention;

Figure 47 depicts an check in a system according to the invention;

Figure 48 depicts a revision editor in a system according to the invention;

Figure 49 depicts a create revision dialog box in a system according to the invention;

Figure 50 depicts parameterized object versions in a system according to the invention;

Figure 5 1 depicts a version control object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 52 depicts a version history in a system according to the invention;

Figure 53 depicts an object compare utility in a system according to the invention;

Figure 54 depicts an historical archive with playback macro in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 55 depicts performing a macro playback in a system according to the invention;

Figure 56 depicts a sample audit trail report in a system according to the invention;

Figure 57 depicts an undo manager object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 58 depicts an users and security object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 59 is an users and groups example in a system according to the invention;

Figure 60 is a process area and assignable objects example in a system according to the

invention;
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Figure 61 depicts a IDA permissions hierarchy in a system according to the invention;

Figure 62 depicts a switch group/user capability in a system according to the invention;

Figure 63 depicts managing groups in a system according to the invention;

Figure 64 depicts assigning users to groups in a system according to the invention;

Figure 65 depicts groups, object types and permissions in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 66 depicts managing process areas in a system according to the invention;

Figure 67 depicts groups and process area permissions in a system according to the invention;

Figure 68 depicts a system tree view in a system according to the invention;

Figure 69 depicts a block definition editor in a system according to the invention;

Figure 70 depicts a block definition classes in a system according to the invention;

Figure 71 depicts a simple loop in a system according to the invention;

Figure 72 depicts a composite block definition in a system according to the invention;

Figure 73 depicts a composite block in loop in a system according to the invention;

Figure 74 depicts an expanded composite block in loop in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 75 depicts a block with connections in a system according to the invention;

Figure 76 depicts the anatomy of a block placeholder in a system according to the invention;
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Figure 77 depicts a block connection dialog in a system according to the invention;

Figure 78 depicts template/definition internal connections in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 79 depicts template/definition exposed connections in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 80 depicts a parameter property sheet in a system according to the invention;

Figure 81 depicts a composite block property sheet in a system according to the invention;

Figure 82 depicts a parameter formula builder in a system according to the invention;

Figure 83 depicts control object derivations in a system according to the invention;

Figure 84 depicts a block object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 85 depicts a modifier block object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 86 depicts a modifier block parameter override precedence in a system according to

the invention;

Figure 87 depicts a composite block definition object model in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 88 depicts a loop template object model in a system according t^ the invention;

Figure 89 depicts a simple loop object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 90 depicts a composite block object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 91 depicts a template derived loop object model in a system according to the

invention;
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Figure 92 depicts object placeholder derivations in a system according to the invention;

Figure 93 depicts persistent document object derivations in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 94 depicts a PLB to ladder relationship in a system according to the invention;

Figure 95 depicts a ladder editor view in a system according to the invention;

Figure 96 depicts ladder objects in a system according to the invention;

Figure 97 depicts persistent document objects; in a system according to the invention;

Figure 98 depicts a PLB block model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 99 depicts a block execution scheduler editor in a system according to the invention;

Figure 100 depicts a station statistics dialog in a system according to the invention;

Figure 101 depicts a block execution editor object model in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 102 depicts a tag list data entry screen in a system according to the invention;

Figure 103 depicts a tag list import from ASCII file in a system according to the invention;

Figure 104 depicts a tag list export to ASCII file in a system according to the invention;

Figure 105 depicts a tag list import / export from database table in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 106 depicts a tag list object model in a system according to the invention;
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Figure 107 depicts download target selection in a system according to the invention;

Figure 108 depicts a download manager document object in a system according to the

invention;

5

Figure 109 depicts a download services object model in a system according to the invention;

Figure 1 10 is an historian assignment overview in a system according to the invention;

10 Figure 1 1 1 depicts an individual compound assignment in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 1 12 depicts an historian object model in a system according to the invention;

15 Figure 1 13 depicts an enclosure group view in a system according to the invention;

Figure 1 14 depicts an enclosure loading view and tag assignment dialog in a system

according to the invention;

20 Figure 1 15 depicts an enclosure input/output termination view in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 1 16 depicts an enclosure loading model in a system according to the invention;

25 Figure 1 17 depicts an enclosure definition detail model in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 1 18 depicts persistent document objects in a system according to the invention;

30 Figure 119 depicts an IDA main application architecture in a system according to the

invention;

Figure 120 depicts a typical IDA generic editor frame in a system according to the invention;
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Figure 121 depicts IDA & OLE compound documents in a system according to the invention.
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Detailed Description of the Illustrated Embodiment

Figure 1 depicts a digital data processing system of the type with which apparatus and

methods according to the invention may be practiced. The illustrated system is particularly

adapted for use in connection with process control, as discussed further below. However,,

those skilled in the art will appreciate that apparatus and methods according to the invention

can be used in connection with other control systems. In this regard, processes 12A, 12B can

represent any industrial, manufacturing, service, environmental or other process, device or

system amenable to monitoring or control (hereinafter, collectively, "control").

The system ofFigure 1 includes a workstation 1 1 that is coupled to one or more controllers

I OA, 10B on which reside process control systems for monitoring and/or controlling one or

more processes 12A, 12B. These may represent independent processes or different aspects of

the same or related processes. Moreover, the processes 12A, 12B may reside within a single

plant, site or area, cell or unit or, conversely, they may dispersed among many plants, sites,

areas, cell or units.

Workstation 1 1 represents an engineering workstation, personal computer, mainframe

computer or other digital data processing device suitable for operation in accord with the

methods described herein for purposes of modeling a control system and configuring

controllers 10A, 10B or other control or controlled apparatus in accord with the teachings

herein. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, workstation 1 1 is an engineering

workstation or personal computer executing the Windows NT operating system. Though

illustrated as being carried out on workstation 1 1, those skilled in the art will appreciate that

the modeling and configuration functions described herein can be executed on suitably

configured controllers 10A, 10B (e.g., those having sufficient processing power and

interfaces to provide the graphical and other configuration functions described herein).

Server 16 represents an optional additional source ofclasses defining objects for modeling a

control system and for configuring controllers 10A, 10B (or other control or controlled

apparatus) in accord with the teachings herein. This can include, for example, a retail store,

warehouse or other distribution point of CDROMs, diskettes or other magnetic medium on

which such classes are stored. In a preferred embodiment, however, it represents a digital

data processor that functions as a server, e.g., maintained by a manufacturer or other
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distributor, from which such classes can downloaded to workstation 1 1, e.g., as part ofan e-

commerce transaction, for configuration prior to downloading to controllers 10A, 10B.

Network 14 provides a communications medium permitting the downloading of control

algorithms and other configuration information to controllers 10A, 10B, e.g., from

workstation 1 1. It can also ofprovide a medium for uploading information from controllers

10A, 10B to those other digital data processors 11, 16. Still further, it can provide a medium

for communications, real-time or otherwise, between the controllers 10A, 10B and other

devices, e.g., workstation 1 1 and server 16. Though illustrated to represent a LAN, WAN, or

global network (Internet), those skilled in the art will appreciate that element 14 may

represent any medium or mechanism through which control algorithms and other information

may be transported, electronically, physically or otherwise, to and from controllers 10A, 10B.

An exemplary control process 12A is illustrated in greater detail in Figure 2. It shows a

process including valve 18 that governs the rate of fluid flow to aeration tank 20 which, in

turn, transfers the liquid to storage tank 22. Field devices, i.e., sensors 24 and 26, monitor the

state ofprocess 12A and, thereby, facilitate its control by process control system 28 operating

on controller 10A. Thus, sensor 24 is disposed in or adjacent to tank 20 for measuring the

temperature of fluid therein, while sensor 26 measures the flow of fluid from aeration tank 20

to storage tank 22.

Figure 2 further illustrates a control algorithm 28 of the type that can be configured by

methods and apparatus according to the invention. The algorithm 28 is exercised by

controller 10A to control process 12A. The algorithm 28 includes blocks or other entities 29,

30, 32, that model field devices, control devices and other elements within process 12A and

that monitor and/or control the states and interactions between those entities.

Entities 29, 30, 32 comprise software components which may include, by non-limiting

example, source, intermediate or executable code, databases, of the type conventionally used

in the art for operating controllers, field devices, control devices and other process control

equipment. Referenced in this regard in the discussion below are software components, and

process control systems in general, marketed as the I/A Series® systems (hereinafter, "IAS"

or "I/A") available from the assignee hereof. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
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methods and apparatus according to the invention can be used to model processes and

configure control algorithms for use with other control systems, as well.

Described below is a system, alternately referred to as the IDA Control Algorithm

Configurator, the Configurator, IDA, and the like, according to one embodiment of the

invention for use modeling and configuring control processes. Referring to Figure 3, the

Configurator includes a Framework, a Database, a project manager and a set of editors. The

Framework provides common resources, such as menus, toolbars, dialogs, and security

services, used by the editors to manipulate, display and report configuration data stored in the

IDA database. In one preferred practice of the invention, the IDA Control Algorithm

Configurator and Framework are packaged as a single application. This software package

can be installed on either a stand-alone PC, workstation (e.g., element 1 1 of Figure 1) or other

digital data processor, e.g., running Windows NT or any other suitable operating system.

The editors are used by the implementation creator to create and maintain standard control

scheme definition objects distributed with the implementation and by users to create their

own plant control schemes. The Project Manager allows the user to browse through the

project configuration hierarchies and data. Interactions among the editors and the project

manager/navigator are shown in Figure 4.

The database forms part ofan object oriented database management system (OODBMS),

which may be any type commercially available in the marketplace. The database can be

deployed in a client/server configuration with a single centralized database per plant servicing

multiple clients, or otherwise. It resides on the workstation 1 1 , e.g., or on a digital data

processor coupled therewith.
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Part 1 - Framework Classes

1 IDA Framework Object Model

Figure 5 presents the primary component parts of the overall IDA Framework object model.

The model may be broken into two major areas:

1. Parameterized Objects.

2. Framework Services, which are provided in order to allow controlled access to those

objects, and how they might be used to display, print and otherwise manipulate

Parameterized Objects.

In the discussion that follows object classes and their various associations are represented in

the manner shown in Figure 6.

1 . 1 Objects and Parameters

Almost all objects in IDA are parameterized - i.e., their type is determined by the parameter

set they support, and the data that these objects represent is contained within their associated

parameters. Parameterized objects have the capability to inherit their parameter set from

another Parameterized Object which acts as the definition for the new object. A

Parameterized Object's definition is, itself, a Parameterized Object.

Using Parameters to define an object's type, and the data associated with it, provides the

following capabilities:

• Parameters represent data - they aren't compiled-in behavior.

• Parameterized Objects support data inheritance - a Parameterized Object inherits its

structure and default values from its defining object

• Any object can override the default value of various attributes ofan associated

Parameter. Referred to as parameter instantiation by exception, only the Parameter

attributes that differ from their defaults are instantiated, and attached to the object.

• Parameters associated with a Parameterized Object can also be changed by the

application of a modifier object, effectively overriding the default value(s) of any

matching Parameters.
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• A change to a Parameter in a Parameterized Object acting as a definition is reflected

in all the Parameterized Objects that are derived from the defining Parameterized

Object

• Parameterized Objects can extend their definition by adding additional Parameters.

• Parameters axe organized into groups, each group containing logically-related

Parameters. Groups can be pre-defined and/or defined by the user.

Given the complex nature of Parameterized Objects and their parameter sets, a simple

interface for the developer is provided in which it appears that a Parameterized Object

consists ofa self-contained, cohesive set ofparameters when in reality, data inheritance,

parameter overrides, and modifications are all acting together to determine final parameter

values.

1.1.1 Object Model

The overall object model for Parameterized Objects, and Parameterized Object Collections is

depicted in Figure 7.

1.1.1.1 Parameterized Object

A Parameterized Object is a persistent object. The parameters associated with a

Parameterized Object are both locally defined (as depicted in the object model) and inherited.

The locally defined parameters are those defined by the Parameter Definition objects. The

inherited parameters are those that are inherited through an association to another

Parameterized Object typically serving as a definition.

• A Parameterized Object has an ordered one-to-many association with the Parameter

Definition object This represents the set of locally defined parameters which

"belong" to, and ultimately define, this object

• A Parameterized Object maintains a list of parameter overrides, in the form of

Parameter Value and/or Parameter Override objects. Parameter Value objects are

used to override the actual parameter value, and other important attributes such as

high and low limits. Parameter Override objects are used to override all other editable

parameter attributes. Only inherited parameters are overridden - locally defined
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parameters simply have the appropriate attribute value changed within the associated

Parameter Definition.

• A Parameterized Object has an association to another Parameterized Object from

which it inherits parameters. It is a zero-or-one association, and is referred to as its

Definition, or parent, Parameterized Object If a Parameterized Object does not have

a definition, then it is considered to be a root Parameterized Object. A root

Parameterized Object defines all of its parameters, not relying on another object to

inherit them from. If a Parameterized Object has a Definition Parameterized Object

association, then the Parameterized Object is a derived Parameterized Object. The

derived Parameterized Object gets its parameters by inheriting them from the defining

object and by adding its own through local Parameter Definition associations.

• A Parameterized Object maintains a list of other Parameterized Objects that inherit its

parameters. A Parameterized Object whose parameters are inherited by other

parameterized objects is referred to as a Definition, or parent, Parameterized Object

There is no limit as to the number of objects for which a Parameterized Object can act

as a definition.

> A Parameterized Object maintains an ordered list of Parameter Groups associated

with it. This association gives the Parameterized Object an ordered set of labels to put

on the tabs of the Parameterized Objects* property page tabs while being edited, or on

tabs at the top of the Parameterized Object editor. Parameter Groups, in turn,

maintain an association with zero or more Parameter Definitions.

The Parameter Definition order maintained by the Parameterized Object applies

across all Parameter Groups that the parameters belong to. In other words, if

parameter A comes before parameter B in the association between Parameterized

Object and Parameter Definition, then A will preferably appear before B whenever

the two parameters are displayed in the same group.

A Parameterized Object may be contained within a parameterized object collection

object, which may be either a single- or multiple-collection instance of Parameterized

Object collection. In turn, parameterized object collections may contain zero or more

parameterized objects.

An instance of Parameterized Object may be associated with zero or more other

Parameterized Objects that are referred to as Modifier Parameterized Objects. The
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Parameter Values in the Modifier Parameterized Objects are used to override the

parameters of the Parameterized Object An instance ofa Parameterized Object can

have zero or more ofthese modifiers to modify their parameters. If an object has

more than one modifier, the modifications are made in the order that the modifier

objects were applied, with the resulting overrides representing the accumulative effect

ofhaving applied all the modifications.

The Framework provides the method(s) necessary in order to determine the behavior

of a modifier object By default, the Parameter Values in the Modifier which aren't

associated with any Parameter Definitions (local or inherited) of the object being

modified are ignored. However, there may be circumstances under which a developer

needs to have all Parameter Definitions applied to the object being modified,

potentially adding new parameters to the object.

1 . 1 . 1 .2 Parameterized Object Collection Classes

A Parameterized Object Collection is just that - a collection of one or more Parameterized

Objects. Applications programs can add or delete elements from the collection, and iterate

through it. Parameterized Object Collections have the ability to support multiple collections.

For example, a loop could collect both blocks and connections, whereas a compound could

have a separate collection of blocks for each control zone.

Consequently, the Parameterized Object Collection classes have been separated into two

classes, each of which will be able to support many different collection types, which include

Lists (insert after/before), Arrays (indexed access, and "null" locations), and possibly Maps

(or Dictionaries). These collection classes are:

1 . Single-Collection. Instances of this class contain a single collection, presented as a

single ordered list of objects.

2. Multiple-Collection. Instances of this class contain multiple, named collections.

These named collections are references to instances of collections (i.e., instances of

the Contained Collections) which are managed by the Multiple-Collection instance.

Each collection within a Multiple-Collection object can be a different type (for

example, a list and an array).
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1 . 1 . 1 .3 Parameter Definition

The Parameter Definition object defines the values for the attributes in a parameter. Even

though it is only directly associated with one Parameterized Object, it may indirectly belong

to many other Parameterized Objects via the parameter inheritance mechanism described in

the discussion on Parameterized Objects.

The parameter object consists of a set of attributes. The attribute set is compiled-in behavior,

and the value of each attribute is changed as needed to satisfy the requirements of the

associated Parameterized Object. A Parameter Definition does not exist alone, but only in the

context of a Parameterized Object.

In the illustrated embodiment, the minimum attribute set for a Parameter Definition is as

follows:

Name The unique identifier for accessing the parameter within a

Label

Group

Parameterized Object. There cannot be more than one parameter in a

Parameterized Object with the same name. This is the name used

when downloading the parameter to a target machine.

A list of Parameter Groups which this parameter belongs to.

An intemationalizable string used to label the Parameter in the user

interface.

Data Specifies the data type of the Parameter. Integer, float, boolean, and

Type string are examples of a data type. Depending on implementation, the

length of the data can be either an attribute ofthe data itself or of the

Parameter Definition. Can also be implemented via sub-classes of

Parameter Definition.

Behavior Specifies a set of behaviors the Parameter exhibits. Examples include

whether the parameter could be edited or associated with another

Parameter. This can be implemented as a bitmask.

Help Specifies intemationalizable help associated with the particular

Parameter Definition. The help consists of both a verbose and terse

version. The verbose version is used by the help system and the terse
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Range

Type

Control

Edit

version is used for such things as short messages and tool tips.

Specifies a specific control type used to edit the value attribute

associated with the Parameter Definition. This edit control type is

used by any application editing this parameter, whether it is displayed

in a property sheet, or in a spreadsheet format

Specifies a range of valid values for the Value attribute.

Value Specifies the value of the Parameter. This value is type specific which

is specified by the type attribute.

Provides a placeholder to contain the user-provided formula for

Parameter Definitions which have their Value attribute determined by

a formula.

Formula

Format Specifies a C-printf type specification for displaying the value

attribute.

• The Parameter Definition object has a many-to-many association to the Parameter

Group object A Parameter Definition can belong to many groups, allowing the

parameter to be displayed in multiple tabs on a Parameterized Object property sheet.

5 The order ofparameters within any Parameter Group is determined by the ordering

maintained by the Parameterized Object.

* The Parameter Definition object has a many-to-one association to the Parameterized

Object Although it may be inherited by several Parameterized Objects, a Parameter

Definition belongs directly to (locally defined by) one and only one Parameterized

10 Object. A Parameterized Object contains an ordered set of zero or more Parameter

Definitions.

1 . 1. 1 .4 Parameter Value

An instance of the Parameter Value object is created whenever specific attributes of a

15 Parameter Definition instance are overridden - namely, value, high range and low range.

Any other attribute of a Parameter Definition which is overridden is specified by a Parameter

Override object It is important to note that a Parameter Value exists by exception only - in

other words, it exists only if the associated Parameter Definition is overridden by a

Parameterized Object located "down" the ancestral tree from the Parameterized Object where
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the Parameter Definition was originally defined Overrides ofa locally defined Parameter

Definition simply replace the appropriate value within the Parameter Definition itself.

• A Parameter Value is associated with one, and only one, Parameter Definition, by name.

Attributes of the same Parameter Definition, however, may be overridden by multiple-;

Parameter Values when viewed in the context of the Parameterized Object hierarchy

chain.

• The final value ofany parameter attribute is determined by traversing the Parameterized

Object hierarchy back to the object's root, then sequentially applying overrides (and/or

modifiers) appropriately going forward down the object's hierarchy chain.

• Each Parameterized Object maintains a list of zero or more Parameter Valtie objects.

This list represents the set of locally defined value overrides associated with this

Parameterized Object.

1.1.1.5 Parameter Override

The Parameter Override object is used by a Parameterized Object to override attributes of

inherited parameters other than value, high range, and low range. Attributes which are

typically overridden using this object include which parameter groups a parameter belongs to,

format, and help strings.

• A Parameter Override object is derived from the Parameter Value class. As such, it

inherits all the behavior and attributes of the Parameter Value class in terms of

existing by exception only, and how the final value of attributes modified within a

Parameter Definition are determined.

• A Parameter Override has a "special" relationship to Parameter Groups, in that one of

the attributes of a Parameter Definition is a string containing all of the names of the

groups which that parameter belongs to. In this relationship, the same Parameter

Override may specify many Parameter Groups. In turn, the same Parameter Group

may be referenced by several Parameter Overrides, resulting in a many-to-many

relationship. As with other relationships dealing with Parameter Values and

Overrides, this one is resolved by parameter name.
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1.1.1.6 Parameter Group

The parameter set that defines the structure ofa Parameterized Object is segregated into

named Parameter Groups. These groups are directly related to the tabs contained within the

5 property sheet for the Parameterized Object when it is edited, as well as the tabs visible on

the Parameterized Object editor. Each parameter defined in an object belongs to one or more

Parameter Groups.

Parameterized Objects inherit their Parameter Groups in the same way they inherit Parameter

10 Definitions. As depicted in Figure 8, a Parameterized Object may add additional groups to

the inherited list The order of Parameter Groups, and the parameters within those groups, is

also inherited, and is determined by the ordered list ofparameters maintained by the

Parameterized Object hierarchy chain.

1 5 In Figure 8, an object Foxboro_PID is associated with two groups, A and B. Group A
contains two parameters, X and Y, while Group B contains parameters M and N. A new

object is created, using Foxboro_PID as it's definition object A new group, C, has been

defined for My_PID, which contains parameters W and X. A new parameter, Z, has been

added to the inherited group, A.

When the object My_PID is edited, a property sheet with three tabs appears. The tabs are

labeled A, B and C. If the user edits group A, parameters X, Y and Z are shown, in that

order. Note that if a change is made to the value for parameter X, and switches to group C,

the new value forX will be displayed.

The user can add new parameters (and define their order) to an inherited group, but not

change the order of any of the inherited parameters contained in the group. All inherited

parameters appear first on the property page, followed by the parameters which were added

locally. Similarly, the user can add local groups, but cannot change the order of inherited

groups when displayed on the property sheet. Local groups appear after inherited groups.
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1 . 1 .2 A Simple Parameterized Object Example

The example in Figure 9 shows how a parameter set of a simple Parameterized Object is

constructed. Parameterized object "Y" has an association to its definition "X", and is

modified by "Z" A call to a method to retrieve on parameterized objectT (depicted as

"GetParameters" in the example) results in the list of parameters as shown.

The Parameterized Object has the capability to construct a list ofparameter objects that are

associated with it The parameter list for a Parameterized Object is composed from two

sources: the parameters that are inherited (including all overrides and modifiers, possibly n

levels up the parameter inheritance tree), and the parameters which have been defined locally.

Figuii 10 shows a instance model of the objects involved in constructing a parameter list for

a simple Parameterized Object.

Listed below are the steps that a Parameterized Object takes when it is asked for a list of its

parameters. Take note of step 2, which causes recursive behavior in that the inheritance tree

is traversed all the way to the root Parameterized Object The root Parameterized Object

constructs a parameter list, finishes all 5 steps outlined below, and then returns that list to the

next Parameterized Object down, and so, until the original calling Parameterized Object gets

a list from step two. It then finishes steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 and the list is complete.

Step Action

1 The application asks for the parameter list of a Parameterized Object.

2 If there is a definition object, traverse the inheritance tree in order to add

its parameters to the list first (this continues back to the root definition

object).

3 If there are any Parameter Value and/or Override associations, then

apply those to their respective inherited parameters in the parameter list.

4 If there are any Parameter Definition associations, then add those new

parameters to parameter list.

5 If there are any Modifier Parameterized Object associations, then apply

their Parameter Definition associations as if they were Parameter

Override associations to their respective parameters in the parameter list.
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1.1.3 Framework User Interfaces for Parameterized Objects

Two user interfaces are supplied by the Framework for working with Parameterized Objects

on a daily basis. The first user interface supplied by the Framework to manipulate

Parameterized Objects is a generic Parameter Definition Editor, which could appear as shown

in Figure 1 1 . The Parameter Definition Editor is an interface which allows Parameter

Definitions to be created for a Parameterized Object This interface will most likely be

utilized by someone with administrative and/or supervisory capability.

Figure 1 1 provides a depiction of the Parameter Definition Editor. The Framework

automatically provides the menu and toolbar services which the editor may need, a tabbed

tree pane (shown on the left side of the figure), and a generic view pane which the application

programmer can use forjust about anything - e.g., a graphical "canvas", or a grid control able

to display data in a spreadsheet-like format

The second user interface is a generic Parameter Property Sheet mechanism which is used

whenever anyone needs to edit the Value attribute of a parameter on any object The

property sheet can appear as Figure 12. When the user double-clicks on a Parameterized

Object, or in some other way activates an editing session on a Parameterized Object, a

property sheet is created and displayed by the Framework. The individual property pages

within the sheet correspond to each Parameter Group found to be associated with the object

being edited. Each page, in turn, displays only those parameters which have been associated

to the corresponding Parameter Group.

The current values ofeach parameter in the group are displayed, providing the user with the

ability to change the values of configurable parameters, possibly creating Parameter Override

objects. The "look-and-feel" of each parameter value displayed on the property page is

determined by the edit control type which was associated with the corresponding Parameter

Definition.

Some parameter values (such as an entire sequence block) require something more

sophisticated in order to edit it. In these cases, a button containing an ellipses (...) appear

next to the field, and when pressed, display the appropriate editor. In the event that a

Parameter value is derived from a user-specified formula, the formula is also displayed, and

allowed to be changed, on the property page.
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1.2 Object Types

All configurable objects have an associated classification, or type, which they inherently

belong to. An object's type is used to classify what it is, and is used primarily to segregate

5 objects into groupings ofobjects exhibiting similar appearance and behavior (e.g., an AW70

and AW51, although both application workstations, have different physical characteristics

which necessitates distinguishing between them at configuration time. Thus, multiple

instances ofAW70's would each have a unique identifier in the configuration, but each

would have a type ofA W70).

10

As used here and hereinafter, the symbols Awxxx, where xxx is a number, identifies an

applications workstation available from the assignee hereof, The Foxboro Company, or other

digital data processing apparatus. The term FBM or symbol FBMxxx, where xxx is a

number, identifies a field device available from The Foxboro Company, or other field device

1 5 for use in process control. The term CP refers to a control processor or other digital data

processing apparatus suited for that function.

The Framework provides methods to return an object's type to the application. This type

information may be used for a number of reasons, including: preliminary lookup to see if

20 two objects can establish a connection; satisfy a search which uses a type filter; display of

type information on an object's placeholder.

The concept of type may be further abstracted into the concept of type category, which is a

broader classification of type. Several object types may belong to the same category (e.g. an

25 AW70 and AW51 both belong the category Application Workstation). All objects in the

same category exhibit the same general behavior as that defined by that category. For

example, an FBM would *e an object type category, whereas an FBM02 and FBM04 are

examples of specific object types.

30 Consequently, it is convenient to think of object types as being contained within a type

hierarchy. Each branch in the hierarchy would correspond to an object type category,

whereas the leaves, or endpoints, of each branch would correspond to specific object types.

The remainder of this section will present the data model, with examples, of this type

hierarchy for IDA.
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1.2.1 Object Model

The object model used in the illustrated embodiment to support the concept of object types is

shown in Figure 13.

1.2.1.1 IDA Type

This abstract base class is used only as a placeholder for containing data and methods

common to all "type-ish" classes. The only one shown in the illustration is Object Type, but

this can be expanded to include other types such as Parameter Type, etc.

1.2.1.2 Object Type

An object's type is used to classify what it is - i.e., all objects of the same type have the same

appearance, and behave identically, differentiated only by minimal differences in associated

data (e.g. name, ID, etc.) which is used to uniquely identify them.

The Object Type class is hierarchical - the branches of the hierarchy represent type

categories, with the leaves, or endpoints, of the hierarchy being actual object types with

which objects are associated. Instances of Object Types are Parameterized Objects, and may

only be directly associated to a single type category (i.e., a specific object type cannot belong

to more than one type category). Note, however, that even though an object type can only be

directly associated with one type category, it may indirectly be associated with several type

categories depending upon where it is in the type hierarchy. Every instance of Object Type

has a pointer back to its containing type category, regardless ofwhether it's acting as a

simple object type, or a type category itself.

All instances in the Object Type hierarchy are able to act as collections ofTyped Objects.

That is, each Object Type is able to maintain a list of all Typed Objects which are directly

associated with the type itself. For example, all instances of an AIN block will contain a

pointer back to the AIN instance of Object Type. In turn, the AIN instance of Object Type

will maintain a list of all instances ofAIN blocks in the configuration. This containment is

meant to be only one level deep - in other words, there is no need for I/A Block, the

containing instance of AIN, to also maintain a list of all AIN blocks (although nothing in the

design would prevent it, if desired).
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Additionally, each instance of the Object Type hierarchy which serves as a reference for a

Typed Object requires a definition reference to the defining Parameterized Object which

defines that Typed Object. This relationship provides quick access to the definition object

when a symbolic representation of that definition is dragged and dropped into a view. For

example, if the user clicks and drags an AOUT definition (either from the System Hierarchy,

or from a library template) to a view, then drops it, this relationship provides access to the

Parameterized Object which actually defines an AOUT block so that it can be created

quickly.

Since an Object Type which can be referenced by a Typed Object requires a reference to the

defining Parameterized Object, only those instances in the Object Type hierarchy be used to

serve as the collection point for those same types of objects as they are created. If an Object

Type doesn't have a defining reference, is not a container ofTyped Objects. *

The Object Type class is an abstract class - no instances of Object Type may exist in the

database. Subclasses of Object Type are the implementation-standard Object Type class, and

the User-Defined Object Type class. The Object Type class contains those methods common

between the two subclasses, e.g. methods used to support the hierarchical relationship(s) in

the type hierarchy, the containment relationship to Typed Object class, and the reference to

its associated definition Type Object instance.

Summarizing relationships:

• An instance ofan Object Type is directly associated with one, and only one, other

Object Type in the type hierarchy, and may represent either a type category, or an

actual object type, depending upon where it resides in the hierarchy. For example, in

the hierarchy Module->FBM->FBM04
y object types Module and FBM represent type

categories, and FBM04 represents an object type.

• The Object Type class is an abstract class, and instances of this class cannot exist. An

instance of an Object Type is preferably either a User-Defined Object Type, or a

implementation-standard Object Type.

• The Object Type class is hierarchical, with branches representing type categories, and

leaves being object types. The hierarchy is restrictive - that is, an implementation-
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standard Object Type is preferably contained within a implementation-standard

hierarchy, whereas a User-Defined Object Type can appear virtually anywhere in the

hierarchy (but ultimately also contained within a implementation-standard type

category).

• Instances of the Object Type class contain a reference to their containing type

category.

• Instances of the Object Type class which can serve as a reference for a Typed Object

maintain a list of all the Typed Objects ofthat same type which exist in the

configuration.

• Those same instances of the Object Type class maintain a reference to the

Parameterized Object which is capable of acting as the defining object for creating

Typed Objects of that type.

Figure 14 depicts an example ofhow the object type hierarchy can appear in IDA. As

mentioned previously, within the type hierarchy, branches form type categories, to which one

or more object types belong. In the example shown in Figure 14 are all examples of type

categories. Within the category Block Types, AINBlock, AOUTBlock, and PID Block are

examples of implementation-standard object types, and User-X Block Types is an example of

a user-defined object type.

1 .2. 1 .3 Implementation-Standard Object Type

All objects which can be typed inherently belong to one Object Type (or type category) - that

is the implementation-standard Object Type. Additionally, these objects may also optionally

be associated with a User-Defined Object Type.

Each instance of implementation-standard Object Type defined in the database may be

specified as the inherent type for one or more configuration objects. All Implementation-

standard Object Types have a direct association with a type category, which is preferably also

be Implementation-standard. In other words, a Implementation-standard Object Type may

not be associated with a user-defined type category.

All Implementation-standard Object Types have three additional attributes - they are:

configurable - all instances of this object type are able to be configured in an I/A
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configuration; assignable - all instances of this object type are able to be assigned to a process

area; and downloadable - able to be realized (as an entity) on a target platform. Whether an

object type is configurable, assignable and/or downloadable is determined at the time the

instance of the Implementation-standard Object Type is created.

Summarizing relationships:

• The Implementation-standard Object Type class is a subclass of Object Type.

• An instance of a Implementation-standard Object Type is inherently associated with

one or more instances ofTyped Object (e.g., there can be many instances ofan

FBM04 in the configuration).

• An instance of a Implementation-standard Object Type preferably belongs to a type

category which is in the Implementation-standard Object Type hierarchy. In other

words, going back along the type hierarchy chain from a Implementation-standard

Object Type, one would only find Implementation-standard type categories.

• When created, an instance of a Implementation-standard Object Type may be

designated as needing to appear in the system hierarchy.

1 .2. 1.4 User-Defined Object Type

Users may create their own, customized object types, which may be assign-3'1 to typed

objects. The primary purpose of a User-Defined Object Type is to allow the user to create

their own object classification system in the event that the set Implementation-standard

Object Types doesn't satisfy all their needs.

Summarizing relationships:

• The User-Defined Object Type class is a subclass of Object Type.

• An instance of a User-Defined Object Type may be associated with one or more

instances ofTyped Object (e.g., there can be many instances of UserX Block Type 1

in the configuration). This relationship is strictly optional, and User-Defined Object

Types may exist without ever having been referenced by an object.
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• An instance ofa User-Defined Object Type may appear anywhere in the type

hierarchy. In other words, a User-Defined Object Type may be directly associated

with either a Implementation-standard, or user-defined, type category.

• When created, an instance of a User-Defined Object Type may be designated as

needing to appear in the system hierarchy.

1.2.1.5 Typed Object

A Typed Object is a Parameterized Object which is able to be inserted into an I/A

configuration, and is considered an integral part of the configuration, in such a way that the

configuration would be considered incomplete without it Examples of typed objects include

LPs, FBMs, blocks, loops, and compounds. Objects such as graphical objects used to

enhance documentation would not be considered Typed Objects.

Typed objects inherently have an associated Implementation-standard object type. The fact

that an object is configurable is determined by whether or not its inherent object type is or

not. Typed Objects may also have a User-Defined Object Type associated with them,

although this relationship is optional.

One further restriction: at creation, a Typed Object is prevented from associating with an

Object Type (and thereby prevented from being created) unless that Object Type also

references an associated defining Parameterized Object which acts as the definition for the

Typed Object being created. In an alternate embodiment, when a Typed Object is created

and a reference made to its associated Object Type, if that Object Type doesn't have a

reference to the defining Parameterized Object, it simply uses the one from the Typed Object

itself.

Summarizing relationships:

• The Typed Object is a subclass of Parameterized Object.

• An instance of a Typed Object has an inherent Implementation-standard Object Type

associated with it, which the user cannot modify, or change. This object type

determines whether or not the Parameterized Object is configurable, assignable to a

process area, and/or downloadable to a target system.
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• An instance of a Typed Object may have an optional User-Defined Object Type

associated with it This association is in addition to die Implementation-standard

Object Type.

There may be occasions where it would be desirable to change the type ofan object, without

having to delete the original object, then create an object of the correct type. One example of

where this capability could be useful would be being able to change a station type after a

configuration has already been created, and all associations and connections established (this

happens often). An alternate embodiment accordingly, permits the type of an object to be

dynamically charged.

1 2. 1 .6 Configuration

The Configuration class exists to serve as an entry point into the two primary hierarchies

which comprise the configuration itself - the System Hierarchy, and the Plant Hierarchy.

These two hierarchies are, however, by no means mutually exclusive. The primary method(s)

and data incorporated in this class exist to serve the establishment and maintenance of

hierarchical relationships. Other configuration-wide data and/or methods may also reside

with this class.

! .2. 1 .7 Svstem Hierarchy

The System Hierarchy represents those objects which are contained within the configuration,

and are organized by various categories, primarily object type. There are potentially several

subclasses of System Hierarchy objects in the System Hierarchy itself. However, for present

purposes, only two of these subclasses are discussed:

• Definition Hierarchy. This portion of the System Hierarchy deals with the display of

definition objects, or those objects which zzt to define other Typed Objects (e.g., an

AIN block definition). Within the Definition Hierarchy, definition objects may be

organized in a number of libraries. These libraries are either implementation-standard

or defined by the user.
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• Components Hierarchy. This portion of the System Hierarchy deals with the display

ofactual instances of configured objects, and may not, themselves, act as definition

objects.

All other subclasses within the System Hierarchy simply represent another view of existing

configuration components. For example, a Network Hierarchy could display a view ofthe

configuration from a System Definition point of view, showing a hierarchy of networks,

nodes, stations, FBMs and other hardware. Since the only grouping of configuration objects

in the current design is by object type, these subclasses have to use the relationships specified

in the Connections discussion in order to know what to display (i.e., by network, by location,

etc.).

The primary reason that subclasses exist within the System Hierarchy is due to the

differences in behavior when dealing with objects in each subclass. For example, the act of

dragging and dropping an object from the definition portion of the System Hierarchy results

in the creation of a Typed Object of the proper type, whereas when an object from the

components portion of the System Hierarchy is dragged and dropped, it results in that object

being copied and placed in the view, or connected to another object, depending upon where it

was dropped.

The visible portion of the System Hierarchy tree control actually consists of two types of

elements: actual instances of System Hierarchy objects (ofwhich there are very few), and

derived (non-persistent) instances of tree control objects. Actual instances of the System

Hierarchy may reference one or more instances in the Object Type Hierarchy. This

relationship provides the mechanism by which the majority of the visible System Hierarchy is

constructed dynamically as elements are "exploded" by the user in the tree control.

1.2.1.8 Plant Hierarchy

The Plant Hierarchy also represents those objects which are contained within the

configuration, but are organized by location, rather than by type. This hierarchy represents

another view of already-existing configuration components, and may be constructed using a

subclass of System Hierarchy.
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122 Managing Object Types

The user can create a new instance ofan Object Type by selecting "New" on a pulldown

menu within the definition portion of the System Hierarchy. Alternatively, a "New
|
Object

Type" menu selection is available on any IDA application. However the user chooses to

perform this task, the action can result in the display of a dialog box similar to that in Figure

15. In this example, the user enters the new Object Type, and provides a description for the

new type. Additionally, the user picks an already existing object type in the type hierarchy to

act as its template" type, or object type to be used to create from. The user can create a new

object type from an existing one in two ways:

• Copy. In this create method, the new object type is created by copying the existing

object type, and is instantiated in the type hierarchy at the same level as the object

type which was copied.

• Derive. In this create method, the new object type is created by using an existing

object type as its parent, thereby treating the old object type as a type category.

In order to finish creating the new object type, the user additionally specifies such things as:

• Configurable. Specifies whether or not all objects associated with this object type are

able to be configured in terms of security (i.e., a user's access to an obiect is

determined by the user's group access to the object's type). If an object type is not

configurable, objects created which are associated with that object type will not be

affected by security mechanisms.

• Downloadable. Specifies whether or not all objects associated with this object type

are downloadable to a hardware target Note that this option will be dimmed, and not

available for selection if the object type being described is a User-Defined object type.

• Assignable to System Hierarchy. Determines whether or not an object is visible

within the System Hierarchy when the hierarchy is viewed from the tree control.

• Assignable to Process Area. Determines whether or not an object associated with this

object type can be assigned to a process area.

To edit an existing instance of an Object Type, a dialog similar to the one shown in Figure 15

is displayed, already populated with the information dealing with this object type (i.e., the
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configurable, assignable and/or downloadable flags checkboxes are selected appropriately).

When an object type is edited, the only things that can be changed are the object's

description, and whether or not the object is configurable, assignable and/or downloadable.

Some of the attribute and assignable selections may be disabled when the object type is

displayed, depending upon the settings of the object type's containing categoiy.

To delete an instance ofan Object Type in the hierarchy, the user must preferably explicitly

decide to remove it If the object being deleted is a type category, the user is informed, and

asked if they wish to continue - if they confirm the delete, then everything in the type

hierarchy from the object type downward is removed.

1.3 Parameterized Object Connections

An IDA configuration consists not only of objects, but objects which are related to each other

in a number of ways. These relationships may be physical (e.g. a serial connection between a

serial printer and a station) or logical (e.g. a host relationship between an AP and a CP, or a

collection point relationship between a block and an historian). These relationships are all

called connections.

Establishing a connection actually requires two different levels of "hand-shaking" between

the two objects involved. Consequently, the subject of connectivity is divided into two

sections:

1. The first level represents the connectivity which is established between two objects.

Although easy to envision (e.g. the connection between a block and a compound),

there is no actual database association which is actually created at the object level.

2. The second level represents the connectivity which is established between two

parameters. The database association is established at this level, and is the

mechanism by which two objects establish a relationship.

1.3.1 Type Awareness

Any Parameterized Object in IDA has an inherent Implementation-standard object type. This

object type, in turn, has a direct relationship to a single type categoiy, but may be indirectly

related to several type categories.
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In Figure 16, an instance ofan AW70X (with control) knows that it's an AW70X, by virtue

of the fact that AW70X is its inherent Implementation-standard object type. However, the

instance is preferably also "aware" that it is also an AW70, NT Application Workstation, or

control processor (here, identified as a "Z-Module," in reference to a control processor

available from the assignee hereof, The Foxboro Company), going backward through the type

hierarchy. This awareness may be used in a number of ways, particularly when a process is

dealing with the concept ofobject types at different granularities. For instance, when

dragging a specific serial printer across a representation of the AW70X mentioned above, the

printer may not "know** that it can connect to an AW70X, but it may know that it could

establish a connection to an NT Application Workstation. The Framework provides methods

for allowing the application developer to "walk" the type hierarchy tree in order to obtain the

direct, and all the indirect, type categories which a specific object type is related to.

1 .3 .2 Source/Sink vs. Parent/Child Relationships

A connection in IDA can describe a Source/Sink, or Parent/Child relationship between two

objects. There are very subtle differences in the two types of relationships, but they are

different enough to warrant separation of behavior. A Parent/Child relationship is typically

used to model the relationship between two objects in a hierarchical, or containment

relationship whereas a Source/Sink relationship is usually used in a peer-to-peer type of

relationship. These differences are presented in the table below:

Relation Data Data Description

Parent Capacity Data represents the maximum combined "weight"

of the children which can be associated to that

object.

Child Weight Data represents the weight of a single instance of

the child object.

Source Min, Max Specifies the minimum and maximum number of

connections to other objects, or sinks, which can

be supported by that object. Supports the concept

of a "fan-out" capability.

Sink Min, Max Specifies the minimum and maximum number of

connections from other objects, or sources, which
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can be supported by that object Supports the

concept ofa "fan-in" capability.

An example of a Parent/Child type relationship would be that of a CP to its connected FBMs.

The CP acts as a parent in that it acts as a common control connection for all the FBMs which

are physically connected to it The CP is able to support a certain number ofFBMs. Each

FBM, in turn, acts as a child in that it relies on the CP to perform certain duties, and it

contributes a specific weight toward the total capacity supported by the CP.

In both Parent/Child and Source/Sink connections, the concept offan-in andfan-out is valid.

Afan-out connection can be used to model a relationship in which the source (parent) object

supports connections to one or more sinks (children) objects in the database. One example of

such a connection type is a output (or
nPNT") parameter on an AIN block andits associated

output signal flows. The PNT parameter, acting as a source, would provide measurement

values to one or more input parameters (conventionally referred as "MEAS" or "SPT") in

other blocks, each input parameter acting as a sink.

1 .3.3 Connection Object Model

Figure 17 depicts the classes used in the illustrated embodiment to support connectivity at the

object level. This shows the model used to support a source (parent) Parameterized Object,

connecting to the sink (child) Parameterized Object. The model is not intended to suggest

that two connectable parameters of the same object can't be connected together (i.e., the same

Parameterized Object can be both source and sink at the same time). An example ofwhen

this might occur is a calculation output parameter (conventionally referred to as "BCALCO")

parameter acting as calculation input parameter (conventionally referred to as "BCALCI")

parameter in the same I/A block.

One aspect of the object model needs to be explained in order to understand it fully. When a

Parameterized Object is created, no Parameter Override or Endpoint objects exist. The

Override and Endpoint objects only get created whenever a Connection is about to be

established. When a Connection is about to be established, the appropriate Parameter

Override object and Endpoint object are instantiated, and as depicted in Figure 18, these two

objects each maintain a reference to their associated parameterized object, as well as to each

other, allowing iteration over an object's connections from either direction.
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1.3.3.1 Connection

A Connection contains the data and methods that defines a relationship, or link, between two

Parameterized Objects (or more specifically, between two connectable parameters). In an I/A

relationship, a connection could can be used to model the logical relationship between two

blocks, or the host relationship between two stations, etc.

In order to take into account the complex relationships that a Connection can have with other

classes (esp. Placeholder classes), a Connection is a Parameterized Object This allows

Connections to be primarily data driven, rather than compiled behavior, allowing the

establishment of connections with new objects to be done in an easier fashion. For example,

some Connections probably are not displayed in a graphical environment (such as the

relationship between an historian and its associated historizable points). Whether or not to

display a Connection is, preferably, parameter-driven.

A Connection in IDA can be a Parent/Child relationship, or a Source/Sink. In order to exist,

a Connection preferably has exactly one Source (or Parent) Endpoint, and one Sink (or Child)

Endpoint However, the two endpoints may exist without a Connection having yet been

established between them. As mentioned previously, the endpoints of the Connection will

not be instantiated until the Connection itself is about to be established. Conversely, endpoint

objects remain persistent even after the associated Connection has been removed.

Graphically, connections between two objects will be connected at the edge of the rectangular

area representing each object The system will also support connections connected to a point

at the center of the object as well. Connections are represented by segmented polylines made

up of alternating horizontal and vertical segments. The system also supports single segment

lines representing an association.

Summarizing relationships: a Connection is a Parameterized Object; a Connection, if it

exists, preferably has both a Source (or Parent) and a Sink (or Child) Endpoint. Note,

however, that certain operations (e.g. selection state) deal with the Association, and only one

(or none) of its associated Endpoints; a Connection has a relationship to an Association

Placeholder.
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1 .3.3 .2 Connection Endpoint

A Connection Endpoint is an abstract class from which all connection endpoints are derived

No instances of this class may exist by themselves. The Connection Endpoint contains a

reference to the Parameter Override which is either the source (parent) or sink (child)

parameter representing one end of a connection.

Connection Endpoints provide a mechanism for associating the connection to the object The

endpoints relate the Connection to the Parameter Override to (or from) which the Connection

is attached Endpoints also relate the Connection to the position (side/direction, or center)

where the Connection is attached to the object Each Connection Endpoint is described by

two coordinates, the side of the object it is on, and the relative position of the endpoint along

the side of the rectangle representing the parameterized object This allows the endpoint to

retain its relative position along the side, even if the object is resized.

Connection Endpoints only come into existence whenever a connection between any two

objects (or parameters) is about to be established. Once the Framework approves the creation

of the connection, it instantiates the endpoint class instances, along the associated parameter

overrides, inserting a reference to the parameterized object in each.

Connection Endpoints have a direct relationship to a Point Placeholder, allowing a depiction

of the endpoint itself to be displayed on the screen.

Summarizing relationships:

• The Connection Endpoint class is an abstract class, and no instances of it may exist in

IDA. This class is further specialized into Source / Sink Endpoints, and Sink / Child

Endpoints.

• Each instance of a Connection Endpoint has a reference to a Point Placeholder.

1.3.3.3 Source / Parent Endpoint

A Source (or Parent) Endpoint is the endpoint which is specific to the source (or parent) end

of the Connection between two Parameterized Objects, and is a simple sub-class of the

abstract Connection Endpoint class. The Parameterized Object maintains a list of its
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Source/Parent Endpoints. The Source/Parent Endpoint can be the source ofseveral

connections, supporting "fan-out" connectivity. The Source/Parent Endpoint may exist

without a Connection to a Sink/Child Endpoint.

Summarizing relationships:

• An instance of a Source/Parent Endpoint is associated with one, and only one,

Parameterized Object The Parameterized Object, in turn, maintains a list of all

Source/Parent Endpoints associated with it

• Each instance of a Source/Parent Endpoint may be associated with one or more

Connections. This supports the concept ofa "fan-out" relationship, which is valid for

both Parent/Child as well as Source/Sink type relationships.

• Each instance of a Source/Parent Endpoint is directly related to the connectable

Parameter Override it represents.

The Endpoint object can support the concept ofa reference counter, which represents the

number of connections currently associated with it.

1.3.3.4 Sink /Child Endpoint

A Sink (or Child) Endpoint is the endpoint which is specific to the sink (or child) end of the

Connection between two Parameterized Objects, and is a simple sub-class of the abstract

Connection Endpoint class. The Parameterized Object maintains a list of its Sink/Child

Endpoints.

The Sink/Child Endpoint may only be the sink (child) of a single connection. The Sink/Child

Endpoint may exist without a Connection to a Source/Parent Endpoint

Summarizing relationships:

• A instance of a Sink/Child Endpoint is associated with one, and only one,

Parameterized Object The Parameterized Object, in turn, maintains a list of all

Sink/Child Endpoints associated with it.

• Each instance of a Sink/Child Endpoint may be associated with only one Connection.
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• Each instance of a Sink/Child Endpoint is directly related to the connectable

Parameter Override it represents.

1 .3.4 Object Connection Type Object Model

Figure 19 depicts additional classes used in the illustrated embodiment to support

connectivity at the object level.

1 .3.4. 1 Object Connection Type Specifier

The primary function of the Object Connection Type Specifier is to provide a list ofObject

Types to Parameterized Objects, allowing objects to be "extended" such that they encapsulate

the behavior ofan object in terms of being a parent/child, or source/sink. The Object

Connection Type Specifier is an abstract class from which four basic object connection type

specifiers are derived: parent, child, source and sink.

Each Object Connection Type Specifier is directly related to a Parameterized Object, and is

used to help determine the nature of connectivity that the Parameterized Object is allowed to

participate in. The same Parameterized Object can act simultaneously as a parent (or source)

and a child (or sink). This gives rise to the one-to-many relationship between Parameterized

Object and Object Connection Type Specifier shown in the model

In the example shown in Figure 20, an Historian acts as a parent to all historized points

associated with it, yet simultaneously acts as a child when discussed in terms of being

associated with a software host As used herein and throughout, a "historian" is a block or

other functionality used to track parameter values during runtime operation of a process

control system configured in accord with the teachings hereof. Each parameter so tracked is

referred to as a "point," a "historized point," or the like. In the illustrated embodiment, the

object type for a Historian is the same, no matter how many Object Connection Type

Specifiers a Parameterized Object may be associated with.

Summarizing relationships:

• The Object Connection Type Specifier class is used to relate instances of

Parameterized Objects with Object Types
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• Each instance ofan Object Connection Type Specifier subclass is directly related to

the Object Type it represents. The same Object Type may be associated with one or

more Object Connection Type Specifiers.

• Each instance ofan Object Connection Type Specifier subclass is directly related to

5 the Parameterized Object it represents. It is possible for the same Parameterized .

Object to be associated with more *han one Object Connection Type Specifier.

• Each instance of an Object Connection Type Specifier is referenced in one or more

instances of the Object Connection Type class, with the added sense ofwhether or not

the referenced specifier represents a source/parent, vs. sink/child in a potential

10 connection.

1.3.4.2 Parent Object Connection Type Specifier

Parent Object Connection Type Specifiers extend the abstract Object Connection Type

Specifier class to handle object types capable of fulfilling a parent role when connecting to

15 another object. As such, they specify the capacity, or total weight, of all the child objects

which they are capable of supporting, and provide other functionality used by a parent object

Examples of a Parent Object Connection Type Specifier would include a CP which has the

capacity to support 48 FBMs in an I/A fieldbus relationship, an AP which allows two serial

printers to be connected via a serial connection, or an historian able to support 4000

collection points.

In a preferred embodiment, any object capable of playing a parent role keeps track of the total

"weighf7
of the connections which have been established for each connection type it is able

to support. This value can be associated with the parameter associated with the endpoint of a

connection.

1 .3 .4.3 Child Object Connection Type Specifier

Child Object Connection Type Specifiers extend the abstract Object Connection Type

Specifier class to handle object types capable of fulfilling a child role when connecting to

another object. As such, they specify their weight which they will contribute to the total

accumulative weight when connecting to a parent Examples of Child Object Connection

Type Specifiers include an FBM connecting to a CP, or a serial printer connected to an AP.
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Each connection causes the total accumulative weight for that connection type to be

incremented by the child's weight Prior to actually establishing a connection, the

Framework checks to ensure that the weight supported by the parent object does not exceed

its capacity for that connection type. If it does, the connection attempt will fail, and the

application program will be informed that the pending connection is no longer feasible.

1 .3.4.4 Parent/Child Object Connection Type Specifier Examples

The table below illustrates the data which needs to be considered at the object level for each

valid parent/child connection - namely:

Capacity (This value specifies the total weight which the parent object type is able to

support for the associated connection type); and

Weight (This value specifies the amount of capacity consumed whenever a child

object of this type is attached to the parent).

Parent Object Type

Historian

CP40

AW70

IE32

AP51

Capacity

4000

48

2

4

unlimited

Connection Type

Historian

Fieldbus

Serial

Nest

Software Host

Child Object Type

Historizable Point

FBM

Serial Printer

lx8Cell

CP40

Weight

1.3.4.5 Source Object Connection Type Specifier

Source Object Connection Type Specifiers extends the abstract Object Connection Type

Specifier class to handle object types capable of fulfilling a source role when connecting to

another object. There are no additional data or methods beyond those provided by the Object

Connection Type Specifier class. This subclass provides consistency and flexibility during

implementation.

1 .3.4.6 Sink Object Connection Type Specifier

A Sink Object Connection Type Specifier extends the abstract Object Connection Type

Specifier class to handle object types capable of fulfilling a sink role when connecting to

another object. There are no additional data or methods beyond those provided by the Object
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Connection Type Specifier class. The subclass provides consistency and flexibility during

implementation.

1J .4.7 Source/Sink Object Connection Type Specifier Examples

The table below illustrates the data which needs to be considered at the object level for each

valid source/sink connection.

1.3.4.8 Object Connection Type

Instances of the Object Connection Type class provide a means of establishing the outermost

layer ofconnectivity between any two objects. This class is used to describe the "legal"

combinations ofobject types or type categories (i.e., Source/Sink vs. Parent/Child) which are

able to form a connection. These connections can be physical (e.g. an electrical signal flow

between a serial port and a serial device) or logical (e.g. a host relationship between an AP

and a CP, or a collection point association between a block and an historian).

There are two relationships that each instance ofan Object Connection Type has with the

Object Connection Type Specifier class - one is used to specify the source (parent) type, and

the other is to specify the sink (child) type. In this way, the Object Connection Type class

acts as a join table, relating two object types to determine whether there is a potential

connection possible. This class is therefore used as an initial "filter" to determine whether

two objects are able to establish a connection before the more complex negotiation between

two parameters is allowed to continue.

When examining instances of the Object Connection Type class to see if two object types can

form a valid connection, the Framework may encounter more than one instance which

satisfies the criteria. If this occurs, the user will have to manually resolve the ambiguity, and

select the connection type being sought.

Source Object Type

AIN

Connection Type Sink Object Type

Block Connection PK)

PID Block Connection AOUT
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While making a determination as to whether two object types can connect together or not, the

Framework takes into account the fact that instances of Object Connection Types may not go

all the way "down" to the object type level, but may specify type categories instead. In this

manner, for example, a specific type of serial printer could be specified as being able to be

connected to all NT application workstations, rather than specific types ofNT stations. The

Framework takes into account type "awareness", which was discussed in a previous section,

in order to accomplish this.

Summarizing relationships:

• Each instance derived from an Object Connection Type contains references to two

Object Types - one for a Source (Parent) Object Type, the other for a Sink (Child)

Object Type. These object types are paired together to determine whether a request to

connect two objects together is "legal", or valid, depending upon what types of

objects they are.

• The Object Connection Type class contains methods which, when given two object

types, allows the application developer to determine which object type is acting as the

source (parent) object, and which one is acting as the sink (child) object

In order to efficiently implement type "awareness", a bitmasking operation can be used, in

which each unique type category, as well as object type, gets assigned a unique bitmask

value. By "or'ing" all of the bitmasks together of all the type categories which an object

belongs to, the matter ofcomparing an object's type bitmask with that of the types contained

in each instance of the Object Connection Type class becomes a single operation, rather than

a series of string compares.

1 .3.5 Parameter Connection Type Object Model

Figure 21 depicts the classes used in the illustrated embodiment to support connectivity at the

parameter level. Note that the class structure presented in Figure 21 closely parallels that of

the object connection type object model presented in Figure 19.
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1 .3.5. 1 Parameter Type

The Parameter Type class is just that - a class used to describe all the various types of

connectable parameters which can exist in I/A. Examples of Parameter Types includes serial

ports, serial devices, analog input, analog output, historian hosts, and historizable points.

Any "connectable" parameter in I/A preferably has an associated Parameter Type.

Summarizing relationships:

• A Parameter Type is a base class providing I/A with types of connectable parameters.

No parameters will be allowed to be related to an endpoint in a Connection unless it is

also represented by a Parameter Type found in an instance of this class.

• Each Parameter Type may be associated with one or more Parameter Connection

Type Specifiers, which provide additional information regarding connectability for

that specific Parameter Type.

The Parameter Type class can be implemented as another type category in the Object Type

hierarchy. In this manner, any code developed to deal with object types (esp. if implementing

bitmask operations) may also be used to deal with parameter types.

1 .3.5.2 Parameter Connection Type Specifier

The primary function of the Parameter Connection Type Specifier is to provide a list of

Parameter Types to Parameter Definitions, and to fine-tune the "connectable-ness" of that

Parameter Definition with the connection. The Parameter Connection Type Specifier class is

an abstract class, from which four basic parameter connection type specifiers are derived:

parent, child, source and sink.

Each Parameter Connection Type Specifier is directly related to one or more connectable

Parameter Definitions, and is ultimately used to describe the nature ofconnection that the

parameter is allowed to participate in. The parameter to act simultaneously as a

parent/source, and a child/sink, thus the one to many relationship between Parameter

Override and Parameter Connection Type Specifier.

In the example shown in Figure 22, a MEAS parameter override acts as a source for other

input parameters (e.g., a MEAS parameter in a REALM block), yet simultaneously acts as the
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sink when connected to a parameter such as a PNT parameter in an AIN block. Note that the

parameter type "MEAS** is the same, no matter how many Parameter Connection Type

Specifiers a parameter override may be associated with.

Summarizing relationships:

• The Parameter Connection Type Specifier class is used to relate instance of Parameter

Overrides with Parameter Types.

• Each instance of a Parameter Connection Type Specifier subclass is directly related to

the Parameter Type it represents. The same Parameter Type may be associated with

one or more Parameter Connection Type Specifiers.

• Each instance of a Parameter Connection Type Specifier subclass is directly related to

the Parameter Override it represents. It is possible for the same Parameter Override to

be associated with more than one Parameter Connection Type Specifier.

• Each instance of a Parameter Type Specifier is referenced in one or more instances of

the Parameter Connection Type class, with the added sense ofwhether or note the

referenced specifier represent a source/parent, vs. sink/child in a potential connection.

1 .3.5.3 Parent Parameter Connection Type Specifier

Parent Parameter Connection Type Specifiers extends th*; abstract Parameter Connection

Type Specifier class to handle parameters capable of fulfilling a parent role when connecting

to another object. There are no additional data or methods beyond those provided by the

Parameter Connection Type Specifier class. The subclass provides consistency and

flexibility during implementation.

1 .3.5.4 Child Parameter Connection Type Specifier

Child Parameter Connection Type Specifiers extends the abstract Parameter Connection Type

Specifier class to handle parameters capable of fulfilling a child role when connecting to

another object. There are no additional data or methods beyond those provided by the

Parameter Connection Type Specifier class. The subclass provides consistency and

flexibility during implementation.
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1 .3.5.5 Parent/Child Parameter Connection Type Specifier Examples

The table below presents some examples that have a parent/child relationship.

Parent Parameter Type Connection Type Child Parameter Type

Serial Port Serial Connection Serial Device

Historian Logical Historian Hist~rizable Point

Parallel Port Parallel Connection Parallel Device

1 .3.5.6 Source Parameter Connection Type Specifier

Source Parameter Connection Type Specifiers extend the abstract Parameter Connection

Type Specifier class to handle source-type endpoints of a connection. As such, they will

specify the minimum and maximum number of sinks with which they are able to establish a

Connection. Examples ofa Source Parameter Connection Type Specifier would be an I/O

point in I/A, represented by the PNT parameter in a AIN block. The PNT parameter acts as

the source for signals flowing to one or more input parameters.

1 .3.5.7 Sink Parameter Connection Type Specifier

Sink Parameter Connection Type Specifiers extend the abstract Parameter Connection Type

Specifier class to handle sink-type endpoints ofan association. As such, they will specify the

minimum and maximum number of sources with which they are able to establish a

connection. An example in I/A of a Sink Parameter Connection Type Specifier would be a

MEAS or SPT parameter in a PID block, either of which is able to receive signal input from

another block.

1 .3.5.8 Source/Sink Parameter Type Specifier Examples

The table below presents some examples which that have a source/sink relationship.

Source Parm Type Min/Max Connection Sink Parm Type Min/Max

PNT 1/unlimited Block Connection MEAS 1/1

PNT 1/unlimited Block Connection SPT 0/1

BCALCO 1/1 Block Connection BCALCI 0/1

The "Min" data associated with a Sink represents an optional/required feature, with a zero (0)

representing an optional connection, and a one (1) representing a required connection.
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1.3.5.9 Parameter Connection Type

Instances ofthe Parameter Connection Type class represent the innermost layer of

associativity between any two objects. This class is used to describe the "legal"

combinations ofparameter types which are able to form a connection. These connections can

be physical (e.g. an electrical signal flow a serial port and a serial device) or logical (e.g. a

collection point connection between a MEAS parameter and an historian).

There are two relationships that each instance ofa Parameter Connection Type has with the

Parameter Connection Type Specifier class - one is used to specify the source (parent) type,

and the other is to specify the sink (child) type. In this way, the Parameter Connection Type

class acts as ajoin table, relating two parameter types together to determine the connection

endpoints. This class is therefore used as the final "filter** to determine whether two objects

are able to establish a connection.

1.3.6 Establishing a Connection

The listing below represents the sequence of events which preferably occur before a

Connection can be made between two parameters. This logic is used when an object is being

"dragged" around the view, looking for a drop target. Additionally, this logic is valid

whether the object being dragged is a potential Source/Parent in a relationship, or Sink/Child.

Level 1 - Object to Object

Step Action Performed

1 Click and begin "dragging" object in view - cursor changes to a drag cursor.

2 Using the Object Connection Type Specifier of each object, check to see if there is any instances

of the correct pairing in Object Connection Types.

3 If an instance in Object Connection Types is found, then change cursor to indicate that the drop

target is potentially valid, otherwise perform no action. If valid, retain the sense of which object

is now acting as Source(Parent), and which one is acting as the Sink(Child), as well as the type o:

Connection being sought.

Ifno instance is found, then cursor remains unchanged, and the user will not be allowed to drop
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the object

Level 2 - Parameter to Parameter (Perform only if Level 1 above passed)

Step Action Performed

4 Iterate through instances of the Parameter Connection Type class to find the proper Source

(Parent) and Sink(Child) parameter types necessary to fulfill this connection. Note that there ma:

potentially be several instances ofthe Parameter Connection Type class which satisfy the

conditions imposed by the connection - keep track of all ofthem since we're not sure yet what

parameters the objects have.

5 For the Source(Parcnt) object, find the proper Parameter Definition based on the Source(Parent)

parameter type found in step (4) above.

6 Perform the same action for the Sink(Child) object parameter definition using the Sink(Child)

parameter type which was paired with the Source(Parent) parameter type used in step (5) above.

7 Create the appropriate Parameter Override(s) with their associated Source(Parent) and

Sink(Child) Endpoints (note that they may already exist from previous connection).

8. Create the instance ofthe Connection. Ifmore than one connection is permissible, a preferred or

default connection is automatically selected.

5 The final responsibility for establishing a connection between two objects rests with the

methods responsible for negotiating the "handshake* between the two parameters. These

methods check for adequate capacity on the source(parent) object, and establish the actual

connection instance itself. This code resides with the source object or the sink object.

10 Parameter-level connections can be automatically established as described in steps 4-8

above. In addition, they can be established via direct operator intervention. Through a drag-

and-drop operation, menu selection or otherwise, the operator identifies two parameters

between which a connection is to be established. After verifying that a relationship can exist

between the objects themselves (e.g., as described in steps 1-3, above), the Parameter

15 Connection Type Specifier is checked to insure that the combination is permissible. If so, the

necessary Parameter Overrides are created.

In some embodiments, the creation of certain connections between parameters causes other to

be automatically established. These are referred to as master and slave connections (or
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"connection propagation"). By way of example, once a connection is established between

the PNT parameter ofan AIN object and the MEAS input parameter of a PID object, related

(or "slave") connections are made between related parameter pairs (e.g., low and high scale

parameters) of these objects. These slave connections can be modified by the operator, as

desired. Slave connections are automatically updated or destroyed when the corresponding

master connection is updated or destroyed. Thus, for example, the destruction of a

connection between the PNT parameter ofan AIN object and the MEAS input parameter of a

PID object automatically results in destruction of low-scale, high-scale and other parameter-

level slave connections between these objects.

1.3.7 Connectivity Examples

1 .3.7. 1 Parent/Child Connectivity - Case # 1

Figure 23 depicts the connections between an Historian to all the historizable points which

have been assigned to it The following table depicts the connectivity data needed to support

these connections at the object level:

Parent Object Type Capacity Connection Type Child Object Type Weight

HISTORIAN 4000 Historian Connection AIN Block 1

HISTORIAN 4000 Historian Connection PID Block 1

whereas this table depicts the connectivity data need to support these connections at the

parameter level:

Parent Parameter Type Connection Type Child Parameter Type

HISTORIAN Historian Connection PNT

HISTORIAN Historian Connection MEAS

This example depicts how data can be structured to handle the parent/child situation where

the child does not need to have a sense of which point it is (e.g., the MEAS parameter doesn't

need to know it's the 2nd historized point in this example), simply that it's connected the

HIST parameter of the historian. This example also provides the means to establish a "fan-

out" relationship for a parent/child connection.
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1 3.72 Parent/Child Connectivity - Case #2

Figure 24 is similar to the first, except that now the Parameter Definitions have been provided

in such a way so as to "split** the parameter representing two serial ports into two separate

parameters, each parameter representing a single serial port The following table depicts the

connectivity data needed to support these connections at the object level:

Parent Object Type Capacity Connection Type Child Object Type Weight

AW70A (NT Station) 2 Serial Connection BW132 (Serial Printer) 1

AW70A (NT Station) 2 Serial Connection BW80 (Serial Printer) 1

Whereas the following table depicts the connectivity data need to support these connections

at the parameter level:

Parent Parameter Type Connection Type Child Parameter Type

Serial Port 1 Serial Connection Serial

Serial Port 2 Serial Connection Serial

This example depicts how data is structured to handle the parent/child situation where the

child has to "know", or be aware of, the specific parent parameter instance they are connected

to. In other words, in this scenario, it's important to kiiow that Printer #1 is connected to

Serial Port 1, and that Printer #2 is connected to Serial Port 2. If this level of detail is

unimportant, then the parameter definitions for the AW70 could be modeled in such as way

that there was only one Serial Port parameter, and one endpoint object, to which all serial

devices would connect.

1 .3.7.3 Parent/Child Connectivity(Nest) - Case #3

Figure 25 depicts how a nest can be implemented within IDA. The following table depicts

the connectivity data needed to support these connections at the object level:

Parent Object Type Capacity Connection Type Child Object Type Weight

IE32 (Enclosure) 4 Nest Connection lx8CELL (Cell) 1

1x8CELL (Cell) 8 Nest Connection FBM04 (FBM) 1
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The following table depicts the connectivity data need to support these connections at the

parameter level:

Parent Parameter Type Connection Type Child Parameter Type

CellSlot Nest Connection Cell

ModuleSlot Nest Connection Module

This example depicts how data can be structured to handle the parent/child connections used

to support a multilevel nesting scenario. This implementation takes into account that each

object connecting to its parent needs to know which "slot" it occupies, and in turn, each

"slot** needs to know what object is currently occupying it (if any).

This design allows object differentiation between the slots. For example, it is easy to model

(in the parameter definitions) the fact that the first two slots of a cell (represented by the first

two parameter overrides) can only accommodate a power supply, and the remaining slots

available for modules.

1 .3 .7.4 Source/Sink Connectivity

Figure 26 depicts an implementation ofhow source/sink relationships can be implemented in

IDA. The following table depicts the connectivity data needed to support these connections

at the object level:

Source Object Type Connection Type Sink Object Type

AIN Block Block Connection PID Block

PID Block Block Connection REALM Block

The following table depicts the connectivity data need to support these connections at the

parameter level:

Source Parm Type Min/Max Connection Sink Parm Type Min/Max

PNT 1 /unlimited Block Connection MEAS 0/1

MEAS 1/unlimited Block Connection MEAS 0/1
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This example depicts how data can be structured to handle a source/sink connection. More

importantly, it shows how the same parameter (i.e., in this case, the MEAS parameter of the

PID block) can function as both source and sink simultaneously.

1.4 Placeholders

The primary purpose of Placeholders is to preserve the location and appearance of an object

on a Persistent Document, enabling an object to retain its appearance between viewings.

Placeholders present an object model, depicting all the objects, their connections, and the

endpoints of those connections in a single diagram. Consequently, the object model dealing

with placeholders will broken into two sections:

Appearance Object Model. Objects ofthe same type appear in a certain way, depending upon

which view it's being displayed in. This appearance is defined in an instance of the .

Appearance Definition class, which describe through the use ofmacros how a certain type of

object appears. The Framework supports both a Implementation-standard, as well as a user-

defined, appearance definition of an object type. Finally, a Placeholder Type class links an

object type with a view type, with the appearance definition which is dictates how the object

type appears on that view type.

1 . Placeholder Object Model. This object model details how the placeholder class may

actually be abstracted into three different classes: one each to support endpoints,

connections, and objects.

1A 1 Appearance Object Model

The object model depicted in Figure 27 centers around how objects of a certain type appear

when displayed on various types of views.

1.4.1.1 Placeholder Type

The Placeholder Type class is analogous to a join table between instances of the Object Type

class and The View Type class, representing valid combinations of object types vs. view

types. If a specific object type is not found in any instance of the Placeholder Type class,

then no objects of that type will be able to be displayed on any view of that view type.
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By referencing instances of the Appearance Definition class, the Placeholder Type class is

also responsible for determining how an object ofa specific Object Type appears on each

view type it is able to be displayed on.

Summarizing relationships:

• The Placeholder Type class is a base class, instance ofwhich define "legal", or valid,

combinations of Object Types and View Type. Each instance of a Placeholder Type

represents the appearance of a single valid object type on a specific view type.

• The Placeholder Type class is analogous to a join table to separate the many-to-many

relationship between object types and view types. In other words, die same Object

Type can appear in many different View Types, and the same View Type can be used

to display many different objects of the same Object Type.

• An instance of the Placeholder Type class ties the object type / view type pair to an

object appearance via its association with an instance of the Appearance Definition

class, which is used to specify how an object type appears in that view type.

1.4.1.2 View Type

The View Type class represents the document (and supporting view, speaking in MFC terms)

on which Parameterized Objects are displayed. Not all view types display all object types,

and valid combinations are dictated by instances of the Placeholder Type class.

Summarizing relationships:

• Each instance of the View Type class has a one-to-many relationship to instances of

the Placeholder Type class. Each view type is capable of displaying one or more

object types, with each v^lid View Type / Object Type pair represented by an instance

of the Placeholder Type class. The appearance of that object on that view type is

specified by the associated Appearance Definition object.

1 .4. 1 .3 Appearance Definition

The Appearance Definition class is just that - it defines the appearance of an object type on

one or more types of views. The Appearance Definition object may be thought of as a small-
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scaled Sheet Template (refer to the section on "Sheet Templates"). The appearance ofan

object, if specified as a template, is macro-driven, allowing the user to edit and modify the

way objects appear in certain View Types. For example, a possible Appearance Definition

for a Parameterized Object might appear as that shown in Figure 28, where the macros

[SNAME], [SICON] and [STYPE] have specific values which have been obtained from the

associated Parameterized Object at runtime.

All Parameterized Objects have a default Implementation-standard Appearance Definition for

every View Type which they are allowed to appear on in IDA. The user can modify these

Appearance Definitions, and save them as the new "default" Appearance Definition for that

object type / view type pair.

1 .4. 1 .4 Implementation-standard Appearance Definition

Instances ofImplementation-standard Appearance Definition objects represent the default

appearance ofan object when placed on an instance of a specific View Type. A

Implementation-standard Appearance Definition object may be overridden by a User-Defined

Appearance Definition object at runtime to produce customized displays and printouts to

satisfy unique customer documentation requirements.

Every Object Type / View Type pair found in instances of the Placeholder Types class has an

inherent Implementation-standard Appearance Definition associated with it.

1 .4. 1 .5 User-Defined Appearance Definition

A User-Defined Appearance Definition object is a "copy" of a Implementation-standard

Appearance Definition object which has been customized by the user to satisfy unique

documentation requirements. The user can modify the default appearance definition by using

an editing tool similar to the Sheet Template Editor to modify the appearance of an object

type when displayed on a specific view type. The default appearance definition for an object

will be overridden simply by virtue of the fact that a User-Defined Appearance Definition

object exists for the object type / view type pair.

1.4.2 Placeholder Object Model

A placeholder is created at runtime whenever a new instance of a Parameterized Object,

Connection, or Endpoint is placed on a view. The placeholder retains geometric information
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(e.g. size and location) and a reference to the object's Appearance Definition which

determines how the object appears in the view. The placeholder is the mechanism by which

all this information is kept persistent within the document (Figure 29).

1 .4.2. 1 Abstract Placeholder

The Abstract Placeholder class is an abstract class which is used V* provide the mechanism by

which the representation of objects on a Persistent Document object are made persistent.

Every object which needs to be represented on an instance of a Persistent Document (e.g. an

Endpoint, an Connection, or a Parameterized Object) uses a subclass ofthe Abstract

Placeholder class and extend it to meet its specific requirements in terms of being able to

reconstruct itself visually. Placeholders are used to represent an object regardless of the

nature of the Persistent Document (e.g. graphical vs. tabular).

At a minimum, the data which an Abstract Placeholder contains includes the origin (x,y) of

the object, and its extents. The ordered list maintained by the Persistent Document

determines the order in which objects are drawn.

Summarizing relationships:

• A Placeholder object (whether it be for Endpoint, Connection or Parameterized

Object) is contained within a Persistent Document. The representation ofan object,

for any specific document, is dependent upon the Placeholder and the associated

Appearance Definition object, for that object.

• One or more Placeholder objects may be associated with the same Persistent

Document. The Persistent Document will maintain an ordered list of the Placeholders

it contains.

• All instances of the placeholder class maintain a reference to the object they represent,

in the event that they receive a notification that the object has been modified, or

deleted. In this manner, they can take the appropriate action in order to refresh the

display.
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1 .4.2.2 Parameterized Object Placeholder

A Parameterized Object Placeholder object extends the Abstract Placeholder class with data

and/or methods to allow the associated Parameterized Object to be displayed on the Persistent

Document object In addition to the standard configurable objects (e.g. blocks, loops, etc..)

all non-configurable Graphical Objects (discussed under the section entitled "Sheet Template

Editor") are also derived from Parameterized Object so that they may benefit from the

Object->PlacehoIder->Document relationship.

Examples of Parameterized Objects which subclass the Abstract Placeholder with object-

specific data include:

"Normal" Objects Data can include size, shape, color, line weight, line style. Some

objects may include a bitmap (or reference to one) to enhance the

appearance of the object Such objects can include blocks,

representations of hardware components, and most Graphical Objects

(e.g. rectangles, circles, etc.).

Object CollectionsData can include size, shape, color, line weight and line style.

Implementation can set these properties for all objects within the

collection. Such objects would include nests, loops and compounds.

Textual Objects Data can include font (size and style), color, and background. Such

objects include annotators on the Sheet Template, as well as those

placed on the Persistent Document by the user.

Summarizing relationships:

• An instance of a Parameterized Object Placeholder object is used to represent one,

and only one, Parameterized Object on an instance of the Persistent Document class.

• Parameterized Object Placeholder objects maintain a reference to their associated

Parameterized Object in order to dynamically refresh any related data which may

have changed outside the context of the current Persistent Document.
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• Parameterized Object Placeholder objects (from the previous discussion on

appearance objects) maintain a reference to their associated Placeholder Type object

1 .4.2.3 Connection Placeholder

A Connection Placeholder object extends the Abstract Placeholder class with data and/or .

methods to allow the Connection to be displayed on the Persistent Document object Data

with which the Abstract Placeholder is subclassed for a Connection Placeholder include line

weight, line style, and color. Examples of Connection Placeholders are those used to

represent the block connection between blocks and their respective parameters, or a fieldbus

connecting a CP to an FBM.

Summarizing relationships:

• A Connection Placeholder object is used to represent one, and only one, Connection

object on an instance ofthe Persistent Document class.

• Connection Placeholder objects maintain a reference to their Connection object in

order to dynamically refresh any related data which may have changed outside the

context of the current Persistent Document

• Since a Connection object is a Parameterized Object, it follows that instances of

Connection Placeholders (from the previous discussion on appearance objects)

maintain a reference to their associated Placeholder Type object

1.4.2.4 Point Placeholder

A Point Placeholder object extends the Abstract Placeholder class with data and/or methods

to allow the associated EndPoint object to be displayed on the Persistent Document object

Data with which the Abstract Placeholder is subclassed for a Point Placeholder object might

include shape, line weight, line style, and color. Examples of instances of Point Placeholders

are those that could be used to represent a parameter on a block, or a point on an FBM.

Summarizing relationships:

• A Point Placeholder object is used to represent one, and only one, Endpoint object on

an instance of the Persistent Document.
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• Point Placeholders objects maintain a reference to their associated Endpoint object in

order to dynamically refresh any related data which may have changed outside the

context ofthe current Persistent Document

• Unlike instances ofthe Parameterized Object and Connection Placeholder class, Point

Placeholder objects do not contain a reference to a Placeholder Type object, but rather

are responsible for determining their appearance using inherited methods and/or data.

1 .4.2.5 Persistent Document

A Persistent Document object is used to contain the data associated with a specific document

within IDA. It's important to note that a Persistent Document is directly related to an MFC

Document, although differences do exist A Persistent Document may only be associated to

one and only one Sheet Template (see section entitled "Sheet Template Editor"). When the

document is displayed, the Sheet Template is drawn first, as a type of background, then the

Placeholder objects associated with the document is superimposed upon the drawing surface.

The Sheet Template, which is used during printing and/or print preview, is user-selectable

from the Page Setup dialog. In the absence of a user-specified Sheet Template, a default

implementation-standard template is used.

1.4.2.6 Combined Placeholder/Appearance Object Model

Figure 29B depicts a combined placeholder and appearance object model used in one practice

of the invention. The classes illustrated in the drawing are defined as discussed above, with

the following caveats.

Each configurable Parameterized Object utilizes parameters (here, identified as Appearance

Parameters) that reference (or contain) instances of an Appearance Definition class

specifying how that Parameterized Object appears in respective views -- and, particularly, in

the respective editors (e.g., the Block Definition Editor, Control Algorithm Diagram Editor,

and so forth). This use ofAppearance Parameters substitutes for (or supplements) the above-

described use of the Placeholder Type class.

Appearance Parameters are treated in the manner of other Parameterized Object parameters

and hence, for example, are inherited from parent objects, may be edited and/or may be
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overridden. Thus, a "default" Appearance Definition associated with a configurable object as

a consequence of inheritance may be changed, e.g., through use of the Block Definition

Editor. Moreover, Appearance Definitions required for depiction of a configurable object in

additional editors may be added to a "child" Parameterized Object, e.g., in the manner that

other parameters are added to an Parameterized Object definition.

Embodiments utilizing the model of Fig. 29B forego Connection Placeholders in favor of

Connector Graphics that are integral to the graphical display ofeach Persistent Document

Each Connector Graphic in a Persistent Document references the corresponding

parameterized Connection Objects. By checking those references, an editor that display the

Persistent Document can verify the existence of each Connection Object before displaying

the Connector Graphic.

1 .5 The Generic Editor Framework Classes

The IDA application in general, and the IDA editors in particular are based on the Microsoft

Foundation Classes* (MFC) Document/View model.

The MFC Document/View model relies on the interaction of several classes (as shown in

Figr^re 30). An Application object (using a contained CDocManager object) maintains a list

ofone or more Document Templates. Each of the Document Template objects represents a

tuple consisting of a Frame class, a Document Class, and a View class. Together, this triplet

of classes, when instantiated as objects, defines the appearance of the program, the data being

edited, and the program's user interface, respectively.

The document objects define and maintain the data being edited. The frame objects define

the menus and toolbars available when the documents ?re edited. The view objects draw the

objects being edited on the screen (or during printing) and manage the details of the user

interface interactions.

Each of the editors is packaged as a Win32 DLL (dynamic link library). The DLL includes

the supporting code for the sub-classes of CFrameWnd, CDocument, and CView that make

up the editor's code. When the DLL is loaded, a document template instance containing
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references to these classes is created and passed to the application. Once the document

template is managed by the application, the editor is available for use. This isolation from the

application object's code (which is compiled into the process's EXE) and the editors' code

(compiled into various DLLs) is illustrated by the DLL Boundary shown in Figure 30. The

application, may, at a later time unload the document template once the editor the code

implements is no longer in use. At that time, the DLL can then be released.

When a user action results in a new instance of an editor, the application retrieves the

appropriate Document Template instance from its manager. It then asks the template to create

new instances of the appropriate frame, document and view objects, placing the windows in

the edit pane of a main editor window.

When the user selects a new document object (of a different type) in the tree control, the

framework attaches an instance of the appropriate Frame class to the frame window

(detaching the previous Frame class). This causes the menus and toolbars for the frame to

change to those appropriate for the new editor. The editor's View class is then instantiated as

the new View Pane of the frame.

The IDA Framework provides several base classes to facilitate ihe creation of IDA

applications. Most are derived from the standard MFC Document/View architecture classes

defining the application, the frame, the document and the view.

1 .5. 1 COM Architecture in IDA

The Component Object Model (COM) (a collective term used to describe aspects of a

Windows NT Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) object) is utilized by IDA in three ways

- internal automation, external automation, and application/editor interaction.

The framework used for automating parameterized objects and IDA is independent from the

parameterized object and Framework Services framework classes, and can be implemented

separately. However, there are some coding practices that make integration of parameterized

objects with the automation framework easier. The framework used for interaction in IDA

and its editors needs to be tightly coupled with the MFC classes.
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It is apparent that all classes implementing COM functionality are preferably kept separate

from the persistent object model for the same reasons MFC classes must be. COM needs to

keep track ofinformation related to the lifetimes of objects on a per application basis, and

therefore is not compatible with IDA's multi-user database model. The exception to this rule

is a pseudo-implementation of the OLE automation server, IDispatch, by parameterized

objects that will be wrapped by an object providing the actual functionality expected for

automation.

1 .5 . 1 . 1 Internal Automation

This type ofautomation is typically referred to as "Scripting". By exposing parameterized

objects through automation and defining event interfaces, a scripting engine (such as

VBScript) can be hooked into to run event-based scripts. This is a powerful tool for easily

building and maintaining IDA functionality, as well as giving users an extremely rich and

flexible way to customize and extend IDA.

As mentioned above, parameterized objects provide a pseudo-implementation of IDispatch.

An automation wrapper class is used to handle all calls to the methods of IDispatch on behalf

of the parameterized object using an ObjectStore reference. The wrapper object is created

through an automation manager that is also used for firing events for parameterized objects.

An event is handled using a script (VBScript) that is persisted in a parameterized object and

passed with the object itself to the automation manager. An editor is provided to manage the

scripts associated with an object. A script has the context of the object it belongs to, along

with the global IDA application object discussed in the next section. From the global IDA

application object, one has access to all the functionality exposed through automation for

IDA and the editors. This includes access to parameterized objects in the system and plant

hierarchies.

1 .5. 1 .2 External Automation

All automation interfaces used for external automation are dual interfaces to provide the best

level of efficiency and ease of use. A dual interface is a custom interface that derives from

IDispatch.
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IDA has an Application object that serves as the automation entry point The object is

registered with Windows as a local server allowing Visual Basic or C++ developers to create

one and use it in their own application. From this entry point, developers have access to all

the functionality exposed through automation for IDA and the editors. This includes access

to parameterized objects in the system and plant hierarchies using an automation wrapper,

object. Examples of objects that would be properties of the Application object are the palette

window, the project manager window, output window and the editor manager. The

Application object may also have methods or child objects with methods that provide helper

services and routines living in DLLs.

IDA GUI classes are exposed through automation by aggregating a dual interface into an

MFC class and adding it as a property of the Application object Developers can choose to

implement their functionality in either the MFC class or the aggregated interface, and call one

from the other. IDA also abstracts the editor manager with an automation object. Editors

provide one or more automation interfaces to expose their functionality through automation.

Although all the editors may have one or more common automation interfaces, each can have

as many unique ones as necessary.

1 .5. 1 .3 Application/Editor Interaction

In the illustrated embodiment, these interfaces do not support automation, and are

implemented in non-MFC/non-parameterized object classes.

There are a number ofCOM interfaces that are implemented by the IDA application, and

managers that are used to synchronize GUI-related and other operations. These are non-

automation custom interfaces with associated proxy/stub classes provided by IDA used for

marshalling data. The difference between these interfaces and the ones used for external

automation is that these are used solely for the coordination of the editors with IDA and are

not editor-specific. The automation interfaces are typically unique to the editor they belong

to.

As with the automation interfaces, special consideration is given to parameterized objects. In

the illustrated embodiment, pointers are passed to parameterized objects and OID's using the

"long" data type and casting appropriately. This is permissible because the embodiment

operates in a single process, that is linked to the DLLs exporting its classes, and is integrated
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with ObjectStore. In alternate embodiments, a COM interface/class can be implemented for

each parameterized object defined. These classes can live in non-extension DLLs and can

wrap their corresponding parameterized objects using ODD handles. Additional

application/editor interfaces can be implemented using the object interfaces instead of the

"long" data type.

1 .5.2 The IDA Application Class

There is a single IDA application class - there is a single IDA application. It supplies

standard services to the application, and to the classes that make up the application. These

services include:

• Transaction Services

• Undo Services

• Window Management

• Version Control

• Security and Authentication Services

It also provides the dynamically loadable (and unloadable) document template facility. As

shown in Figure 31, the application class is derived from MFC's CWinApp class. An

intermediate abstract class (which implements most of the application's services) is shown.

1 .5.3 The IDA Document Manager Class

This class manages the document templates for each editor. This class is used to manage the

loading and unloading of editor DLLs. When an editor is unloaded, its document template is

preferably be removed from the list of available templates. The document templates contain

pointers to objects which reside in the editor DLL, and might be located differently if the

editor is reloaded.

When an editor is installed on a target system, it registers itself before use. Registration

stores and relates three pieces of information about the editor

• The path to the DLL

• The editor's unique identifier (i.e., the GUID for that editor)
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• Identifies itselfas an IDA editor

The third item, IDA editor information, is stored in the registry via the use of die COM

Components Categories Manager (COM-CCM). The COM-CCM is a single instance COM

component which allows applications like IDA to register a category (i.e. IDA editors) and

servers that support objects in that category (e.g., Block Definition editor, etc.)

On initialization, CDocManager retrieves a list of available editors via the COM-CCM. Once

that list is retrieved, an editor can be started by instantiating it via COM using the GUID

stored in the appropriate component category.

Once the editor is loaded, it registers the document template with the main application, and

can then be used like any other document template.

1 .5.4 The IDA Document Classes

Figure 32 shows a class diagram for IDA documents. In IDA, the document classes differ

from the other Document/View components, in that they represent persistent data. The figure

consists ofmany categories of object classes. These include:

• The non-persistent (CDocument-derived) documents that represent the persistent

document in an editor

• The persistent documents that collect objects into editing contexts

• The Parameterized Objects that are the configurable items in the database

• The persistent Placeholder objects that tie the configurable items to their document(s)

• The non-persistent proxy objects that act as on-screen tokens for configurable item

placeholders during editing

The base IDA document classes include provisions for embedding OLE objects within an

EDA document, and for providing linkings to IDA editors via OLE from other applications.

In Figure 32, the classes which begin with "Editor Specific" are created and maintained by

the application developer (along with the individual IDA object class). The remaining classes

are provided by the Framework, or MFC.
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1 .5.5 The IDA Hierarchy Tree Class

The IDA Hierarchy Tree provides two hierarchical views ofthe components ofan IDA

configuration. Figure 33 shows an approximation of the class inter-relationships for the IDA

Hierarchy Tree.

The IDA Hierarchy class provides most of the services available in the two hierarchy trees.

These include general database connectivity, dynamic update from the database, and drag and

drop, cut/paste services. The Plant and System Hierarchy sub-classes are simple

specializations of this class. The Specialized Tabbed View class acts to hold the two views in

a single tabbed container (i.e., the IDA Hierarchy Tree).

1 .5.6 The IDA View Classes

The IDA Framework provides base view classes (derived from MFC's view classes)

providing application developers with much of the user interface behavior they need in their

applications. Figure 34 shows a model of the relationships of these classes.

The Specialized IDA Document Base Class shown in Figure 34 corresponds to the same class

as shown in the IDA Document classes. The "Virtual Relationship" between the CView and

CDocument classes is common to all MFC document/view applications, and is actually

implemented in most derived application-specific view and document classes.

The Base IDA View Class provides the basic user interface services. These include page and

print services (most IDA applications are page-based - their final output is a page, or pages,

in a book of system documentation), notification services, invalidation and the relationship to

an IDA Hierarchy Tree control.

The Graphical IDA View Base Class provides the facilities needed for a simple graphical

editor (object placement on a page, or "canvas"). Two sub-classes of this view, the Block

and Connection View Class, and the Enclosure View Class, add connection and containment

user interface attributes to the services already provided by the graphics class. Similarly, the

Tabular IDA View Base Class adds the data and methods necessary to provide a grid, or

spreadsheet-like, user interface. Two sub-classes of the tabular base class are the List View

class, used for listing properties and attributes of items selected in the IDA Hierarchy Tree,
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and the Grid View class, used for other spreadsheet editors such as the Parameterized Object

Definition editor.

Application developers are expected to sub-class their view class from one of the provided

base classes.

1 .5.7 The IDA Frame Classes

Figure 35 shows the structure and relationships of the base IDA Frame Class. The MFC
frame classes provide the menus and toolbars, and some generalized behavior ofMFC
applications. Many classes presented in the previous section in Figure 34 and Figure 35 are

shown here to depict the relationships between the various classes involved.

The IDA Editor Frame controls lines ofcommunication between the IDA Document Base

Class, and the IDA Main Frame.

The IDA system has specialized menu and toolbar management, allowing the dynamically

loaded menus and toolbars to negotiate with the standard IDA facilities. Menus and toolbars

associated with the main application are merged with the menus and toolbars associated with

each editor as it becomes active.

1 .6 Sheet Template Editor

Sheet Template objects are used to allow the user to define a template, or sheet layout, to be

used during the printing and/or print preview process. A Sheet Template typically includes

combinations of graphical symbols which have been defined (e.g. rectangles, circles, bitmaps,

etc..) to satisfy a customers unique requirements for documentation.

Sheet templates are used to augment the documentation process with information which may

be used to point out, or highlight, portions of the configuration. Sheet templates support the

inclusion ofa variety of graphical objects to help in this task, such as geometric shapes,

bitmaps, and annotators (text blocks).

Sheet templates are created and modified by the Sheet Template Editor. This graphical-based

utility allows the user to modify existing graphical objects, add new ones, and change the size

of the drawable surface area on which output is displayed.
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1.6.1 Object Model

The object model used in the illustrated embodiment to support Sheet Template objects

appears in Figure 36.

1.6.1.1 Sheet Template

Sheet Templates objects are actually specialized Persistent Document objects created and

maintained by the Sheet Template Editor. Each Sheet Template object contains a reference

to one or more representations of Graphical Objects, via instances of the Abstract Placeholder

class. Placeholders are used to provide the mechanism for persistent storage of the placement

of various objects in the Sheet Template.

When a Sheet Template object is being accessed via the Sheet Template Editor, instances of

Graphical Objects may be moved, modified, and deleted as desired. However, when a Sheet

Template is used for display during printing or print preview purposes, it serves as an

uneditable background meant to further enhance the appearance of the report it is associated

with. When viewed in this manner, Graphical Objects on the Sheet Template may not be

manipulated, moved, or changed in any way.

The Sheet Template object which is actually used during print and/or print preview is defined

by the Page Setup dialog box. Sliould the user elect not to use Page Setup capabilities, a

default Sheet Template object is available while the configurator is providing normal printing

services.

Summarizing relationships:

• A Sheet Template object is a specialized Persistent Document.

• One or more placeholder objects representing Graphical Objects may be contained

within the Sheet Template.

• There is an implied relationship wherein a Sheet Template object can reference (albeit

indirectly) one or more instances of Graphical Objects, but that an instance of a

Graphical Object can only appear on one, and only one, Sheet Template object.
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• An instance ofa persistent document may only be associated with a single Sheet

Template object However, the same Sheet Template object may be associated with

several persistent documents at the same time.

1 .6. 1 .2 Graphical Objects

While creating or modifying a Sheet Template, numerous Graphical Objects can be drawn

which are then used to form the background (or sheet layout) to be used during printing

and/or print preview (Figure 37). These Graphical Objects are independent of the objects

normally considered to be "configurable", such as loops or compounds. In that context, types

of Graphical Objects include:

• Rectangles

• Circles (Ellipses)

• Polylines

• Bitmaps

• Icons

• Annotators (used to display text)

Graphical Objects require the management of graphical characteristics such as line weight,

line style, line color, fill color, etc These properties may vary depending upon the object

type being modified, and are displayed on that object's property pages appropriately when

edited. Annotators, or text strings, support the use ofmacro substitution, allowing the user to

enter specific, predefined macros embedded within text strings. When the text string is

displayed on the Sheet Template, the macro is replaced with the appropriate value. Examples

of things for which macros are defined include: report name; customer name; user name; and

date and time in various formats.

Summarizing relationships:

• An instance of a Graphical Object is a Parameterized Object, created and manipulated

by the Sheet Template Editor.
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• An instance of a Graphical Object may be associated with one Parameterized Object

Placeholders. These Placeholders provide the mechanism by which a Graphical

Object's location and appearance on a Sheet Template can be made persistent

• There is an implied relationship directly with the associated Sheet Template object

itself - and that is, that a Graphical Object can be associated with one, and only one,

Sheet Template object

1 .6.2 Sheet Template Editor

Although IDA can include predefined, standard Sheet Template objects, the Sheet Template

Editor (Figure 38) may be used to create new Sheet Template objects, or customize existing

ones. Conceptually, the Sheet Template Editor is similar to many drawing packages which

exist on other platforms and systems today. The editor provides the primary mechanism for

allowing users to modify graphical characteristics of the Graphical Objects displayed on a

Sheet Template. A full range of graphically related commands allow the user to manipulate

objects which have been placed on the Sheet Template, such as various alignment commands,

send to front/back, etc.

One important feature of the Sheet Template Editor is to allow the definition ofthe size and

orientation of the area representing the physical paper surface (e.g., 8 1/2x11 portrait). Also

defineable within the editor is the drawing area, which is essentially used to define the top,

bottom, left and right margins of the drawing surface available to the user for placement of

configurable objects. While in the editor, instances of Graphical Objects may be placed

outside the normal margin depicted by the drawing area (e.g., a Title Block at the bottom of a

sheet). Graphical Objects preferably still remain within the physical boundaries of the

selected sheet. Any Graphical Object may be created, modified, moved, or deleted from the

template, regardless of the size and position of the drawing area.

1 .7 The IDA Report Manager

The IDA Report Manager allows users to create, edit, and print reports. A report is an

association between a collection ofIDA configurable objects (possibly filtered) and templates

describing how to print them. Reports are composed of report templates that organize the

data to be printed - describing what should be printed, how it should be printed, and in what

order. This enables the user to produce a printed document that combines information from
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various sources organized in one ofmany different ways (Figure 46). For the remainder of

this section, IDA configurable objects will be referred to as simply "objects*'.

An object may be associated with one or more named views, each used to render a specific

representation of it inside an IDA editor. Editors are components of the IDA application.

.

Each editor provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to allow the user to edit one or more

objects, each object being associated with one or more object types. A central view registry

keeps a list of views for each object type, and for each view, the name of the editor that

implements the GUI for it. In addition, for each object type, one of the views is marked as

the default

Each of the IDA editors is a Microsoft Windows server implemented in a DLL using the

MFC document/view architecture. In an IDA editor, an MFC document is associated with an

object and an MFC view is associated with either an IDA named view, or the placeholder

object used to render that named view of the object

An object can be printed either as part of a report or individually through an IDA editor. AH

printing is performed using the MFC printing mechanism up until either the report or the

object actually prints itself. At this point, the MFC view calls into either the report or the

placeholder/appearance object associated with the object being printed A report is

responsible for making the calls into the placeholders/appearance objects for the objects it is

currently printing.

1.7.1 Object Model

Figure 39 depicts the object model used in the illustrated embodiment to support the Report

Manager, which maintains the following three lists: reports; report templates; and property

filter rules.

In the illustrated embodiment, only one Report Manager can exist in an IDA system, and it is

a top-level member of the System Hierarchy. To the user, its representation in the System

Hierarchy is an untyped collection, only capable of being opened and closed. It contains

three lists, each being a Parameterized Object Nothing can be added to the Report

Manager's "folder" on the System Hierarchy, and none of the three lists can be deleted. The

IDA Report Manager relies on a parallel registry of printable views with the following
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conditions: one or more print views is registered for each Object Type; and of the Object

Type's print views is registered as the default

1 .7. i . 1 Printable Object Collection (POC)

A Printable Object Collection (POC) organizes a list ofreferences to objects (typically, a.

subset of the Plant or System Hierarchies) intended to be printed together to form a
4C
book" of

printed output The list of objects is transient, and are preferably first generated using the

Scope and Property Filter Rule objects before being used by a Report

The POC uses its Scope and Property Filter Rules to populate itselfwith objects fitting

certain criteria. They also apply an ordering to objects. All functionality for populating the

object list lies within the POC class.

Object filtering happens at two different levels. First, objects are added to a temporary list

that passes through the Scope Filter Rule. Then objects in the temporary list pass through the

Property Filter Rules, and are added to the final list that is used by the Report

As shown in Figure 40 the following steps are taken to filter objects based on scope:

1
.
A temporary Object Type list is generated, containing each Object Type associated

with the Report to which the POC belongs. The Object Types consist of those that all

Report Templates in the Report have in common that do not derive from any of the

others in the list.

2. If the Scope Filter Rule's list is empty, the tree root object is added to it temporarily.

3. For each Object Type in the temporary list, the following steps are taken:

a. Each object in the Scope Filter Rule's list matching this Object T>pe is added to

the temporary list

b. Objects in the Scope Filter Rule's list that do not match this Object Type have

their "children" searched recursively for those matching the type. Child objects

matching this Object Type are then added to the temporary list.
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The following steps are taken to filter objects based on property values:

1 . Objects are added to the final object list if they evaluate correctly for each property

filter expression in the Property Filter Rule.

2. If there is no Property Filter Rule, all objects in the temporary list are added to the

final list.

The only object that is treated differently by the POC than other objects is the type that is a

link to an Active Document object These objects are added to the final object list during the

POC's first pass through the Scope Filter Rule and are not affected by the Property Filter

Rule.

1.7.1.2 Property Filter Rule

A Property Filter Rule acts to populate a Printable Object Collection (POC) by specifying one

or more property filter expressions that preferably evaluate correctly for each object in the

POC's temporary list before it can be added to the POC's final list. Objects in the POC's

temporary list are those that have passed through the POC's Scope Filter Rule. For properties

of the rule that do not exist in an object being filtered, the filter expression evaluates

correctly. This can only happen with expressions with type - 4
ALL'. A single Property

Filter Rule may be associated with more than one POC.

The Property Filter Rule object's parameterized properties map a Property Name to a

structure holding a Filter Value, Object Type, and an Expression defining the property

value's relationship to the filter value.

Example: The Property Filter Rule with Property Name = "Block Name " Expression «

"= ", Filter Value = "FID* and Object Type = "I/A Blocks " will limit "I/A

Block " objects in the POC to those whose Block Names match the pattern

"FID*".

1.7.1.3 Scope Filter Rule

A Scope Filter Rule acts to populate a Printable Object Collection (POC) by specifying an

ordered list of objects that are searched (or whose children are searched) for those matching a
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specific type. Objects matching this type are added to the POC's temporary list and are

further filtered by the POC's Property Filter Rule before being added to the POCs final list

The objects in these lists remain in the order they were added and are subsequently printed in

this order by the Report associated with the POC. A Scope Filter Rule can also contain a

type ofobject that is a link to an Active Document object These objects are treated a little

differently by the POC.

1.7.1.4 Report

A Report is an association between a Printable Object Collection (POC) and a list of Report

Templates. It is a Parameterized Object maintained in a list by the Report Manager. Report

names are preferably unique within the scope of the Report Manager.

In a Report, the POC contains a list of objects that are to be printed, and the Report

Templates describe how they are to be printed. If no objects in the POC match an Object

Type associated with a given Report Template, then no object will be printed. The Report

preferably initializes the POC before getting the objects to print

A Report maintains default Print Specifications (i.e., paper size, orientation, etc.) that are

configurable by the user. If the job is either quick printed using the print toolbar button or

printed as part of a batch print job, the stored Print Specifications are used. These default

specifications may be overridden by tiie object type-specific Print Specifications associated

with a Report Template within the Report.

1 .7. 1 .5 Print Specification

A Print Specification physically describes how printable views of objects should be printed.

It includes:

• The physical description of the paper size and type (not to be confused with the logical

paper size and type which is described by the sheet template attached to the printable

view)

• The orientation of the printing to the paper (landscape, portrait, or natural)

• Whether the logical view should be tiled onto the physical paper, or sized to fit the paper
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Reports have a default Print Specification which may be overridden by the Print Specification

associated with a Report Template. Ifan object is ofa type having a Print Specification,

these override all others during printing. All instances of Print Specifications except those

belonging to an Object Type can be edited by the user.

Print Specifications are used with the following precedence (from high to low in order of

importance):

1 . Object Type Print Specification

2. Report Template Print Specification

3. Report Print Specification

Individual specifications within a Print Specification can be overridden.

Example: An Object Type may specify that it needs to be printed out with a Landscapepaper

orientation, and a certain width and height, but it may accept the default Sheet

Template associated with the Report Template.

Every Print Specification has a Sheet Template that is used to provide a background for

report pages.

Instead of the Report having a hard coded Print Specification that needs to be overridden by

each Report Template, the Report Manager can have a default Print Specification associated

with it that is applied to newly created Report objects. This allows users to go to a single

location to configure the default Print Specification for each new Report that will be created.

1.7.1.6 Report Template

All instances of Report Templates in the system are maintained in a list by the Report

Manager and preferably have unique names identifying them. There are three types of

Report Templates all deriving from the Report Template base class: Graphical Report

Templates, Tabular Report Templates, and Composite Report Templates.

Report Templates have one or more Object Types associated with them that determines what

objects the Report Template can be applied to, forming legal relationships.
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A Report Template may maintain a default Print Specification (i.e., paper size, orientation,

etc. . .) that is configurable by the user. This Print Specification overrides those associated

with the Report when printing objects. The objects themselves are associated with an Object

Type which may have a Print Specification that in turn, overrides the one specified by the..

Report Template. The Object Type's Print Specification is not editable.

A number of Standard Report Templates are included. These include implementation-

standard Graphical and Tabular Report Templates that are provided as read-only templates.

With these templates, users are able to report data for any objects in a number ofpractical

formats. Users also use these Standard Report Templates to build custom Composite Report

Templates.

1 .7. 1 .7 Graphical Report Template

A Graphical Report Template is a Report Template that represents a fixed association

between its object types, and a set of object type-specific rules for printing (Object Type

Rules). This type of Report Template prints objects as "What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get"

(WYSIWYG) reports - the same way they are seen from within the graphical editor.

A Graphical Report Template also maintains print sequence information. This information

includes the order print views should be printed in, and whether objects get printed

consecutively with each of their views, or grouped by view. In some embodiments, users will

be able to create an editable copy of a Graphical Report Template.

1.7.1.8 Object Type Rules

Object Type Rules specify how objects with a specific Object Type should be printed. It

names the Object Type, and lists the nam^d print views that should be printed.

Object Type Rules provide the following information: the default print view for the Object

Type; specific named views to be printed for the Object Type; and all print views registered

for the Object Type.
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1.7.1.9 Tabular Report Template

A Tabular Report Template is a Report Template that represents a dynamic relationship

between presentation information, and a query responsible for populating the presentation to

be printed. Unlike a Graphical Report Template that is only concerned with static

WYSIWYG representations of individual objects, Tabular Report Templates combine the :

information about many objects into one Crystal Reports report that can be sorted and

grouped as desired.

1.7.1.10 Presentation Object

The Presentation object contains information about how to retrieve the data to be printed, and

how to print it out as a Crystal Reports report It also specifies how the data should be

grouped.

The Crystal Reports report expects to find data in a fixed "« x n" array. It uses this data to

populate itself in its persisted format.

Example:

Name Sequence code Block Count

Loopl Primary Loop 1 3

Loop2 Secondary Loop 2 5

LoopJ Tertiary Loop 3 2

A Presentation objectfor a Tabular Report Template thatprints loop object information

may retrieve datafor the "Block Count " "Name and "Sequence Code "properties of

each loop object It would then put the data into a 3xLoops array with theproperties in

the order "Name "Sequence Code " and "Block Count " The report can be persistently

formatted to sort the object by "Name", or saved with no grouping information so that it

can be grouped on thefly by the Presentation object.

If the user can customize how the data in the report is grouped, the Query object for the

Tabular Report Template indicates the properties that the user can group by. The user could

choose to sort loops by "Block Count" rather than by <fName". The Presentation object has a

list of object type and/or property names that it uses to retrieve data from the objects
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contained in the report The data is then organized into an "/? x rT variant array passed to the

Crystal Reports report.

1.7.1.11 Query Object

The Query object contains information to be used for selecting the data to be printed, and also

specifies what aspects of the query are user configurable. Most of the user configurable

aspects of the query pertain to Filter Rules, but some are formatting rules that apply to the

Presentation Object.

A Query object contains the following information:

• Required expressions to be added to a Property Filter Rule at runtime used to filter

objects included in the report.

• Limitations on what expressions users can specify in the Property Filter Rule used to

avoid conflicts with required expressions.

• The names ofproperties that the data in the report can be grouped by used by the

Presentation object

Example: A Query objectfor a Tabular Report Template the prints loop object

information can impose a Property Filter Rule expression that only loops with more

than 10 blocks are to be in the report. The expression would be added to the

Property Filter Rule ofthe Report
f

s Printable Object Collection (POC) at run time.

The Query object may impose limitations on what properties of the object can or cannot have

user-specified Property Filter Rule expressions. Example: For the Query object in the

previous example, the "Block Count"property on the loop may be designated as onefor

which a user cannot specify a Property Filter Rule expression. Ifa Property Filter Rule

supplies onet a warning will be displayed, and the rule will be ignored at run time.

Similarly, the properties by which the report can be grouped will be limited to those that

actually appear in the report and may have additional constraints. Example: A Query object

that imposes afilter on objects requiring them to have a specific property value would not

allow sorting or grouping on this property.
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1 .7.2 Using the Report Manager

This section clarifies how objects in the Report Manager are created and used through the

IDA applications graphical user interface.

1.7.2.1 Property Filter Rules

1 .7.2. 1 . 1 Creating Property Filter Rules

When a new Property Filter Rule is created, it is added as a child to the "Filters" folder with a

default name and the Filter Editor is displayed (Figure 41).

New Property Filter Rules can be created in the following ways:

• Selecting "File
|
New

| Filter** from the application menu.

• Selecting the "Filters" folder from within the Report Manager node within the System

Hierarchy, and selecting "New** from the pop-up menu.

• Clicking on the "Create New" button inside the Filter Editor to make a copy ofan

existing filter.

1 .7.2. 1 .2 Editing Property Filter Rules

Property Filter Rules can only be edited from within the Filter Editor, as depicted in Figure

41. The Filter Editor dialog box allows the user to build an expression to evaluate against the

property values of a parameterized object type. The Expression builder will let the user build

simple nested expressions. In some embodiments, users may have the option of writing a

custom expression as a Visual Basic style script to run against the object. This allows more

complex relationships among properties of the object as well as child or parent objects.

The Filter Editor can be displayed in the following ways in order to edit an existing Property

Filter Rule:

• Double clicking the Property Filter Rule to be edited.

• Selecting the desired Property Filter Rule in the System Hierarchy, then selecting "File
|

Edit" from the application menu.
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• Right-mouse clicking on the Property Filter Rule then selecting "Edit" from the pop-up

menu.

• Clicking on the "Edit Filter" button inside the "Filter" tab of the Report Editor.

1 .7.2. 1 .3 Deleting Property Filter Rules

Property Filter Rules can be deleted in the following ways:

• Selecting the Property Filter Rule to delete, then selecting "Edit
|
Delete" from the

application menu.

• Right-mouse clicking on the Property Filter Rule and selecting "Delete" from the pop-up

menu.

1.7.2.2 Composite Report Templates

1.7.2.2.1 Creating Composite Report Templates

Only legal Composite Report Templates are created. Ifthe user tries to create an invalid one,

a warning is displayed and the operation is aborted. Newly created Composite Report

Templates are added as children to the "Report Templates" folder in the System Hierarchy

with a default name.

New Composite Report Templates can be created in the following ways:

• Selecting "File
|
New

|
Report Template" from the application menu to create an empty

Composite Report Template.

• Right-mouse clicking on the "Report Templates" folder in the System Hierarchy, and

selecting "New" from the pop-up menu to create an empty Composite Report Template.

• Selecting one or more existing Report Templates, then selecting "File
|
New

|

Report

Template" from the application menu.

1.7.2.2.2 Editing Composite Report Templates

In some embodiments, users can only edit Composite Report Templates. In others, users are

able to modify a copy of any existing Report Template. What the user is able to modify will

be limited to what is allowed by the Report Template object itself. Composite Report
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Templates can be edited in the following ways: using the Composite Report Template Editor

(Figure 42); and drag and drop operations in the System Hierarchy.

The Composite Report Template Editor, depicted in Figure 42, allows the user to add and

remove Report Templates to and from the Composite Report Template. They can also

change the Composite Report Template's template order and bring up the dialog box used to

edit another template.

The Composite Report Template Editor can be invoked by:

• Double-clicking the Composite Report Template

• Selecting the Composite Report Template, and selecting "File
|
Edit" from the application

menu

• Right-mouse clicking on the Composite Report Template, then selecting "Edit" from the

pop-up menu

• Selecting the Composite Report Template to be edited inside the listbox control of the

Composite Report Template editor, and clicking on the "Edit Report Template" button.

1.7.2.3 Reports

1.7.2.3.1 Creating Reports

New Reports are added as children to the "Reports" folder in the System Hierarchy with a

default name. New Report objects can be created in the following ways:

• Selecting "File
|
New

|
Report" from the application menu to create an empty Report

• Right-mouse clicking on the "Reports" folder and selecting "New" from the pop-up menu

to create an empty Report

• Selecting one or more Report Templates, then selecting "File
|
New

|
Report" from the

application menu

• Selecting one or more objects and dropping them onto a Report Template

1.7.2.3.2 Editing Reports

Reports can be edited in the following ways:
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• Using the Report Editor

• Drag and drop operations in the System Hierarchy

The Report Editor, depicted in Figure 43, allows the user to add and remove Report

Templates and objects to and from the Report. They can also pick the Filter to use for the

Report and bring up the dialog box used to edit the filter.

The Report Editor can be invoked in the following ways:

• Double-clicking on the desired Report in the System Hierarchy

• Selecting the Report, then selecting "File
|
Edit" from the application menu

• Right-mouse clicking on the Report, then selecting "Edit** from the pop-up* menu

1 .7.2.3.3 Printing Reports

When a report is printed using the menu, the user can change the print setup and output

printer as well as specify what parts ofthe Report to print. Print settings for a Report can be

edited by selecting the Report, then selecting "File | Print Setup" from the application menu.

A Report can be print previewed by selecting the Report, then selecting "File
|
Print Preview"

from the application menu.

A Report can be printed in the follow ways:

• Selecting the Report, then selecting "File
|
Print" from the application menu

• Selecting the Report, then clicking the "Print" button on the application toolbar

Users may also create and immediately execute temporary Reports by direct manipulation of

the objects within the Plant and System hierarchies. Note that the default functionality when

objects are dropped on a Report Template with the left mouse button is to create a new

Report in the Report Manager.
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1 .7.2.4 Organizational Folders

1.7.2.4.1 Creating Folders

When users have to keep track ofa number of Reports, Report Templates, and Filters that

they have created, it is convenient for them to be able to organize them into folders,

accessible from the System Hierarchy (Figure 44). New folders can be created as children of

the "Report Templates", "Reports" and "Filters" folders. Users can then move any Report,

Filter, and user created Report Template objects around inside their respective parent and

user folders but cannot move them to any other parent or user folder. Standard Report

Templates cannot be moved.

New organizational folders can be created in the following ways:

• Selecting "Report Templates", "Report", or "Filters" folder in the System Hierarchy, then

selecting "File
|
New

| Folder" from the application menu

• Right-mouse clicking on "Report Templates", "Reports", or "Filters" folder, and selecting

"New Folder" from the pop-up menu

1.7.2.4.2 Deleting Folders

Only empty folders can be deleted. Standard Report Template folders cannot be deleted.

1 .8 Version Control

Version control in IDA provides the ability for the system to record changes made to the

control database. It allows the user to be able to tell what the state of the system is now, what

the state of the system was at a specific time in the past, and the history of changes made to a

specific object over time. With IDA version control, the change history ofan object is

tracked from the moment it war created through its current version.

The IDA system does this by capturing versions of the objects which make up an IDA

configuration, and providing methods to trace the genealogy of those objects forwards and

backwards throughout the entire genealogy representing each object's life cycle.
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1 .8. 1 Basic Concepts

Before presenting the object model which has been designed for DDA's version control

system, a few basic concepts need to be presented in order to provide a common base of

terminology.

IDA version control may be conceptualized as two separate databases (an Offline and an

Online database) as depicted in Figure 45 with the user being able to make edits in either

database. Synchronization processes are run in order to keep the two databases in synch with

each other

1.8.1.1 Offline Database

Referring to Figure 54, (he offline database contains the configuration data that forms the

basis for the configuration contained in the online, or running, database. A common scenario

for a user would be to lock one or more objects in the offline database (check-out), edit them

in a personal workspace over the course of several hours or days, then place the changes back

into the offline database (check-in). Objects that have been modified in the offline database

are then manually downloaded to the target hardware.

Another scenario for editing objects may occur when the user edits a small amount of data,

such as a single block parameter. In edits such as these, the object will be implicitly checked-

out, without the user being aware, and edits performed on the object(s). When the user is

finished editing the objects), a simultaneous check-in/download process is initiated by the

user. Edits such as these are meant to cover a short period of time (e.g., minutes) rather than

an edit session spanning several hours or days.

In either scenario, the download process is responsible for compiling the modifications to

ensure that the edits are valid, and for actually downloading the new data to the appropriate

control processors. If either the compile or the download to the control processors) fails,

then the entire download process is rolled back.

1 .8. 1 .2 Online Database

The online database contains the configuration data that has been downloaded from the

offline database, and represents that data which is currently running on the control

processors. The database, in this case, is not in the same form as that in the IDA database
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(i.e., it is not an OODBMS), but rather is in a form, e.g., typically proprietary, understandable

by the target As mentioned previously, data is downloaded from the offline database in a

separate process, and compiled to ensure that it is valid for the target processor.

In one embodiment, the user modifies the online database via an external process (not

shown). When edits to the online database are done in this manner, they become out ofsynch

with the corresponding objects in the offline database. In order to synch the databases back

up again, a manual upload process is performed. In this procedure, data is copied to a

temporary work area, then compared to the objects which are currently in the offline

database. Users will manually decide which objects need to be uploaded using a version

compare utility provided by the Framework.

1 .8. 1 .3 User Workspace

Users access the IDA system via an editing session. Changes made to IDA database objects

accumulate in the user's private edit space, referred to as a user workspace. The user

workspace may be thought ofas a "mini-database", containing a subset of the objects

contained in the database being modified.

To make a modification to one or more objects, the user locks the objects), reserving a copy

of the current version of the objects), and placing this copy into the user's personal

workspace. This copy cannot be seen by other users of the system. Once locked, an object is

only available for read access by other IDA users. Attempts by other users to modify the

object will result in a dialog box being displayed indicated that the object is checked-out, and

by whom.

The process of locking the object and placing a copy of it into a personal workspace is often

referred to as checking an object out for edit, or simply check-out.

There are essentially two ways that a user can lock an object.

• An object which is not yet checked out can have a lock applied implicitly whenever

the user starts to edit it. As long as the object is not already locked by another user,

this lock will be performed automatically.
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• An object can be explicitly checked out, automatically causing a lock to be applied.

When the user finishes editing the object(s), they are preferably placed back into the

appropriate database in order for other users to be able to see the modifications. This act of

placing edited objects back into the database is referred to as a commit, or check-in, process.

During the check-in process, the vser may elect to keep the object locked, or to release the

lock completely, thereby allowing other users to modify it once the act ofcheck-in is

completed

An object which has been checked-out may also be explicitly unchecked-out This action

will release the lock on the object, and discard any changes made to it since the last check in.

Once unchecked-out, an object will be automatically removed from the user's workspace, and

once again become editable by other IDA users and processes.

1.8.2 Versioning

As mentioned previously, the various versions ofan object could be thought of as multiple

self-contained databases (e.g. offline, online) which contain full copies of the configuration,

and occasionally need to be synchronized in order to ensure that edits performed against one

database become known in the other.

In reality, the different databases actually simply represent a different state, or version, ofan

object, each version being represented by a distinct instance of the same object. Integral to

this is the concept of the identity of an object. An object's identity (or its address in the

database) preferably remains constant throughout the lifetime of the object. If an object's

identity was allowed to change as edits were performed against it, it would quickly become

difficult to maintain referential integrity, since everywhere that object was referenced would

need to be changed In some embodiments, object ID's (OID's) are as a means of uniquely

identifying an object in the database, rather than the pointer or reference which is inherent

with the OODBMS

1.8.2.1 Check-Out

Figure 46 depicts an object which was created in the offline database, and has not undergone

any modifications (e.g., only version 1.0 is "officially" recognized). A user has checked-out
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the object (either implicitly or explicitly), causing an IDA-specific Checked-Out attribute to

be set on version 1.0 of the object Once an object is checked-out, the user may make one or

more modifications to it, causing the information to be stored in the database as version 2.0 of

the object, and an edit stamp is created which captures the user-id (among other things) of the

user who is performing the changes. At this point, the object may be considered to be in the

user's personal workspace.

It is important to note here that version 1.0 is still the current object, and that version 2.0 is

only visible to the user who has checked the object out for modification. This is done

primarily via user ID comparison between the user ID of the user attempting to access the

object, and the user ID contained within the edit stamp.

Until version 2.0 is checked-in, the user may explicitly release the lock on the object being

modified via the Revision Editor. When this occurs, all accumulated changes made to that

point are discarded, the edit stamp is destroyed, and the Checked-Out attribute of the original

object is reset.

1.8.2.2 Check-In

At check-in (as depicted in Figure 47), version 2.0 of the object now "officially" exists, and

both versions 1.0 and 2.0 get pointers to each other updated, effectively creating a doubly-

linked list to allow traversal of the version tree for this object Note that a pointer to the

current object now returns version 2.0, and not version 1.0. At check-in time, the user may

optionally keep the Checked-Out attribute on the object set. Other users now see the

modified version, but are prevented from making edits. If the attribute is reset, the edit stamp

previously associated with the object is destroyed.

During a "manual" check-in process, the user is prompted for two additional items of

information:

1 . For each object being checked-in, the user supplies what change has occurred to the

object to satisfy the reason for the new version. Only one change "record" will be

associated with each object being checked-in.
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2. The user is asked for a reason the check-in is occurring - i.e., the reason for the

revision. The same revision "record" will be associated with all objects being

checked-irL

This information will be generated automatically during a minor edit, such as when the user

modifies a parameter value.

The Framework provides the application developer the methods necessary to "walk" the

version tree for any versioned object, and to extract the change and/or revision associated

with any particular version of the object.

1.8.2.3 The Revision Editor

The Revision Editor permits the user to: see a list of all objects currently checked-out; record

modifications, or changes, made to individual objects; record a reason for having modified

one or more objects (a revision); explicitly release locks on one or more objects currently

checked-out; and initiate a check-in of one or more objects.

A sample user interface for the Revision Editor appears in Figure 48.

When the user is ready to check objects back into the database, or unlock objects that have

previously checked-out, the Revision Editor is invoked. This editor displays a list of objects

which the user currently has checked out As objects are modified, the actual modification

made to the object can be recorded by selecting the desired object, and entering the change in

the edit window labeled "Modification." At check-in time, if the object(s) hasn't had a

change description filed for it, the user will be prompted to supply that information on a per-

object basis.

All the edits which have been performed against an object prior to check-in can be discarded

by selecting the desired object(s), and choosing the "Uncheck-Ouf button. This effectively

deletes the edit copies of the object(s), and their associated edit stamps. The Checked-Out

attribute of the original object is also be reset to indicate that the object is no longer in a

checked-out state.
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To check an object in, the "Check-In' button on the Revision Editor is selected, resulting in

the display ofthe dialog box depicted in Figure 49. This dialog box prompts the user to

supply a label and a "Reason for Revision;" in the edit box. When the user selects "OK", the

new version of the object officially becomes the current object, and the previously current

object moves downward in the version tree as described in Figure 47. Selecting "Cancer.on

this dialog box will result in the cancellation of the revision process.

The user has the option of checking the "Keep Objects Checked-Ouf checkbox. If this is

checked on when the user selects the "OK" button, the Checked-Out attribute of the new

version of the object stays set Ifthe user does not select this checkbox, all locks to the

objects are released after check-in, and the edit copy and time stamp associated with the

object are deleted.

1 .8.2.4 A Versioning Example

Taking versioning one step further, there can be several versions of the same object existing

all at the same time (although not all in the IDA database). These versions include: the

current offline image of the object; the current online image ofthe object; an online edit

session image of the object; and multiple previous versions of the object (one of which may

be the current online image of the object).

These versions are represented in Figure 50.

Figure 50 (which reads chronologically from bottom to top) illustrates an object undergoing

various edits, each edit establishing a new version ofthe original object. The object is

created (version 1.0), and is then downloaded (DownloadA) to the target, synchronizing the

online image with the offline. The user then makes a change to the object in an offline edit

session, then performs a check-in, which creates version 2.0. At this point, the online and the

offline images are out of sync. Another offline edit produces version 3.0, which is then

downloaded to the target (Download B), and the images fall in sync again.

To illustrate another type of change, the online version is edited via an external process,

which produces version 4.0 of the object. Even though the user is able to change the

object(s) in the running, or online, database via the external process, there is no sense of

versioning on the target system. Hence, the external process is not aware that the object is
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going from version 3.0 to version 4.0 - only that the objects arc different A new version

number is shown in Figure SO only to visually emphasize that the object has been modified

In order to synchronize the online and offline images, an upload (Upload C) is performed.

The upload process actually places the object(s) in a temporary work file, and then changes

which were done in the external process are manually inserted into a checked-out version of

the same object which is in the user's workspace. The newly-modified object is now

checked-in to the offline database, and the two images are now back in synch with each other.

To finish out the various scenarios in which edits can be made, changes can be made

simultaneously to both the online and offline versions of an object This is represented in

Figure 50 by an offline edit producing version 5.0, and an online edit producing version 6.0

ofthe object Since edits have occurred in both versions, synchronization is impossible, and

some type ofmerge operation will need to be done.

The merge operation is a manual process, which is represented by an offline edit which

results in the creation of version 7.0 of the object. Once completed, the object is then

downloaded again to the target (DownloadD\ and the online and offline versions of the

object are once again synchronized

1 .8.2.5 Version Propagation

There are a few cases where a change to an object will propagate to many other objects.

They include block definitions, composite block definitions, and loop template definitions.

When one of these definition objects is changed, the change preferably propagates to all the

objects that use the objects definition to define themselves. A version and a revision will be

made automatically for each of these objects.

A case can be made in limiting these types ofchanges to the offline database. It is doubtful

that a change made to a definition should be automatically "rippled" into a running, online

database with potentially disastrous effects.

1 .8.2.6 Configuring While Disconnected

A feature of the IDA system is the ability to run the system locally on a computer,

disconnected from the main IDA database. This feature is intended to allow users to continue
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configuration activities on computer systems temporarily disconnected from the main IDA

database. Users can disconnect from IDA and continue configuring simply by making a copy

ofthe entire IDA database onto their local drive, then disconnecting from the network. When

the user begins a new IDA session, the temporary copy of the database will be opened.

Disconnected users can make changes concurrently with normally connected users, and *nay

make changes which conflict with other users. As a result, when a disconnected user

reconnects to IDA, a merge operation of some type is effected. That merge operation results

in new versions of the edited objects, and that the versions will all be associated with a single

revision.

When the user reconnects to the main IDA database, the consistency of the object ID's

(OID's) is no longer guaranteed, since new objects may have been created while

disconnected, and others deleted. A macro language, with a record macro feature, helps solve

this problem. The entire disconnected session is recorded as a single macro, and at

reconnection time, that macro is played against the main IDA database. Conflicts regarding

the consistency of OID's can be minimized by using Globally Unique Identifiers (GUID's).

A GUID is a 128-bit integer which is virtually guaranteed to be unique, and is based on the

current date and time, an incremented counter, and a unique IEEE machine identifier.

The macro language is "smart" enough to assert that an object in the main IDA database is

unchanged since the start of the disconnected session (e.g., by date), and handle the case

where an object has changed. Similarly, the disconnected session playback stops when such

a discrepancy is discovered, allowing the user to properly merge the change, and then

continue on with the playback.

1.8.3 Version Control Object Model

To make a change to a Parameterized Object, the user checks it out into their own personal

workspace. This may either be done explicitly by the user, or implicitly . When the first

modification to the object is written back to the database, an edit copy of the Parameterized

Object (and its associated parameters) is created. A temporary Edit Stamp containing the

user ID of the user who checked-out the object is created, and associations made between the

current version of the object, the Edit Stamp, and the edit copy of the object (Figure 51).
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During a user's IDA session, if the user ID does not match that ofthe user ID contained in the

Edit Stamp, only the current version of the object will be visible. As the user modifies an

object in his personal workspace, a description of the modification may be recorded, and

associated with the object Note that this provides the "how" of a modification, whereas the

revision comment records the "why" of a modification. When the objects) currently being

edited are checked-in, the user is asked to provide a reason for the revision. This revision

"record" is permanently associated with the version ofeach object that is created as a result

of the check-in process.

1.8.3.1 Abstract Workspace

The Abstract Workspace class is used only to provide common data and/or methods to two

specialized subclasses - the User Workspace, and the System Workspace. Being an abstract

class, no instances of this class may exist. The purpose ofan instance of the Workspace class

is to maintain a list of Parameterized Objects which are contained within it

1 .8.3.2 User Workspace

The User Workspace object, one for each user in the IDA system, contains a list of all the

objects which a user has checked out in their personal workspace. The User Workspace

object provides a mechanism by which other processes can obtain a list of objects which have

been checked-out by other users, since these checked-out objects would otherwise not be

visible to anyone but the user who has the object(s) checked-out

User Workspace objects are visible from the System Hierarchy tree view.

Relationships are:

• A User Workspace object is derived from the Abstract Workspace class.

• An instance ofa User Workspace maintains a list of all the Parameterized Object that

a user has checked-out from the main IDA database. This User Workspace object is

created automatically when a user is established by Security Administration, and

initialized to an empty state.

• As objects get checked-in, they get removed from the User Workspace object (unless

the user keeps it checked-out), and added to the System Workspace object
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When being examined in the System Hierarchy, it is desirable to allow die User Workspace

object "explode" to indicate all ofthe objects which are contained within it, representing all

the objects that the associated user has checked-out.

1.8.3.3 System Workspace

There is only one instance of the System Workspace class in the entire IDA system. The

System Workspace object contains two lists: one of all the User Workspaces in the system,

and one containing a reference to all objects in IDA which have been checked-in, but not yet

downloaded to a target platform. The second list is the one which will be referenced by the

Download process developed by the Application group.

The System Workspace is visible from the System Hierarchy tree view. When "exploded",

the System Workspace will display a list of all the User Workspaces contained within it

Relationships are:

• The System Workspace object is derived from the Abstract Workspace class.

• There is a single instance of the System Workspace class in IDA.

• The System Workspace object maintains a list of all the User Workspaces which are

in the IDA system. This list gets added to whenever a new user ID is added to the

system via Security Administration.

• The System Workspace object maintains a list of all objects which have been checked

back into the IDA database after being edited, but have not yet been downloaded. As

objects get downloaded, the reference contained by the System Workspace object is

removed.

1.8.3.4 Checked-Out Parameterized Object

An instance of a Checked-Out Parameterized Object is that version of the object which has

been checked out into a user's workspace for editing purposes. This version of the object

does not exist until the first time an update transaction against the object is committed to the

database.

When an object is checked-out, an Edit Stamp object is created, containing the user-ID and a

time stamp of the time of check-out. Until the object is checked-in, only the user with the
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same ID as the user-ID contained in the Edit Stamp will be permitted to see the edited version

of the object Other users will be able to see the current, or checked-in, version ofthe object

When the edits for an object have been completed, they may be checked-in. At that time, the

user has the option ofreleasing all locks on the object, or keeping the object checked-out .If

all locks are released, the object is removed from the user's workspace, and is no longer in a

checked-out state. If the user retains the checked-out status, other users can see the latest

changes to the object, but with read-only access as before. Relationships are:

• A Checked-Out Parameterized Object is associated with an Edit Stamp, which

indicates the date, time and user ID of the user who has locked the object.

• When an object is checked-out, a reference to it is placed within the User Workspace

object, so that a complete list of all objects which are currently checked-out by the

user are available simply by iterating over the contained references.

Since a checked-out version of an object doesn't actually exist until the first change is written

back to the database, all of the associations between then User Workspace, Edit Stamp, and

Checked-Out Parameterized objects can't be created until then.

1.8.3.5 Edit Stamp

The Edit Stamp is basically the user identification, and a time stamp which indicates the time

that a check-out occurred to a Parameterized Object Once the user has committed an object

being edited back to the database, this information is recorded in a Revision object.

Relationships are:

• An Edit Stamp is associated with one, and only one, Parameterized Object which has

been locked for edit

1.8.3.6 Checked-in Parameterized Object

An instance of a Checked-in Parameterized Object is that version which corresponds to the

last committed public version of the object This version is the view that is open to the public

whenever a Parameterized Object is extracted from the database.
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A downloadable object which has been checked-in, but not yet downloaded to its target

platform is in a state which needs to be made known to the application developer. An object

is deemed as being "downloadable" at the time it is created via its association to instances of

the Object Type class. A reference to these types of objects is added to the System

Workspace object is added at check-in time. Downloadable objects associated with the

System Workspace object are removed from the System Workspace once they have been

successfully downloaded to their target platform.

When an object is checked-in, the reason for the revision is captured by the Revision Editor,

and a Revision object is created and associated with the checked-in object An object which

is checked-in also has an instance ofthe Change Description object associated with it

Relationships are:

• A checked-in version ofa Parameterized Object has a Revision association which

reflects the user id, timestamp, and reason for the revision (who, when and why).

• A checked-in version of a Parameterized Object has a one-to-one association with a

Change Description object, which records what modification(s) were made to the

object in order to create the associated revision.

• A checked-in version of a Parameterized Object maintains a reference to its Previous

Version, in support of the requirement to be able to "chain" down the version tree of

any Parameterized Object. This would allow an application to get to a version of any

object which existed at a certain point in time.

1 .8.3.7 Parameterized Object (Previous Version)

The Previous Version of a Parameterized Object is that version which corresponds to the last

previously committed public version of the object Each Parameterized Object is aware of it

immediate ancestor, and its immediate descendant, in the "genealogy" hierarchy.

Relationships are:

• A Previous Version has a Revision association which reflects the user id, timestamp,

and reason for the revision (who, when and why).
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• A Previous Version maintains a reference to its Previous Version, in support ofthe

requirement to be able to "chain** down the version tree ofany Parameterized Object

This allows an application to get to a version of any object which existed at a certain

point in time.

5 • A Previous Version maintains a reference to its Next Version, in support of the

requirement to be able to "chain" down the version tree of any Parameterized Object.

This allows an application to get to a version ofany object which existed at a certain

point in time.

• As with the checked-in version of the object, a Previous Version also maintains

10 references to the associated Revision and Change Description object(s).

1.8.3.8 Revision

A Revision object contains data about who created the revision, a timestamp when the

revision occurred, and the reason for the revision. A Revision object also contains a text field

15 explaining the nature of the revision. Relationships are that one Revision object exists for

each version of each Parameterized Object in the database. Multiple Parameterized Objects

can reference the same Revision object

1.8.3.9 Change Description

A Change Description object contains a description ofthe modifications) made to an object

in support of the associated Revision level. Relationships are that one Change Description

object exists for each version of each Parameterized Object in the database. Change

Descriptions are unique, and may not be applied to more than one Parameterized Object.

1 .8.4 Version Administration

1 .8.4. 1 Version History

When an object is selected, the user can view its version history. The Framework provides a

utility to display that history, in a user interface similar to Figure 52.

If two or more objects are selected, the user needs to select the desired object from the

combobox provided in the dialog box shown in Figure 52. Once selected, the version history

associated with the object will appear in the scrolling listbox. Each line in the listbox
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represents a different version of die object, with the modification (or revision label), e.g.,

ordered from new to old.

By highlighting two items listed (they may be non-contiguous), the user may select the

"Compare" button and obtain a comparison between the two selected versions (see next

section).

Lastly, the user may obtain a report of the versioning displayed in the listbox by selecting the

"Print" option, and obtain an output similar to that shown in Figure 56.

1 .8.4.2 Version/Object Comparison

A utility is provided by the Framework which allows the user to compare two versions of the

same object, or two versions of different objects, and obtain a report detailing those

differences.

A sample user interface to perform this function is presented in Figure 53.

In this example, the differences between two versions of the same object is shown. Each

version's parameters are listed, along with the value for each parameter. By selecting the

"Next Diff button, the user is automatically advanced to the next difference between the two

versions (either in parameter name or value). Differences between the two objects can be

outlined (as shown), or appear in a different color. Although not shown in this example, to

make this comparison easier, the parameters will probably need to be sorted alphabetically.

Once the first difference is viewed, the user will be able to select the "Prev DifT button in

order to move to the previous difference between the two versions of the object.

This same interface is used to detail the differences between two different objects. The menu

command(s) used to provide this functionality are based simply on the fact that two (or more)

objects are selected in the configuration. If more than two objects are selected, a listbox

could prompt the user to pick the two objects on which to run a comparison.

1 .8.4.3 Compacting Version History

Left unchecked, the version control system can consume a large amount of disk space. A

version control utility is provided in order to reduce the amount of old version information

contained within the system, an operation which may be referred to as compaction.

Generally speaking, compaction consists of two distinctly different operations:
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1. Collapse. This operation removes version information between two dates.

Intermediate versions are deleted, and revisions during the collapsed period are

concatenated. Typically, a system is collapsed as a major change (which may require

several intermediate check-out and check-in cycles) is commissioned. A collapse at

that time acts to delete the details of the changes done during the development phase,

while retaining the overall revision and change information.

2. Trim. This operation removes version information before a certain date. This

operation will remove both version and revision information, acting to slice off all

history before a specific time.

1.8.4.4 Version Baselining

There may be a need for all objects in an IDA configuration to become baselined, or tagged

with a revision label which is common for all objects. It might be convenient to baseline a

configuration, for example, just prior to an historical archive, or just before a big

configuration change is about to be implemented

The Framework provides the user with a mechanism for baselining an IDA configuration.

The resulting revision and change information is captured, and each versionable object in the

database is versioned with a common revision. The information associated with baselining

(i.e. a common revision label) can be used as a basis for rollback.

The concept ofbaselining can be extended to only selected objects, rather than the entire

database. For example, a user may want to baseline all the objects associated with a certain

plant section. In this scenario, the user selects the desired plant section in the Plant

Hierarchy, and select "Baseline" from a right-mouse click, pulldown menu. After capturing

the change and revision information, all the objects associated with the selected plant section

would be automatically versioned with the baseline information.

1.8.4.5 Historical Archival

The version control features described above are database operations - the entire history of all

the changes done to each IDA configuration object is contained within the database.

Archiving change history is done using vendor-provided backup utilities (e.g., for ODI's
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ObjectStore, the utility osbackup). These backups are meant to be special historical backups

rather than the ones associated with normal day-to-day system operations.

As noted in the next section, and depicted in Figure 54, depending upon how rollback is

implemented, a playback macro is archived at the same time that the configuration is

archived, and a new macro initialized to an empty state in preparation for ongoing changes to

the now-archived database. In this manner, the playback macro ofa database represents the

total changes which occurred to a configuration from one historical archive to the next

1 .8 .4.6 Archive Retrieval and Rollback

A rollback provides database auditors with a means of viewing the database at a paiticular

date and time. There are at least three ways in which some degree ofrollback can be

accomplished, all of which create the rolled-back version of the database separately from the

current offline database for obvious reasons.

1 . Archive Retrieval. This is by far the simplest way to institute a rollback mechanism,

but it has drawbacks. In this scenario, the user specifies the archive to retrieve, and the

database is restored to the state which it was in at the time the archive was created. A

disadvantage to this method of rollback is that the user may actually be interested in the

state of the configuration at a point in time between two archives, with no way of getting

there.

2. Macro Playback, or Roll Forward. This method utilizes a concept which was first

discussed in the section dealing with modifying a configuration while disconnected from

the main IDA database (e.g. on a laptop computer), and is probably preferable in terms of

being able to implement than the other two methods. This method requires an additional

component to the historical archive mechanism itself - that of a record macro which is

initialized following each time an historical archive is created. This macro records the

changes made to the database in detail rich enough to be able to reproduce those changes.

The record macro is archived on the same media that the database is stored on at the time

rthe archive is created.

Referring to Figure 55, when the need for a rollback is identified, the archive nearest in

date to the desired rollback date, but not later than the rollback date, is restored to a
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database. The record macro associated with that archive is then "played" back, creating

changes to the temporary database just as though a user were performing the edits,

forward to the date that the user specified for rollback. When the macro playback has

finished, the database is in die state that it was at the date specified.

This technique permits enough detail to be recorded to reproduce all changes to all

objects, regardless ofwhether they were versioned or not. This automatically allows

changes such as associations between objects to be re-established, since they are created

in the same order, and by the same method, that they were in the original database. There

is minimal danger in the method resulting in "dangling" relationships, or "orphaned"

objects.

3. Rollback. This method is the most difficult to implement, and can potentially corrupt

the data. In this scenario, the user provides a date to be used to determine how far to roll

the database back. Alternatively, the user might supply a revision label which was

provided during a baseline operation, in order to establish the point in time that the

rollback is to address. The rollback utility is offline, and relies on the historical backups

which were described in the preceding section. When a rollback is desired, the

appropriate archive is restored to a separate system, isolated from the running IDA

database. The rollback utility is then run against the restored archive. The rollback utility

walks through the entire IDA database, using the version information to roll the objects

back to the requested date and time. At that point, an image of the database exists as it

did on the requested date.

1.8.4.7 Audit Trail

A utility is provided which allows the user to produce an audit trail detailing the changes

and/or revisions which have occurred on selected objects over a period time. The

functionality of producing an audit trail lists the individual changes which have been

recorded from one version of the object to the next. The process would begin with the oldest

version of each selected object, and traverses the version tree of the object, output the change

records associated with each succeeding version. The resulting report could appear as Figure

56. The information of interest includes the version number, the date that each version was

made, who made the version, the nature of the modification (change), and the reason for the

modification (revision).
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A modification of this report (or interface) suffices for any audit trail requirements which

have been imposed on IDA. If this is the case, then the audit trail for any objects) can be

produced on demand, rather than kept up-to-date everytime a modification to an object is

made.

1.9 Undo Manager

The Framework provides a basic Undo/Redo capability in the form ofan Undo Manager for

IDA application developers.

The purpose of the Undo Manager is to allow users to undo changes they've made to objects

if they decide they don't want those changes. The Undo Manager enables multi-level undo

and redo operations for actions which have been defined for each object by the application

developer. Each developer is responsible for creating the undo units (i.e. actions) which

mean something to the object Undo units may be nested hierarchically (i.e., undo units can

contain other undo units), resulting in aparent undo unit This allows complex operations

such as a change on a multiple selection to be treated as a single undoable action.

The Undo Manager provides a centralized undo/redo service, managing both simple and

parent undo units on the undo and redo stacks. Undo units are typically created in response

to actions taken by the end user, or a programmatic function which is simulating a user-

generated action. When an object's state changes, it creates an undo unit encapsulating all

the information it needs to undo that change. The object then calls methods within the undo

manager to place the corresponding undo units on the stack. The Undo Manager then has all

the data it needs to support the undo/redo user interface.

1.9.1 Object Model

1 .9. 1 . 1 Undo Manager

The Undo Manager manages two stacks, the undo and redo stacks, each of which is a

repository for undo units generated by application software. When an object's state changes,

it creates an undo unit encapsulating all the information necessary to undo that change, and

passes it to the Undo Manager. The Undo Manager, depending upon what state it's in, will

place the undo unit on the undo or the redo stack, as appropriate.
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When the user select Undo, the Undo Manager takes the top unit off the undo stack, invokes

it, then discards it Similarly, when the user selects Redo, the Undo Manager take the top

unit offthe redo stack, invokes it, then discards it.

The Undo Manager has three states: the base state, the undo state, and the redo state. It .

begins in the base state. To perform an action from the undo stack, it puts itselfin the undo

state, invokes the action, then returns to the base state. To perform an action from the redo

stack, it puts itself in the redo state, invokes the action, then returns to the base state. Ifthe

Undo Manager receives a new undo unit while in the base state, it places the unit on the top

ofthe undo stack, and empties the redo stack. If it receives one while in the undo state, it puts

incoming units on the redo stack. Finally, if it receives a new unit while in the redo state, it

places them on top of the undo stack without flushing the redo stack.

The object model depicted in Figure 57 shows a subclass of the Undo Manager (the IDA
Undo Manager). This subclass extends the Undo Manager to be aware of the current

modification state ofthe MFC document which the instance ofthe Undo Manager is

associated with. Depending upon the state of the Undo Manager, the modified state ofthe

document may need to be changed programmaucally. For example, if the user performs

Undo and empties the undo stack, essentially no changes have been performed to the

configuration. The document associated with the application, however, is not aware of that,

and will continue to indicate a modified state unless reset.

1.9.1.2 Undo Unit

An Undo Unit encapsulates the information necessary to undo (or redo) a single action. Its

principal methods are Do( ) and GetDescription( ). The Do( ) method implements the actual

undo (or redo) operation. Calling Do( ) on an undo unit in the undo stack creates a

corresponding (inverse) object on the redo stack, and vice versa. The GetDescription( )

method returns a description of the unit, used to edit menu text (e.g., Undo Color Change,

etc.). There are two subclasses ofUndo Units: simple and parent.

1.9.1.3 Simple Undo Unit

A Simple Undo Unit contains the information to undo a single operation, such as creating or

moving an object. Simple Undo Units preferably do not change the state of any object if they
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return failure. This includes the state of the redo stack (or undo stack ifperforming a redo).

They are also used to put a corresponding unit on the redo (or undo) stack if they succeed.

1.9.1.4 Parent Undo Unit

5 A Parent Undo Unit can also contain other Undo Units. This becomes useful when the user

performs a complex action, yet perceives it as a single action. For example, the user might

select several objects on the screen all at one time, and move them as a group to some other

location. To support an undo of this type of behavior, the Undo Manager preferably has a

single undo unit which encapsulates all the actions of all these objects.

10

The Parent Undo Unit has two methods, Open( ) and Close( ) which provide the

encapsulation. Simple Undo Units are added to parents by an Add( ) method. Parent units

are added through Open( ), which leaves the unit open. In this way, Parent Undo Units keep

simple ordered lists of child units. Each Parent Undo Unit is responsible for managing the

1 5 child units it receives through the Open( ) or

Add( ).

Parent Undo Units preferably do not change the state ofany object if they return failure.

Additionally, if one or more children succeeded prior to another child's failure, the parent

20 unit preferably commits its corresponding unit on the redo stack, and return the failure to its

parent. Ifno children succeeded, then the parent unit only has to commit its redo unit only if

a state change has been made which needs to be rolled back.

1.10 Users and Security

25 The Framework provides security functions to allow users and other personnel to restrict

access to objects which need to be protected from unauthorized modification or access. User-

level security is optional, and is disabled by default. Implementation-standard security

restricts modification of implementation-standard standard objects (such as standard I/A

Block definitions) to authorized personnel, and is preferably always enabled.

30

When user-level security is enabled, the security functions provide authentication by

presenting a log-in dialog requesting a user name and password when a user starts any IDA

application. Similar to the Windows NT security model, access control is provided by

assigning users to groups which have various access permissions (read, write, create, etc.).
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Groups are based on roles, such as Process Engineer or Advanced Operator, and users can

assume multiple roles by being assigned to multiple groups. Implementation-standard default

groups and permissions are provided, but users can create their own groups, and can modify

the permissions of the default groups. Permissions are assigned by object type (such as

Loops) and by Plant Area (such as East Plant Section). This provides selective access by .

geographic area.

A switch user/group function is also provided which allows users to assume a subset of their

permissions or allows another user to temporarily log-in. Users use this function to assume a

more restrictive set ofpermissions to ensure that they do not make an inadvertent change if

they were only interested in viewing configuration data. The ability to temporarily log-in

would be used to allow a supervisor to assist another user in making changes which may

require special access permission to an existing configuration work space, and then return

control to the original user.

The Framework supplies user interface dialogs to allow developers to register objects and

permissions to assign permissions to the default groups. The Framework also supplies an

API to allow the various configurator applications to check for access permission before

responding to access requests for objects they control. A consistent "access-denied"

mechanism will be provided to advise the application of a security access violation.

1.10.1 Object Model

IDA uses a security system to control access to configuration objects by users. Given a

particular user and a particular object, the security system determines what permissions the

user has (e.g. read, write) with respect to the object. The security object model is depicted in

Figure 58.

1.10.1.1 Group

In the Security model, the Group object is used to categorize Users, with many instances of

Users belonging to the same Group object (e.g., Operator, Engineer, etc.). These broad

categories are each associated with a specific set of permissions. These permissions pertain

to various areas throughout the plant, as well as to object types within the plant.
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Instances of Groups may form a hierarchy, and contain other Groups (e.g., Test Operator

within the Operator Group). However, an instance ofa Group can only be contained by one,

and only one, other Group. For example, the Test Operator group could be in the Operator

group, but not also in the Engineer group. Each Group has permissions of its containing

Group, and may add additional permissions. See "Users and Groups Example" in Figure 59.

Members of a Group can have permissions objects via the object's association to instances of

the Process Area and Object Type classes. To have a permission to access an object within a

Process Area, the group preferably has that permission to both the Process Area, and the

Object Type. If the object is not assignable to a Process Area, then the group only needs type

permission against the object in order to access it

In summary, relationships are:

• A Group object maintains a list of all User objects associated with it

• A Group object maintains a list of all other Group objects which are contained within

it

• A Group object can be in only be directly related with one other Group object (i.e.,

Groups can occur in only one place in the Group hierarchy)

• A Group object has all the permissions of its containing Group, and may have

additional permissions.

• User objects within a Group object access objects assigned to specific Process Areas

if that Group has permission to do so. Since permissions form a hierarchy, it's

possible for a Group to have multiple object permissions within the same Process

Area, as well as permission to access objects in multiple areas. This relationship is

managed by the class Area Permissions.

• Similarly, User objects within a Group object can access many different types of

objects. Since permissions form a hierarchy, it's possible for a Group object to have

multiple permissions within the same Object Type, as well as permission to access

different Object Types. This relationship is managed by the class Object Type

Permissions.
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Listed below are sample Groups provided with one embodiment of the invention:

Group Title Group Description

Advanced Operator Tuning specialized or critical loops.

Default User General user capabilities to read, but not change configuraton data.

Developer Develop and maintain IDA framework and applications which run

inside the framework. Note that this particular group object may not

be visible to a "normal" user.

Operator

Process Engineer

Tuning general loops.

Build and maintain process loop configurations.

Process Engineer Administrator Develop and approve customer default block parameters, loop

1.10.1.2 User

In IDA, a User object is someone who initiates an Edit session using a unique identifier. This

5 identifier is captured from within the Framework in order to determine security permissions.

A User preferably belongs to at least one Group. A User may belong to more than one

Group, limited only by the number of Groups defined in the syster.;. wnen a User logs onto

IDA initially, they acquire the sum of the permissions of all of their associated Groups. Since

a User can belong to different Groups, they should be able to change which Group or Groups

10 they belong to dynamically (refer to Figure 62). The groups which a User belongs to at any

point in time is referred to as the Active Group Set. The Active Group Set will be used for

determining permissions. The permissions which a User has at a specific point in time are

determined by the sum of the permissions of all the Groups within the Active Group Set. A

User can change groups at any time, but only to groups within the set which have been

15 defined for him in the Group hierarchy. Summarizing relationships:

• A User object belongs to one or more Group objects in the security hierarchy. Groups

objects, in turn, maintain a list of all associated User objects.

• A User object is able to dynamically change its Active Group Set, thereby changing

System Administrator

Software Engineer

templates, proprietary control schemes, batch administration, etc.

Develop and install customer applications and third party software,

such as custom reports and database applications.

Configure system, security, backups, fault tolerance, etc.

20 the permissions by which the User object can access objects within IDA.
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Users and Groups form a hierarchy as illustrated in Figure 59. A Group can only be in one

other Group, so that for example, Test Operators could not appear more than once in the

hierarchy.

In the example shown in Figure 59, the group "PE Administrator" has all of the permissions

of "Process Engineer", and may have additional permissions. Note that user 'User X"

belongs to both the "Process Engineer" and "Advanced Operators" groups.

1.10.1.3 Process Area

Instances of the Process Area class form a hierarchy, and reference such things as individual

buildings, or areas within a building in which logically-related processes are performed.

Process Area objects can contain other Process Area objects, and they can be associated with

one or more configurable objects which are capable of being assigned to that Process Area.

Examples of such configurable objects are Loops and Compounds. Each instance of a

Process Area object has permissions of its containing Process Area, and may add additional

permissions.

Objects may be indirectly associated with a Process Area. For example, a Block may be

associated with a specific Process Area as the result ofbeing part ofa Loop or Compound

associated with tfcat area. The ramifications of this on the design needs to be explored

further. Summarizing relationships:

• User objects within a Group access objects assigned to specific Process Area object if

that Group object has permission to do so. Since permissions form a hierarchy, it's

possible for a Group object to have multiple permissions within the same instance of

the Process Area class, as well as permission to access objects in multiple areas. This

relationship is managed by the class Area Permissions.

• An instance of a Process Area can contain other Process Areas. Permissions are

"inherited" from the containing Process Area.

• Configurable objects can only belong to a single instance of a Process Area (i.e., an

object can't belong to two or more Process Area objects at the same time).
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1 . 1 0. 1 .4 Area Permission

The Area Permission class is used to restrict a user's access to an object by considering where

the object resides in the plant hierarchy. Area Permission objects allow system

administrators to set user access permission to the objects assigned to Process Areas by

groups that the user belongs to. Area Permission objects contain a reference to the

permission in the permission hierarchy for *he indicated Group/Process Area object pair.

Summarizing relationships:

• An Area Permission object represents the permission in the permission hierarchy that

the associated Group has on objects which have been assigned to the associated

Process Area.

• Permissions get more restrictive, not less, as you go down the area hierarchy.

1 . 1 0. 1 .5 Assignable Object

An Assignable Object is an instance ofan object associated with an Object Type (refer to

object model depicted in Figure 13) capable of being assigned to a Process Area. One or

more instances ofAssignable Object may be assigned to the same Process Area object

Objects associated with an instance of the Object Type class are deemed "assignable** when

they are created Access to an Assignable Object is dictated first by the user's group access

to the object's type, then by the user's group access to the Process Area object which the

object has been assigned to. Summarizing relationships:

• An Assignable Object can be assigned to one, and only one, Process Area object The

object maintains a reference to the Process Area to which it has been assigned.

Figure 60 depicts the hierarchical relationships between instances of Process Areas, and

Assignable Objects.

1 . 1 0. 1 .6 Object Type Permission

Instances of the Object Type Permission class control access to objects by considering what

type they are. Object Type Permission objects allow system administrators to set user access

permissions to the object types by groups that the user belongs to. Object Type Permission
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objects contain a reference to the permission in the permission hierarchy for the indicated

Group/Object Type pair. Summarizing relationships:

• An instance of the Object Type Permission class represents the permission that the

associated Group object has on objects ofthe associated Object Type.

• Ust objects within a Group may access many different types of objects. Since

permissions form a hierarchy, it's possible for a Group object to have multiple

permissions within the same Object Type, as well as permission to access different

Object Types. This relationship is managed by the class Object Type Permissions.

1.10.2 Security Administration

1.10.2.1 Permissions Hierarchy

Permissions (both Process Area and Object Type Permissions) for IDA form a hierarchy

defined by static data within IDA, and not allowed to be changed by the user (Figure 61).

General read and write permissions will need to be more fine grained than simply read vs.

write. Permissions stated in the Process Area Permissions and Object Type Permissions

objects are stated in terms ofone of the higher entries in the hierarchy, but can be as fine

grained as needs dictate.

LI 0.2.2 Download Permission

Download permission governs who is allowed to download configuration data to the targeted

I/A system. The download is the process by which edited configuration information gets

transferred to the target. A download permission is a special case ofIDA security - although

effectively it is only an EDA database read, the fact that it affects a running target makes it

special. As with other permissions, download permissions may be set on an object type basis,

and/or on process areas.

1.10.2.3 Switch Group/User Facility

A mechanism by which a user can switch groups is provided in IDA. The mechanism allows

a user to perform the majority of his daily operations with a default minimal security setting,

then switch to a more restrictive security setting by changing the Active Group Set they are

currently associated with.
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Another mechanism allows the user to switch user ID's. This is accomplished by the same

mechanism described above. The mechanism would also allow a supervisor to temporarily

"log-in** to a user's session, perform a restricted operation, then
w
log-ouf* and return security

(and user ID) to its previous settings. A simple dialog box like the one presented in Figure 62

5 is provided to perform this switching.

In the example shown in Figure 62, UserX is currently logged in, and has activated the

Switch Group/User Facility. The application will allow UserX to select (or deselect) Groups

which he is currently allowed to be associated with, thereby establishing his Active Group

10 Set.

Notice in the sample dialog that some groups are dimmed, or "greyed-out". These groups

represent those groups which are not currendy in the user's Active Group Set. Clicking on

the text of a Group will toggle it back and forth between the normal "on" state, and the

15 dimmed "off' state. This is only an indication ofthe functionality which is used in the

illustrated embodiment, not a restriction on other implementations.

Additionally, by selecting the "Switch User' pushbutton, a screen equivalent to the log-in

screen appears, prompting for a new user's ID and password. This user ID would be

20 "stacked", in that IDA remembers the previous user ED as a new one logs in, so that when the

new user finishes an edit session and exits, they will effectively be reverting back to the

original user's identity and permissions. A user stack of only one-deep will suffice for this

purpose.

25 1.1 0.2.4 Managing Groups and Users

This section presents sample property pages which used to maintain groups and users. All

dialogs presented in this section are meant to be used in the performance of ongoing Security

Administration.

30 The first property page presented in Figure 63 represents a way in which the security

administrator manage Groups. The existing Group structure is placed into a type of tree

hierarchy control, which is imploded/exploded as necessary to gain an entry point into the

Group hierarchy. To add a new Group, the administrator finds the proper spot in the control

where the new Group could be inserted, and press "New Group".
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At that time, a dialog box (not shown) pops up, prompting the administrator for information

to create a new Group. Upon exiting that dialog, the new Group is displayed at the proper

point in the hierarchy. A Group automatically inherits all Object Type and Area Permissions

associated with its root Group.

To add new users to IDA, the security administrator presses the "New User" button, and a

dialog box (also not shown) pops up, prompting the administrator for any information IDA

requires to establish a User. This information contains the User's name, password, and

possibly some other information which is needed for adminstrative purposes by IDA. Upon

exiting the dialog, the new User will have been established as a valid User within the IDA

administrative system, but not yet assigned to a specific Group (or Groups). To assign a new

User to a Group, or modify the Groups to which an existing User belongs, theadministrator

would select the "Users" tab on the property sheet.

In this example (shown in Figure 64), the administrator is able to select the User from the

combobox depicted by "User ID". Once the User was selected, the administrator would be

able to modify their password and/or description in the edit fields provided, and pick the

Group(s) that the User would need to be associated with.

And finally, the following property page shown in Figure 65 represents a method by which

Group access, or permission, could be given to specific Object Types. In this example, the

administrator picks the Group and Object Type to be "linked" together via a permission, then

picks from a list of available permissions all those which apply for this Group. The

mechanism allows for permissions to be added, as well as deleted. Permissions can be

established at any level in the Permission Hierarchy, since the Permission Hierarchy is

allowed to be as fine-grained as necessary for the customer's unique requirements.

1 .10.2.5 Managing Process Areas

This section presents sample property pages used to maintain process areas. All dialogs

presented in this section are meant to be used in the performance of ongoing Security

Administration.
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The property page shown in Figure 66 represents a way in which the security administrator

manages Process Areas. The existing Process Area hierarchy are placed into a type of tree

hierarchy control, which is imploded/exploded as necessary to determine an entry point into

the Process Area Hierarchy. To add a new Process Area, the administrator would find die

proper spot in the control where the new area is to be inserted, and press "New Area". At.

that time, a dialog box (not shown) pops up, prompting the administrator for information to

create a new Process Area. Upon exiting that dialog, the new Process Area is displayed at the

proper point in the hierarchy. When a Process Area is first created, it will automatically

inherit all Assignable Objects, and Area Permissions associated with its root Area.

And finally, the following property page in Figure 67 represents a method by which Group

access, or permission, could be given to specific Process Areas. In this example, the

administrator picks the Process Area and Group to be "linked" together via a set of

permissions, then picks from a list of available permissions all those which apply for this

Process Area/Group combination. Permissions can be established at any level in the

Permission Hierarchy, since the Permission Hierarchy is allowed to be as fine-grained as

necessary for the customers unique requirements.

1 . 1 0.2.6 User Authentication Service

Closely associated with the IDA security subsystem, but separate, is a User Authentication

Service. This service is responsible for providing the security service with the identity of an

authorized user of the IDA system. The authentication service is responsible for providing

the application's security mechanism with the name of an authorized user. Whenever the

security system needs to evaluate a user's permissions to an object, it will ask the

authentication service for the name of the user. The first time this happens, the authentication

service queries the operating system for the name of the user, and responds with the name of

that user. The name is then cached for use in later calls.

Another implementation results in the user being presented with a "login" dialog box asking

for a username/password combination the first time the authentication service is asked for the

name of the user. Again, the user's name, once captured and verified, is cached for later use.

This implementation is desirable in certain I/A installations in which all users commonly log-

in as "roof* or "administrator", making an operating system query for the name of the user

meaningless.
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Part 2 - Control Algorithm Configurator Architecture

2 Functions

This section describes major functions of the configurator architecture, including sample user

interface representations. Note that these user interface sample are intended to illustrate

functionality described in the text and are not intended to show all design details, such as

menus and toolbars. In the object model diagrams included in this section, shading indicates

classes supplied by the IDA Framework and a dashed line border indicates classes described

in another subsection of this document

2. 1 Project Manager/Navigator Interface

2.1.1 Overview

The Project Manager is the navigator's view into the project database. It allows the user to

browse through the project configuration hierarchies and data. The GUI interface is similar to

the Microsoft Explorer's look and feel. The Framework described in Part 1 provides a

common Project Manager navigational capability. This section describes the functionality

specific for Control Algorithm Configuration.

2.1.1.1 System Tree View

Figure 68 shows the Navigation Manager's System Tree View. The Components item holds

the main items involved in control configuration: Control Levels (shown as compounds in the

figure), Control Algorithm Diagrams (shown as Loops in the figure), and processors.

2 . 1 . 1 .2 Control Algorithm Diagrams

The Control Algorithm Diagram Editor supports adding and connecting blocks to specify

control algorithms. Blocks are only created through Control Algorithm Diagrams. The blocks

in a Control Algorithm Diagram must preferably be assigned to a Control Level. A default

Control Level may be set for a Control Algorithm Diagram, setting all blocks in the diagram

to that level. However, blocks may be reassigned to any Control Level.
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2.1.13 Control Processors

Control processors execute the control applications created by the users. The blocks

specifying the control application are contained within the control processor in Control

Levels. The Control Levels are assigned to Control Processors.

2.1.1.4 Control Levels

The Control Levels act as a logically named container for control applications. Within control

processors, the control algorithm blocks are contained in Control Levels. The control levels

provide a hierarchy structure following the IAS S88 standard. This standard defines seven

levels of plant hierarchy with each level serving as a logical container for the next lower

level.

Enterprise

• An organization that coordinates the operation of 1 or more sites

• May contain 1 or more Sites

Site

• A physical, logical, or geographical component of the enterprise

• May contain 1 or more Areas

Area

• A component of a site identified by physical, geographical or logical segmentation

• May contain 1 or more Process Cells

Process Cell

• Defines the span of logical control of one set of process equipment within an area

• Preferably contain 1 or more Units

Unit

• A collection of associated control modules and / or equipment modules in which 1 or

more major processing activities can be conducted

• May contain 1 or more Equipment Modules
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Equipment Module

• A functional group ofequipment that can carry out a finite number of specific minor

processing activities

• May contain 1 or more Control Modules

Control Module

• The lowest level ofequipment that can cany out basic control

The control naming hierarchy implemented by IAS does not address the top two levels of the

ISA S88 hierarchy. The control hierarchy begins with the "Area". In addition to the ISA S88

hierarchy, the implementation defines three additional levels: blocks, parameters, and

attributes. Every level of the naming hierarchy may contain blocks. There is no restriction

that only the "Control Module" level contains blocks.

2.1.1.5 Control Level Syntax and Assignment Rules

The following rules characterize the naming hierarchy:

• Total name length of 1 28 bytes, including delimiters

• A total of 32 bytes for each level name

• The name can be any mix ofnumeric (0-9) or alphabetic (A-Z) characters and the

underscore (Internationalization issues are not currently decided)

• Names may not contain spaces

• Each naming level, except possibly the last, is a compound. Each level may contain:

• Other levels

• Blocks

• Parameters

• A delimiter using the greater than symbol (*>') between levels

• There is no delimiter before the first level name

• A delimiter of colon (*:') between a level and a block

• A delimiter of period (V) between a block and a parameter

• A delimiter ofperiod (V) between a parameter and an attribute

• At a given level, the names of any contained levels must preferably be unique

• At a given level, the names of any contained blocks must preferably be unique
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• At a given level, names for blocks, levels, and parameters do not have to be unique

between themselves.

• The full naming hierarchy does not have to be used

• At least one level must preferably be specified. This provides compatibility with

I/A naming convention - compoundrblock

• Any number of levels up to the maximum may be used

Given these rules the following two names specify blocks:

Area 1>ProcCell2>Unit 1>Equipment 1>CtlMod2:FT 1 04.STATUS

Areal>ProcCell2>Unitl:CTLBLOCK.STATUS

• The first name defines a block named FT 104 with a parameter ofSTATUS.

• The second name defines a block named CTLBLOCK with a parameter of

STATUS.

• The FT104 block is contained within the Control Module level.

• The CTLBLOCK is contained within the Unit level.

Since names for blocks, levels, and parameters do not have to be unique, the following is

legal:

Areal>ProcCell2>Unitl>Equipmentl>CtlMod2:FT104.STATUS

Areal>ProcCeII2>Unitl .STATUS

Areal>ProcCell2:Unitl .STATUS

• The ProcCell2 level contains a level called Unitl

• The ProcCell2 level contains a block called Unitl

• The Unitl level contains a parameter called STATUS

• Each of these objects can be uniquely resolved.

Names do not have to span the full naming hierarchy:

Areal:FT104.MEAS

This provides with backward compatibility with I/A names

Compound:Block.Parameter

A second set of rules specify the relationships to control stations:
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• Blocks are never directly assigned to control stations

• Blocks are assigned to compounds expressed as a level name

• The compounds, or levels, contain not only blocks but also other compounds

• The compound, or levels, also contain parameters

• Each level contains a parameter that allows the grouping of contained blocks, and

blocks within contained levels, for shared name scope in structured text programs, the

unit grouping flag.

• Once the unit grouping flag is enabled, the unit grouping flag in contained levels is

ignored.

• Compounds, or levels, are assigned to control stations

• Any level, regardless of it's position in the hierarchy, may be assigned tr a control

station

• All contained levels are also assigned to the control station when a level is assigned to

a control station

• Contained levels may be reassigned to a different control station. Lower levels

contained by the reassigned level are also reassigned

• Contained levels may not be reassigned to a different control station if the unit

grouping flag for a parent level is set. All lower levels contained by the reassigned

level are also not allowed to be reassigned

• All reference levels are preferably assigned to a control station

• All blocks assigned to a level preferably execute within a single control station.

• Although contained levels may execute in a different control station, all of the blocks

at a given level preferably execute within the same control station. (All blocks in a

compound execute in the same control station.)

• More than one level may be assigned to a CP

• More than one level which are at the same point in the hierarchy may be assigned to a

control station (i.e. Area! and Area2 may both be assigned to the same control

station)

• The block processing order is a function of the control station and is specified in

control station documents.

The levels in a control hierarchy are not only divisible between control stations in a child

relationship; they can also be divided among parent control stations:
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Area2>ProcCelll assigned to CP001

Area2>ProcCclI2 assigned to CP003

OR

Area2>ProcCelll>Unitl assigned to CP001

5 Area2>ProcCelll>Unit2 assigned to CP003

All of the blocks contained by a level (a compound) preferably execute in the same control

station.

Area2>ProcCelll>Unitl:FT104 If block FT104 executing in CP001

10 Area2>ProcCelll>Unitl:FT105 then block FT105 preferably also executes in

CP001

Area2>ProcCelll>Unitl>Equipmentl:FT105 block FT106 could execute in a

separate CP

IS All compounds and all blocks could be assigned to a single control station

Areal Assigned to CP003

Area2 Assigned to CP003

Any level could be assigned to a control station

20 Area2>ProcCelIl>Unitl>Equipmentl>CTLModl assigned to CP003

All used levels are preferably assigned to a control station

Area2>ProcCell 1 assigned to CP003

Area2>ProcCell2 assigned to CP00

1

25

If these are the only two assignments made, then

Area2 is not assigned to any control station, this is illegal

2.2 Block Definition Editor

30 2.2.1 Overview

The Block Definition Editor allows control blocks and their parameters to be defined for use

on IAS. Through the editor, users create entirely new block definitions or derive new blocks

from existing definitions. Only blocks derived from implementation standard control blocks

download to control stations. User-defined blocks also appear in the list of defined blocks
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when viewed with this or the Control Algorithm Diagram Editor, but are not installed into a

control station. This list contains only single Block definitions; no Composite Block

Definitions appear.

Figure 69 shows the main display for the Block Definition Editor. The user is presented with

the Project Manager tree branch representing the hierarchy ofblock definitions. All block

definitions derived from the base types show as lower branches in the tree. A grid view

shows the parameters for each block. Each row is a block parameter with the columns

representing the parameter attributes. The attribute values for each parameter can be modified

by the user. However, some inherited parameters cannot be overridden in the derived block

definition: parameter name, value type, etc. Values that are overridden are displayed

differently from those defined in the local block definition or in the parent block definition.

Both the tree and grid views are based on Framework supplied editor classes.

.

a

Definitions for derived blocks can add parameters or modify the attributes ofinherited

parameters, but inherited parameters cannot be removed. Blocks are derived from exactly one

other block definition.

The user cannot modify the implementation-standard blocks. This block set is part ofIDA.

Personnel with the appropriate security permissions can add, modify and remove any

parameters when creating the standard set ofIAS blocks. Users can add parameters to

definitions derived from these standard block definitions or create new "base" block

definitions (not derived from an IAS block type). The first four rows in Figure 69 show

examples of user-added parameters in the Block Definition for block AIN2. These parameters

are available for documentation and calculation purposes only, but are not downloaded into

running control stations.

There are two classes ofparameters, those that are integrated directly with the control system

(control parameters) and those that are not (non-control parameters). Control parameters are

these downloaded to Control Processors and participate in the running of the control system,

such as parameters associated with the standard control block types AIN, PID, AOUT, etc.

Non-control parameters can be used for calculations, documentation, etc. and are not

downloaded to the CP. Normal users can only add non-control parameters, only authorized

personnel (e.g., engineers) can add control parameters.
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Each parameter in a block definition contains a fixed set ofpredefined attributes. Values can

be given to all ofthese attributes in the block definition where the parameter is defined. A

subset of these parameter attribute values can be changed in derived blocks, which results in

the creation ofa parameter override object being created.

The value of a parameter can be defined in two ways - by setting the "value" attribute to a

constant value or by setting the "formula" attribute to a formula. In die 'Value" attribute of a

parameter, users can supply constant default values for parameters in block definitions. If a

formula is supplied, the result of the formula calculation is used as the parameter value.

These formulas are executed when the value of the parameter is requested. Formulas can

consist of references to other parameters in the current block, mathematical operations, etc.

Modifier Block Definitions are defined in a manner identical to that ofBlock Definitions. In

Modifier Block Definitions, references to other parameters in formulas are not restricted to

existing parameters. See Part 1 for a detailed description of modifier blocks. Parameter

groups can be defined to contain any or all parameters defined in the local definition or parent

definitions. Parameter groups correspond to the tabs on the Block Property sheet display.

The parameter group definition contains information on ordering for parameters contained in

the group. All parameters are contained in at least one parameter group, but can be assigned

to multiple groups. The user can select the group(s) to which each parameter belongs.

Versioning of blocks is supported via standard versioning features supplied by the

Framework classes. Each time a block definition is changed, the block version is

incremented. This data is used for reporting and tracking ofblock definition history. A

security mechanism is used to verily that the user has privileges to edit the selected block. No

customer will have privileges to edit implementation-standard block definitions. These

defined blocks can be derived from, but not changed. Reports can be generated on block

definitions, changes in the current edit session, and audit trails. The report for changes

between versions is helpful internally to facilitate version upgrades to customer systems.

2.2.2 Functions

The following functions are implemented by the Block Definition Editor:

• Create new, derived or copied block definitions

Create new, derived or copied modifier block definitions
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• Add, remove, or modify parameters

• Override parameters inherited from parent block definition, revert to parent value

• Group parameters into categories displayed on property sheet during configuration

• Provide a mechanism for ordering parameters on property sheet page

5 • View parameters as they would appear on property sheet

• Define parameters to be control or non-control types

• Define configuration-time formulas for parameter values, recalculate values. These

formulas will support math statements, references to other parameters in blocks, etc.

• Save/load definition(s) to/from diskette or file

10 • Import definitions from pdef files or FoxCAE tables

• Upgrade to new version of standard IAS block definitions

• Maintain block version information

• Report block/parameter definitions, changes, definitions in use, block derivations

• Provide audit trails for definition changes

1 5 • Provide security which allows only certain people access to block definitions

• Provide security against changing implementation standard control block definitions and

standard parameter group assignments.

• Provide standard editing capabilities: cut, copy, paste, etc.

• Provide search capabilities for parameters or content, allowing the user to find parameters

of a specified name or containing a specified value

The following functions are provided in support of the Block Definition Editor

• Maintain standard set of control blocks

• Version upgrade mechanism for redistribution of control blocks

2.2.3 Object Model

2.2.3.1 Block Definition

Referring to Figure 70 Block definitions follow the basic paradigm defined for Parameterized

Objects. Block definitions contain lists of parameter definitions and overrides and maintain a

pointer to their parent definition. Block definitions can be "base" definitions - those with no

parent definitions, or "derived" definitions - those that inherit parameter definitions and

overrides from a parent block definition.
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The implementation includes a set of base definitions that correspond to control algorithms in

Control Processors, called control blocks. Users can derive definitions from this set or create

their own base definitions that do not correspond to Control algorithms, called non-control

blocks. Only block definitions derived from control blocks will be downloaded into a CP

when instantiated in a running system.

Class Relationships:

• Block definitions are parameterized objects.

• Block definitions can create instances of blocks of their type or block definitions derived

from their type. The blocks or block definitions created are also instances ofparameterized

object-derived classes.

• Block definitions contain parameter definitions. The parameter set defines the type and

characteristics of the block definition, not the class ofthe block definition object. All block

definitions are of the class "Block Definition", while the type of the block definition varies

according to the parameter set (AIN, PID, etc.)

• Block definitions may contain parameter overrides. These overrides modify the inherited

parameter definitions.

• Block definitions can refer to 0 or 1 parent block definitions. The parent block definition

defines a set ofparameters that are inherited and can be overridden.

• Block definitions maintain an ordered list of Parameter Group Definitions to use in

creating a Property Sheet view for modifying block parameter values. Each group

corresponds to a Separate Property Page within the Property Sheet See Part 1 for further

discussion of Parameter Groups.

• All block definitions are collected in Block Definition Collections for use in reporting,

viewing and listing block definitions. These collections reside in the Project Manager

"System" hierarchy.

2.2.3.2 Block Parameter Definition

Block parameter definitions consist of a standard, framework defined set of attributes. The

attributes ofname and type compose the basic definition for a parameter. Other attributes

such as default value, limits, description, etc. all contribute to the definition and can be

overridden in derived block definitions.
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Block parameter definitions contain attributes which indicate whether it is a control or non-

control parameter. Control parameters are those recognized by the control algorithms in

Control Processors. Only implementation standard blocks can contain control parameters.

Non-control parameters can be used for calculation or documentation purposes and do not get

downloaded into a CP when they are part ofa compound in a running system.

Some block types contain special parameters which cannot be viewed, edited or overridden

by the user. Blocks like PLB and Sequence have parameters which are not standard

parameter types such as string, float, int, etc. but contain compiled ladder or sequence code.

Class Relationships:

• Block parameter definitions are parameter definitions. They provide all of the attributes

of a parameter, such as name, type, description, limits, etc.

• Block definitions contain parameter definitions. The parameter set defines the type and

characteristics of the block definition.

• Parameter Groups collect block parameter definition for displaying or reporting of

parameters by Group identifier.

2.2.3.3 Block Parameter Override

Block parameter overrides can modify a value or attribute ofan inherited parameter

definition. When a new block definition is derived from another block definition, any

attribute modifications which are made to inherited parameters are stored in the current block

definition as an override. Overrides are cumulative. Overrides which appear in a parent apply

to derived block definitions as well.

Class Relationships:

• Block parameter overrides are parameter overrides. They provide the ability to override a

most ofthe parameter attributes of inherited parameter definitions. (Not included are

parameter name, type, etc.)

• Block definitions contain parameter overrides. These overrides modify the inherited

parameter definitions.
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2.2.3.4 Block Definition Container

A Block Definition Container provides a grouping mechanism for all block definitions.

Separate containers exist for block definitions, modifier blocks, and user work areas for block

definitions. At system installation time, the single block definition container for system block

definitions is created. Users can create other containers for working copies of block

definitions.

A Block Definition Container provides a mechanism for iterating over all of the definitions it

contains. This feature is inherited from the standard Parameterized Object Container.

Additional iteration methods are supplied by this class to report on block definitions

alphabetically or hierarchically. Block Definition Containers take many forms: nodes of the

Project Manager "System" hierarchy which are used to hold Block Definitions, palettes of

Block Definitions for use in the Control Algorithm Diagram Editor, and others. Class.

Relationships:

• A Block Definition Container contains block definitions.

• A Block Definition Container is a generic Parameterized Object container restricting the

Parameterized Object contents to Block Definitions.

2.2.3.5 Modifier Block Definition

A Modifier Block Definition is a block definition. It can contain parameters exactly like a

standard block definition. Derived modifier blocks can override parameter attributes from

parent modifier blocks. A modifier block instance can be contained in a loop or composite

blockjust like any other block, but does not behave in the same manner. All parameters in a

modifier block instance override parameters matching by name in the block to which it is

attached. Modifier block definitions, however remain identical to block definitions. A

Modifier Block can contain formulas which reference parameters not necessarily defined in

the Modifier Block. Like Block Definitions, the calculations are executed whenever the value

of the calculated parameter is requested.

•

2.2.3.6 Parameter Group Definition

A Parameter Group Definition maintains parameter grouping information to allow reporting

or displaying parameters by selective groupings. Standard parameter groupings (such as

Input/output, High/Low Alarms, Tuning) are provided for implementation standard block
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definitions. Users can add their own groupings but arc not allowed to change the standard

groupings. Class Relationships:

• A Parameter Group Definition is a Parameter Group, from which it inherits the ability to

maintain an ordered list ofparameters.

5 • A Parameter Group Defimtion mamtaiM assodatiom wim parameter defmitio

its group.

2.3 Control Algorithm Diagram Editor

2.3.1 Overview

10 The Control Algorithm Editor is the single editor for all Control Algorithm related work.

With this editor, the user can graphically create and edit Loop Templates, Simple Loops,

Composite Block Definitions, Blocks and Connections. The user can also view and edit some
properties ofComposite Blocks and Template-Derived Loops. Composite Blocks and

Template-Derived Loops are shown graphically based on their definition or template.

15

Figure 71 shows a single Simple Loop in the Control Algorithm Editor. All control algorithm

diagrams graphical views look similar to this display, allowing new Blocks to be added by
dragging and dropping from a palette of available Blocks and positioning and connecting

Blocks through mouse actions. The block or blocks which compose a loop or Composite

20 Block are displayed in the center of the display. Modifier blocks which are applied to

individual are shown in the center with arrows indicating which blocks they are modifying

(ModTypel). Modifier Blocks which apply to the entire Loop or Composite Block are

shown attached to the drawing boundary (ModType2 and ModType2).

25 Loop Templates define the blocks, block parameters, internal connections, and connections to

external hardware points (Tags) for a loop. Any defined block or Composite Block type can

be inserted into a Loop Template. When modifications are made to the Loop Template, the

user is prompted to download all of the derived loops. Changes made to the Loop Template

are automatically inherited by the derived Loops, since the Template is referenced whenever

30 the derived Loops are accessed for display or download.

The user defines any parameter values or connections for the loop and connects the externally

exposed block source and sink parameters to I/O Blocks. When instantiated, the placeholder
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I/O Block attributes (Name, type, enclosure, etc.) are assigned values. Tags are then assigned

to connections made within the I/O Block. The I/O Block Placeholders serve to group Tag

List Row Placeholders associated with the same I/O device (FBM). When building loops, the

user can add and remove I/O Block and Tag List Row Placeholders from the drawing.

Template-Derived Loops are loops which are instantiated from Loop Templates. Individual

block parameters and connections to I/O hardware devices can be customized in each

separate instantiation. When instantiated, the user assigns the loop to a compound, assigns

"rear block names, connects the I/O points to actual tags, and modifies values ofparameters

in the loop. This is either done manually or via the Loop generation function of the Tag List

Editor. Any changes made to information specified in the Loop Template (Blocks included in

the Loop, internal Block connections, etc.) result in the user being prompted to convert the

Loop to a Simple Loop, which will result in breaking the link to the Loop Template.

Parameters for Blocks in a Template-Derived Loop can only be modified ifthey have been

exposed as Loop parameters, as described below.

Simple Loops are loops which have no template. They are edited nearly identically to Loop

Templates but can be created in the context ofa compound and assigned to "real" blocks and

I/O Blocks.

Composite Block Definitions define the blocks, block parameters, internal connections, and

externally exposed connection points for a Composite Block, as shown in Figure 72. When a

Composite Block is instantiated, it maintains an association with its defining Composite

Block Definition. Individual block parameter values can then be modified, or "overridden",

in the Composite Block instance. There is no concept of a single-instance Composite Block, a

Composite Block Definition is preferably used for every instance of a Composite Block. Like

Simple Loops and Loop Templates, the user assigns block parameter value overrides and

connections within the Composite Block.

No external connections are created directly for Blocks contained within Composite Block

Definitions. Instead, the user defines which internal Block parameters are exposed to users of

the Composite Block. Internally, the user is creating a connection between a parameter

created for the Composite Block Definition and the internal Block parameter that is to be
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exposed These Composite Block Definition parameters inherit their attributes from the

parameters they are exposing.

Composite Blocks are instances ofComposite Block Definitions. They can be used like

standard blocks in anything which can contain blocks. (Loops, Composite Blocks, etc.) Users

cannot modify the defined values or connections within the Composite Blocks unless the

parameters have been exposed by the Composite Block Definition. Users modify and connect

to or from the exposed parameters of the Composite Block, similar to other Blocks. The

exposed parameters can be edited on a loop sheet via the parameter property sheet like the

parameters ofany standard Block.

Figure 73 shows an instance ofa Composite Block in a loop diagram. Some exposed

parameters for internal blocks are shown like parameters for any standard block. Figure 74

shows the same loop diagram with the Composite Block expanded in-place to show its

internal structure. While Composite Block internals can be viewed this way on a Loop

drawing, they cannot be edited. Any attempt to add, delete, or manipulate the Blocks within

the Composite Block outline results in the user being prompted to invoke the Composite

Block Definition editor view.

All of the Control Algorithm Diagram objects can be stored in the user's workspace or the

appropriate branch ofthe System tree. Simple Loops, Template-Derived Loops and

Composite Blocks can be created in the context of a Compound.

Composite Blocks and Composite Block definitions define groups of blocks, connections

between them and specific values for the contained block parameters. Simple Loops, Loop

Templates and Template-Derived Loops extend this to connect the blocks to external I/O

points, represented by an I/O Block.

Blocks and Connections for standalone blocks in compounds can be made with this editor.

The user can edit parameter values and make connections to other standalone blocks

graphically as shown in Figure 75. Blocks containing parameters which supply inputs to the

current block appear in the left margin and blocks containing parameters receiving outputs

appear in the right margin. Only blocks not associated with Loops or Composite Blocks can

be edited in this manner.
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Each block on a control algorithm diagram is represented internally by a Placeholder. This

Placeholder holds information about the geometry, placement, and size of the visual block

representation, The placement of the object is user-modifiable. The basic appearance,

geometry and size information for an object is maintained in the user-definable Appearance

object The object's Placeholder maintains a reference to its Appearance object From this

representation of a block, the user can access parameter and connection information or

navigate to other loops, composite blocks or blocks by accessing the block's context menu.

The user can perform different functions on different parts of the Block Placeholder by right-

clicking to brirg up the context menu. Context menus contain unique functions depending on

the object on which they are invoked. For example, the user has the option to edit

connections, parameters, block information, etc. The default double-click function for the

Compound/block name section is to prompt for new Compound and Block Names. The

default function for the source/sink parameters sections is to bring up a connection dialog. In

the Relevant block parameters section, the default action is to select parameters displayed

from a list ofblock parameters. The default action for the center ofa block is to bring up the

block's Property Sheet.

Each Block Placeholder on the display has the same basic graphical structure. Figure 76

shows a typical block on a graphical display. The type of the block is displayed in the center

in a larger font than any other in the block for easy viewing. The optional compound name

and block name appear at the top in a medium font. On Loop Templates, Composite Block

Definitions or any block not downloaded, the compound and block name fields are empty.

Connected parameters appear in the source/sink regions of the block. A small font is used for

showing parameters. Sink parameters are shown on the left, source parameters on the right.

Parameter values that the creator ofthe diagram have considered to be relevant to the

drawing appear at the bottom. When parameters are added or removed from the lists of

source, sink, or display Parameters, the block is automatically resized.
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Parameters are selected for display from a list presented in a dialog. Internally, these

parameter selections are stored with the Placeholder, probably as part of the Appearance

Definition. See Part 1 for a more complete discussion ofPlaceholders and related objects.

Composite Blocks have additional functionality which allows them to be expanded in place

on a control algorithm diagram. Composite Blocks can expand to show the internal block

representation in a trimmed-down view of the actual Composite Block diagram. The

expanded view is shown outlined, to still denote the original Block, as shown in Figure 74.

The Control Algorithm Diagram Editor has the ability to generate a default graphical

representation of a Template-Derived Loop or Composite Block. When loops are

automatically generated via the Tag List Editor, for example, the Loop is created, but the

graphical representation is not When the Loop is first printed or displayed, a default

representation is created.

All objects on the diagram are "active." Each area ofan object has a context which is used for

displaying popup menus. For example, the default action for the block type area is to show

the property sheet for the block. The default action for the relevant block parameters area is

to bring up a list ofparameters available to be displayed there. Clicking and dragging from

within one of the sink or source areas to another blocks source or sink generates a new

connection. If the parameters to be connected are exposed on the Block Placeholders, the

connection can be made directly. If the parameters to be connected are not shown on the

Placeholders, the user can invoke a connection dialog.

Using the dialog presented in Figure 77, users can connect Block parameters in Simple Loops

and Template-Derived Loops to parameters in other Blocks in the loop, parameters in blocks

outside of the loop, I/O points from a Tag List, or "expose" the parameter as a tuning

parameter of the loop. When the user is making connections within a Loop Template or

Composite Block Definition, the connection definition portion of the Connection Dialog

looks like Figure 78. Users can only make internal connections or expose parameters as

tuning parameters for templates and definitions. Figure 79 shows the connection definition

portion of the dialog when the user has decided to expose a parameter as a tuning parameter

or for external connection for a Composite Block.
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Connections between blocks and their respective source and sink parameters are indicated

with arrows from source to sink parameter. External connections are displayed in the margins

- inputs to the Loop, Block, or Composite Block are to the left and outputs are to the right.

Connections to and from these blocks and placeholders are indicated in the same manner as

internal connections. Connections to Blocks outside the loop or "exposed" parameters in .

Composite Blocks and Loop Templates are shown as Connections that come out of a Block

Placeholder and terminate at a label a short distance from the point of origin. This label then

appears in a table at the lower corner of the screen. Inputs are in a table in the lower left,

outputs in the lower right These tables contain the label and the actual C:B.P to which the

point is connected.

Users have full control over placement of blocks in the center region and ordering of

connections in the source and sink parameter lists. Connection lines are automatically .drawn.

Blocks in the input and output margins can be reordered or moved between margins. Blocks,

Loops, and Composite Blocks can be assigned to Compounds and downloaded via main

menu or context menu picks on the individual blocks. Users may select "Edit Parameters..."

from the context menu ofany block. This brings up the property sheet for the block as shown

in Figure 70. From the Parameter Property Sheet, the user can modify values for the

Parameters of the selected Block. For Composite Blocks and Template-derived Loops, the

user is presented with a dialog like that in Figure 81. From this dialog, the user can set values

fui the ''exposed*' parameters of any contained block. Refer to Part 1 for a more complete

description of Property sheets. The pull-down list box shown on the Composite Block

Property sheet is a shortcut to navigate to all the internal Block parameters which are

exposed. An alternative to this approach is to group all the exposed parameters onto separate

Property sheet pages, grouped by Block. The pull-down menu is also useful to incorporate in

the Property sheet for Simple Loops, as a shortcut to access Block parameters without having

to navigate the Loop drawing.

In addition to entering constant values, the user can enter formulas for Block Parameters to be

calculated based on other Parameters, Tags, Connections, etc. as shown in Figure 82. Refer

to the discussion of this document on Smart Blocks for a more detailed description of these

formulas.
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2.3.2 Functions

The following sections describe functions that are implemented by die Control Algorithm

Diagram Editor. Most graphical functions apply to all of the visual block/connection type

objects which can be configured Functions specific to the object being edited are in their

respective sections.

2.3.2.1 General graphical Control Algorithm Diagram Editor functions

• Graphical functions

• Graphically create, view, and edit Composite Block Definitions, Composite

Blocks, Loop Templates, Template-Derived Loops, Simple Loops

• Display status information (Editing template, editing ioop X in C:B.P, online,

offline, etc.)

• Undo/redo data or graphical changes, revert to previous version

• Provide standard diagramming and document functions like object alignment,

snap to grid, cut, copy, paste, zoom, multiple selection

• Allow user placement ofblocks on sheet

• Specify restrictions on instantiation of Loop Template or Composite Block

Definition: blocks are preferably in the same compound, fixed block ordering,

etc.

• Navigate to other block display by selecting referenced block in current display

• View and edit CALC Block calculations, PLB Block ladder logic, Sequence

Block logic, and Logic Block logic.

• Create a Loop which spans multiple Loop Sheets

• Display Composite Block details on diagram.

• Invoke Block Property Sheets from Loop drawing

• Invoke Property Sheet for Block Collection objects (Loop, Loop Template,

Composite Block Definition) from drawing sheet

• Display live values for parameters in blocks on current drawing. This can only be

done when viewing checked-in copies of drawings, not on user workspace copies.

• Database functions

• Create and edit Composite Block Definitions, Composite Blocks, Loop

Templates, Template-Derived Loops, Simple Loops

• Create instances of Blocks and Composite Blocks on a control algorithm diagram
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• Connect parameters between blocks on diagram

• Move connections

• Generate Display file for loop or composite block

• Define parameters to display in block display, source and sink regions

• Enter diagram title, description, info, local block names

• Define general formulas used for all blocks in diagram

• Attach Modifier blocks to blocks in diagram or entire object

• Add, delete blocks to sheet

• Edit block parameters via property sheets

• Copy blocks from one instance of editor to another or within single editor via

drag-drop.

• Create new loops, composite block definitions, loop templates from groups of

selected blocks

• Maintain version history and audit trail of templates, definitions, instances

• Security based on default and administrator-configurable read, write, download,

etc. permissions, as provided by Framework security functions

• Allow only authorized developers to modify implementation standard Block

Definitions and Loop Templates

• Assign Blocks in Loops to different Compounds or all Blocks in Loops to a single

Compounds

• Define block processing order for blocks in a loop. This value is a suggested order

which can be overridden by actions in the Compound Editor.

• Determine Block names at Loop instantiation time based on name macros, loop

macros, and Modifier Blocks applied

• Download Blocks/Loops to CP

• Provide "Save As" functionality - Composite Block can be saved as Loop, vice-

versa

• Ensure valid connections between blocks

• Assign Blocks to Compounds either individually or by Loop

• Provide back documentation capability in support of Import/Export Manager.

This includes the ability to generate a default drawing layout for Loops and Loop

Typical (templates) imported from FoxCAE.
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• Provide bulk Loop generation capability in support ofTag List Editor capability to

generate Loops from the Tag List.

• Import and export Blocks, Block Definitions, Composite Block Definitions,

Loops, Loop Templates, Template-Derived Loops to/from diskette using IDA

format

Other general functions

• Print sheet

• Optionally show/print Sequence, CALC, and PLB Block Logic on secondary

sheets

• Report on definitions, instances, connections, instances of specified definition or

template

Interact with other editors:

• Invoke Block Definition Editor

• Modify/create Block Definitions

• Invoke Historian Collection Point Editor

• Assign Parameters, Blocks, or Loops to Historian Collection Group

• Invoke Import/Export Manager

• Import and export Blocks, Block Definitions, Loops, Loop Templates to/from

external packages

• Invoke Compound Editor

• Assign blocks to compounds

• Assign block ordering within compounds

• Invoke Download/Upload Manager

• Download Loop/Blocks to CP

• Upload current parameter values

• Invoke Enclosure Editor

• Assign Tags to FBM Modules

• Invoke Tag List Editor

• Assign tags to loops

• Generate loops from tags

Automation Interface functions

• Create/delete Blocks, Template-Derived Loops
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• Upload/download Blocks, Loops

• Set/get parameter values

• Get lists ofavailable Blocks, Compounds, Loop Templates, etc.

2.3.2.2 Loop Template unique functions

• Create Loop Template exposed parameters, connect internal Block parameters to exposed

parameters

• Connect parameters to I/O Block

• Show blocks which are targets for external point connections on sheet, different from

blocks contained in template

• Create "soft connections - Connections which are created based on Tag List information

• Example: Connect to shared MAIN block parameter based on correlation with tag

associated with MAIN inputs from I/O

• Edit Loop Template which has instances

• Mark all derived instances ofTemplate-Derived Loops as "needs to be

downloaded"

• Prompt to download all affected Template-Derived Loops

• Provide information on what blocks/compounds may be affected

2.3.2.3 Template-Derived Loop unique functions

• Connect parameters to I/O Block parameters

• Generate Template-Derived Loops from Loop Templates

• Assign I/O Block placeholders to Tags

• Override internal block parameter values on database upload, including parameters which

are not exposed

• Disconnect from Loop Template - convert to Simple Loop

2.3.2.4 Composite Block Definition unique functions

• Create Composite Block exposed parameters, connect internal block parameters to

exposed parameters

• Prohibit external parameter connections, all connections are preferably through exposed

parameters
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2.3.2.5 Composite Block unique functions

• Override internal block parameter values on database upload, including parameters which

are not exposed

• Create instance of Composite Block in Simple Loop/Loop Template/Composite Block

Definition, connect exposed points

• Show as single block or expanded block detail on sheet, including block structure and

internal connections

•

2.3.2.6 Simple Loop unique functions

• Connect parameters to I/O Block parameters

•

2.3.3 Object Model

The following sections describe the object model used by the Control Algorithm Diagram

Editor. Figure 83 shows the basic control objects and the Framework objects from which

they are derived. These objects are shown in greater detail in later figures. Note that the I/O

Block described in these sections is actually a Tag List Row, as described in the Tag List

Editor section of this document.

Modifier Block Definitions, Composite Block Definitions, and Loop Templates are unique

definitions in that unlike Block Definitions, other definitions cannot he derived from these

objects. If a user wants to create a variant of these definitions, this can be done by copying

the definition and then modifying the copy.

2.3.3.1 Block

Referring to Figure 84 Block is the foundation for all control on the IAS system. All of the

control structures defined in this editor are based on Blocks and collections of Blocks. A

Block is a container for Parameters. Each of these parameters has a type (float, string, integer,

etc.) and attributes (connectable, high range, low range, length, etc.) which define the range

of values it can contain. These parameters can also be connected to parameters in the same

block or any other block in the system via the Source Endpoint and Sink Endpoint lists. Each

Endpoint object represents a parameter in the current block. A single parameter can be the

source for many other parameters, but may only be a sink of one parameter. Therefore, only

one Sink Endpoint may exist for each parameter while many Source Endpoints can exist for
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each parameter. Blocks must preferably have a definition. A Block Definition defines the set

ofparameters names, types, attributes and values for a block. The set ofparameters defines

the block type. See Part 1 for a detailed description of Parameters, Parameter Definitions, and

Parameter Overrides. The Block Definition can be a simple Block Definition, a derived Block

5 Definition or a Block Instance. In any case, the Block contains a list of Parameter Overrides

which override the default values in the definitions.

Blocks contain a list of Modifier Blocks which are applied to them. Modifier Blocks contain

a list ofparameter values. For any parameter values in the Modifier Block which have

10 matching names, the values in the Modifier Block override the values in the Block.

When a Block's parameter values are needed, they are determined by the following

algorithm. For each parameter defined in any parent Block Definition, all Modifier Blocks

are searched for matching parameter names. If there is a match, the value is used Otherwise,

15 the heritage tree is searched for any overrides or default values. The exact logic is

encapsulated into Parameters, described in the Part 1. Ifthe root Block Definition for this

Block is defined as an implementation standard Control Block, the control parameter values

then can get installed to a IAS control station.

20 Blocks can be contained in Compounds, Loop Templates, Simple Loops, and Composite

Block Definitions. Blocks are not actually contained, but logically contained in Composite

Blocks and Template-Derived Loops by way of their parent definitions or templates. Blocks

which are in Template-Derived Loops, Simple Loops, Composite Blocks, or single Blocks

can be assigned to a Compound in an IAS system. When Blocks are installed, they are then

25 contained by both the loop or composite block to which they belong and the Compound to

which they are assigned.

Blocks contain lists of Source Endpoints, Sink Endpoints, Parameter Overrides, and Modifier

Blocks. All of these lists and their handling are inherited from Parameterized Object The list

30 of Modifier Blocks inherited is a Parameterized Object list, Block enforces that only Modifier

Blocks are placed in that list. Blocks are capable of interacting with the IAS via its

application programming interface (FoxAPI) and the DB Installer. When a block is told to

download or upload to/from a CP, it establishes a connection to the CP and performs the

requested function. When viewing live data on a loop diagram in the future, the Block will be
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capable of creating an list via FoxAPI and retrieving live values for displayed parameters and

connections.

Both Block and Block Definition are derived from Parameterized Object to take advantage of

5 the services provided by that class. Block and Block Definition are separate classes because

they perform different roles in the Control Algorithm Diagram object model. Block

Definitions are static objects, which cannot be downloaded, can contain definitions of

Parameters and Overrides, and can only reside in the Block Definition portion of the

database. Blocks can be downloaded, can only contain Overrides, and reside in the Project

10 portion of the database.

Class Relationships:

• The Block object maintains a reference to its Block Definition- This definition could also

be another Block instance, which in turn, refers back to its Block Definition.

15 • Block is derived from Parameterized Object It inherits its ability to maintain a list of

parameters, be contained in a Parameterized Object Collection, maintain endpoints to

connections, and keep a list of Modifier Blocks from this parent class.

• Block maintains a list of Parameter Overrides. These values override the values or default

values of parent Block or Block Definition.

20 • Block maintains a list of Source Endpoints and Sink Endpoints for connections made

between Parameterized Objects.

• Block can contain references to one or more Modifier Blocks. Modifier Block parameters

act as overrides to the current Block.

• Blocks can be contained in Compounds, Loop Templates, Simple Loops and Composite

25 Block Definitions. They are also logically contained in Composite Blocks and Template-

Derived Loops via reference to their respective definitions or templates. Blocks maintain

associations with their containers for use in
<4where used" reporting, supported as part of the

Framework.

30 2.3.3.2 Modifier Block

Referring to Figure 85 A -Modifier Block is an object that modifies all matching parameters in

an associated Block or block collection object. Whenever an object needs to reply to a request

for parameter values, any associated Modifier Block parameter values override Block values
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and Block Definition default values. Handling of the Parameter Values is managed by the

inherited Block class. No Source Endpoints or Sink Endpoints are used by Modifier Block.

Connections cannot be made to parameters in a Modifier Block.

Like any Block, Modifier Blocks have definitions which give each Modifier Block its type.

Modifier Block maintains a reference to its parent definition. This mechanism is identical to

that of the Block object Modifier Blocks can be attached to all types of block collection

objects, but do not appear in Compounds. They contain parameters but do not get

downloaded like other Block types. The Modifier Block parameters apply to the matching

parameters of all Blocks or block collections which contain it Modifier Blocks do not apply

Parameter Overrides to Blocks within Composite Blocks or Template-Derived Loops.

Parameters are preferably be exposed for Modifier Blocks to affect Parameters in Blocks

inside the Composite Block or Loop. Parameter values for a block are determined by looking

at related objects in the following order

1. Block Definition Hierarchy

2. Global Modifier Block (attached to entire Loop)

3. Local Modifier Block (attached to specific Block)

4. Local Block

Any values found along this path become the value for the Parameter. For example, if a

Global Modifier Block contains MEAS=5 and a Block on the Loop has a value ofMEAS

explicitly set to 4, then MEAS = 4 for that Block because the Local Block value overrides all

other values.

Figure 86 presents a Simple Loop containing a Composite Block with several Modifier

Blocks. Three scenarios are presented for the configuration.

• Scenario 1: In this scenario, no parameters of Composite BlockA are exposed. Therefore,

Modifier Blocks in Loopl can have no effect on Block E and Block F. Modifier BlockH
applies to both BlockE and Block F, but Modifier Block G overrides this value.

• Scenario 2: In this scenario, the MEAS parameter of Block F is exposed in Composite

Block A. This allows the Modifier Blocks in Loopl to adjust the Parameter value. Again, the

local Modifier Block {Modifier Block D) affects the value ofMEAS.
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• Scenario 3: In this scenario, the MEAS parameter ofBlockE is exposed in Composite

Block A. The MEAS parameter ofBlockEnow takes on the value ofthe local Modifier Block

in LoopL

Class Relationships:

• Modifier Block is derived from Block. From Block it inherits the ability to be contained

in a block collection and its ability to manager Parameter Overrides.

• Multiple Modifier Blocks can be contained by Composite Block Definition-derived object

or Block-derived objects.

• Modifier Block maintains a reference to its definition, if any, which can be an instance of

a Modifier Block.

2.3.3.3 Composite Block Definition

Referring to Figure 87 Composite Block Definition is a Parameterized Object Collection

derivative. Composite Block Definition provides the common functionality for all objects that

contain collections ofBlock objects: Composite Block Definitions, Loop Templates, and

Simple Loops. It is an extension of the Parameterized Object Collection class which restricts

the Parameterized Objects it contains to objects derived from the Block class.

Composite Block Definition inherits from Parameterized Object Collection the ability to

manage Parameterized Objects, (in this case, Blocks) its own parameters, (a Parameterized

Object Collection is a Parameterized Object) attached Modifier Blocks, and its Connection

Endpoints. Like the Block class, Composite Block Definition is responsible for ensuring that

only Modifier Blocks are stored in the Modifier Block list. From Parameterized Object

Collection it inherits the abilities to maintain lists of Connection Endpoints, Parameters,

Modifier Blocks, and Blocks. To Parameterized Object Collection it adds special handling of

the lists of Parameters and Connection Endpoints inherited from parent classes. Composite

Block Definition defines Composite Blocks to be instantiated in other Composite Block

Definition-derived Collections.

The Parameters that are owned by this class represent the "exposed" parameters of the

Composite Block. These Parameters are linked to the parameters in the contained Blocks that

they "expose" through the Connections maintained by this class. These parameters are the
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only parameters that any container ofthe instantiated Composite Block can access. The initial

values for the attributes ofthe parameters are copied from the parameters they expose. These

attributes can then be modified.

Composite Block Definition is not responsible for maintaining any Connections outside of

this object All Connections maintained in this object refer to "exposed" parameters.

Connections can be made in instances of Composite Blocks from parameters defined here to

other Blocks. With the "exposed" parameters defined and their values connected to internal

parameters, the Composite Block defined looks like a Block to other Composite Block

Definition-derived classes. The instantiated Composite Block derived from this definition can

be used like any other block in Composite Block Definition-derived Classes.

Modifier Blocks contained by Composite Block Definition apply to all blocks .contained by

the object Composite Block Definition is responsible for adding Modifier Block references

to all of its contained Blocks when a Modifier Block is attached to it. This allows the

Parameter Facade classes defined by the Framework to access Modifier Block parameters.

Composite Block Definitions can create instances of the Composite Blocks they define.

These instances maintain a pointer to this class as their definition. These instances maintain

overrides of the "exposed" parameters and ofparameter value changes made via an Upload

operation to retrieve current parameter values from the Control Processor. Composite Block

Definitions supply their instances with the actual block names of "exposed" parameters on

request. This is useful when displaying the value of a connected point or when the value must

actually be placed in a running control system. Class Relationships:

• Composite Block Definition is a Parameterized Object Collection. From Parameterized

Object Collection it inherits the ability to manage parameters, connections, and Blocks.

• Composite Block Definition maintains a reference to a parent definition, if any. Many

Composite Block Definitions can be derived from a single definition.

• Composite Block Definition can contain any number of Composite Blocks and Blocks.

• Modifier Blocks can be attached to Composite Block Definitions. When they are

attached, the parameter value overrides of the Modifier Block apply to all blocks in the

Composite Block Definition.

• A Composite Block Definition cannot contain a I/O Block.
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• Composite Block Definition maintains a list of Source Endpoints and Sink Endpoints.

These are used to connect "exposed" Parameters to their actual points within the Composite

Block Definition.

• Parameters are used to store the "exposed" parameter definitions for the defined

Composite Block.

• The Composite Block Definition class can create Composite Blocks derived from itself.

This ability is inherited from Parameterized Object Collection.

2.3 .3.4 Loop Template

Referring to Figure 88, Loop Template is a Composite Block Definition derivative. It defines

the Blocks and Connections contained in a control loop. From Composite Block Definition

and its ancestors it inherits the abilities to maintain lists of Connection Endpoints,

Parameters, Modifier Blocks, and Blocks. It also inherits the ability to "expose" parameters

ofblocks in the loop from the Composite Block Definition class. These parameters are then

available as tuning parameters or to connect to other Loops or Blocks. To Composite Block

Definition it adds the ability to add I/O Blocks. The I/O Blocks added to a Loop Template do

not represent real tag points, but are placeholders for actual Tags in the derived Template-

Derived Loop instances.

The Parameters that are owned by this class represent the "exposed" parameters of the Loop.

These Parameters are linked to the parameters in the contained Blocks that they "expose"

through the Connections maintained by this class. These parameters are the only parameters

that are available for tuning or external connections. The initial values for the attributes of the

parameters are copied from the parameters they expose. These attributes can then be

modified.

Loop Template is not responsible for maintaining any Connections outside of this object. All

Connections maintained in this object refer to "exposed" parameters. Connections can be

made in instances of Template-Derived Loops from parameters defined here to other Loops.

With the "exposed" parameters defined and their values connected to internal parameters, the

Template-Derived Loop defined looks like a Block to other Composite Block Definition-

derived classes. This allows connections to be made into the Loop look like Composite Block

connections. Modifier Blocks contained by Loop Template apply to all blocks contained by
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the object Loop Template is responsible for adding Modifier Block references to all of its

contained Blocks when a Modifier Block is attached to it This allows the Parameter classes

defined by the Framework to access Modifier Block parameters.

Like Composite Block Definitions, Loop Templates can create instances of the Template-

Derived Loops they define. These instances maintain a pointer to this class as their definition.

These instances can maintain overrides of the "exposed" parameters only. Instances which

are created from this definition in the context ofa definition library are allowed to override

parameter attributes and values for "exposed" parameters. Instances created from this

definition in a usage context as a stand-alone Template-Derived Loop can only override

values. Class Relationships:

• Loop Template is a Composite Block Definition. From Composite Block Definition it

inherits the ability to manage parameters, connections, and Blocks.

• Loop Template maintains a reference to a parent definition, if any. Many Loop Templates

can be derived from a single definition.

• Loop Template can contain any number of Composite Blocks and Blocks.

• Modifier Blocks can be attached to Loop Templates. When they are attached, the

parameter value overrides of the Modifier Block apply to all blocks in the Loop Template.

• Loop Template contains Source Endpoints and Sink Endpoints. These are used to connect

"exposed" parameters to their actual points within the Loop Template.

• Parameters are used to store the "exposed" parameter definitions for the defined Loop.

These are the parameters tunable in Loop instances.

2.3.3.5 Simple Loop

Referring to Figure 89, Simple Loop is derived from Loop Template. From Loop Template

and its parent classes, Composite Block Definition and Parameterized Object Collection it

inherits all of the collection and connection functionality ofLoop Templates. Simple Loop

adds to Loop Template the ability to connect to actual I/O Blocks and to install its Blocks

into an online Compound. Class Relationships:

• Simple Loop is derived from Loop Template. It performs all of the same functions as a

Loop Template with the additional capabilities of referencing real I/O Blocks and installing

its contained Blocks to a Compound.

• Simple Loop can contain any number of Composite Blocks and Blocks.
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• Modifier Blocks can be attached to Simple Loops. When they are attached, the parameter

value overrides of the Modifier Block apply to all blocks in the Simple Loop.

• Loops can optionally be "assigned" to a Compound This is a virtual assignment, since

Compounds do not have any notion ofwhat a Loop is and the Blocks in a Loop can be

downloaded to different Compounds. This association is used as the default for assigning.

Blocks in a Loop to a Compound. When a Loop is assigned to a Compound, all unassigned

Blocks within the Loop are assigned to the Compound, and all Blocks added to the Loop in

the future are automatically assigned to the Compound. Blocks can be reassigned by

selecting the Block and choosing the "Assign to Compound" menu selection.

• Parameters are used for user-customized purposes, such as value propagation to Block

parameters within the Loop, or grouping commonly accesses Block Parameters onto the Loop

Property sheet.

2.3.3.6 Composite Block

Referring to Figure 90, A Composite Block is a Block. It can be inserted into any block

collection as if it were a Block. It maintains a list of parameter overrides which, ifpresent,

override the default values and attributes of the Composite Block Definition "exposed"

parameters, just like a Block. Connections can be made to parameters in the Composite

Block, just like a Block.

A Composite Block uses the Parameter list inherited from Parameterized Object to maintain a

mapping of internal block parameters to exposed parameters. A Composite Block instance

simply overrides the values of the "exposed" parameters. It cannot add Blocks or

Connections to the Composite Block definition. In the context of an upload of parameters

from a running station, overrides can be attached to this object which override parameters in

blocks contained in the Composite Block Definition. These overrides refer to the parameter in

a hierarchical manner, using local block names. If a Composite Block Definition contains

Blocks A and B, the Composite Block can override the value of the contained Block B by

creating an override of"B.parm". This behavior is supported by the Framework. Class

Relationships:

• Composite Block inherits from Block the ability to act like a block in Loops, other

Composite Blocks, etc. as well as parameter and connection management.
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• Composite Blocks can be contained in Loop Templates, Simple Loops, and Composite

Block Definitions. In each instance, Composite Block looksjust like a Block to the container.

• Modifier Blocks can be attached to Composite Blocks. When they are attached, the

parameter value overrides of the Modifier Block apply to all blocks in the Composite Block.

• Composite Blocks contain Parameter Overrides, Source Endpoints, and Sink Endpoints

just like Blocks. Their usage is identic::!.

2.3.3.7 Template-Derived Loop

Referring to Figure 91, Template-Derived Loop inherits all Parameter Override, external

Connection handling, instantiation/definition relationship, and contained-Block name

mapping functionality from Composite Block. Template-Derived Loops have the additional

responsibility that they preferably manage the mapping of I/O Blocks to actual parameters.

I/O Blocks contain the name of the point they represent, so mapping is preferably done from

that point to a contained Block parameter, via the same mechanism outlined in the Composite

Block description. Template-Derived Loops add the restriction that they cannot be contained

in block collections. See the description of the Block class for how this is accomplished.

Class Relationships:

• Template-Derived Loop is a Parameterized Object From Parameterized Object it inherits

the ability to manage parameters and connections. Compounds maintain a reference to

Template-Derived Loops.

• Template-Derived Loop maintains a reference to a parent definition. Many Loop

Templates can be derived from a single definition.

• Modifier Blocks can be attached to Template-Derived Loops. When they are attached, the

parameter value overrides of the Modifier Block apply to all exposed Block parameters in the

Template-Derived Loops.

• Template-Derived Loop contains Source Endpoints and Sink Endpoints. These are used

to connect "exposed" parameters to other Loops.

• Parameters are used to store the "exposed" parameter definitions for the defined Loop.

These are the parameters tunable in Loop instances.

2.3.3.8 Block Placeholder

Block Placeholder is the base Placeholder class for all Block objects. It is derived from

Parameterized object Placeholder. Figure 92 shows an example of a graphical Block
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representation. Block Placeholder maintains the graphical representation of the rectangular

dimensions ofthe block, the location for the associated Compound and Block names, the

location for the Block type, the location and list of parameters displayed in the "relevant

block parameters" section, and the location, order and list of parameters displayed in the

source and sink sections.

The model shown in Figure 92 shows the I/O Block Placeholder collecting the Tag List Row

Placeholders that are associated with its related FBM Module. Alternate embodiments can

allow for connecting Tag List Row Blocks to other Blocks (AIN, AOUT, etc.) before it is

known which FBMs will be used This requires the ability to integrate a number of existing

Tag List Row Placeholders into a common I/O Block Placeholder rather than starting with

the I/O Block Placeholder and adding Tag List Rows. Class Relationships:

• Block Placeholder is the base class for all blocks placed on any control algorithm .

diagram.

• Block Placeholder is derived from Parameterized Object Placeholder, from which it

derives the ability to retrieve information from its associated Parameterized Object

• Block Placeholder maintains a reference to the Block it represents. Many placeholders

can exist for any given Block. Each Block maintains references to its Placeholders.

2.3.3.9 Modifier Block Placeholder

This class inherits all functionality from Block Placeholder, except handling of source and

sink parameters. Parameters in a Modifier Block are not connectable. Class Relationships:

• Modifier Block Placeholder is derived from Block Placeholder.

• Modifier Block Placeholder maintains a reference to the Modifier Block it represents.

Many Modifier Block Placeholders can exist for any given Modifier Block.

2.3.3.10 Composite Block Placeholder

All functionality is inherited from Block Placeholder with no additions. Class Relationships:

• Composite Block Placeholder is derived from Block Placeholder.

• Composite Block Placeholder maintains a reference to the Composite Block it represents.

Many Composite Block Placeholders can exist for any given Composite Block.
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2.33.11 I/O Block Placeholder

This class inherits all functionality from Block Placeholder including the ability to manage

Tag List Row Placeholders. Class Relationships:

• I/O Block Placeholder is derived from Block Placeholder.

5*1/0 Block Placeholder maintains a reference to the FBM it represents. Many I/O Block

Placeholders can exist for any given FBM.

• I/O Block Placeholder maintains references to Tag List Row Placeholders. These

represent the I/O points for the FBM.

10 2.3.3. 12 Tag List Row Placeholder

This class inherits all functionality from Block Placeholder with no additions. Class

Relationships:

• Tag List Row Placeholder is derived from Block Placeholder.

• Tag List Row Placeholder maintains a reference to the I/O Block Placeholder which

IS contains it

• Tag List Row Placeholder maintains a reference to the Tag List Row it represents. Many

Tag List Row Placeholders can exist for a single Tag List Row (for example, when using a

common hardware contact for multiple CIN Blocks).

20 2.3.3.13 Control Algorithm Diagram Document

Control Algorithm Diagram Document is the basic Persistent Document class (see Figure 93)

for all graphical drawings ofblock collections. It derives its persistence and management of

Placeholders from the Persistent Document Framework class. This class is responsible for

maintaining all information necessary to graphically reproduce a Control Algorithm Diagram

25 Document. Control Algorithm Diagram Document maintains information about the overall

view of the block collection it represents. This information includes title, subtitle, and scale.

Information about each individual object is stored in its respective placeholder. This

information includes location, size, color, font, or any attribute which can be specified about

an individual Control Algorithm Diagram object. Control Algorithm Diagram Document

30 supplies lists of placeholders to the Control Algorithm Diagram Editor. The placeholders are

then queried for specific drawing information.
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This class is used as the persistent drawing class for Composite Block Definition drawings

and Composite Block drawings.

The object model, as described above, provides Template-derived Loops and Composite

Blocks with their own Control Algorithm Diagram Document objects. This allows more
.

flexibility for adding Modifier Blocks and for repositioning Blocks defined in the definition

objects. An alternative approach to consider during detailed design is to have Template-

derived Loops and Composite Blocks use the document objects associated with the Loop

Templates and Composite Block Definitions, instead of having their own documents. Class

Relationships:

• Control Algorithm Diagram Document derives from Persistent Document, from which it

inherits persistence and handling of Placeholders.

• All Control Algorithm Diagram drawings are derived from this class.

• Control Algorithm Diagram Document contains Block Placeholders, Connection

Placeholders, and Point Placeholders. These supply the base functionality for Block and Loop

Documents.

2.3.3.14 Loop Document

Loop Document derives all Control Algorithm Diagram functionality from its parent class,

Control Algorithm Diagram Document. This class adds management of two margin areas-

reserved for I/O Blocks. The ordered list of I/O Block Placeholders is maintained for both

input and output margins. I/O Block placement within the margin is maintained by the I/O

Block Placeholder. This class is used as the persistent drawing class for Loop Template

drawings, Template-Derived Loop Documents, and Simple Loop Documents. Class

Relationships:

• Loop Document is a Control Algorithm Diagram Document, from which it inherits all of

the standard block placement, movement and connection functions. Loop Document adds

additional special handling for I/O Blocks.

• All Loop Documents are derived from this class.
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2.4 PLB Ladder Diagram Editor

2.4.1 Overview

The Programmable Logic Block (PLB) supports a ladder logic diagram program executing in

a digital Field Bus Module. See Figure 94. The PLB specifies the source for the Ladder

5 Logic Diagram. The block is preferably created before the ladder diagram can be built The

block's parameters are configured through the Control Algorithm Diagram editor.

2.4.2 Ladder Diagram Editor Detailed Functionality

10 2.4.2.1 Ladder Diagram Editing Functions

Referring to Figure 95 The PLB (Programmable Logic Block) Editor allows the user to

graphically configure PLBs in a manner similar to the existing PLB Editor. The Ladder

Diagram Editor consists of a graphical ladder editing window that works in conjunction with

a palette/library used to store and retrieve sample source and a compiler output window used

IS to list and locate ladder errors.

The ladder elements are selected from the palette view and placed onto a graphical

representation of the ladder logic. The currendy selected PLB element is highlighted. The

user may alternately insert elements through keystrokes. Arrow keys may also be used to

20 select different PLB elements in the view. The IDA main frame window provides menu

items for the PLB editor. The PLB editor supports the following menu items:

Menu

File

Edit

Item Name

Close

Compile

Import

Download

Page Setup...

Print Preview.

Print

Undo

Redo

Description

Close PLB editor

Compiles PLB ladder

Prompts for a .p file to import

Generates default displays then calls interface to download compiled

ladder to FBM

Allows printed page setup

Allows preview of printed ladder

Prints ladder

Undo last graphical edit of ladder

Redo what 'Undo* has done
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Cut Cuts selected element from ladder diagram to clipboard.

Copies selected element to clipboard

Pastes element from clipboard to currently selected location in ladder

diagram

Deletes currently selected element from ladder.

Selects all elements in the ladder.

Copy

Paste

Delete

Select All

Find Finds a tag identifier or goes to a line number in a ladder

Contents and Index. . . Presents help documentation on the PLB Editor

What's This. . . Allows use ofmouse cursor to select elements in PLB editor and bring

up online help on the element

All configured ladders are stored as parameters for their associated PLB in the IDA database.

This is a many-to-one relationship. Many PLBs may be associated with one Ladder.

Ladders contain one or more rungs, with each rung consisting of one or more lines and rung

descriptors. The lines in a rung can be either primary or secondary lines. To create a rung, the

user selects a rung element from the palette or uses a predefined function key. The first line

in a rung is the one and only primary line and all other lines are secondary lines. The primary

line is the only line in a rung, which is connected from input power rail to the output power

rail. All connections between lines are preferably made between the primary line and a

secondary line. A user is able to enter optional descriptors for the rung. Each rung has an

area associated with it that allows the user to enter separate comments for the operator and

engineer. The comments are displayed after the last line of the rung with the operator

comment above the engineer comment. The operator comment can be 3 lines of text each 60

characters in length.

Lines consist of up to eight symbols. The first seven symbols in a line can only be input

symbols. The eighth (last) symbol in a line is preferably an output symbol. The primary line

in a rung has an input symbol in the first slot and an output symbol in the last slot

Symbols are entered into a rung via a palette selection or function key. They are entered

through the palette by drag and drop. To enter a symbol via function key, the user selects an

entry selection (lof 8) in a ladder rung and enters a predefined function key.
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Symbols have a logic type, a Tech ID, and Tech ID description and are shown for each

symbol on the Ladder Editor view. Preset and reset counts are also shown for counter and

timer symbols. The user assigns a Tech ID for a symbol from a list of valid Tech IDs through

a context menu. The user can assign an optional description to each Tech ID via a menu pick

which presents a list ofTech IDs and associated description fields which the user can edit,

Connections between symbols are made automatically for symbols placed in adjacent slots on

a line. Connections between symbols on different lines are made by dragging and dropping

symbol endpoints. Logic for valid connections is maintained by the editor application, since

it is too intricate for static meta-data. The ladder editor allows separate operator and engineer

commenting of a ladder. Operator comments are compiled with the ladder.

2.4.2.2 Ladder Compilation

The ladder logic syntax can be checked at anytime by selecting the 'compile' menu item.

Note that this does not save the ladder. This action opens an output window for status and

error messages associated with the compile, similar to the functionality of the Microsoft

Visual C++ compiler. Selecting a compile error displayed in the output will position the

editing cursor to the line or symbol containing the error (this is dependent upon the output of

the compiler). If the user attempts to exit the editor without successfully compiling the

source code, a dialog is displayed. This dialog prompts the user to name and save the ladder

to the palette/library or discard it Naming and saving the ladder to the palette allows the user

to re-use the uncompiled ladder at a latter time. This action is necessary to keep the ladder

representation and compiled code in sync for the PLB. When the PLB is subsequently

opened for edit, the user is prompted to select either the temporary ladder logic or the last

successfully compiled ladder logic. While modifying a ladder, the user can view the last

successfully compiled ladder by initiating another session of the IDA configurator. This view

is read-only but allows the user to copy elements from this view into the edited ladder.

Interface between separate PLB compiler and framework output window to display compiler

messages to the user.

2.4.2.3 Ladder Download

An installed ladder is part of a PLB and is assigned to an FBM via the Block and Connection

Editor. Several individual ladders can be loaded into the same FBM. Once the Ladder logic

is successfully compiled, it can be downloaded into its assigned FBMs in response to either a
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request from the Download Editor or from the file->download menu item. When

downloaded, the editor stores the source and compiled code in the parameters ofthe PLB.

2.4.2.4 Ladder Diagram Reports

The PLB Editor provides the capability to generate a report for a defined ladder. The report

is requested via standard IDA Reporting mechanisms. The content of the editors report is a

graphical print out of the ladder as well as a cross reference of technical identifiers and their

line locations with in the ladder.

2.4.2.4.1 Ladder Library

Individual rungs may be copied to other PLBs and can also be copied and stored in a library

of ladder components for easy re-use through the palette. A user can interact with the define

logical palette. This palette contains the standard elements that can become part of a PLB

ladder. The user can drag and drop ladder components from the palette to the ladder window

to create a PLB's ladder. The user can also define their own palette and store off ladder

components (elements, lines or rungs) for latter use. When copying line or rungs to the

palette, elements retain their technical identifiers and descriptions.

2.4.3 Object Models

This section describes the object models associated with the PLB Ladder Editor. Models are

described for Ladders, Persistent Documents, and PLBs. The Ladder model shown in Figure

96 is based on the Framework Connection Classes. A simplified version of the Ladder

implementation ofthe Connection Framework model is shown in that the classes for Ladder

Definition, Ladder Slot Definition, and Object and Connection Type Specifiers are not

shown. Refer to Part 1 for an explanation and example of a Nest type Parent/Child

Connection model and see the Enclosure Loading Editor section of this document for an

example ofhow the Definition classes are used.

The Persistent Document model shown in Figure 97 is simplified in that it shows only the

relationships from the Placeholders to their related Parameterized objects and not the

relationships to other objects (Appearance, View Type, etc.) as described in Part 1.
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2.4.3.1 Udder

The Ladder class is the top level container for a PLB ladder. It contains an ordered set of

connections to Ladder Rungs. The description, last modify date, compiled binary version of

the ladder, and last compile date are all maintained as parameters of a Ladder. Only

5 successfully compiled Ladders are stored to the database for later download. The last modify

date and last compile dates can be compared before downloading as a validity check.

TechlDs and their user-defined descriptions are maintained by this object TechID

descriptions can be modified in the context ofany symbol on a ladder diagram. When the

description is changed for one symbol, every symbol referencing the same TechID in the

10 same ladder reflects die change. This class provides an interface for basic syntax checking

for the ladder. It verifies that the ladder has a valid number ofrungs (>0) and queries the

rungs for validity. This class has the ability to generate a ladder source in an appropriate

format for the existing ladder compiler.Class Relationships:

• This class is referenced by PLBs supporting ladder logic (shown on the subsequent PLB

IS Block model diagram).

• This class is the container/parent for Ladder Rungs.

• Ladder is derived from Parameterized Object, which supports connections through its

parameters.

• Ladder contains an ordered set of Ladder/Rung connections.

20

2.4.3.2 Ladder Rung

A Ladder Rung is the only component which can be connected to a Ladder. The Ladder Rung

maintains connections to an ordered set ofLadder Lines. It also contains a string parameter

which acts as a rung descriptor. A Ladder Rung consists of a primary line followed by zero

25 or more secondary lines. The primary line consists ofLadder Elements connected from the

left power rail to the right power rail in the diagram. Secondary lines can supply additional

logic via "or" connections to the primary line. The top most line is preferably the primary

line. This class provides basic syntax checking for the ladder rung. It verifies that the rung

has a valid number of lines (>0) and queries the lines for validity, ensuring that the first line

30 meets the criteria for a primary line. This class can provide data in the file format necessary

for the existing ladder compiler. It supplies data specific to the rung and invokes similar

methods on the contained lines. Class Relationships:
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• Ladder Rung is derived from Parameterized Object, which supports connections through

its parameters.

• Ladder Rungs are the only objects which are connected to Ladders. Ladders are

comprised of 1 or more rungs.

• Ladder Rungs contain an ordered set ofLadder Line connections. Primary or secondary

lines are denoted only by location within the ordered list of lines, die first line being the

primary.

• An association with a Placeholder is also maintained to support supplying data for display

purposes (see Figure 97).

2.4.3.3 Ladder Line

The Ladder Line object represents one line ofa rung in a ladder logic diagram. One or more

Ladder Lines comprise a Ladder Rung and one or more Ladder Rungs comprise a Ladder. A

Ladder Line can either represent a primary ladder line or a secondary ladder line. A primary

ladder line is the logical first line of a rung and is indicated by a power connection from left

power rail to right power rail. All connections to elements on secondary lines preferably

branch from orjoin the primary line. Using the Ladder Line Parameter Connection Type

Specifier, this class determines what types of elements can be dropped into a given slot on the

line. Only Output Ladder Elements are allowed in slot 8 and only Input Ladder Elements are

allowed in slots 1-7. This class provides syntax choking, based on whether it is a primary or

secondary line. If this line is the first in a rung, Ladder Rung can query this class to validate

that it is a primary line. For all other lines in a rung, this class would be queried by Ladder

Rung to determine if it were a valid secondary line. This class can provide data in the file

format necessary for the existing ladder compiler. It supplies data specific to the line and

invokes similar methods on the contained elements. Class Relationships:

• Ladder Line is derived from Parameterized Object, which supports connections through

its parameters. >

• Ladder Lines are contained/connected only by Ladder Rungs.

• Ladder Lines contain an ordered set of connections to Ladder Elements.

• Only Ladder Element types can be dropped into a Ladder Line.

• An association with a Placeholder is also maintained to support supplying data for display

purposes (see Figure 97).
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2.4.3.4 Ladder Element

A Ladder Element represents a single logic symbol in a ladder diagram. It can represent

either an input or output symbol, depending on the meta data contained in the object Up to 8

Ladder Elements can be placed on a single line of a ladder diagram. The type of element

which can be placed in any given socket ofa line is determined by data stored in the

Parameter Connection Type Specifier. The meta data stored in Ladder Elements determine if

it is an Input Ladder Element or Output Ladder Element Input Ladder Elements can appear

in any of the first 7 columns of a line. Output Ladder Elements can appear only in the last

column of a line, and preferably appear in the last column of a Primary Ladder Line. Ladder

Elements can be queried to determine their element type. Ladder Elements contain

parameters for TechID, and optionally, preset and reset counters. The TechID description is

maintained by the Ladder object, so it need not be maintained by the Ladder Element The

description is retrieved from the list maintained by the Ladder object. Ladder Elements can

provide data formatted appropriately for the existing ladder compiler. When ladder elements

are substituted for one another in a diagram, all corresponding parameters will carry over to

the new symbol. Values such as TechID, preset, and reset will carry over if the appropriate

types are substituted. Any values which have no counterpart in the new symbol will be lost

Class Relationships:

• Ladder Element is derived from Parameterized Object, which supports connections

through its parameters.

• Ladder Element contains a set of Source/Sink Connections for input and output

connections. These can be used for multiple connections to other Ladder Elements.

• Ladder Elements are contained by a Ladder Line.

• Ladder Elements contain a set of Ladder Element Source connections. These are

connections to elements which appear following this element

• Ladder Elements contain a list of Ladder Element Sink connections. These are

connections to elements which appear prior this element

• An association with a Placeholder is also maintained to support supplying data for display

purposes (see Figure 97).

2.4.3.5 Ladder Element Connection

Ladder Connection encapsulates connection data between two symbols on a ladder diagram.

These two symbols need not be on the same line. This class has no knowledge ofwhether the
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connection is valid or not Verification ofconnections is done by the PLB compiler. Each

symbol on a line ofa ladder diagram, has Connection Endpoints for power input and output

The first symbol on a line has only 1 implied input connection from the power source and the

last symbol on a line has only 1 implied output connection to the power sink. Neither of these

implied connections is actually instantiated. Input and output can each have multiple

connections, representing a logical "or." Connections can only be made between elements

adjacent on a line or between elements in adjacent columns of the primary line and one other

line. Class Relationships:

• Ladder Connection is derived from the framework class Source/Sink Connection.

• Ladder Connection references one power input and one power output from Ladder

Elements.

• An association with a Placeholder is also maintained to support supplying data for display

purposes (see Figure 97).

2.4.3.6 Ladder, Rung, and Line Connections

Ladder, Rung and Line Connections are all Parent/Child Connections which connect the

parent objects to one or more children objects contained by the parent These three classes

may all be implemented as a common "Nest" class if there is no distinguishing behavior

among the classes. Class Relationships:

• These connections are derived from the Framework Parer.t/CWld Connection class which,

along with Parameterized Objects, provides the capability for to maintain ordered sets of

connections to Child objects.

• Connections maintain relationships between the Parent (container) and Child (contained)

objects.

2.4.3.7 Ladder Rung Placeholder

This class holds all of the data associated with the drawing ofa Ladder Rung. Drawing

information such as rung description location, scale and selection status are maintained in this

class. Class Relationships:

• Ladder Rung Placeholder is derived from Parameterized Object Placeholder.

• Ladder Rung Placeholders are contained in the Ladder Document, the collection point for

all drawing data for a ladder.
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• Ladder Rung Placeholder maintains a reference its corresponding Ladder Rung, to

retrieve the data to display the rung.

2.4.3.8 Ladder Line Placeholder

This class holds all of the data associated with the drawing of a Ladder Line. Drawing

information such as scale and selection status are maintained in this class. Class

Relationships:

• Ladder Line Placeholder is derived from Parameterized Object Placeholder.

• Ladder Line Placeholders are contained in the Ladder Document, the collection point for

all drawing data for a ladder.

• Ladder Line Placeholder maintains a reference its corresponding Ladder Line, to retrieve

the data to display the line.

2.4.3.9 Ladder Element Placeholder

This class holds all of the drawing data for a Ladder Element This includes how to draw the

symbol, where to place any associated text, etc. Class Relationships:

• Ladder Element Placeholder is derived from Parameterized Object Placeholder.

• Ladder Element Placeholders are contained in the Ladder Document, the collection point

for all drawing data for a ladder.

• Ladder Element Placeholder maintains a reference its corresponding Ladder Element, to

retrieve the data to display the element.

2.4.3.10 Ladder Element Connection Placeholder

This class holds all of the drawing data for a Ladder Element Connection. This includes how

to draw the connection, where to connect to endpoint objects, where to place associated text,

error indication (if connection is invalid), etc. Class Relationships:

• Ladder Element Connection Placeholder is derived from Connection Placeholder.

• Ladder Element Connection Placeholders are contained in the Ladder Document, the

collection point for all drawing data for a ladder.

• Ladder Element Connection Placeholder maintains a reference its corresponding

Connection, to retrieve the data to display the connection.
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2.4.3.11 Ladder Document

This class encapsulates drawing information to draw an entire ladder diagram. This class

contains information on scaling, orientation, and other style parameters. All other drawing

information is maintained within the contained classes. Class Relationships:

• Ladder Document is derived from Persistent Document, from which it inherits its drawing

object collection functions and the ability to be associated with a Sheet Template.

• Ladder Document contains Ladder Connection Placeholders

• Ladder Document contains Ladder Element Placeholders

• Ladder Document contains Ladder Line Placeholders

• Ladder Line Placeholder maintains a reference its corresponding Ladder to respond to

display requests.

2.4.3.12 PLB Block

Referring to Figure 98 this class contains standard Block methods and manages the

parameters associated with PLB Blocks. Source code, interpretive code, and operator display

code for the ladder are generated by the PLB Ladder editor and stored as Block parameters.

Class Relationships:

• A PLB Block is derived from Block object, from which it inherits containment of

parameters and the ability to connect to other Blocks

• The PLB Block maintains a relationship with its Ladder object which is used to

relate the Ladder diagram to the PLB Block code parameters.

2.4.3.13 Temporary Source Code

This is a parameter which stores the logic source code of the associated Ladder while it is

being edited and before it is successfully compiled. The PLB Ladder Editor presents the

contents of this parameter for editing until it is successfully compiled, at which time the

contents are copied into the Last Compiled Source Code parameter and deleted from this

parameter. If Full Versioning is not implemented, the transfer of the contents of this

parameter to the Last Compiled Source Code parameter may not take place until the code is

successfully downloaded, in order to ensure that a copy of the source corresponding to
1

the

running Block is preferably always available.
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2.4.3.14 Last Compiled Source Code

This is a parameter which stores the logic source code ofthe associated Ladder. This code

representation is used to compile interpretive code for download to an FBM. This

intermediate representation may not be needed if the compiler contains the logic to translate

the ladder directly into interpretive code.

2.4.3.15 Interpretive Code

This is a parameter which stores the interpretive logic code of the associated PLB Block,

which is downloaded to the FBM. This parameter is updated by the PLB Ladder Editor as

the result of successfully compiled source code.

2.4.3.16 Operator Display Code

This is a parameter which stores the operator representation of the PLB Block default display.

This parameter is updated by the PLB Ladder Editor following a successful compile of source

code.

2.5 Swap Editor

The Swap Editor allows mapping parameters between different Block types. By dragging

and dropping an Foundation Fieldbus Block from the Control Algorithm Diagram Editor

palette and dropping it onto an IAS AIN Block in a Loop drawing, a user can convert the

AIN to an AI Block. The Swap Editor functions include dialogs which allow mapping

parameters between different Block types so that the proper conversions take place during

swapping.

An object model supporting parameter swaps and conversions is readily apparent in view of

the teachings herein. Thus, by way of example, a swap object model can parallel the

connection object model discussed above and can reflect the permissibility of swapping

between objects of different types. Use of that model can parallel the methodology described

above in Section 1.3.6 (Establishing a Connection), Level 1 - Object to Object. Unlike the

connection object model (which retains information about objects that are currently

connected), a swap object model need not retain information identifying objects that have

been swapped: it need only reflect permissible swaps. Moreover, the connection object

model need only reflect a single variety of swap types, not the multiple varieties provided for

by the connection object model.
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Likewise, a parameter swap type object model can parallel the object connection type object

model described above and can identify specific parameters between which mappings exist

A methodology for this generally parallels that described above in Section 1.3.6 (Establishing

a Connection), Level 2 - Parameter to Parameter. Where applicable, parameter-to-parameter

conversions can be maintained in parameter swap type object model, as well. As above, the

parameter swap type object model need only reflect permissible mappings (not those that

have already been made) and it need only reflect a single variety of mappings.

Data structures other than such can also be used to support parameter swaps and conversions.

Thus, for example, mappings and conversions can be represented in tables associated with the

respective object types or their instances.

The swap editor provides an interface to the above described object models or other data

structures, permitting a user to create or edit permissible parameter mappings. The editor can

utilize a graphical interface, e.g., similar to the control strategy editor, for this purpose.

Alternatively, or in addition, it can use dialog boxes, list boxes, check boxes, combo boxes,

or other such interfaces, of the type shown elsewhere herein, to allow the user to select

mappings and specify conversions.

2.6 Block Execution Editor

2.6. 1 Overview

The Block Execution Editor provides the capability to view and edit a control station's block

processing order. This includes providing the capability to reorder blocks within a control

level, reordering child control levels within a parent control level, and control levels within a

control station. The Block execution Editor manipulates a single control station's block

processing order per instance.

2.6.2 Block Execution Editor Detailed Functionality

The Block Execution Editor is invoked from the IDA Navigation Tree by selecting a control

level or control station and selecting Block Execution Editor from the context popup menu.

The Block Execution Editor provides a view of the control levels and blocks assigned to;a

selected control station. Only those control levels assigned to a single selected control station

will be displayed. The Block Execution Editor provides controls necessary to allow the user

to adjust the block processing order for a selected control level, as well as adjust the
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processing order of control levels within a control station. The Block Execution Editor

provides automatic algorithms to optimize processing order, as well as validate processing

order. Control station statistics for the selected control station are available upon user request

The Block Execution Editor also provides the capability to reassign blocks between different

control levels as well as reassigning control levels to other control stations. The reassignment

of blocks to control levels and control levels to control stations may be accomplished either

by dragging a block from the editor to the IDA Navigation Tree, or by invoking the

assignment editor on a selected block.

2.6.2. 1 Block Execution Editor User Interface

The default Block Execution Editor user interface is as presented in Figure 99. The user

interface is provided as an IDA Grid Editor view. The Block Execution Editor provides two

distinct views of control levels and blocks in the tabular grid. The first view displays all

blocks for a selected control level, as well as any child control levels of the selected control

level which are assigned to the same CP as the selected control level. This view, which is

referred to as the control level hierarchy view, is displayed when the Block Execution Editor

is invoked from a control level in the IDA Navigation Tree. The second view displays all

control levels assigned to a selected CP. This view, which is referred to as the CP Hierarchy

view, is displayed when the Block Execution Editor is invoked form a CP in the IDA

Navigation Tree.

2.6.2.2 Common User Interface

The user interface provides the name, type, phase, period, relative execution order, and

estimated execution time for each block in the list For each control level in the list, relative

execution order, the phase, period, and execution time is displayed. Upon initialization of the

Block Execution Editor, the blocks and control levels are sorted by execution order. The user

is provided the capability to sort the rows of the grid by block type as well. Resorting is

accomplished by selection of the tab at the top the block type or execution order column.

Double clicking control level in the list of control levels results in display of that control

level's blocks and child control levels. The previously selected control level's blocks and

child control levels are removed from the display. The control level schedule editor provides

a popup menu to allow the user to invoke the Control Algorithm Diagram Editor from any

block in the tabular grid, as well as the property page for any control station, control level or

block. Execution Order Modification. The Block Execution Editor provides the user the
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capability to manually and automatically modify the execution order of blocks and control

levels within a CP.

2.6.2.2.1 Manual Modification of Block/Control Level Scheduling Order

The Block Execution Editor provides the user the capability to manually modify the

execution order ofblocks and control levels within a CP. This may be accomplished in

several ways. First, the user may manually modify the period and phase of a selected block or

control level or a group ofblocks or control levels. This is accomplished by manually editing

the period or phase field for the block or control level in the tabular grid. The grid allows

inline editing of these fields. A second way to modify the scheduling order is by moving

block and control level rows up and down in the grid. Selecting one or more rows in the grid

and then selecting the move up, move down, top, or bottom buttons will accomplish this.

2.6.2.2.2 Schedule Optimization Algorithms

The Block Execution Editor will also provide automatic scheduling of blocks based on

optimization algorithms. Execution of the schedule optimization algorithms will be user

selectable via menu items. Optimization algorithms will include block type and signal flow.

Results of optimization algorithms are displayed in the IDA output window in its own tab. In

addition, the Block Execution Editor provides algorithms to perform load leveling for a CP.

The Block Execution Editor provides the capability to perform load leveling by compound.

2.6.2.3 Execution Order Validation

The Block Execution Editor provides the user the capability to validate the currently

scheduled execution order. The validation is either by phase overrun or signal flow. Phase

order validation predicts phase overruns, and reports any overruns to the user. Signal flow

validation assesses the relationship of connections and scheduled execution order, and reports

any possible conflicts. Problems

detected by either type of validation do not prevent the user from assigning execution order,

but instead are intended to provide warning of possible scheduling problems. The results of

validation are displayed in the IDA output window in its own tab. Execution order validation

is made available outside of the Block Execution Editor for use by other IDA applications,

including but not limited to download services.
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i

2.6.2.4 Reassignment ofBlocks And Control Levels

The Block Execution Editor provides the capability to reassign blocks to different control

levels, as well as reassign control levels to different control stations. This is accomplished by

dragging the selected block or control level from the tabular grid and dropping it onto a

control level or control station on the IDA Navigation Tree.

2.6.2.5 Station Statistics

The Block Execution Editor provides the user the capability to view station statistics for the

selected CP. Statistics include total, free, and used station memory (as depicted in Figure

100), relative phase loading, overall processor load, BPC, and total blocks assigned to CP.

The Block Execution Editor provides textual and graphical representation of station statistics.

2.6.3 Tutorials

• Tutorials on adjusting the control levels and block process order and phasing are part of

the editor.

2.6.4 Object Model

The object model for Control level and Control Stations/Processors is shown in Figure 101.

2.6.4. 1 Con-ol Station

This class holds an ordered list of control levels associated with a Control Station. Class

Relationships:

• Control Station is derived from Parameterized Object Collection, from which it inherits

the ability to maintain ordered lists.

• Control Station maintains references to its associated Control levels, which are used to

provide access to Control level data.

2.6.4.2 Control Level

This class holds an ordered list of Blocks associated with a Control level. The Block, Loop,

and Block Collection classes are discussed in other sections of this document. Class

Relationships:

• Control level is derived from Block Collection, from which it inherits the ability to

maintain ordered lists.
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• Control level maintains a reference to its one associated Control Processor.

• Control level maintains references to an ordered list of associated Blocks, which are used

to provide access to Block data.

• Control levels maintain references to an ordered list of child control levels

5 • Control levels maintain assigned execution order

• Control level maintains references to associated Loops. This association is used by Loops

to aid in bulk and default Block assignments to a Control level and by Control levels for

**where used" reporting.

10 2.6.4.3 Blocks

This class holds a reference to the control level to which it is assigned. Blocks maintain a

reference to the control level to which they are assigned

2.7 Tag List Editor

15 2.7.1.1 Overview

For the purposes of the following discussion, "tag list" refers either to the generic concept of

tag lists or to the externally generated tag list being imported and exported from IDA while

'Tag List" refers only to the IDA database object of that name. A tag list is a collection of

data describing the physical I/O, its labeling, its connection with the DCS (Distributed

20 Control System) and the loops irvolvsd in controlling the process using the I/O. It is

sometimes the output from (or the input to) a Plant Design System, such as the InTools™

product of Intergraph Corporation. Since changes to this data can occur either within IDA or

within the Plant Design System, it is necessary to be able to exchange this data in a suitable

form. The most common format for data exchange is delimited ASCII files and this is one

25 medium used by IDA. In addition, IDA can import and export tag list data in DBF format for

compatibility with FoxCAE.

The Tag List Editor enables the user to create, import, merge, edit and export tag lists for use

in the bulk generation of control loops and Blocks. A merge combines the changes made to

30 an external tag list into the IDA Tag List, making edits and creating and deleting objects as

required. An import operation replaces the IDA Tag List with the external tag list, again

editing the IDA database as necessary. In either case, user permission is preferred before the

edits are committed to the IDA database.
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A tag list can be viewed as a collection ofrows, similar to a spreadsheet or relational database

table. Each row contains an ordered list of items which define some aspect of a control loop

(input and output hardware addresses, loop name, Block descriptions, alarm limits, etc.).

5 Every row in a given tag list is identical in structure; i.e. each row contains the same items

(parameters) in the same order as every other row. However, not all items are required to

have a value assigned to them. For example, if the tag list has two string items which are

normally merged together to form a Block description, either or both items may contain a null

value. As a result ofthis requirement, all tag list items, even those which represent numbers,

10 may be stored with a Framework defined data type ofNULL.

The purpose of the tag list is to provide data for the construction of control loops. The bulk

loop generation facility (initiated from the Tag List Editor) uses items in the Tag List Rows

as input Normally, each row in the Tag List represents an input or output point in the plant,

IS designated by FBM and point number. One column in the table identifies the Loop Template

associated with this I/O point Multiple rows which specify the same Loop Template are

allowed.

The bulk generation process uses the specified Loop Template and the Tag List to construct

20 the blocks which comprise the loop. When the user selects one or more Tag List rows and

requests loop generation, the data contained in the Tag List is "attached" to the Loop

Template(s) designated by the Tag List Row, the data contained in the row is propagated to

the Blocks in the Loop Template using the rules specified by the Loop Template, the Blocks

and Connections specified in the Template are generated and the result is stored as a

25 "Template Derived Loop".

The Loop Template contains one or more "Blocks" which represent the data contained in a

single Tag List Row. These "Blocks" represent Tag List Rows as sets of Parameters which

can be used in connections to control Blocks. The bulk generation process performs a "mail

30 merge"-like operation by substituting the data contained in each row into the appropriate

Block in the Loop Template and generating instances of the Blocks specified in the Template.

The data in the Tag List is propagated throughout the Loop. This process performs user

defined string manipulations on the Tag List Items to create values for parameters of Blocks

being built within the loop. For example, a Block description may be mapped directly from a
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specified Tag List Item to a specific Block (or Blocks) DESCRP parameter or a Block's high

alarm limit may be set to 80 percent of the Tag List high scale item.

Like Blocks, Tag List Rows are homogeneous collection ofParameterized Objects where

5 each Tag List Item within a row is a Parameter and the Parameter name defines the "column"

name. For purposes of importing, editing and exporting tag lists, the Tag List is p*^sented to

the user in a data grid format where each Tag List Row is presented as a row in a data grid

and each column represents a Tag List Item. This representation is used within the Tag List

Editor.

10

The other "view" of a Tag List Row is that of a Block. This is the representation used by the

Control Algorithm Diagram Editor to display a Tag List Row on a loop drawing. When this

representation is in use, the values of the Tag List Items appear (and can be edited) as

parameters of the "Block". Since Tag List Rows generally describe either a physical input or

15 a physical output, EDA reserves the Block types TAGEN and TAGOUT to represent input

rows and output rows, respectively. Editing these parameters in the Control Algorithm

Diagram Editor is functionally equivalent to editing them in the Tag List Editor. When

editing the Tag List Row Items in a Block view, the items are presented on a property sheet,

similar to other Blocks.

20

When creating a simple (non Template-Derived) Loop, the user adds TAG1N and TAGOUT

Blocks by dragging and dropping from a palette, similar to any other Block type. Dropping

one of these Blocks onto a Loop drawing results in the automatic addition of a corresponding

row in the Tag List. Tag List rows related to simple Loops have a blank value in the Loop

25 Template element.

Since the main purpose of a Tag List is to be used in loop and Block generation, there is a

minimum set of parameters to support that functionality within IDA. This starter set is

supplied by IDA but may be modified by the user. In addition, the user may define additional

30 Tag List Items for use in parameter propagation or documentation. However, only one Tag

List definition (the names and order of parameters within a tag list row) is allowed per IDA

configuration. The reason for this is to simplify managing Tag List information and

maintaining synchronization with the as-built configuration.
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As discussed, above, of the two representations used within IDA for a given Tag List Row;

tabular and Block, the tabular view is the one used by the Tag List Editor. Using a tabular

interface, like the one shown in the the user can edit data in existing rows, add new rows or

delete existing rows. The columns shown in the figure include (from left to right); the

compound to which the generated blocks are currently assigned, the I/O tag (the user /

customer name for the I/O signal), the Loop tag (rame of the Template Derived Loop

associated with these rows), two columns of descriptive text (used to propagate into the

Block descriptions and alarm message text parameters), the type of block connected to the

physical input or output, the instance of the specific block type in the Loop Template (if the

Loop Template specifies two AIN Blocks, they are labeled Al and A2), the IOM_ID is the

primary letterbug of the FBM containing the point, and IOMIDE is the letterbug of the tBM
extension. Not shown in the figure is the Loop Template column used to specify the

association between these rows and the Template used to generate the Blocks.* Users can sort

the Tag List by selecting any of the column headings. Color or icons are used in the L-tag

element fields to indicate if the Loop to which the Tag belongs has been built or generated.

For use in importing and exporting external databases, a dialog box based interface is used.

Shown in the figures are examples of dialogs for mapping fields between ASCII input files or

database tables and the tag list "fields". The displays shown Figure 103 et seq., include those

typically used with Plant Design Systems in general and InTools in particular (to preserve the

existing FoxCAE functionality, InTools compatibility is a requirement). The dialog box

shown in Figure 103 is used to map an ASCII, delimited list into the appropriate Tag List

Items. Once a text (ASCII) file is chosen, a count of the number of delimited fields per line

is made and the input file is verified to contain exactly that many fields in every line. Next

the upper left list in the dialog is generated, showing one line per field, numbering each field

and showing the content ofeach field in the first line of the file. The upper right list shows

the attributes of a each Tag List Item in a Tag List Row.

If a mapping exists between a field and a Tag List Item, selecting one of them from either list

will scroll the opposite list and highlight the current mapping. Associations between the two

lists are made by selecting an item from each list into the lower list using the up (or down)

arrows. The bottom list shows the current mappings. The "Show" button shows a grid with

the entire contents of either the Tag List or the ASCII file. The "Start" button causes the input

file to be read and the data mapped to the Tag List as specified in the mapping. The "Save"
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button saves the mapping. The "Cancel" button cancels the operation. See the Import/Export

Editor Section for further discussion on import/export files and mapping.

Figure 104 shows the selections used in the illustrated embodiment to export a Tag List in

delimited ASCII format In this example all ofthe Tag List Items have been assigned

(mapped) to fields in the text output file. The human interface components have the same

actions as described in the previous figure with the exception that the "Export" button causes

the creation ofthe text output file.

The dialog shown in Figure 105 is used stricdy to establish the mapping between the Tag List

and external database tables. Its operation is similar to that described for previous dialogs but

the actual importation ofthe external table data is done in a separate step from a different part

of the user interface.

An interface for defining the Tag List Row structure by specifying the Tag List Items and

their positions within the row is used. This interface is identical to that used by the Block

Definition Editor since the Tag List Items are Parameter Definitions and the Tag List Row

specification is actually a defining Block. The Tag List Editor will share the same dialog

classes used to implement this functionality in the Block Definition Editor, with methods

overridden, where necessary, to enforce fee restrictions required in l ag List construction. As

a result, the detailed interface description is the same as in the Block Definition Editor. It is

not necessary that every Tag List Item be used within IDA. Some fields in external tag lists

are used for documentary purposes by the Plant Design System using the list and may not be

applicable to IDA. However, to preserve an interchangeable format with a Plant Design

System, fields which are not accessed by IDA should still be defined as Tag List Items so that

the export functionality preserves the Plant Design System fields intact. Users can add Tag

List Items to the Tag List Definition, but only authorized developers are allowed to deleted or

modify the implementation standard items.

2.7.1.2 Functions

The functionality of the Tag List Editor can be divided into five parts; creation, import,

merge, edit and export. All import and export functions can use either delimited ASCII text

files or database tables. The bulk database generation facility is accessible through the Tag
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List Editor. The user can select a loop (one or more Tag List Rows which share a common

loop ID item), or a number of loops on the Tag List and invoke the generation of the

associated control database elements. The human interface for this operation is a menu entry

to invoke the feature, a dialog box showing the loops currently selected in the Tag List (and

5 allowing modification of the selection) and a progress bar (with a cancel button) showing .

percent completed during the operation. If cancel is selected, the database is rolled back to its

state prior to the operation.

2.7. 1 .3 Class Descriptions

2.7.1.3.1 Tag List

Referring to Figure 1C6 a Tag List is responsible for containing and controlling access to Tag

List Rows. It is derived from the Block Collection Application class. Class Relationships:

• Tag List is derived from Block Collection (which, in turn, is derived from the

Parameterized Object Collection Framework class) in order to present a "Block collection

compatible" interface accessed as a Block collection by other IDA applications (including

Placeholder relationships).

• Tag List only allows "Blocks** of Type Tag List Row to be added to its collection,

overriding the methods of its parent classes, where necessary.

• Tag List delegates the balance ofthe maintenance of its collection ofrows to its parent

classes.

2.7.1.3.2 Named Mapping

A Named Mapping is responsible for correlating fields in an external data source with the

names ofTag List Items. The relationship is used by the Import / Export Manager during its

operation. The object is shown here as it is part of the Tag List object model. See the Import /

Export Manager description, elsewhere in this document for details.

2.7. 1.3.3 fag List Row

A Tag List Row is responsible for containing and controlling access to all the Tag List Items,

their definitions and their values. It is derived from the Block Application class. Class

Relationships:

• Tag List Row is derived from Block (which, in turn, is derived from Parameterized

Object Framework class) in order to present a "Block compatible*' interface when displayed
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on a loop drawing as a Block or accessed as a Block by other IDA applications. Other typical

Block relationships, such as to Placeholders are maintained through this inheritance. See the

Control Algorithm Diagram Editor section of this document for further description ofBlock

relationships.

• Tag List Row Definition is a "defining" Parameterized Object and contains no reference

to a defining object Methods in the parent classes are overridden to provide enforcement of

this rule.

• Tag List Row has only one parameter group, with the group name of "Row". All

definitions are contained in this group. Methods in the parent classes are overridden to

provide enforcement of this rule.

• Tag List Row delegates the balance of its behavior, including parameter facade

generation, and parameter value overriding to its parent classes.

• Tag List Row maintains a Block Connection with one and only one I/O Block Type (AIN,

AOUT, etc.), through which it associates a Block I/O parameter to an FBM point number.

The I/O signal type match is the only Tag List Item which is strongly typed; all other items

may be connected as the user sees fit. See the Control Algorithm Diagram Editor section of

this document for further description ofBlock Connection relationships.

• Tag List Row maintains a Nest Connection with an FBM Module, through which it

associates an FBM point number to an Block I/O parameter. See the Enclosure Editor section

of this document for further description of this relationship.

2.7.1.3.4 Tag List Row Definition

The Tag List Row Definition is a Tag List Row which acts as the definition for the entire

project. Both the Tag List and the Tag List Row hold a reference to this definition. Only one

Tag List Row Definition exists so that all rows have exactly the same "columns". Class

Relationships:

• Tag List Row Definition is derived from a Tag List Row. Since this derivation inherits

from Block, some of its methods are overridden to allow enforcement of the rule that it be the

only definition of a Tag List Row.

• Tag List Row maintains a reference to Tag List Row Definition as does Tag List

2.7.1.3.5 Tag List Item
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A Tag List Item is a specialization of the Framework Parameter Definition class and contains

all the behavior associated with that class. Class Relationships:

• Tag List Item is derived from the Framework Parameter Definition class.

• Any edit control or other Block related parameter attributes (besides type) are for use

5 when the Tag List Row is being manipulated as a "Block" by other IDA applications, for

.

instance , while using the property sheet view of the Tag List Row to modify parameters

while editing a Loop drawing.

2.8 Download / Upload Manager

10 2.8.1 Overview

Configuration data needs to be exchanged between the Operator Interface (01) applications of

IAS and IDA. This involves loading control algorithms into control stations as well as

loading configuration information into OI applications. Loading a list ofcollection points into

a Historian is an example of loading configuration information into 01 applications.

15

The context menu associated with IDA objects includes download selections for appropriate

objects. The download selection invokes the Download Manager Editor to select targets for

the download and to monitor the download process. Some objects may provide a second non-

GUI selection. This non-GUI download function invokes the Download Manager who

determines the download target from the selected object and does not provide validation or

error recovery. The non-GUI download provides a quick download mechanism for simple

downloads such as downloading a control algorithm to a control station.

The Download Manager is an IDA dialog editor. The Download Manager uses the context of

the object from which it was selected to display a list of target systems. The Download

Manager interacts with the user to select the download targets, validates configurations, and

provides error recovery. The Download Manager uses the Download Service functions for

executing the download. Since download involves data transmission either to control stations

or 01 applications, there are two Download Services, Download Service for Control Stations

and Download Service for Applications. Separate sections in this document detail these

services.
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Similarly to the need to load configuration data into 01 applications is the need to merge in

01 modified data. The Security Subsystem provides an example of this need. Configuration

ofthe IAS Security Subsystem is through IDA, using the download functions. However, the

Security Subsystem contains the ability to change user passwords. The upload functions of

the Download-Upload Manager provide the functionality for modifying IDA objects from

external sources.

The download functionality requires IDA objects to be in a checked in state. A user

preferably completes modifications to the IDA objects before downloading configuration

data. Interactions with control stations in a simulation mode may be an exception to this rule.

The upload functions similarly require IDA objects to be in a checked in state. However, the

upload functions force a check out ofthe IDA object before merging in the uploaded data.

The user is responsible for the check in of the modified objects, it is not done automatically

by the Download-Upload Manager. See Part 1 for a more complete description of check-in,

checkout, and versioning.

2.8.2 Functions

The Download-Upload Editor is divides into four related categories:

• Interaction with the user to define a download.

• Interaction with Download Agents to perform the download

• Uploading external data, displaying differences, and providing merge

functionality.

• Error recovery

The following subsections describe the user interface displays and functional details.

2.8.2. 1 User Interaction

IDA provides the ability to download and upload configuration data to/from applications

running in the various hardware stations. Download functions are provided for downloading

process displays, historian configuration data, and alarm configuration data to the appropriate

stations/applications. Download functions provide options for downloading just the changes

or downloading the entire object.
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A dialog, such as in Figure 107, displays the possible targets for downloading the selected

object. The dialog is invoked either through a menu selection or through the context menu of

an object The dialog uses the currently selected object in the Navigation Tree to determine

the download source. The dialog gives the user the option ofdownloading just the object

5 selected or the object and all of its children. The object to download, or the object and its

children, determine the possible download entities. These targets display as a tab control

within the dialog. In Figure 107 tabs show that control algorithms, FoxView displays, and

Message Manager information is available from the Plantl object or one of its children.

Selecting the tab for a download target displays the possible targets for the download. In

10 Figure 107, a Historian download is selected, displaying a list of all configured Historians.

From the list, the user selects the Historians to receive the download. A check box specifies

that Historians will download. The user does not have to download to all possible targets or

all possible types. If the "Select for Download" check box is unchecked, Historian

information does not download. The dialog also allows the user to define what parameters to

IS download, just modified parameters or all parameters. The all parameters choice provides a

second choice between downloading all the parameters or downloading the non-user settable

parameters. Through these selections the user controls the download process.

A download button initiates the download process. Part of the download process is the

20 verification of the object to download. A second button provides the ability to invoke the

object verification without performing a download. It is possible for a download to a target to

not complete and remain pending. The Download Service servers maintain the list of pending

request Another button provides the ability to view the queue of pending requests in each

server.

25

2.8.2.1.1 Validation

During the editing process, it is legal for information to be left incompletely defined. The

connections between blocks in a loop may be linking to blocks not yet defined. Prior to

downloading, the configuration must preferably be completed. The validation process

30 requests each object to validate itself. A window displays information about validation

failures. The validation process does not stop after errors are found; the process completes to

find all errors. However, if validation finds any errors the download process does not initiate.
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2.8.2. 1 .2 Download Agent - Control Stations

The Control Station Download Agent transmits control algorithms to control stations. The

Download Manager invokes the Download Agent for each object to download to a control

station. For control algorithms, the target is determined not by the user but by the block to

5 compound assignment and by the compound to control station assignment For control

stations downloads the Download Manager only sends the Download Agent the object to

download and the download options.

2.8.2. 1 .3 Download Agent - Operator Interface Applications

10 Operator Interface (OI) Download Agents provide extraction of data from IDA objects for

download to Operator Interface (OI) applications. The Download Manager interacts with

each OI Download Agent to determine whether the agent interacts with the selected IDA

object If the agent does not interact with the IDA object, then it will not appear in the target

tabs. The Download Manager queries each OI Download Agent for a list of potential targets.

1 5 These targets are displayed in the list control for the target tab. The Download Manager

invokes each OI Etownload Agent selected with the source object and the selected target

objects to perform the download.

2.8.2. 1 .4 Download Progress

20 As the Download Manager process each object, it provides the user information about the

progress. In addition to displaying how many objects have been downloaded, the Download

Manager interacts with the Download Agents to display the progress from the Download

Agents in processing the requested object.
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2.8.2. 1 .5 Download Server Status

The Download Agents rely on Download Servers to transmit the information to the target

systems. A target system may not respond to the server. Rather than fail the entire download,

servers may queue up download requests. Whenever the target system becomes available,

5 they communicate with the server to request queued downloads. A dialog, displays the

queued requests in a server. This dialog allows the user to remove requests from the pending

queue. The dialog is provided by the Download Manager through interactions with the

Download Agents.

10 2.8.2.2 Error Handling

During a download, ifa Download Agent reports an error, the user is given the choice

whether to continue with the download or whether to stop the download. The Download

Manager maintains a record of all initiated downloads in the IDA database. Inthe event that

IDA itself crashes during a download, during IDA startup, a message reports incomplete

1 5 downloads. The message allows the user to restart the Download Manager with the

interrupted request. Any objects successfully downloaded do not re-download. Status

information in each IDA object indicates whether the download completed for that object.

2.8.3 Class Descriptions

Referring to Figure 108, the Download Manager maintains a persistent document derived

from the framework Persistent Document object. The Download Manager Persistent

Document maintains information about initiated downloads and their status. This information

is used for error recovery. The Download Manager Persistent Document also contains

parameters defining the relationship between download types and Download Agents. The

Download Manager relies on the objects requesting download services to contain parameters

specifying the download types and the OID to a download target.

2.9 Control Station Download Services

2.9.1 Overview

The Control Station Download Services is responsible for downloading control algorithms to

IAS control stations. As changes are made to add, modify or delete Blocks, or Control

Levels, action records are created by the Block and Control Level objects to keep track of

what actions are required to download the changes. Download requests are handled by the

Download Agent, which is a non-persistent object created by other objects which have
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download methods (Blocks, Control Stations, Control Areas). Once the Download Agent is

created, the requesting object passes it an OID or a list ofOIDs and an argument indicating

what type ofdownload operation to perform: download just the required changes, or

download all parameters to refresh the Control Station data.

The Download Agent uses the ODD(s) to create action records and obtain parameter values

from the Control Levels and Blocks and builds an optimized ordered list of actions to ensure

proper delete/add sequences and to group actions by Control Station and Control Level. The

Agent then contacts the Download Service to request a reference to an ICCAPI object. The

Download Service manages Control Station interfaces and creates request queues when there

are concurrent download requests for the same Control Station. The Download Service

returns either a busy indication (if another Download Agent is currently using the requested

Control Station) or a reference to the ICCAPI object created by the Service for a specific

Control Station. The Download Agent uses the reference to make the appropriate ICCAPI

calls as it processes its Download list If a busy indication is received (meaning the CP is

being accessed by another process), the Download Agent will abort the download and inform

the user. Likewise, ifany Block download returns an error, the Download Agent will abort

the download. The Download Manager will be responsible for querying the user for the next

action to take - retry or abort altogether.

As each successful download action is completed, the Agent notifies the Control Level and

Block to delete its action record. Upon completing the download request, the Download

Agent returns a copy of the OID list to the original object which requested the download,

indicating the success or failure of each requested download entry.

As a download is initiated, the Download Agent will mark the associated Control Station as

"Downloading". If the download is successful, the Control Station state becomes

"Downloaded". In the event of a download failure, the Control Station state will remain

"Downloading". At IDA startup, a check of Control Stations will be made, and if any

Control Station indicates a download failure (by having the Control Station state of

"Downloading"), the user will be notified of the past download failure.

The Download Agent will also handle requests for Control Station checkpoints and

initializations.
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Download operations will fully comply with and support the versioning described in Part 1 as

versioning becomes available.

2.9.2 Functionality

5 2.9.2.1 Download Agent

The Download Agent is a non-persistent object that is temporarily created by objects or IDA

editors to process download requests to Control Stations. The Agent accepts download

requests in the form ofOIDs (a list ofBlock or Control Level OIDs, or a Control Area OID)

and creates action record information from the Control Levels* Block list to build an

10 optimized list for issuing ICCAPI calls to the respective IAS Control Station. Block ordering

is a function of the Control Level. The download request also contains arguments indicating

what type ofdownload to perform. The download type argument is used to specify one of the

following download actions:

• only changes made since the last download

IS •all Block parameters

The Download Agent contacts the Download Service to obtain a reference for an ICCAPI

object to use for each Control Station. The Agent formats ICCAPI instructions, based on the

action records in its optimized list, and invokes the appropriate method of the ICCAPI object

20 to process the actual download to the physical Control Station.

For successful download actions, the Download Agent notifies the respective Block to delete

the action record and logs the action as successful in the download request list. Unsuccessful

download actions are marked as failed in the download list and further processing is aborted.

25 When the Download Agent is finished processing the download request it passes the original

request list, with download status filled in for each entry, back to the original requestor. A
successful download will be followed by a checkpoint of the Control Station. The Agent then

notifies the Download Service when download processing is complete, so that the Service can

delete the ICCAPI object.

30

The Download Agent will process one download request at a time. If the Download Agent is

currently downloading, any subsequent attempts to download will be rejected until the

current download is complete. To provide a means of recovery in the event of a system or
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Control Station failure during a download, the Download Agent will mark each object with a

"Downloading" attribute just prior to calling the ICCAPI. Once the download of the object is

successful, the "Downloading" attribute is cleared. Ifthe download of the object fails, the

"Downloading" attribute remains and the download is aborted

2.9.2.2 Download Service

The Download Service is a service that runs on the IDA database server platform and

manages requests to create ICCAPI objects to be used for issuing download actions to

specific Control Stations. The Service keeps tracks of which Control Stations are currently in

use by Download Agents. Ifmultiple requests for the same Control Station are received, a

"busy" error is returned. This error is returned to the calling object, allowing the object to

query the user for what action to take - abort the download or wait for the current download

for the given Control Station to complete. The Download Service creates ICCAPI objects for

specific Control Stations and passes references to these objects back to the requesting

Download Agents. Upon receiving notification that a Download Agent has completed its

download tasks, it deletes the ICCAPI object The Download Service processes multiple

downloads to multiple different Control Stations at one time. In the event of a Download

Agent or network failure, the Download Service terminates a Control Station connection if no

communication is received from the station's Download Agent within the preceding three

minutes.

2.9.3 Class Descriptions

Since the Download Services only reads and writes existing Application and Framework

database objects, it has no object model (aside from the MFC objects used in its

implementation and human interface). The verification features of the services use the

Framework-supplied revision and change management functions of the objects involved in its

operation. See Figure 109.

2.9.3.1 Blocks

Blocks maintain a status attribute, indicating their current download state:

• Downloaded - no modifications since last download

• Added - not yet created in a physical Control Station

• Deleted - deleted by user, but not yet deleted from the physical Control Station

• Modified - changed since previous download
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• Moved - moved to another Control Level or renamed, but not yet deleted from the

physical Control Station

The status attribute is kept consistent with any existing action records and is used to indicate

to other objects or applications if the Block needs to be downloaded, or if a special visual

attribute needs to be set. For instance, the Project Manager would use a special icon on a

Tree or List view to indicate that a Block had been deleted, but not yet downloaded.

Blocks add the appropriate action records in response to user actions, including:

• Adding a Block

• Deleting a Block

• Modifying Block Parameters

• Reassigning a Block to a different Control Level

• Renaming a Block

• Changing the Block processing order within a Control Level

Blocks also provide the appropriate parameter list and values in response to Download Client

requests to download:

• New actions - action records not yet processed

• All parameters

• All non-settable parameters - only those parameters which cannot be modified by

operators at run- time

Blocks have two-way associations with a Control Level. A Control Level uses its

associations to keep an ordered list of its Blocks. A Block uses its association to identify the

Control Level to which it is currently assigned. When a Block is re-assigned to another

Control Level, it creates a Delete action record that contains the Name and OID of the old

Control Level and deletes its association with the old Control Level. It then creates an

association with the new Control Level and creates an Add action record with the Name and

OID of the new Control Level. The old Control Level maintains its association with the

Block until the reassignment is downloaded, at which time the Block notifies the old Control

Level to delete its association.
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2.9.3.1.1 Block Action Records

Action records are non-persistent objects created in response to users adding, deleting or

modifying the Block. They are used to determine what actions are required in response to a

download request. Each action record has attributes to indicate:

5 Action Type:

• Add - download all parameters

• Modify - download only parameters marked as modified since last download,

including

• changed Block processing order within a Loop.

1 0 • Delete - delete block from the Control Level

• Block Name - needed to handle cases where Block name is changed

• Control Level Name

• Control Level OID

• Position - Block processing position within a Loop, used by the Download

15 Agent

• to determine Block position within a Control Level.

Status:

New - no download action initiated (default state when Record is created)

Pending - download request is in progress but not yet successfully completed

20

Control Level Name and Control Level OID are used to determine if a delete action requires

deleting the Block from the database (Name and OID match) or if the Block should remain in

the database, but needs to be deleted from an existing Control Level because the Block has

been moved to another Control Level or the Control Level has been renamed (Name and OID

25 do not match). Action record status is used to track progress ofdownload requests. Status is

changed from New to Pending when the Block responds to a request for download

information from the Download Client.

Action records are deleted by the Block in response to notification from the Download Agent

that the action has been successfully completed.

30

2.9.3.2 Control Levels

Control Levels contain status similar to Blocks and maintain associations with Control

Stations similar to the associations Blocks maintain with Control Levels.
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2.9.3.2.1 Control Level Action Records

Control Level action records are built similarly to those used for Blocks, except that the

Control Station names and OIDs are used in place of the Control Level names and OIDs in

5 the Block action records.

2. 10 Operator Interface Applications Download Agent and Server

2.10.1 Overview

The Operator Interface (OI) Download Services are responsible for downloading IDA

1 0 configuration information to IAS applications.

2.10.2 Functionality

2.10.2.1 Download Agents

The Download Agents interact with the Download Manager for user interactions in selecting

15 targets, and providing progress information. The Download Agents rely on the Download

Manager for error recovery.

The Download Agents provide a query function used by the Download Manager for

determining whether the agent handles the selected source IDA object. The Download

Manager passes in an OID for the selected IDA object. The OID's type is tested for

20 determining whether the agent deals with the object. The agent also checks child collections

of the object if the Download Manager specifies the children option.

For source objects which the Download Agent handles, the Download Agent returns the list

of possible target stations. The Download Agents return either a string array of names or a list

25 ofIDA object definitions. IfIDA object definitions are returned, the Download Manager

displays all instances of the object definition.

Once a download initiates, the Download Agents interact with the source IDA objects to

extract information as needed by the OI application. This information is replicated to all

30 target systems using the Replication Server. During the download process, the Download

Agents interact with the Download Manager to display progress information.
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2.10.2.2 Download Service

The Download Service for OI downloads is comprised of two applications. The first

application is a generic application which replicates data files, created by the Download

Agents, to a specified list of targets. The second application is specific to OI applications and

5 performs the needed functionality to import the replicated data into the OI application. The

OI import application is specific to each OI application. Responsibility for the

implementation of the import services resides with the OI application team. The Download

Agent may interact directly with an OI Application Server to import the data, without

invoking replication services, if appropriate.

10

2.10.3 Class Descriptions

The Download Agents are transient classes with no IDA object definitions. The interaction

between the Download Agents and the IDA objects is through the parameterized object

interface. Specific parameters are extracted from the IDA objects to create the OI Application

1 5 data set. The parameters to extract are either predetermined by the Download Agent or

specified as a parameter group in the IDA object.

2.11 Historian Collection Point Editor

2.11.1 Overview

20 The Historian Collection Point Editor is responsible for creating Historian configuration files

which can be used to add collection points to IAS historians. The information used to

configure a point for either Historical collection facility is the same. The information is a set

of "fields", one set per parameter, which includes:

• The complete name of the point to be collected which contains the compound name,

25 block name and parameter name within the block.

• The delta (or amount of change in value) required to receive the point from the control

station.

• The frequency with which the point is to be stored when it changes.

• The duration for which to store the values being collected or the number of values to be

30 stored.

• A description of the point (similar to block description but on a per parameter collected

basis).
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An assignment for historical collection can be made for any "connectable" IAS block

parameter. Each assignment is made to a single Historian (one per configuration file). Any

connectable parameter of any block may be designated for Historian assignment. The

designation can be made to the Block Definition or to any Derived Block Definition (e.g.

5 PIDA (default) vs. PIDA (Flow)) or to a specific block instance (the PIDA named XXX in

the compound YYY). The designation is a data inherited feature. That is, if the measurement

(MEAS) of the PIDA (default) is designated then so is the measurement of the Flow PIDA

and all other descendants and instances ofPIDA. If the designation is made to the Flow PIDA

then all Flow PIDA instances will share the designation.

Historian names, types, servers and capacities are extracted from system configuration files

or may be entered and edited manually. Manually entered information is not exportable back

to the system configuration files. The Historian used for collection is selected on a per

Compound basis. That is, all designated points in the blocks in the Compound are assigned to

15 the Historian selected for that Compound. All the assignments for a given Historian are

aggregated into a single configuration file. When Loops are assigned to a Compound all the

Historian collection points in the Blocks in the Loop are assigned. This is true of both

Template Derived Loops and Simple Loops. Individual instances of Blocks which have

assignments will "inherit" the Historian assigned to their containing Compound.

20 *

2.11.2 User Interface

New Historians are created in one oftwo ways; importing the Historian configuration data

via the Import / Export Manager or by selecting "New"-"Historian" from a menu pick. The

information includes the Historian name and capacity. The Historians created or imported

25 display on the Plant Tree View. A set of screens is provided to allow the user to define and

manage Historian information (contained in the Historian class, below). These screens have

options to import the Historian information from the system configuration or to enter the data

manually. A dialog is provided to manage the assignment ofCompounds to individual

Historians. This operation is tied to Loop configuration / Loop assignment to Compounds and

30 the dialog is accessible from the Control Algorithm Diagram Editor. It is also available as a

right click option from several locations (anywhere a Compound is displayed for editing). It

is also possible to do Compound assignment by dragging a Compound onto an Historian.

Shown below is the interface used by FoxCAE to perform a similar function.
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Figure 1 10 is an overview display of die available Historians, the Compounds assigned to

each and the Blocks within each compound. The Historian parameters for the selected Block

is shown in the panel on the right. The lower left pane of the dialog shows the Blocks

contained in the selected Compound. Each Block is shown with its name, type, and the name

5 of its defining "parent". For example, the Block named FC0250 ofCompound

COMPND_0200 is an instance of a PED derived from the user defined parameter set for

FLOW PID's.

If any parameters of the selected block had been assigned for historical data collection, the

10 parameter name, the collection period, the change delta required to trigger collection, the

duration of the historical collection (in hours) and the user's description of the point are

shown on the pane on the right. The "Show Air checkbox controls whether all the Block's

parameters are shown or just the ones which are currently assigned. The "Modify..." button

invokes a dialog which allows editing of the selected parameter's collection specification.

15

Clicking on the "Change Assignments" button in the dialog box of Figure 110

invokes the dialog shown in Figure 111. Compounds can be added or removed from

the selected Historian by selecting one or more Compounds from one of the lists and

using the "Add" and "Remove" buttons. Similar dialogs are provided to allow

20 assigning Block Definitions to Historians.

The dialog which is provided to designate which block parameters are to be assigned

for collection and allow the entry and editing of the collection information is a

variation of the standard Parameters Property Sheet. This dialog is available as an

"Historian" tab from the Block Parameters Property Page dialog. The dialog shows a

25 list of all connectable parameters for the block and allows the user to assign Historian

Collection Point information on a per parameter basis and view which parameters

have already been assigned.

2.11.3 Functions

30 The functionality of the Historian Collection Point Editor can be divided into four parts;

import or creation of Historian system configurations, assignment of block parameters for

historical collection, assignment ofCompounds to Historians and creation of Historian

configuration files.
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2.11.3.1 Historian Configuration

• Manually enter the Historian name, type, hosting server and capacity.

• Import the Historian name, type, hosting server and capacity from existing system

configuration files.

5 • Expose Historian Configuration functionality for use by the Import/Export Manager.

2.1 1.3.2 Collection Assignment

• Create a collection point assignment for any connectable block parameter.

• Edit the assignment parameters

• Delete a collection point assignment.

1 0 • Expose collection point assignment creation functionality for use by the Import/Export

Manager.

2.11.3.3 Compound Assignment

• Assign a Compound to an Historian for collection

IS • Delete a Compound from an Historian.

2.1 1.3.4 Configuration File Creation

• Generate a configuration file for all the Compounds assigned to an Historian.

• Generate a configuration file for selected Compounds assigned to an Historian.

20 • Initiate the download of the configuration files to the selected Historian(s). There are

three, user selectable, modes of download:

1 . The existing configuration is forced to match the IDA version, deleting current

Historian collection points where necessary.

25 2. Only add new collection points to the current Historian, leaving the existing points

untouched (including those in which the IDA collection parameters differ from the

current Historian ones).

3. Add the new collection points and modify the existing ones to match the IDA

version, but does not delete any current Historian points)

30 2.11.4 Class Descriptions

2.11.4.1 Historian

Referring to Figure 1 1 1, an Historian is responsible for containing and controlling access to

the Collection Points assigned to it. It is derived from the Framework Parameterized Object
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Collection class and adds data members to contain the Historian Name, Historian Type,

Historian Capacity and Host Server. Since Compounds are assigned to historians for

collection, the Historian class also contains a list of references to its assigned Compounds.

Class Relationships:

5 • Historian only allows objects of type Collection Point to be added to its parameter

collection.

• Historian uses the Parameterized Object Collection method to provide iteration for the

contained Collection Points.

• Historian provides its own storage and method for iteration over the Compounds which

10 are assigned to it, returning each assigned Compound in turn. The ordering of the list is to be

determined.

2.1 1.4.2 Collection Point

A Collection Point is responsible for containing the parameters to configure a single block

1 5 parameter for historical collection. It is derived from the Framework Parameterized Object

class and is extended to contain a reference to the Historian which contains it. Class

Relationships:

• Collection Point contains the name of the compound, block and parameter, the change

delta, the collection frequency, the storage duration, the number ofvalues being stored and a

20 user defined description of the point as parameters. As loop assignments to Compounds

change, these parameters (particularly compound and block names) change as well to reflect

the new names, if any. Each Collection Point is associated with only one Historian.

• All the parameters are contained in a single parameter group.

• The Block / Parameter shown in the model is used to generate the name information

25 during collection point configuration generation. The blocks and parameters used to provide

this information are extracted from the Compounds assigned to Historians. The Collection

Point class retains this information, persistently, for purposes of reporting and display; there

is no physical reference maintained, only compound, block and parameter name. Each

Block/Parameter is associated with only one Collection Point.

30
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2.12 Enclosure Editor

2.12.1 Overview

The Enclosure Loading Editor is responsible for presenting the user with a graphical or

tabular view of I/A Enclosures to allow placement and documentation of Modules, including

5 (but not limited to) FBMs, CPS, gateways, DNBIs, and FBIs, in specific Enclosures and to

allow assigning I/O Tags to specific FBM points. The documentation is used at installation

time to help set up the equipment properly. Several Enclosures can be associated with a Plant

area by creating them on a common Enclosure Group drawing and then attaching the

Enclosure Group to a branch on the Plant hierarchy tree. The Editor consists of two main

10 views to accomplish these functions; the Enclosure Group view and the Enclosure Loading

View. The IDA Framework standard list view can be used to examine Enclosure Group data

and Enclosure Loading data in read only mode, and can be used to generate tabular reports.

2.12.2 Enclosure Editor Detailed Functionality

1 5 2. 12.2. 1 Enclosure Group View

The enclosure group view will allow adding and deleting Enclosure Group drawings. The

enclosure group view will allow adding and deleting Enclosures from Enclosure Group

drawings. The enclosure group view will allow adding, deleting, and modifying connections

among Enclosures on Enclosure Group drawings. The enclosure group view will allow

20 relocating Enclosures, either within a Group drawing or from the Project Manager Tree. The

Enclosure Group view is used to create or modify a graphical drawing of enclosures that can

be associated with a specific Plant area. The user selects an enclosure type from a palette and

drops it onto a drawing view. Enclosures can be repositioned and "connected" (note that

such a connection is for annotation purposes only) on the drawing view. An enclosure that

25 already exists can be relocated by dragging it from the Project Manager Tree view and

dropping it onto the drawing.

2.12.2.2 Enclosure Group View User Interface

30 Referring to Figure 1 13, the Enclosure Group view is a documentation tool. The enclosure

groups and their assigned enclosures are saved in the IDA database, but the Enclosure Editor

does not check that all enclosures are assigned to a group or that an enclosure is assigned to

only one group, for example. The text and lines used to annotate the enclosure group view

are saved in the IDA database in graphical form only - the lines do not represent connections
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in the same sense that they do in other editors like the Loop Sheet Editor. The Enclosure

Editor does not check whether the information configured by the user matches the physical

layout of the system. The Enclosure Editor User Interface will follow Microsoft conventions.

The Enclosure Group View supports the ability to find a particular Enclosure using standard

5 Windows conventions. By double clicking on an individual enclosure, or by selecting an

enclosure and using the context menu, the user can change the view from the Group view to

the Loading view for the selected Enclosure.

2.12.2.3 Enclosure Loading View Module Assignment Functions

10 • The Enclosure Loading View provides for adding and deleting Modules within

Enclosures functions. It also provides for relocating Modules, either within an Enclosure

Loading view or from the Project Manager Tree functions.

The Enclosure Loading view is used to assign FBMs to Enclosure slots and to assign I/O

1 5 Tags to FBM points. The user can select an FBM type from the palette (the palette in the

figure does not show this) and drop it onto an Enclosure slot. FBMs can be relocated in the

following ways:

1 . By dragging and dropping them to another slot.

2. An FBM that already exists can be relocated by dragging it from the Project Manager

20 Tree view and dropping it onto one of the Enclosure slots.

3. By using standard Windows cut and paste.

In addition to FBMs, the Enclosure Editor allows the user to assign other module types, such

as CPS, to slots.Such modules simply take up enclosure slots, as far as the Enclosure Editor is

concerned, and are shown in a different color. The Enclosure Editor understands how to deal

25 with module variations, such as redundant modules and module extenders, that occupy more

than one slot.

2.12.2.4 Enclosure Loading View I/O Tag Assignment Functions

By selecting an FBM point in one of the Enclosure slots, a user can invoke the Tag

30 Assignment dialog which allows assigning a specific I/O Tag to the point. The dialog

displays a subset of the fields in the Tag List and only displays unassigned Tags. The user

can locate a specific Tag either by scrolling the Tag list or by entering a Tag name in the

"Find" text box. The list can be sorted by any of the column headings to aid in locating an
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existing Tag. If a Tag does not yet exist, the user can select the **New" button, which invokes

the Tag List Editor.

Tags are added to FBM points by selecting a Tag list entry on the list and then dragging it

5 onto an FBM point. This action causes the Tag name to appear next to the respective FBM

point in the Enclosure Loading view. An error dialog box appears informing the user if there

is a mismatch ofFBM point type and the Block type of the Tag. If the user attempts to assign

a Tag to an FBM point that has an incompatibility (such as attempting to assign a Tag

associated with an AIN Block input to an FBM output point) an error dialog box appears

1 0 explaining why the attempted action is not allowed.

Tags can be relocated, either within an enclosure or between enclosures several ways:

1. By dragging and dropping the Tag to another location in the same or a different FBM.

2. A Tag that already exists can be relocated by dragging it from the Project Manager Tree

15 view and dropping it onto one of the FBM slots (note that this implies that the tree view

can show details all the way down to the FBM point level).

3. By instantiating another copy of the Enclosure Editor in a separate IDA instance and

dragging and dropping Tags between the windows.

4. By using standard Windows cut and paste.

20

Tags can also be attached to FBMs that exist in the Unassigned branch of the Project

Manager Tree. These are FBMs that have been created but not yet assigned to a specific

Enclosure slot. To attach Tags to one of these FBMs, the user selects the FBM on the Project

Manager Tree and then invokes the Enclosure Loading Editor. The Editor then displays a

25 view ofFBMs identical to that shown on the Enclosure Loading view, but with just the single

FBM. Tag list assignments are then made as described previously.

The Enclosure Loading View allows the user to find either a particular FBM or Tag, using

standard Windows conventions.

30

2.12.2.5 Enclosure Loading View User Interface

Referring to Figure 1 14, the Enclosure and Module types available on the Enclosure Element

lists are implementation-standard. The user does not have the capability to add or modify
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these types of objects. Icons for Module types other than FBMs (such as a CP) are provided

to enhance the documentation of occupied slots in the Enclosure cells.

Enclosures and loading configurations can be either built manually, as described above, or

imported from System Configurator or FoxCAE files as described in the Import/Export

5 Editor section of this document. Changes made to imported configurations do not update the

original System configurator files.

2.12.2.6 Input/Output Termination View Functions

The Input/Output Termination View is used to document which termination point(s) to use

10 for each FBM input and output. Each FBM Module has one of three types of termination

blocks, used to connect the FBM to external devices. This view is used to document, for the

installation electrician, which terminals to use when wiring the system. The I/O Termination

View is automatically invoked whenever the Enclosure Loading editor is started. It shows a

view of the Input/Output terminations used to connect signals to FBMs. It allows the user to

15 change which of the possible termination points for each FBM is used for the connection. It

does not allow the user to perform any of the Tag assignment tasks (i.e. drag and drop, cut

and paste) that are possible in the Enclosure Loading view. It only allows the user to select

which I/O contact point to use, of the available I/O contacts.

20 2. 12.2.7 Input/Output Termination View User Interface

Referring to Figure 1 15 the Input/Output Termination View shows contacts for the

corresponding Enclosure Loading View, grouped by FBM. The selected FBM point in the

Enclosure Loading View and the selected I/O terminations in the I/O Termination View track

each other when switching between these two views. Associated with the Enclosure Editors,

25 and included with the shippable IDA, are EDA definitions that describe implementation-

standard enclosures, cells and modules. Definitions for future and/or special enclosures, cells

and modules can be generated. All of these definitions are created using the Definition

Editor.

30 The Enclosure Editor provides functions for printing Enclosure drawings - both Enclosure

Group drawings and Enclosure Loading drawings. It also provides functions for printing

tabular enclosure reports. Each view in the Enclosure Editor represents a printable drawing.

As such, it is associated with a sheet template that is assigned when the view is created. The

aspect ratios of the associated sheet template are maintained during all zoom and pan
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operations. The user can zoom in and out, depending upon the desired level of detail. Scroll

bars automatically appear and disappear as appropriate. The font used to show FBM

information and tag names in the Enclosure Loading views is automatically scaled based on

the current zoom magnification, and is chosen such that the tag names are as large as possible

5 within their allotted spaces when the view is rendered as a drawing. If the current

magnification is too low to render the scaled font, the text is not shown. The user can change

the sheet template that is associated with a view, and if the sheet template is too small to

allow tag names to be printed, the user is warned.

10 2. 12.2.8 Configuration Check Functions

A check configuration function will be provided to check that all modules are assigned to

enclosures, all I/O points are assigned to FBMs, etc. Type compatibility checking between

FBM point types and Tags* associated input/output Block parameters. This validity checking

is also used by the Block and Connection Editor when connecting Tags that have already

15 been associated with FBMs to Blocks on a Loop drawing view.

2.12.2.9 Enclosure Editor Import/Export Functions

Standard IDA import and export functions are provided to back up and restore the database,

or to transfer it to another IDA system. Functions to import enclosure information from a

20 System Configurator File or from a FoxCAE database are also provided. All imported

enclosures will be assigned to the components branch on the Project Manager Tree and can

be subsequently added by hand to Enclosure Group drawings.

2.12.3 Object Models

25 This section describes the object models for Enclosure loading, including the placement of

Modules in specific Cell/Slot positions within enclosures. Parameterized Objects,

Parameterized Object Collections, and Connections are described in detail in the Part 1 and

only a simplified model of the implementation of these classes is shown here. Tag List Row

and Block objects are described elsewhere in this document. For clarity, the entire Definition

30 models for Enclosure, Cells and Modules are not shown in Figure 96. The full model for an

Enclosure Definition is shown on the subsequent figure and applies for the other Definition

classes as well. The last object model describes the use of persistent Document objects to

display enclosure drawings.
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2.12.3.1 Enclosure Group

Referring to Figure 1 16, an Enclosure Group provides a means to group Enclosures so they

can be associated as a group with particular Plant Areas. Class Relationships:

• An Enclosure Group is derived from Parameterized Object Collection, which provides the

5 ability to manage collections.

• An Enclosure Group maintains associations with Enclosures which are used to report on

which Enclosures belong to the group.

2.12.3.2 Enclosure

10 Enclosures serve as a physical housing for Cells, which are mounting structures for modules

(such as FBMs). The Enclosure is capable of containing one or more Cells. The main

function of this class is to keep track ofwhich Cells it contains. Each I/A enclosure has pre-

defined Cell types and both the Enclosure and its Cells are created when an instance of an

Enclosure is created. Class Relationships:

15 • An Enclosure is derived from Parameterized Object, which supports connections through

its parameters.

• An Enclosure is the container/parent for Cells and maintains an ordered set of Cell

connections.

• An Enclosure can optionally be associated with an Enclosure Group.

20 • An Enclosure maintains an association with its Enclosure Definition for reporting

purposes (see Figure 1 17 and discussion below).

• An association with a Placeholder is also maintained to support supplying data for display

purposes (see Figure 1 18).

25 2.12.3.3 Cell

A Cell serves as a mounting structure for Modules (FBMs), and may belong to one, and only

one, Enclosure. Modules are placed within specific sockets (or slots) which define the Cell.

Each Module may "consume" one or more adjacent sockets within the Cell. The main

function of this class is to keep track ofwhich Modules are loaded in its slots. Class

30 Relationships:

• An Cell is derived from Parameterized Object, which supports connections through its

parameters.

• A Cell maintains a connection to its associated Enclosure.
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• An Cell is the container/parent for Modules and maintains an ordered set of Module

connections.

• A Cell maintains an association with its Cell Definition for reporting purposes, similar to

Enclosures.

5 • An association with a Placeholder is also maintained to support supplying data for display

purposes (see Figure 1 1 8).

2.12.3.4 Module

A Module is control hardware and/or nd peripherals which occupy a physical location

1 0 (socket, or slot) within a Cell. Note that such modules may mount directly in Cells or

Enclosures. The main function of this class is to keep track of which Tag List Rows are

loaded in its slots. Class Relationships:

• A Module is derived from Parameterized Object, which supports connections through its

parameters.

15 • A Module maintains a connection to its associated Cell and/or Enclosure.

• An Module is the container/parent for Tag List Rows and maintains an ordered set ofTag

List Row connections.

• A Module maintains an association with its Module Definition for reporting purposes,

similar to Enclosures.

20 • An association with a Placeholder is also maintained to support supplying data for display

purposes (see Figure 1 18).

2.12.3.5 Tag List Row

A Tag List Row represents a physical I/O connection point on an FBM Module. It's primary

25 function is to map I/O points to Block I/O parameters, such a an AIN MEAS input parameter.

Class Relationships:

• A Tag List Row is a Block, which supports connections through its parameters.

• A Tag List Row maintains a connection with a Module which is used to support reporting

and display ofTag List Row Names and associated Input/Output Blocks.

30

2.12.3.6 Nest Connection

A Nest Connection is a type of Framework Connection Class which is used to implement the

ability to contain objects within other objects in particular slot positions. Class Relationships:
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• Nest Connection is derived from the Framework Parent/Child Connection Class.

• This class is used to implement Parent/Child relationships among the Enclosure-related

classes.

5 2.12.3.7 Enclosure Definition

The Enclosure Definition class serves as a factory class to create instances of Enclosure

objects in response to users dragging an Enclosure Type icon onto an Enclosure Group view

in the editor. Since Enclosures also have pre-determined Cell Types, this class also initiates

the creation ofan Enclosure's associated Cells, when creating a new Enclosure object. An

10 Enclosure Definition exists for each type of enclosure and contains specific parameters

relating to the number of Cell slots supported by the enclosure. Enclosure Definitions are

represented by icons on the Enclosure Editor palette and create Enclosure instances in

response to users dragging icons from the palette onto the drawing view. A Placeholder

object, describing the geometry of the Enclosure Cell slot array is also associated with each

15 Definition. Class Relationships:

• An Enclosure Definition is derived from the Enclosure class, which provides the ability to

maintain an ordered set of Cells.

• An Enclosure Definition maintains an ordered list of Cell Slot Parameters, but

connections are not allowed to be made to these Definition parameters. Connections to

20 Cells can only be made to Enclosure Instances.

• An Enclosure Definition maintains an association with a Placeholder, which it uses in

creating the Placeholder for Enclosure Instances.

• An Enclosure Definition maintains associations with the Enclosures it creates to allow

listing all Enclosures of its type in response to report requests or listing requests from the

25 Project Manager Tree.

2.12.3.8 Enclosure Instance

An Enclosure Instance is an object generated by its related Enclosure Definition. Class

Relationships:

30 • An Enclosure Instance is derived from the Enclosure class, which provides the ability to

maintain an ordered set of Cells.

• An Enclosure Instance maintains an ordered list of Cell Slot Parameters, which are used

to maintain connections to related Cells.
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• An Enclosure Instance maintains an association with a Placeholder, which is used to

represent the Enclosure Instance on Enclosure drawings.

• An Enclosure Instance maintains an association with its Definition.

5 2.12.3.9 Enclosure Placeholder for Loading

This class holds all of the data associated with the drawing of a Enclosure within an

Enclosure Loading view. Drawing information such as location, scale and selection status are

maintained in this class. The Enclosure Placeholder information cannot be modified by the

user since Enclosures appear in a fixed location within the Enclosure Loading view. Class

10 Relationships:

• Enclosure Placeholder is derived from Parameterized Object Placeholder.

• The Enclosure Placeholder is contained in the Enclosure Document, the collection point

for all drawing data for an Enclosure Loading view. The Enclosure Document contains only

one Enclosure Placeholder.

15 • Enclosure Placeholder maintains a reference to its corresponding Enclosure, to retrieve

the data to display the Enclosure.

2.12.3.10 Cell Placeholder

This class holds all of the data associated with the drawing of a Cell within an Enclosure

20 Loading view. Drawing information such as location, scale and selection status are

maintained in this class. The Cell Placeholder information cannot be modified by the user

since Cells appear in a fixed location within the Enclosure Loading view. Class

Relationships:

• Cell Placeholder is derived from Parameterized Object Placeholder.

25 • The Cell Placeholders are contained in the Enclosure Document, the collection point for

all drawing data for an Enclosure Loading view.

• Cell Placeholder maintains a reference its corresponding Cell, to retrieve the data to

display the Cell.

30 2. 12.3. 1 1 Module Placeholder

This class holds all of the data associated with the drawing of a Module within an Enclosure

Loading view. Drawing information such as location, scale and selection status are

maintained in this class. The Module Placeholder information is updated in response to users
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relocating Modules within the Enclosure Loading view. The FBM Module Placeholders also

display the Tag names associated with each FBM point and allow the user to call up the Tag

Assignment Dialog by selecting one of the point locations on the Placeholder. Class

Relationships:

5 • Module Placeholder is derived from Parameterized Object Placeholder.

• The Module Placeholders are contained in the Enclosure Document, the collection point

for all drawing data for an Enclosure Loading view.

• Module Placeholder maintains a reference its corresponding Module, to to retrieve the

data to display the Module.

10

2. 12.3. 12 Enclosure Loading Document

This class encapsulates the drawing information to draw an entire Enclosure Loading view.

This class contains information on scaling, orientation, and other style parameters. All other

drawing information is maintained within the contained classes. Class Relationships:

15 • Enclosure Loading Document is derived from Persistent Document, from which it inherits

its drawing object collection functions and the ability to be associated with a Sheet

Template.

• Enclosure Loading Document contains an Enclosure Loading Placeholder

• Enclosure Loading Document contains Cell Placeholders

20 • Enclosure Loading Document contains Module Placeholders

• Enclosure Loading Document maintains a reference its corresponding Enclosure to

respond to display requests.

2. 1 2.3. 13 Enclosure Placeholder for Group

25 This class holds all of the data associated with the drawing of a Enclosure within an

Enclosure Group view. Drawing information such as location, scale and selection status are

maintained in this class. The Enclosure Placeholder information cannot be modified by the

user since Enclosures appear in a fixed location within the Enclosure Loading view. Note

that connections between Enclosures shown on Enclosure Group drawings are not modeled as

30 associations between Enclosure objects, but are simply line annotations the user constructs on

the drawing.

Class Relationships:
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• Enclosure Placeholder is derived from Parameterized Object Placeholder.

• The Enclosure Placeholder is contained in the Enclosure Document, the collection point

for all drawing data for an Enclosure Loading view. The Enclosure Document contains only

one Enclosure Placeholder.

5 • Enclosure Placeholder maintains a reference its corresponding Enclosure, to respond to

requests to display the Enclosure.

2. 12.3. 14 Enclosure Group Document

This class encapsulates the drawing information to draw an entire Enclosure Group view.

10 This class contains information on scaling, orientation, and other style parameters. All other

drawing information is maintained within the contained classes.

Class Relationships:

• Enclosure Group Document is derived from Persistent Document, from which it inherits

15 its drawing object collection functions and the ability to be associated with a Sheet

Template.

• Enclosure Group Document contains Enclosure Placeholders

• Enclosure Placeholder maintains a reference its corresponding Enclosure Group to

respond to display requests.

20

2.13 Reports

2.13.1 Overview

The Control Algorithm Configurator provides a set of pre-defined report templates, in

addition to the general-purpose query and report capabilities provided by the Framework

25 Print Manager. These reports provide users with the capability to quickly generate a variety

of reports by selecting from a list of objects to which the reports apply. List boxes allow

users to select a subset or all of the reportable objects for any report template. For instance,

the Plant Area report dialog presents a list of all defined Plant Areas from which the user can

select one, several, or all. Each report includes an optional cover sheet describing the name

30 and description of the report and a table of contents if the report covers multiple items.

Report templates are provided for both tabular and graphical reports, such as Loop drawings.

Using the Report Editor, users can copy the implementation-standard templates and modify
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them to create their own custom report templates by changing the object attributes, grouping,

and filters applied to the report template queries. For example, users can generate a custom

report template based on the Area Partial Detail template shown in the table below, but

including only Parameter values (not formulas) and showing all parameters instead of only

5 those with non-default values.

Report Select

Template

Area Summary Plant Areas

Sub-Areas

Area Partial

Detail

Plant Areas

Sub-Areas

Include

Loop names

Enclosure Names

Module names

Loop names, Loop

Template name

Block names, type

Parameter names,

value, formula

Group by

Sub-Area

Sub-Area

Enclosure

Sub-Area

Loop

Block, Group

Filters

Show only Parameters

with non-default values

Enclosure names,

type

Module names, Cell,

Slot

Sub-Area

Enclosure

Standard and user-defined Report Templates can be grouped together in user-created Group

Templates to generate custom documentation books. Reports are structured so that they can

10 be invoked from related editors to report on entire objects or just their associated

components. For instance, from a Control Algorithm Diagram Editor Loop drawing, a user

can generate a report of the entire Loop, or can select several Blocks and generate a Block

report just for those Blocks.

Report Templates

Composite Block Summary

Composite Block Full Detail

Composite Block Partial Detail

Contents

Name, description, Block names, types

Blocks, all Block Parameters

Blocks, Non-default Block Parameters
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Report Templates Contents

Composite Block Drawing Full Composite Block drawing, Ladder Logic, Sequence Code,

Detail Calculation Block Instructions

Composite Block Drawing Partial Composite Block drawing

Detail

2.13.2 Loops

Reportable objects for this set of reports are chosen from a list of Loops.

Report Templates Contents

Loop Summary Name, Template, description, Plant Area

Loop Full Detail Blocks, all Block Parameters

Loop Partial Detail Blocks, Non-default Block Parameters

Loop Drawing Full Detail Loop drawing, Ladder Logic, Sequence Code, Calculation Block

Instructions

Loop Drawing Partial Detail Loop drawing

5

2.13.3 Blocks

Reportable objects for this set of reports are chosen from a list of Blocks.

Report Templates Contents

Block Summary Name, type, description, definition, Composite Block affiliation, Loop

Block Full Detail all Block Parameters, drawings for Sequence, PLB, and Calculation

Blocks

Block Partial Detail Non-default Block Parameters

Block Drawing Drawings for Sequence, PLB, and Calculation Blocks

10 2.13.4 Compounds

Reportable objects for this set of reports are chosen from a list of Compounds.

Report Templates Contents

Compound Summary Compound name, Control Processor, Compound Parameters

Compound Block Summary Control Processor, Compound Parameters (including alarm groups),
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Report Templates

Compound Block Full Detail

Compound Block Partial

Detail

Compound Block Phasing

Contents

Block/ECB name, type, definition, Composite Block affiliation, Loop

all Block parameters

Non-default Block Parameters

Block name, type, definition, Loop, Composite Block affiliation, period

phase, zone

2.13.5 Control Processors

Reportable objects for this set of reports are chosen from a list of Control Processors,

including AWs and APs running control.

Report Templates

CP Summary

CP Compound Summary

CP Block Summary

CP Block Full Detail

CP Block Partial Detail

CP Loading

CP Peer-to-Peer

Contents

Name

Compounds, parameters(including alarm groups)

Compounds, Compound parameters, Blocks, ECBs/FBMs, name, type,

definition, Composite Block affiliation, Loop

all Block parameters

Non-default Block Parameters

Phase loading per Block, compound time and size

Peer-to-peer connections

2.13.6 Enclosures

Reportable objects for this set of reports are chosen from a list of Enclosures.

Report Templates

Enclosure Summary

Enclosure Detail

Enclosure Loading Drawing

Contents

FBM names, types, Cell, Slot

FBM names, types, Cell, Slot, Points, Tag assignments

Enclosure Loading Drawing

3 Framework Services

This section describes those Framework services which will be available to the application

developer when creating IDA applications.
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3. 1 Generic Window Services for IDA Editors

The IDA configuration system's user interface relies on one or more Editors, each hosted in a

Multiple Document Interface (MDI) style window frame (referred to as a main editorframe).

5 The editors are used to modify the contents of the Document Objects that make up an I/A

configuration. Document objects each represent containers of on-screen depictions of

configurable objects. Document types in IDA are associated with one or more editors, one of

which is the default editor.

10 For scalability, IDA editors are designed to be released as individual DLL's, all running

under a single application. Each editor forms a Doc/Frame/View tuple (or Document

Template) which has been written to edit specific object types in a certain way. In this

manner, as new objects and/or editors are developed for IDA, only the DLL's dealing with

the new editors need to be distributed to existing implementations.

15

The Framework provides two basic types of generic editors:

• Generic Graphical Editor - a Document Template which allows the developer to

create a graphical editor in which objects are created via drag/drop from the System

20 Tree, and connected by dragging one or more depictions of objects to a target object.

This generic editor will also provide basic drawing capability, allowing the user to

enhance the sheet with various annotations such as text blocks, shapes with varying

fill and colors, and bitmaps. Two editors which could potentially use this generic

editor include the loop sheet, and the enclosure drawing editors.

25

• Generic Grid Editor - a Document Template which presents a spreadsheet like view

of objects to the user. Two editors potentially utilizing this type of generic editor

might include the list view associated with each object type, and the Block Definition

Editor.

30

As depicted in Figure 1 19, as each editor is activated via an object selection (or some other

means), it becomes the "active" Document Template for the particular editor frame. Only

one Document Template can be "active" at a time. Each Document Template knows how to
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deal with the objects it is able to edit The editors may present an edit capability to the user

in a graphical format, in a grid (spreadsheet-like) format, or other appropriate format

depending upon the object being edited, and the context it is being edited in.

5 As depicted in Figure 120, an IDA editor runs in a generic editor frame composed of six

major GUI components: Menu bar, Toolbars; A tabbed editor window, or view; A tabbed

tree control; Palette(s); Output/message window. All GUI components (with the exception of

the menu bar and the editor window) are able to be toggled on/off by the user in order to

maximize the screen 'Veal estate" available for the editor.

10

3.1.1 Menu Bar

The menu bar (depicted as GUI component 1 in Figure 120) allows the user to interact with,

and issue commands to, the application. The menu bar provides a means for the user to view

and select an action to perform relative to either the application, or the current editor. There

15 are essentially two sets ofmenus - those menu selections which are normally considered part

of the application, and those menu selections which are unique to the current editor. Each

editor brings to the table its own unique set ofmenu selections. Whenever an editor is

selected (refer to JA.3 - Tabbed Editor Window), its unique menu selections are merged with

those of the main application, resulting in a cohesive set ofmenu selections available to the

20 user. When no editor is current, the menu selections which appear to the user are only those

associated with the main application.

3.1.2 Toolbars

The toolbars (depicted as GUI component 2 in Figure 120 provides the user with a shortcut to

25 the menu command each toolbar button is associated with. As with menus, the main

application has toolbars associated with it, as does each editor. When an editor is selected,

the toolbars) associated with the editor are merged with the toolbars) associated with the

main application, and the user is presented with a cohesive set of toolbar GUI components.

Generally speaking, each menu selection potentially available via menu pulldown will also be

30 available as a toolbar button.

While IDA includes default toolbars, users can customize their toolbars with the toolbar

buttons they use most often. In addition, users can create their own toolbars, placing

whatever toolbar buttons they want on their own toolbars. Toolbars may be hidden by the
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user by picking the appropriate menu selection from the main menu, or right mouse clicking

on the toolbar, and selecting "Hide" on the resulting popup menu.

3.1.3 Tabbed Editor Window

5 The tabbed editor window (depicted as GUI component 3 in Figure 120) allows the user to

create and modify configuration objects in various ways.

The Framework provides the developer with a choice of two types of generic editors:

10 1 . Graphics-based editor, allowing the user to manipulate objects in a graphical manner

on a graphical "sheet", or canvas. Most operations are done via drag/drop, including

the establishment of connections between objects. Depending on the editor, users can

also add their own annotations to the sheet, in the form of text blocks, lines, bitmaps,

and a variety ofcommon shapes.

1 5 2. Grid-based editor, allowing the user to manipulate objects in a spreadsheet-like editor.

Objects are represented as rows of data in the spreadsheet, and the user will be

allowed to specify various properties such as sorting the data on particular columns,

column widths, etc.

20 Each editor written for IDA is contained within its own .DLL. Object types within IDA are

associated with one or more editors which are capable of modifying them. One of those

editors will be that object type's default editor (e.g. the default editor for a loop might be a

loop drawing).

25 When an object is selected in the System/Plant hierarchy (i.e., tree control), all the editors

(i.e., .document templates) associated with that object's type are loaded into the application,

and instantiated within the tab control representing the tabbed editor window. Each editor is

associated with a separate tab. If a tab is selected, the window containing that associated

editor's document template moves to the front, and that editor becomes the current editor.

30

While an editor is active, the user creates, modifies and deletes configuration components

using that editor as a configuration tool. Each editor provides unique mechanisms, or

methods, allowing the user to interact with configuration components in ways unique to that

editor. When an editor becomes the current editor, menu and toolbar selections unique to that
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editor are merged with those of the main application's in order to present a cohesive set of

menus and toolbars to the user. Conversely, when an editor is replaced by another editor, the

original editor's menus and toolbars are removed from their respective GUI components.

5 3 . 1 .4 Tabbed Tree Control

The tree control (depicted as GUI component 4 in Figure 120) allows the user to quickly

navigate to various portions of the configuration. IDA will initially be released with two tabs

representing two different hierarchies with this GUI component:

10 1 . System. This tab presents the System hierarchy to the user. There are many

"sections" to the System hierarchy, and the user views items in a different context

depending upon what section they are looking at For example, under "Components", the

user sees a mix of definitions and instances in order to accurately depict an inheritance

chain, whereas under "Library", the user views definitions, since all portions of the

1 5 "Library" are meant to only act as a means of accessing the definition of items that can be

created. Even though the user can manually alter the contents of portions of the System

hierarchy (e.g. drag a CP from one node to another), all portions of the System hierarchy

are able to be constructed dynamically from data specified in the database.

20 2. Plant, This tab presents the Plant hierarchy to the user, and is constructed and

maintained by the user. It will be delivered to the user with a single node (i.e., "The

Plant"). Unlike the System hierarchy, there is no automated mechanism for placing

configuration items in the Plant hierarchy other than by explicit assignment of those items

to specific plant areas (probably via drag/drop). This hierarchy, while presenting

25 configuration components in a different context, may be viewed simply an extension of

the System hierarchy, using different nodes (or "folders") in the hierarchy to act as

containers for configuration items.

The entire tabbed tree control can be hidden from view by choosing the appropriate menu

30 selection, or by right clicking on the tree control (somewhere off the tree nodes themselves)

and selecting "Hide". This will allow the user to maximize the amount of screen space

available to the current editor.
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3.1.5 Palette

The palette (depicted as GUI component 5 in Figure 120) allows the user to place "favorite"

definitions (those used most often) in various palettes so that they are available when needed.

The palette provides a shortcut mechanism to configuration item creation, and allows the user

5 to create items without having to do a lengthy search through the System hierarchy looking

for the correct definition.

Definitions may be placed on the palette by dragging and dropping them from the appropriate

definition within the System tree control. Multiple palettes can be created, allowing the user

10 to place a variety of definitions into logical groups, such as "Common Blocks", or "Loop

Templates". Once a palette is created, it may be shared among users, so that companies can

standardize their palettes in whatever way they wish in order to make the configuration

environment as efficient as possible. The entire palette control can be hidden from view by

making the appropriate menu selection, or by right clicking on the palette (not on a palette

15 item) and selecting "Hide". This allows the user to maximize the amount of screen space

available to the current editor.

3.1.6 Output / Message Window

The output window (depicted as GUI component 6 in Figure 120) allows the user to view

20 messages associated with various processes that are meant to be informative, and let the user

know about the state of certain operations as they are performed. An example ofa process

which utilizes the output window is the "Find" utility, which allows the user to find

occurrences of a string within the database, given certain selection criteria. The "Find" utility

opens its own output window, using a tab labeled "Find". Each time it located an object that

25 satisfied the search criteria, it outputs a reference to that object in the output window. A

further enhancement to the output window would be to allow the user to select, or double

click, the object referenced, and activate the property pages associated with that object,

allowing the user to view additional details about that object, or edit the object itself. The

entire output window can be hidden from view by making the appropriate menu selection, or

30 by right clicking on the output window and selecting "Hide". This will allow the user to

maximize the amount of screen space available to the current editor.

Described above are methods and apparatus meeting the objects and goals set thereforth.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the embodiments shown in the drawings and
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described in the accompanying text are merely examples and that other embodiments,

incorporating modifications and changes therein, fall within the scope of the invention. Thus,

by way of non-limiting example, it will appreciated that other programming constructs such

as, by non-limiting example, records, "structs," arrays, and tables, may be utilized in place of

5 the data structures referred to as "objects" above. By way of further non-limiting example,

methods and apparatus according to the invention can be used to model and configure control

systems other than those used for process control such as, by non-limiting example,

environmental control systems. In view thereof, what we claim is:
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1. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a

system controlled thereby, and

a record of at least selected changes made to at least one of the configuration and the

model.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein

the model comprises a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control

system and the system controlled thereby, and

wherein the apparatus further comprises

multiple versions of at least one of the objects, at least selected ones ofthose multiple

versions reflecting changes made to at least one of the configuration and the model.

3. Apparatus according to claim 2, wherein the multiple versions include a current

version and a prior historical version.

4. Apparatus according to any of claims 2 and 3, wherein the multiple versions include

an offline version that forms at least part of the model, and

an online version representing data executing in the control system.

5. Apparatus according to claim 4, wherein the online version in a format

understandable by the control system.

6. Apparatus for configuring a control system, the apparatus comprising

a first database comprising a model representing a configuration of at least one of the

control system and a system controlled thereby,
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the first database comprising a record of changes made to at least one ofthe

configuration and the model.

7. Apparatus according to claim 6, wherein

the first database comprises a collection of objects that make up at least part of the

model, the objects representing entities in any of the control system and the system

controlled thereby,

the first database comprises multiple versions of at least one of the objects, at least

selected ones of those multiple versions reflecting changes made to at least one of the

configuration and the model.

8. Apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the multiple versions include a current

version and a prior historical version.

9. Apparatus according to any of claims 6-8, comprising a second database

representing data executing in the control system.

10. Apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the second database stores objects

corresponding to objects in the first database that make up the model.

1 1. Apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the second database stores data in a format

understandable by the control system.

12. Apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the second database stores objects

corresponding to objects in the first database that make up the model.

13. Apparatus according to claim 9, comprising a third database comprising a version of

an object in the first database being modified by a first user.
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14. Apparatus according to claim 1 3, wherein the version of the object in the first

database being modified by the first user is blocked from modification by one or more

other users.

15. Apparatus according to claim 14, wherein a version in the third database is available

for access only by the first user.

16. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a

system controlled thereby,

the model comprising a plurality of objects, the objects representing entities in any of

the control system and the system controlled thereby,

multiple versions of at least one of the objects, the multiple versions including

a version that forms part of the model, and

an online version representing data executing in the control system,

wherein at least one of (i) an identity of an object and (ii) an address, pointer or other

reference to the object remains constant.

17. Apparatus according to claim 16, wherein said at least one of (i) the identity ofan

object and (ii) the address, pointer or other reference to the object remains constant

during the lifetime of that object.

18. Apparatus according to claim 16, wherein at least a selected one of the versions

reflects changes made to at least one of the configuration and the model.

19. Apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the multiple versions include a current

version and a prior historical version.
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20. Apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the online version in a format

understandable by the control system.

21. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a

system controlled thereby,

the model comprising a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control

system and the system controlled thereby, and

multiple versions of at least one of the objects, the multiple versions including a

current version and a prior historical version.

22. Apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the multiple versions comprise a current

version and a workspace version ofan object being modified.

23. Apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the current version of an object being

modified by a first user is blocked from modification by one or more other users.

24. Apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the current version of an object being

modified by the first user is available for read-only access by the one or more other

users.

25. Apparatus according to any of claims 22 - 24, wherein a workspace version of an

object being modified is available for access only by the first user.

26. Apparatus according to claim 22, wherein at least one of the current version and the

workspace version includes a designation of a user making the modification.

27. Apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the multiple versions comprise a current

version and a modified version.
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28. Apparatus according to claim 27, wherein at least one of the current version and

modified version includes a designation of a user who made the modification, an

identification of a modification made, and reason therefor.

29. Apparatus according to any of claims 27 - 28, wherein the current version is

designated as a prior version and the modified version is designated as the current

version.

30. Apparatus according to claim 28, wherein at least one of the current version and the

prior version references the other.

3 1 . Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a

system controlled thereby,

the model comprising a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control

system and the system controlled thereby, and

multiple versions of a plurality of the objects, the multiple versions including

offline versions that form part of the model,

online versions representing data executing in the control system, and

the multiple versions including, for at least one of the objects, a current version and a

modified version.

32. Apparatus according to claim 31, wherein the multiple versions include an online

version corresponding to a modified version.

33. Apparatus according to claim 32, wherein the online version corresponding to the

modified version is validated for operation on the control system.

»
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34. Apparatus according to any of claims 3 1 - 33, wherein at least one of the current

version and modified version includes a designation of a user who made the

modification, an identification of a modification made, and reason therefor.

35. Apparatus according to claim 34, wherein the current version is designated as a prior

version and the modified version is designated as the current version.

36. Apparatus according to claim 35, wherein at least one of the current version and the

prior version references the other.

37. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a

system controlled thereby,

the model comprising a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control

system and the system controlled thereby,

a record of at least selected changes made to at least one of the configuration and the

model,

multiple versions of a plurality of the objects, the multiple versions including

offline versions that form part of the model, and

online versions representing data executing in the control system.

38. Apparatus according to claim 37, wherein the multiple versions include a modified

version corresponding to a changed online version of an object.

39. Apparatus according to claim 38, wherein the current version is designated as a prior

version and the modified version is designated as the current version.
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40. Apparatus according to claim 39, wherein at least one ofthe current version and the

prior version references the other.

41 . Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a

system controlled thereby,

a record of at least selected changes made to at least one of the configuration and the

model,

functionality that permits any of viewing and editing information pertaining to the

changes.

42. Apparatus according to claim 41, wherein the functionality permits any ofviewing a

listing of objects being modified, recording changes made to objects, recording

reasons for changes to objects, releasing locks on objects, checking-in objects that

have been checked-out for modification, viewing a version history of an object,

comparing objects, comparing versions of an object, compacting a version history,

marking at least selected objects with a common revision identification, archiving any

of a model and a history of changes thereto, generating an audit trail ofchanges to one

or more objects.

43. Apparatus according to claim 41, comprising a first database that stores the model.

44. Apparatus according to claim 43, wherein

the first database comprises a collection of objects that make up at least part of the

model, the objects representing entities in any of the control system and the system

controlled thereby,

the first database comprises multiple versions of at least one of the objects, at least

selected ones of those multiple versions reflecting changes made to at least one of the

configuration and the model.
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45. Apparatus according to claim 44, wherein the multiple versions include a current

version and a prior historical version.

46. Apparatus according to any of claims 43-45, comprising a second database

representing data executing in the control system.

47. Apparatus according to claim 46, wherein the second database stores objects

corresponding to objects in the first database that make up the model.

48. Apparatus according to claim 46, wherein the second database stores data in a format

understandable by the control system.

49. Apparatus according to claim 46, wherein the second database stores objects

corresponding to objects in the first database that make up the model.

50. Apparatus according to claim 46, comprising a third database comprising a version of

an object in the first database being modified by a first user.

51. Apparatus according to claim 50, wherein the version of the object in the first

database being modified by the first user is blocked from modification by one or more

other users.

52. Apparatus according to claim 51, wherein a version in the third database is available

for access only by the first user.

53. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a first model representing a first configuration of at least one of the control system

and a system controlled thereby, and

a second model representing a second configuration of at least one of the same control

system and the same system controlled thereby,
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a third model representing a third configuration of at least one of the same control

system and the same system controlled thereby,

the third model representing a merge of the first and second models.

54. Apparatus according to claim 53, wherein the second model is a copy of the first

model that has been modified independently of the first model.

55. Apparatus according to claim 54, wherein the second model is modified on a

computer separate from a computer on which the first model resides.

56. Apparatus according to claim 55, comprising a record of modifications to the second

model, which record can be played against the first model in connection with merging

those two models.

57. Apparatus according to any of claims 54 - 56, wherein

the first and second models comprise respective pluralities of objects representing

entities in any of the control system and the system controlled thereby, and

at least selected ones of the objects are associated with unique identifiers.

58. Apparatus according to claim 57, wherein the identifiers are globally unique

identifiers.

59. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a

system controlled thereby,

a record of at least selected changes made to at least one of the configuration and the

model,
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a mechanism, coupled to the model and to the record, that reinstates a prior version of

the model.

60. Apparatus according to claim 59, wherein

the record comprises a prior model, or portion thereof, and

the mechanism replaces at least a portion of the current model with that prior model,

or portion thereof.

6 1 . Apparatus according to claim 60, wherein

the record comprises a record of modifications to the prior model,

the mechanism replaces at least a portion of the current model with the prior model, or

portion thereof and plays the record of modifications there against.

62. Apparatus according to claim 59, wherein the mechanisms rolls back the model or a

prior version thereofbased on the record.

63. Method of configuring a control system, comprising

representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a system

controlled thereby with a model, and

maintaining a record of at least selected changes made to at least one of the

configuration and the model.

64. Method according to claim 63, wherein

the model comprises a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control

system and the system controlled thereby, and

wherein the method further comprises
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maintaining multiple versions of at least one of the objects, at least selected ones of

those multiple versions reflecting changes made to at least one of the configuration

and the model.

65. Method according to claim 64, wherein the step of maintaining multiple versions

includes the step of maintaining a current version and a prior historical version.

66. Apparatus according to any of claims 64 and 65, wherein the step of maintaining

multiple versions includes the step of maintaining

an offline version that forms at least part of the model, and

an online version representing data executing in the control system.

67. Method according to claim 66, wherein the online version in a format understandable

by the control system.

68. Method ofconfiguring a control system, the method comprising

maintaining a first database representing a configuration of at least one of the control

system and a system controlled thereby with a model,

recording in the first database an indication of changes made to at least one of the

configuration and the model.

69. Method according to claim 68, wherein

the first database comprises a collection of objects that make up at least part of the

model, the objects representing entities in any of the control system and the system

controlled thereby,
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maintaining in the first database multiple versions of at least one of the objects, at

least selected ones of those multiple versions reflecting changes made to at least one

of the configuration and the model.

70. Method according to claim 69, wherein the step of maintaining multiple versions

includes the step of maintaining a current version and a prior historical version.

7 1 . Method according to any of claims 68 - 70, comprising maintaining a second database

representing data executing in the control system.

72. Method according to claim 71, wherein the second database stores objects

corresponding to objects in the first database that make up the model.

73. Method according to claim 7 1 , wherein the second database stores data in a format

understandable by the control system.

74. Method according to claim 73, wherein the second database stores objects

corresponding to objects in the first database that make up the model.

75. Method according to claim 71, comprising maintaining a third database that includes

a version of an object in the first database being modified by a first user.

76. Method according to claim 75, comprising blocking the version of the object in the

first database that is being modified by the first user from being modified by one or

more other users.

77. Method according to claim 76, comprising making a version in the third database

available for access only by the first user.

78. Method of configuring a control system, comprising

representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a system

controlled thereby with a model,
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the model comprising a plurality of objects, the objects representing entities in any of

the control system and the system controlled thereby,

maintaining multiple versions of at least one of the objects, the multiple versions

including

a version that forms part of the model, and

an online version representing data executing in the control system,

wherein at least one of (i) an identity of an object and (ii) an address, pointer or other

reference to the object remains constant

79. Method according to claim 78, keeping said at least one of (i) the identity of an object

and (ii) the address, pointer or other reference to the object constant during the

lifetime of that object.

80. Method according to claim 78, wherein at least a selected one of the versions reflects

changes made to at least one of the configuration and the model.

81 . Method according to claim 80, wherein the step of maintaining multiple versions

includes the step of maintaining a current version and a prior historical version.

82. Method according to claim 78, wherein the online version in a format understandable

by the control system.

83. Method of configuring a control system, comprising

representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a system

controlled thereby with a model,

the model comprising a plurality of objects representing entities in any ofthe control

system and the system controlled thereby, and
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maintaining multiple versions of at least one of the objects, the multiple versions

including a current version and a prior historical version.

84. Method according to claim 83, wherein the step of maintaining multiple versions

includes maintaining a current version and a workspace version of an object being

modified.

85. Method according to claim 84, comprising blocking the current version of an object

from being modified by a first user from modification by one or more other users.

86. Method according to claim 85, comprising making the current version of an object

being modified by the first user available for read-only access by the one or more

other users.

87. Method according to any of claims 84 - 86, comprising making a workspace version

of an object being modified available for access only by the first user.

88. Method according to claim 84, comprising associating at least one of the current

version and the workspace version with a designation of a user making the

modification.

89. Method according to claim 83, wherein the step of maintaining multiple versions

includes maintaining a current version and a modified version.

90. Method according to claim 89, comprising associating at least one of the current

version and modified version with a designation of a user who made the modification,

an identification of a modification made, and reason therefor.

91. Method according to any of claims 89 - 90, comprising designating the current

version as a prior version and designating the modified version as the current version.

92. Method according to claim 90, comprising referencing at least one of the current

version and the prior version in the other of such current version and prior version.
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93. Method of configuring a control system, comprising

representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a system

controlled thereby with a model,

the model comprising a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control

system and the system controlled thereby, and

maintaining multiple versions ofa plurality of the objects, the multiple versions

including

offline versions that form part of the model,

online versions representing data executing in the control system, and

the multiple versions including, for at least one of the objects, a current version and a

modified version.

94. Method according to claim 93, wherein the step of maintaining multiple versions

includes the step of generating an online version corresponding to a modified version.

95. Method according to claim 94, comprising validating the online version that

corresponds to the modified version for operation on the control system.

96. Method according to any of claims 93 - 95, comprising associating at least one of the

current version and modified version with a designation of a user who made the

modification, an identification of a modification made, and reason therefor.

97. Method according to claim 96, comprising designating the current version as a prior

version and designating the modified version as the current version.

98. Method according to claim 97, comprising referencing at least one of the current

version and the prior version with the other of such current version and prior version.
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representing a configuration of at least one ofthe control system and a system

controlled thereby with a model,

the model comprising a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control

system and the system controlled thereby,

maintaining a record of at least selected changes made to at least one of the

configuration and the model,

maintaining multiple versions of a plurality of the objects, the multiple versions

including

offline versions that form part of the model, and

online versions representing data executing in the control system.

100. Method according to claim 99, wherein the step of maintaining multiple versions

includes the step of generating a modified version corresponding to a changed online

version ofan object.

101. Method according to claim 100, comprising designating the current version as a prior

version and designating the modified version as the current version.

102. Method according to claim 101, comprising referencing at least one of the current

version and the prior version with the other of such current version and prior version.

103 . Method of configuring a control system, comprising

representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a system

controlled thereby with a model,
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maintaining a record of at least selected changes made to at least one of the

configuration and the model,

permitting any of viewing and editing information pertaining to the changes.

Method according to claim 103, wherein the permitting step includes the step of

permitting any of viewing a listing of objects being modified, recording changes

made to objects, recording reasons for changes to objects, releasing locks on objects,

checking-in objects that have been checked-out for modification, viewing a version

history ofan object, comparing objects, comparing versions of an object, compacting

a version history, marking at least selected objects with a common revision

identification, archiving any ofa model and a history of changes thereto, generating

an audit trail of changes to one or more objects.

Method according to claim 103, comprising maintaining a first database that stores

the model.

Method according to claim 105, wherein

the first database comprises a collection of objects that make up at least part of the

model, the objects representing entities in any of the control system and the system

controlled thereby,

maintaining in the first database multiple versions of at least one of the objects, at

least selected ones of those multiple versions reflecting changes made to at least one

of the configuration and the model.

Method according to claim 106, wherein the step of maintaining multiple versions

includes the step of maintaining a current version and a prior historical version.

Method according to any of claims 105 - 107, comprising maintaining a second

database representing data executing in the control system.
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109. Method according to claim 108, wherein the second database stores objects

corresponding to objects in the first database that make up the model.

1 10. Method according to claim 108, wherein the second database stores data in a format

understandable by the control system.

111. Method according to claim 1 08, wherein the second database stores objects

corresponding to objects in the first database that make up the model.

1 12. Method according to claim 108, comprising maintaining a third database that includes

a version of an object in the first database being modified by a first user.

1 13. Method according to claim 112, comprising blocking the version of the object in the

first database that is being modified by the first user from being modified by one or

more other users.

1 14. Method according to claim 1 13, comprising making a version in the third database

available for access only by the first user.

115. Method of configuring a control system, comprising

representing a first configuration of at least one of the control system and a system

controlled thereby with a first model, and

representing a second configuration of at least one of the same control system and the

same system controlled thereby with a second model,

merging the first and second models to form a third model.

1 16. Method according to claim 1 15, comprising copying the first model to form the

second model and, thereafter, modifying the second model.

117. Method according to claim 1 16, comprising modifying the second model on a

computer separate from a computer on which the first model resides.
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1 18. Method according to claim 1 17, comprising

maintaining a record of modifications to the second model,

playing that record against the first model in connection with merging those two

models.

1 19. Method according to any of claims 116-118, wherein

the first and second models comprise respective pluralities of objects representing

entities in any of the control system and the system controlled thereby, and

associating at least selected ones of the objects with unique identifiers.

120. Method according to claim 1 19, wherein the identifiers are globally unique identifiers.

121. Method of configuring a control system, comprising

representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a system

controlled thereby with a model,

maintaining a record of at least selected changes made to at least one of the

configuration and the model,

reinstating a prior version of the model.

122. Method according to claim 121, wherein

the record comprises a prior model, or portion thereof, and

the reinstating step comprises replacing at least a portion of the current model with

that prior model, or portion thereof.
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123. Method according to claim 122, wherein

the record comprises a record of modifications to the prior model,

the reinstating step comprises replacing at least a portion of the current model with the

prior model, or portion thereof and playing the record of modifications there against

124. Method according to claim 121, wherein the reinstating step comprises rolling back

the model or a prior version thereofbased on the record.

***

125. Apparatus for configuring a control system, con^rising

one or more objects that

each have a plurality of characteristics,

each represent one or more entities in any of the control system, a system

controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for configuring

the control system,

a security mechanism that is coupled to the objects and that controls access thereto,

the security mechanism permitting access to an object as a function of multiple

permissions of an accessor and as a function of the object's multiple characteristics.

1 26. Apparatus according to claim 125, wherein

the objects have an object type characteristic, and

the security mechanism permits access to an object as a function of

multiple permissions of the accessor, and
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the object type characteristic and one or more other characteristics of the

object.

127. Apparatus according to claim 126, wherein the security mechanism permits access to

the object as a function, in part, of an object type permission of the accessor and the

object type characteristic of the object.

128. Apparatus according to claim 127, wherein the object type characteristic identifies

objects exhibiting any of related appearance and behavior.

129. Apparatus according to claim 128, wherein the object type characteristic includes any

ofan implementation-standard object type, a user-defined object type, a compound

object type, a loop object type, a block object type, a historian object type.

130. Apparatus according to claim 128, wherein the object type characteristic is a

characteristic selected from a hierarchy of object type characteristics.

131. Apparatus according to any of claims 125 - 130, wherein

the objects have an area characteristic, and

the security mechanism permits access to an object as a function of

multiple permissions of the accessor, and

the area characteristic and one or more other characteristics of the object.

132. Apparatus according to claim 131, wherein the security mechanism permits access to

the object as a function, in part, of an area permission of the accessor and the area

characteristic of the object.

133. Apparatus according to claim 132, wherein the area characteristic identifies an area in

which any of the control system and the system controlled thereby are disposed.
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134. Apparatus according to claim 133, wherein the area characteristic is a characteristic

selected from a hierarchy of area characteristics.

135. Apparatus according to claim 134, wherein the area characteristic relates to any of a

plant, a building or an area therein.

136. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

one or more objects that

each have a plurality of characteristics,

each represent one or more entities in any of the control system, a system

controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for configuring

the control system,

an application that facilitates any of manipulation, display, reporting or other access

of the objects by a user having multiple permissions,

a security mechanism that is in communication with the application and that controls

access thereto,

the security mechanism permitting access to an object as a function of multiple

permissions of the user and as a function of multiple characteristics of the object.

137. Apparatus according to claim 136, wherein the applications program is an editor.

138. Apparatus according to claim 136, wherein the configurator includes a mechanism to

at least temporarily vary a user's permissions during a session.

139. Apparatus according to claim 138, wherein the mechanism permits the user to adopt

at least one of the identity and permissions of another user.
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140. Apparatus according to claim 138, wherein the mechanism permits the user to any of

activate and inactivate permissions from among a set ofallowed permissions.

141. Apparatus according to any of claims 136 - 140, wherein

the objects have an object type characteristic, and

the security mechanism permits access to an object as a function of

multiple permissions of the user, and

the object type characteristic and one or more other characteristics of the

object.

142. Apparatus according to claim 141 , wherein the security mechanism permits access to

the object as a function, in part, of an object type permission of the user and the object

type characteristic of the object.

143. Apparatus according to claim 142, wherein the object type characteristic relates to

groupings of objects exhibiting any of similar appearance and behavior.

144. Apparatus according to claim 143, wherein the object type characteristic includes any

ofan implementation-standard object type, a user-defined object type, a compound

object type, a loop object type, a block object type, a historian object type.

145. Apparatus according to claim 143, wherein the object type characteristic is a

characteristic selected from a hierarchy of object type characteristics.

146. Apparatus according to any of claims 136 - 140, wherein

the objects have an area characteristic, and

the security mechanism permits access to an object as a function of
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multiple permissions of the user, and

the area characteristic and one or more other characteristics of the object.

147. Apparatus according to claim 146, wherein the security mechanism permits access to

the object as a function, in part, of an area permission of the user and the area

characteristic of the object.

148. Apparatus according to claim 147, wherein the area characteristic relates to an area in

which any of the control system and the system controlled thereby are disposed.

149. Apparatus according to claim 148, wherein the area characteristic is a characteristic

selected from a hierarchy of area characteristics.

150. Apparatus according to claim 149, wherein the area characteristic relates to any of a

plant, a building or an area therein.

151. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

one or more objects that model one or more entities in any of the control system, a

system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for configuring

the control system,

each object having an object type having characteristic that identifies objects

exhibiting any of related appearance and behavior,

each object having an area characteristic that identifies an area in which any of the

control system and the system controlled thereby are disposed,

a security mechanism that is coupled to the objects and that controls access thereto,

the security mechanism permitting a user a level of access to an object that depends

on an object type permission of the user, an area permission of the user, the object

type characteristic of the object and the area characteristic of the object.
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152. Apparatus according to claim 151, wherein the security mechanism permits the user

level of access including any of write access, update access, create access, delete

access, read access, download access to download the object to an entity that it

models, and upload access to upload information to the object from the entity that it

models.

153. Apparatus according to claim 152, comprising

an application that facilitates any of manipulation, display, reporting or other access

of the objects by the user, and wherein

the security mechanism is in communication with the application and affords the

application the level of access that depends on the object type permission of the user,

the area permission of the user, the object type characteristic of the object and the area

characteristic of the object.

154. Apparatus according to claim 153, wherein the applications program is an editor.

155. Apparatus according to claim 153, wherein the configurator includes a mechanism to

at least temporarily vary a user's permissions during a session.

156. Apparatus according to claim 155, wherein the mechanism permits the user to adopt

at least one of the identity and permissions of another user.

157. Apparatus according to claim 156, wherein the mechanism permits the user to any of

activate and inactivate permissions from among a set of allowed permissions.

158. Apparatus according to any of claims 151 - 157, wherein the user is a member of one

or more groups, each ofwhich has respective object type permissions and respective

area permissions, and wherein the user's permissions are a sum of the permissions

groups of which the user is a member.

159. Method for configuring a control system, comprising the steps of
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maintaining one or more objects that

each have a plurality of characteristics,

each represent one or more entities in any of the control system, a system

controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and an apparatus that executes

the method for configuring the control system,

permitting access to an object as a function of multiple permissions of an accessor and

as a function of the object's multiple characteristics.

160. Method according to claim 159, wherein

the objects have an object type characteristic, and

the access-permitting step includes permitting access to an object as a function of

multiple permissions of the accessor, and

the object type characteristic and one or more other characteristics of the

object.

161. Method according to claim 160, wherein the access-permitting step includes

permitting access to the object as a function, in part, ofan object type permission of

the accessor and the object type characteristic of the object.

162. Method according to claim 161, wherein the object type characteristic identifies

objects exhibiting any of related appearance and behavior.

163. Method according to claim 162, wherein the object type characteristic includes any of

an implementation-standard object type, a user-defined object type, a compound

object type, a loop object type, a block object type, a historian object type.
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164. Method according to claim 162, wherein the object type characteristic is a

characteristic selected from a hierarchy of object type characteristics.

165. Method according to any of claims 159 - 164, wherein

the objects have an area characteristic, and

the access-permitting step includes permitting access to an object as a function of

multiple permissions of the accessor, and

the area characteristic and one or more other characteristics of the object.

166. Method according to claim 165, wherein the access-permitting step includes

permitting access to the object as a function, in part, of an area permission of the

accessor and the area characteristic of the object.

167. Method according to claim 166, wherein the area characteristic identifies an area in

which any of the control system and the system controlled thereby are disposed.

168. Method according to claim 167, wherein the area characteristic is a characteristic

selected from a hierarchy of area characteristics.

169. Method according to claim 168, wherein the area characteristic relates to any of a

plant, a building or an area therein.

170. Method for configuring a control system, comprising the steps of

maintaining one or more objects that

each have a plurality of characteristics,
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each represent one or more entities in any of the control system, a system

controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and an apparatus that executes

the method for configuring the control system,

facilitating any of manipulation, display, reporting or other access of the objects by a

user having multiple permissions,

permitting access to an object as a function of multiple permissions of the user and as

a function of multiple characteristics of the object.

171 . Method according to claim 170, wherein the facilitating step includes editing one or

more of the objects.

172. Method according to claim 170, including the step of temporarily varying a user's

permissions during a session.

173. Method according to claim 172, wherein the step of temporarily varying includes

adopting at least one ofan identity and permissions of another user.

174. Method according to claim 172, wherein the step of temporarily varying includes any

of activating and inactivating permissions from among a set of allowed permissions.

175. Method according to any of claims 170 - 174, wherein

the objects have an object type characteristic, and

the access-permitting step includes permitting access to an object as a function of

multiple permissions of the user, and

the object type characteristic and one or more other characteristics of the

object.
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176. Method according to claim 175, wherein the access-permitting step includes

permitting access to the object as a function, in part, ofan object type permission of

the user and the object type characteristic of the object.

177. Method according to claim 176, wherein the object type characteristic relates to

groupings of objects exhibiting any of similar appearance and behavior.

178. Method according to claim 177, wherein the object type characteristic includes any of

an implementation-standard object type, a user-defined object type, a compound

object type, a loop object type, a block object type, a historian object type.

179. Method according to claim 177, wherein the object type characteristic is a

characteristic selected from a hierarchy of object type characteristics.

180. Method according to any of claims 170 - 174, wherein

the objects have an area characteristic, and

the access-permitting step includes permitting access to an object as a function of

multiple permissions of the user, and

the area characteristic and one or more other characteristics of the object.

181. Method according to claim 1 80, wherein the access-permitting step includes

permitting access to the object as a function, in part, of an area permission of the user

and the area characteristic of the object.

182. Method according to claim 181, wherein the area characteristic relates to an area in

which any of the control system and the system controlled thereby are disposed.

183. Method according to claim 182, wherein the area characteristic is a characteristic

selected from a hierarchy of area characteristics.
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184. Method according to claim 1 83, wherein the area characteristic relates to any of a

plant, a building or an area therein.

185. Method for configuring a control system, comprising the steps of

maintaining one or more objects that model one or more entities in any of the control

system, a system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and an apparatus that

executes the method for configuring the control system,

each object having an object type having characteristic that identifies objects

exhibiting any of related appearance and behavior,

each object having an area characteristic that identifies an area in which any of the

control system and the system controlled thereby are disposed,

permitting a user a level of access to an object that depends on an object type

permission of the user, an area permission of the user, the object type characteristic of

the object and the area characteristic of the object

186. Method according to claim 185, wherein the access-permitting step includes

permitting the user level of access including any of write access, update access, create

access, delete access, read access, download access to download the object to an

entity that it models, and upload access to upload information to the object from the

entity that it models.

187. Method according to claim 186, comprising the steps of

facilitating any of manipulation, display, reporting or other access of the objects by

the user, and wherein

the access-permitting step includes permitting the level of access that depends on the

object type permission of the user, the area permission of the user, the object type

characteristic of the object and the area characteristic of the object.
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188. Method according to claim 187, wherein the facilitating step includes editing one or

more of the objects.

189. Method according to claim 187, including the step of temporarily varying a user's

permissions during a session.

190. Method according to claim 189, wherein the step of temporarily varying includes

adopting at least one of an identity and permissions of another user.

191. Method according to claim 190, wherein the step of temporarily varying includes any

of activating and inactivating permissions from among a set of allowed permissions.

1 92. Method according to any of claims 185-191, wherein the user is a member ofone or

more groups, each of which has respective object type permissions and respective

area permissions, and wherein the user's permissions are a sum of the permissions

groups ofwhich the user is a member.

***

193. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a

system controlled thereby, the model comprising a plurality of objects,

at least one object is a composite object that includes a plurality ofother objects

("component" objects) of types suitable for inclusion in the model independent of the

composite object,

an application that graphically depicts at least a portion of the model including the

composite object and one other object to which it is connected, the application

selectively

(i) depicting the model with the composite object shown in an encapsulated

graphical format, and
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(ii) depicting the model with the composite object shown in an expanded

graphical format.

194. Apparatus according to claim 193, wherein the application is an editor.

195. Apparatus according to claim 194, wherein the editor facilitates any of creation and

modification of the model.

196. Apparatus according to claim 193, wherein the model comprises, in addition to at

least one composite object, at least one object of a same type as a component object

197. Apparatus according to claim 193, wherein the application utilizes substantially a

single graphical icon to depict the composite object in the encapsulated format.

198. Apparatus according to claim 193, wherein the application utilizes multiple graphical

icons to depict the composite object in the expanded format.

199. Apparatus according to claim 198, wherein the multiple graphical icons represent

respective component objects of the composite object.

200. Apparatus according to any of claims 193 - 199, wherein at least one component

object has one or more parameters identifying characteristics of the entity represented

by the component object.

201 . Apparatus according to claim 200, wherein at least one parameter has attributes

defining any of a name, grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help information,

edit type, data value range, data value, formula definition, and display format.

202. Apparatus according to claim 200, wherein selected parameters of the component

object are designated for connection with objects in the model external to the

composite object
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203. Apparatus according to claim 202, wherein the application shows the parameters

designated for connection to other objects when depicting the model with the

composite object shown in encapsulated format, and permits selection of those

parameters for such connection.

204. Apparatus according to claim 203, wherein the application at least one of (i) does not

show in the encapsulated format parameters that are not designated for connection to

other objects, and (ii) does not permit selection ofthose parameters for such

connection.

205. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a

system controlled thereby, the model comprising a plurality of objects,

at least one object is a composite object that includes a plurality of other objects

("component" objects) of types suitable for inclusion in the model independent of the

composite object,

a definition object that defines the composite object, a change during configuration to

which definition object has effect as to the composite object, regardless of whether the

change is made after the composite object is created, and

an application that graphically depicts at least a portion of the model including the

composite object and one other object to which it is connected, the application

selectively

(i) depicting the model with the composite object shown in an encapsulated

graphical format, and

(ii) depicting the model with the composite object shown in an expanded

graphical format

206. Apparatus according to claim 205, wherein the application is an editor.
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207. Apparatus according to claim 206, wherein the editor facilitates any of creation and

modification of the model.

208. Apparatus according to claim 205, wherein the model comprises, in addition to at

least one composite object, at least one object of a same type as a component object.

209. Apparatus according to claim 205, wherein the application utilizes substantially a

single graphical icon to depict the composite object in the encapsulated format.

210. Apparatus according to claim 205, wherein the application utilizes multiple graphical

icons to depict the composite object in the expanded format.

21 1. Apparatus according to claim 210, wherein the multiple graphical icons represent

respective component objects of the composite object.

212. Apparatus according to any of claims 205 -211, wherein the definition object

identifies the component objects, connections between the component objects internal

to the composite object, and connections external to the composite object.

213. Apparatus according to claim 212, wherein

the definition object defines parameters of the component object that are exposed for

connection with objects in the model external to the composite object,

the application shows those parameters when depicting the composite object in

encapsulated format and permits selection of those parameters for such connection,

and

the application at least one of (i) does not show other parameters of the component

object, and (ii) does not permit selection of those other parameters for such

connection.
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214. Apparatus according to claim 213, wherein a composite object overrides a definition

from the associated definition object

215. Apparatus according to claim 214, wherein the model comprises a modifier object

that is associated with a composite object and that overrides one or more parameters

of one or more component objects making up the composite object.

216. Apparatus according to claim 215, wherein the modifier object is associated with a

component object and overrides one or more parameters thereof.

217. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a database comprising a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control

system, a system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for

configuring the control system,

the plurality of objects including at least one composite object that includes a plurality

of other objects ("component" objects) and that forms part of a model representing a

configuration of at least one of the control system and the system controlled thereby,

the plurality of objects including a definition object that defines the composite object,

a digital data processor coupled with the database, the digital data processor

responding to a change during configuration to the definition object by effecting that

change in the composite object, regardless ofwhether the change is made after the

composite object is created.

218. Apparatus according to claim 217, wherein the model comprises, in addition to at

least one composite object, at least one object of a same type as a component object.

219. Apparatus according to claim 218, adapted for process control, wherein at least one

composite object includes a component object that is a control block object and

wherein the model includes at least one control block object.
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220. Apparatus according to any of claims 217 - 219, wherein

at least one component object has one or more parameters identifying characteristics

of the entity represented by the comonent object,

at least one parameter having attributes defining any of a name, grouping, display

label, data type, behavior, help information, edit type, data value range, data value,

formula definition, and display format.

22 1 . Apparatus according to claim 220, wherein selected parameters of the component

object are exposed for connection with objects in the model external to the composite

object.

222. Apparatus according to claim 22 1 ,comprising

an application, coupled to the resource, that facilitates any of creation and editing of

the model,

the application permitting connection of the composite object with other object in the

model via the exposed parameters.

223. Apparatus according to claim 222, wherein the application prevents connection of the

composite object with another object via parameters that are not exposed.

224. Apparatus for configuring a process control system, comprising

a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and a

system controlled thereby, the model comprising a plurality of objects,

at least one object is a loop object that includes one or more control block objects,

the apparatus further including a template object that defines the loop object, a change

during configuration to which template object is effective as to the loop object
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regardless ofwhether the change is made before or after the loop object is created and

incorporated into the model.

225. Apparatus according to claim 224, wherein the model comprises, in addition to the

loop object, at least one control block object.

226. Apparatus according to any of claims 224 - 225, wherein

at least one control block object included in the loop object has one or more

parameters pertaining to characteristics of the entity represented by the control block

object,

at least one parameter having attributes defining any of a name, grouping, display

label, data type, behavior, help information, edit type, data value range, data value,

formula definition, and display format

227. Apparatus according to claim 226, wherein selected parameters of the control block

object are exposed for connection with objects external to the loop object representing

input/output points and objects external to the loop object in the model.

228. Apparatus according to claim 227,comprising

an application, coupled to the resource, that facilitates any of creation and editing of

the model,

the application permitting connection of the loop object with other objects in the

model via the exposed parameters.

229. Apparatus according to claim 228, wherein the application prevents connection of the

loop object with another object via parameters that are not exposed.

230. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising
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a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control system, a system

controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for configuring the

control system,

the plurality of objects including at least one composite object that (i) includes a

plurality of other objects ("component" objects) oftypes suitable for inclusion in the

model independent of the composite object, and (ii) forms part of a model

representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and the system

controlled thereby,

the plurality of objects including a definition object that defines the composite object,

including any of identifying the component objects, connections between the

component objects internal to the composite object, and connections external to the

composite object,

a change to the definition object during configuration being effective as to the

composite object, regardless of whether the change is made after the composite object

is created.

23 1 . Apparatus according to claim 230, wherein at least one component object has one or

more parameters identifying characteristics of the entity represented by the comonent

object.

232. Apparatus according to claim 231, wherein at least one parameter has attributes

defining any of a name, grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help information,

edit type, data value range, data value, formula definition, and display format.

233. Apparatus according to claim 231, wherein the definition object defines parameters of

the component object that are exposed for connection with objects in the model

external to the composite object.

234. Apparatus according to any of claims 231 - 233, wherein a composite object overrides

a definition from a definition object.
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235. Apparatus according to claim 234, wherein the model comprises a modifier object

that is associated with a composite object and that overrides one or more parameters

of one or more component objects making up the composite object.

236. Apparatus according to claim 235, wherein the modifier object is associated with a

component object and overrides one or more parameters thereof.

237. Method of configuring a control system, comprising

maintaining a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system

and a system controlled thereby, the model comprising a plurality of objects,

at least one object is a composite object that includes a plurality of other objects

("component" objects) of types suitable for inclusion in the model independent of the

composite object,

depicting graphically at least a portion ofthe model including the composite object

and one other object to which it is connected, the depicting step including selectively

(i) depicting the model with the composite object shown in an encapsulated

graphical format, and

(ii) depicting the model with the composite object shown in an expanded

graphical format.

238. Method according to claim 237, comprising

invoking an editor, and

performing the depicting step in the context of the editor.

239. Method according to claim 238, wherein the invoking step includes invoking an editor

that facilitates any of creation and modification of the model.
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240. Method according to claim 237, wherein the maintaining step includes maintaining

with the model, in addition to at least one composite object, at least one object of a

same type as a component object.

241 . Method according to claim 237, wherein the invoking step includes utilizing

substantially a single graphical icon to depict the composite object in the encapsulated

format.

242. Method according to claim 237, wherein the invoking step includes utilizing multiple

graphical icons to depict the composite object in the expanded format.

243. Method according to claim 242, wherein the invoking step includes representing

respective component objects of the composite object with the multiple graphical

icons.

244. Method according to any of claims 237 - 243, wherein the maintaining step includes

maintaining one or more parameters that are associated with at least one component

object and that pertaining to characteristics of the entity represented by the component

object.

245. Method according to claim 244, wherein at least one parameter has attributes defining

any of a name, grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help information, edit

type, data value range, data value, formula definition, and display format.

246. Method according to claim 244, comprising designating selected parameters of the

component object for connection with objects in the model external to the composite

object.

247. Method according to claim 246, wherein the depicting step includes showing in the

encapsulated format parameters that are designated for connection to other objects

and permitting selection of those parameters for such connection.

248. Method according to claim 247,wherein the depicting step includes (i) preventing

display in the encapsulated format of parameters that are not designated for
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connection to other objects, and (ii) preventing selection of those parameters for such

connection.

249. Method of configuring a control system, comprising

maintaining a model representing a configuration of at least one of the control system

and a system controlled thereby, the model comprising a plurality of objects,

at least one object is a composite object that includes a plurality of other objects

("component" objects) of types suitable for inclusion in the model independent of the

composite object,

maintaining a definition object that defines the composite object,

responding to a change during configuration to the definition object by effecting a

corresponding change in the composite object, regardless ofwhether the change is

made after the composite object is created, and

depicting graphically at least a portion of the model including the composite object

and one other object to which it is connected, the depicting step including selectively

(i) depicting the model with the composite object shown in an encapsulated graphical

format, and

(ii) depicting the model with the composite object shown in an expanded graphical

format.

250. Method according to claim 249, comprising

invoking an editor, and

performing the depicting step in the context of the editor.
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25 1 . Method according to claim 250, wherein the invoking step includes invoking an editor

that facilitates any of creation and modification of the model.

252. Method according to claim 249, wherein the maintaining step includes maintaining

with the model, in addition to at least one composite object, at least one object of a

same type as a component object.

253. Method according to claim 249, wherein the invoking step includes utilizing

substantially a single graphical icon to depict the composite object in the encapsulated

format.

254. Method according to claim 249, wherein the invoking step includes utilizing multiple

graphical icons to depict the composite object in the expanded format.

255. Method according to claim 254, wherein the invoking step includes representing

respective component objects of the composite object with the multiple graphical

icons.

256. Method according to any of claims 249 - 255, comprising defining, in the definition

object, the component objects, connections between the component objects internal to

the composite object, and connections external to the composite object.

257. Method according to claim 256, wherein

the defining step includes defining parameters of the component object that are

exposed for connection with objects in the model external to the composite object,

the depicting step includes showing in the encapsulated format parameters that are

designated for connection to other objects and permitting selection of those

parameters for such connection,

the depicting step including (i) not showing in the encapsulated format parameters

that are not designated for connection to other objects, and (ii) not permitting

selection of those parameters for such connection.
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258. Method according to claim 257, comprising overriding in a composite object a

definition from a definition object.

259. Method according to claim 258, wherein the overriding step includes maintaining

with the model a modifier object that is associated with a composite object and that

overrides one or more parameters of one or more component objects making up the

composite object.

260. Method according to claim 259, wherein the overriding step includes associating the

modifier object with a component object and overriding a parameter thereof.

26 1 . Method of configuring a control system, comprising

maintaining a database comprising a plurality of objects representing entities in any of

the control system, a system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the

method of configuring the control system,

the plurality of objects including at least one composite object that includes a plurality

of other objects ("component" objects) and that forms part of maintaining a model

representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and the system

controlled thereby,

the plurality of objects including a definition object that defines the composite object,

responding, with a digital data processor, to a change during configuration to the

definition object by effecting that change in the composite object, regardless of

whether the change is made after the composite object is created.

262. Method according to claim 261, wherein the maintaining step includes maintaining

with the model, in addition to at least one composite object, at least one object of a

same type as a component object.
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263. Method according to claim 262, adapted for process control, wherein at least one

composite object includes a component object that is a control block object and

wherein the model includes at least one control block object.

264. Method according to any of claims 261 - 263, wherein

the maintaining step includes maintaining with at least one component object one or

more parameters pertaining to characteristics of the entity represented by the

component object,

at least one parameter having attributes defining any of a name, grouping, display

label, data type, behavior, help information, edit type, data value range, data value,

formula definition, and display format.

265. Method according to claim 264, comprising selecting parameters of the component

object for connection with objects in the model external to the composite object.

266. Method according to claim 265,comprising

invoking an application that facilitates any of creation and editing of the model,

the invoking step including permitting connection of the composite object with other

object in the model via the exposed parameters.

267. Method according to claim 266, wherein the invoking step includes preventing

connection of the composite object with another object via parameters that are not

exposed.

268. Method of configuring a process control system, comprising

maintaining a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the process control

system, a system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the method of

configuring the control system,
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the plurality of objects including at least one loop object that includes one or more

control block objects and that forms part of maintaining a model representing a

configuration of at least one of the control system and the system controlled thereby,

the plurality of objects including a template object that defines the loop object,

responding to a change during configuration to the template object by effecting a

corresponding change in the loop object regardless ofwhether the change is made

before or after the loop object is created.

269. Method according to claim 268, wherein the maintaining step includes maintaining

with the model, in addition to the loop object, at least one control block object

270. Method according to any of claims 268 - 269, wherein

the maintaining step includes associating at least one control block object included in

the loop object with one or more parameters pertaining to characteristics of the entity

represented by the control block object,

at least one parameter having attributes defining any of a name, grouping, display

label, data type, behavior, help information, edit type, data value range, data value,

formula definition, and display format.

271 . Method according to claim 270, comprising the step of selecting parameters of the

control block object for potential connection with objects external to the loop object

representing input/output points and objects external to the loop object in the model.

272. Method according to claim 27 1 ^comprising

invoking an application that facilitates any of creation and editing of the model,

the invoking step including permitting connection of the loop object with other

objects in the model via the exposed parameters.
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273. Method according to claim 272, wherein the invoking step includes preventing

connection ofthe loop object with another object via parameters that are not exposed.

274. Method of configuring a control system, comprising

maintaining a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control system, a

system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the method of configuring

the control system,

the plurality of objects including at least one composite object that includes a plurality

of other objects ("component" objects) and that forms part of maintaining a model

representing a configuration of at least one of the control system and the system

controlled thereby, ,

the plurality of objects including a definition object that defines the composite object,

including any of identifying the component objects, connections between the

component objects internal to the composite object, and connections external to the

composite object,

responding a change to the definition object during configuration being by effecting a

corresponding change as to the composite object, regardless ofwhether the change is

made after the composite object is created.

275. Method according to claim 274, wherein the maintaining step includes maintaining

one or more parameters that are associated with at least one component object and

that pertaining to characteristics of the entity represented by the component object.

276. Method according to claim 275, wherein at least one parameter has attributes defining

any of a name, grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help information, edit

type, data value range, data value, formula definition, and display format

277. Method according to claim 275, wherein the defining step includes defining

parameters of the component object that are exposed for connection with objects in

the model external to the composite object.

*
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278. Method according to any of claims 275 - 277, comprising overriding in a composite

object a definition from a definition object.

279. Method according to claim 278, wherein the overriding step includes maintaining

with the model a modifier object that is associated with a composite object and that

overrides one or more parameters of one or more component objects making up the

composite object.

280. Method according to claim 279, wherein the overriding step includes associating the

modifier object with a component object and overriding a parameter thereof.

***

28 1 . Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control system, a system

controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for configuring the

control system,

at least a selected object including an edit control type identifier,

functionality that facilitates editing of at least the selected object, the functionality

presenting at least a selected aspect of the selected object for editing with an edit

control that is based on the edit control type identifier.

282. Apparatus according to claim 281, wherein the edit control type identifier identifies

the edit control to be used by the functionality in presenting the selected aspect of the

selected object for editing.

283. Apparatus according to claim 282, wherein the edit control type identifier identified

by the edit control type identifier is selected from among a plurality of edit controls

appropriate for use by the functionality in presenting the selected aspect of the

selected object for editing.
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284. Apparatus according to claim 281 , wherein at least the selected object represents any

of a field device, a control device and a controller, a control processor, a field bus

module, a block, a loop, and a compound.

285. Apparatus according to claim 284, wherein at least the selected object represents any

ofan historian, an object connection, a parameter connection, a display placeholder, a

graphical display entity, and a report

286. Apparatus according to any of claims 281 - 285, wherein the selected object has one

or more parameters identifying characteristics of the entity represented by the object.

287. Apparatus according to claim 286, wherein the functionality presents parameters of

the selected object in any of a spreadsheet format and a property sheet format.

288. Apparatus according to claim 286, wherein at least a selected parameter of the

selected object has one or more attributes, each having one or more values.

289. Apparatus according to claim 288, wherein the functionality presents at least a

selected attribute of the selected parameter for editing with the edit control.

290. Apparatus according to claim 289, wherein the attributes of the selected parameter

define any ofname, grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help information,

edit type, data value range, data value, formula definition, and display format

291. Apparatus according to claim 290, wherein the functionality presents the attribute

defining the data value of the selected parameter with the edit control in accord with

the edit control.

292. Apparatus according to claim 289, wherein the functionality presents at least the

selected attribute with any of a dialog box format, list box format, edit box format,

check box format, combo box format, spreadsheet format and property box format.

293. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising
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a plurality of objects representing entities in any ofthe control system, a system

controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for configuring the

control system,

at least a selected one of the objects having one or more parameters identifying

characteristics of the respective entity represented by the object,

at least a selected parameter having one or more attributes having respective values,

at least the selected object including an edit control type identifier,

an editor that presents at least a selected attribute of the selected parameter of the

selected object for editing with an edit control that is based on the edit control type

identifier.

294. Apparatus according to claim 293, comprising functionality that facilitates

designation of any of the selected parameter and selected attribute from a spreadsheet

formatted display of any of parameters and attributes.

295. Apparatus according to claim 294, wherein the functionality facilitates designation of

the selected object from a list of objects.

296. Apparatus according to claim 295, wherein the functionality facilitates selected of the

selected object from among a hierarchical listing of objects.

297. Apparatus according to claim 293, comprising functionality that facilitates

designation of any of the selected parameter and selected attribute from a property

sheet formatted display any of parameters and attributes.

298. Apparatus according to claim 297, wherein the functionality presents the property

sheet formatted display with a plurality of tabs, each listing a corresponding grouping

of parameters.
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299. Apparatus according to any of claims 293 - 298, wherein at least the selected object

represents any of a field device, a control device and a controller, a control processor,

a field bus module, a block, a loop, and a compound.

300. Apparatus according to any of claims 293 - 298, wherein at least the selected object

represents any of an historian, an object connection, a parameter connection, a display

placeholder, a graphical display entity, and a report.

30 1 . Apparatus according to any of claims 294 - 298, wherein the attributes of the selected

parameter define any of name, grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help

information, edit type, data value range, data value, formula definition, and display

format.

302. Apparatus according to any of claims 294 - 298, wherein the functionality presents the

attribute defining the data value of the selected parameter with the edit control in

accord with the edit control.

303. Apparatus according to any of claims 294 - 298, wherein the functionality presents at

least the selected attribute with any of a dialog box format, list box format, edit box

format, check box format, combo box format, spreadsheet format and property box

format.

304. Method for configuring a control system, comprising

maintaining a plurality of objects representing entities in any ofthe control system, a

system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and an apparatus executing the

method for configuring the control system,

wherein at least a selected object includes an edit control type identifier,

presenting at least a selected aspect of the selected object for editing with an edit

control that is based on the edit control type identifier.
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305. Method according to claim 304, wherein the maintaining step includes maintaining an

edit control type identifier that identifies the edit control to be used by the

functionality in presenting the selected aspect of the selected object for editing.

306. Method according to claim 305, wherein the maintaining step includes maintaining an

edit control type identifier selected from among a plurality of edit controls appropriate

for use by the functionality in presenting the selected aspect of the selected object for

editing.

307. Method according to claim 304, wherein at least the selected object represents any of

a field device, a control device and a controller, a control processor, a field bus

module, a block, a loop, and a compound.

308. Method according to claim 307, wherein at least the selected object represents any of

an historian, an object connection, a parameter connection, a display placeholder, a

graphical display entity, and a report

309. Method according to any ofclaims 304 - 308, wherein the maintaining step includes

maintaining with at least the selected object one or more parameters identifying

characteristics of the entity represented by the object.

3 10. Method according to claim 309, wherein the presenting step includes presenting the

parameters of the selected object in any of a spreadsheet format and a property sheet

format.

311. Method according to claim 309, wherein at least a selected parameter of the selected

object has one or more attributes, each having one or more values.

312. Method according to claim 311, wherein the presenting step includes presenting at

least a selected attribute of the selected parameter for editing with the edit control.

313. Method according to claim 312, wherein the attributes of the selected parameter

define any of name, grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help information,

edit type, data value range, data value, formula definition, and display format.
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3 14. Method according to claim 3 13, wherein the presenting step includes presenting the

attribute defining the data value of the selected parameter with the edit control in

accord with the edit control.

315. Method according to claim 3 1 2, wherein the presenting step includes presenting at

least the selected attribute with any of a dialog box format, list box format, edit box

format, check box format, combo box format, spreadsheet format and property box

format.

316. Method for configuring a control system, comprising

maintaining a plurality of objects representing entities in any ofthe control system, a

system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and an apparatus executing the

method for configuring the control system,

the maintaining step including maintaining with at least a selected one of the objects

one or more parameters identifying characteristics of the respective entity represented

by the object,

at least a selected parameter having one or more attributes having respective values,

at least the selected object including an edit control type identifier,

i

presenting at least a selected attribute of the selected parameter ofthe selected object

for editing with an edit control that is based on the edit control type identifier.

317. Method according to claim 316, comprising selecting any of the selected parameter

and selected attribute from a spreadsheet formatted display of any of parameters and

attributes.

318. Method according to claim 3 1 7, comprising wherein the selecting step includes

selecting the selected object from a list of objects.
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3 1 9. Method according to claim 3 1 8, wherein the selecting step includes selecting the

selected object from among a hierarchical listing of objects.

320. Method according to claim 316, comprising selecting any of the selected parameter

and selected attribute from a property sheet formatted display any ofparameters and

attributes.

32 1 . Method according to claim 320, wherein the selecting step includes displaying the

property sheet formatted display with a plurality of tabs, each listing a corresponding

grouping of parameters.

322. Method according to any of claims 3 1 6 - 32 1 , wherein at least the selected object

represents any of a field device, a control device and a controller, a control processor,

a field bus module, a block, a loop, and a compound.

323. Method according to any of claims 316 - 321, wherein at least the selected object

represents any ofan historian, an object connection, a parameter connection, a display

placeholder, a graphical display entity, and a report.

324. Method according to any of claims 3 1 7 - 32 1 , wherein the attributes of the selected

parameter define any of name, grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help

information, edit type, data value range, data value, formula definition, and display

format.

325 . Method according to any of claims 317-321, wherein the presenting step includes

presenting the attribute defining the data value of the selected parameter with the edit

control in accord with the edit control.

326. Method according to any of claims 317-321, wherein the presenting step includes

presenting at least the selected attribute with any of a dialog box format, list box

format, edit box format, check box format, combo box format, spreadsheet format and

property box format
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327. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a graphical user interface that graphically depicts a first object and a second object,

both of which represent entities in any of the control system, a system controlled

thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for configuring the control

system,

functionality coupled to the graphical user interface that transfers characteristics of

the first object to the second object in response to a user command whereby by the

depiction of one of the objects is graphically dragged and dropped onto the depiction

of the other object.

328. Apparatus according to claim 327, wherein

the first object has one or more values associated therewith,

those values form at least a portion of the characteristics transferred by the

functionality from first object to the second object.

329. Apparatus according to claim 327, wherein

the first object has one or more parameters identifying characteristics ofthe entity

represented by that object,

those parameters form at least a portion of the characteristics transferred by the

functionality from first object to the second object.

330. Apparatus according to claim 329, wherein

at least one parameter has one or more attributes, each having one or more values,

those attributes form at least a portion of the characteristics transferred by the

functionality from first object to the second object.
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33 1 . Apparatus according to claim 330, wherein the functionality converts one or more

values transferred to the second object.

332. Apparatus according to any of claims 327 - 33 1, comprising an editor that facilitates

specification of at least one of a mapping and a conversion used for the transfers.

333. Apparatus according to claim 332, comprising a data store that maintains at least one

of the mappings and conversions, the data store being coupled to the editor and to the

functionality.

334. Apparatus according to claim 332, wherein the editor displays any of dialog boxes

and other edit controls to facilitate user specification of any of the mappings and

conversions.

335. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a database comprising at least a first object representing an entity in any of the control

system, a system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for

configuring the control system,

a digital data processor coupled with the database, the digital data processor including

a graphical user interface that graphically depicts the first object,

the digital data processor responding to a selected user command by transferring

characteristics of the first object to a second object representing an entity in any of the

control system, a system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the

apparatus for configuring the control system, the second object being of a type

different than the first object.

336. Apparatus according to claim 335, wherein the user command is a drag-and-drop

operation.
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337. Apparatus according to claim 335, wherein the command is a drag-and-drop operation

involving the depictions of the first and second objects.

338. Apparatus according to claim 335, wherein

the first object has one or more parameters identifying characteristics of the entity

represented by that object, at least one parameter has one or more attributes, each

having one or more values,

the digital data processor responds to the selected user command by transferring at

least one of the parameters, attributes and values from the first object to the second

object.

339. Apparatus according to claim 338, wherein the digital data processor converts one or

more values transferred to the second object.

340. Apparatus according to any of claims 335 - 339, comprising an editor that facilitates

specification of at least one ofa mapping and a conversion used for the transfers.

341. Apparatus according to claim 340, comprising a data store that maintains at least one

of the mappings and conversions, the data store being coupled to the editor and to the

aforementioned functionality.

342. Apparatus according to claim 340, wherein the editor displays any of dialog boxes

and other edit controls to facilitate user specification of any of the mappings and

conversions.

343. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a first object representing an entity in any of the control system, a system controlled

thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for configuring the control

system,

a graphical user interface that graphically depicts the first object,
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functionality that responds to a selected user command by transferring characteristics

of the first object to a second object representing an entity in any of the control

system, a system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for

configuring the control system, the second object being of a type different than the

first object,

an editor that facilitates specification of at least one of a mapping and a conversion

used for the transfers.

344. Apparatus according to claim 343, comprising a data store that maintains at least one

of the mappings and conversions, the data store being coupled to the editor and to the

functionality.

345. Apparatus according to claim 344, wherein

the first object has one or more parameters identifying characteristics of the entity

represented by that object, at least one parameter has one or more attributes, each

having one or more values,

the functionality transfers at least one of the parameters, attributes and values from the

first object to the second object.

346. Apparatus according to claim 345, wherein the digital data processor converts one or

more attribute values transferred to the second object.

347. Method for configuring a control system, comprising

graphically depicting a first object and a second object, both of which represent

entities in any of the control system, a system controlled thereby, a control level

hierarchy, and an apparatus executing the method for configuring the control system,

graphically dragging and dropping the depiction of one of the objects onto the

depiction of the other object,
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responding to the dragging and dropping operation by transferring characteristics of

the first object to the second object.

348. Method according to claim 347, comprising

maintaining one or more values for the first object,

the transferring step includes transferring those values as at least a portion of the

characteristics transferred from first object to the second object.

349. Method according to claim 347, comprising

maintaining for the first object one or more parameters identifying characteristics of

the entity represented by that object,

the transferring step includes transferring those parameters as at least a portion of the

characteristics transferred from first object to the second object.

350. Method according to claim 349, comprising

\
maintaining one or more attributes for at least one parameter, each attribute having

one or more values,

the transferring step including transferring those attributes as at least a portion of the

characteristics transferred from first object to the second object.

351 . Method according to claim 350, wherein the transferring step includes converting one

or more values transferred to the second object.

352. Method according to any of claims 347 - 351, comprising specifying, using an editor,

at least one of a mapping and a conversion used for the transfers.
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353. Method according to claim 352, comprising maintaining in a data store at least one of

the mappings and conversions.

354. Apparatus according to claim 352, comprising displaying any of dialog boxes and

other edit controls to facilitate specification of any of the mappings and conversions.

355. Method for configuring a control system, comprising

maintaining a database comprising at least a first object representing an entity in any

of the control system, a system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and an

apparatus executing the method for configuring the control system,

operating a digital data processor to graphically depicting the first object,

responding, with the digital data processor, to a selected user command by

transferring characteristics of the first object to a second object representing an entity

in any of the control system, a system controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy,

and an apparatus executing the method for configuring the control system, the second

object being of a type different than the first object.

356. Method according to claim 355, comprising graphically dragging and dropping a

depiction of the first object onto the second object in order to initiate the responding

step.

357. Method according to claim 355, comprising

maintaining with the first object one or more parameters identifying characteristics of

the entity represented by that object, at least one parameter has one or more attributes,

each having one or more values,

responding, with the digital data processor, to the selected user command by

transferring at least one of the parameters, attributes and values from the first object to

the second object
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358. Method according to claim 357, comprising converting, with the digital data

processor, one or more attribute values transferred to the second object.

359. Method according to any of claims 355 - 358, comprising specifying, with an editor

executing on the digital data processor, at least one of a mapping and a conversion

used for the transfers.

360. Method according to claim 359, comprising maintaining at least one of the mappings

and conversions in a data store.

361. Method according to claim 359, wherein the specifying step includes displays any of

dialog boxes and other edit controls to facilitate user specification ofany of the

mappings and conversions.

364. Method for configuring a control system, comprising

maintaining a first object representing an entity in any of the control system, a system

controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and an apparatus that executes the

method for configuring the control system,

graphically depicting the first object,

responding to a selected user command by transferring characteristics of the first

object to a second object representing an entity in any of the control system, a system

controlled thereby, a control level hierarchy, and the apparatus for configuring the

control system, the second object being of a type different than the first object,

facilitating specification with an editor of at least one of a mapping and a conversion

used for the transfers.

365. Method according to claim 364, maintaining in a data store at least one of the

mappings and conversions, the data store being coupled to the editor and to the

functionality.
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366. Method according to claim 36S, wherein

maintaining for the first object one or more parameters identifying characteristics of

the entity represented by that object, at least one parameter has one or more attributes,

each having one or more values,

transferring at least one of the parameters, attributes and values from the first object to

the second object.

367. Method according to claim 366, wherein the transferring step includes converting one

or more attribute values transferred to the second object.

***

368. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control system and a system

controlled thereby,

at least a selected object having a value that is represented by a formula,

functionality that downloads at least a portion of the selected object to the control

system,

the functionality evaluating the formula and downloading the evaluated formula to the

control system as at least part of the portion of the selected object downloaded to the

control system.

369. Apparatus according to claim 368, wherein the formula includes any of a

mathematical operation and a mathematical function.

370. Apparatus according to claim 369, wherein the functionality evaluates to a constant

the formula that includes the mathematical operation.
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371 . Apparatus according to claim 368, wherein the formula includes a reference to an

object characteristic other than the formula.

372. Apparatus according to claim 372, wherein the functionality evaluates to a constant

the formula that includes the reference to the object characteristic other than the

formula.

373. Apparatus according to claim 371 adapted for configuring a process control system,

wherein the formula includes references to objects modeling any of blocks,

compounds, loops and input/output tags.

374. Apparatus according to any of claims 368 - 373, comprising an editor that facilitates

any of entry and editing of any of a formula and a constant.

375. Apparatus according to claim 373, wherein the editor facilitates specification of a

formula through selection of any of an object, an object characteristic and a

mathematical function.

376. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

a database that maintains plural objects representing entity in any of the control

system and a system controlled thereby, the objects having values,

one or more of the values being formulas,

one or more of the values being constants,

a digital data processor that downloads at least selected ones of the objects to the

control system and that evaluates to constants at least selected ones of the formulas

prior to downloading them to the control system.

377. Apparatus according to claim 376, wherein the formula includes any of a

mathematical operation and a mathematical function.
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378. Apparatus according to claim 376, wherein the formula includes a reference to an

object characteristic other than the formula.

379. Apparatus according to claim 378 adapted for configuring a process control system,

wherein the formula includes references to objects modeling any of blocks,

compounds, loops and input/output tags.

380. Apparatus according to any of claims 376 - 379, comprising an editor that facilitates

any of entry and editing of any of a formula and a constant.

381 . Apparatus according to claim 380, wherein the editor facilitates specification ofa

formula through selection of any of an object, an object characteristic and a

mathematical function.

382. Apparatus for configuring a control system, comprising

plural objects representing entities in any of the control system and a system

controlled thereby, each object having one or more parameters identifying

characteristics ofthe entity represented by the respective object, each parameter

having a value attribute and zero, one or more other attributes,

at least one object parameter having a value attribute that is a constant value attribute,

at least one object parameter having a value attribute that is a formula that refers to

any of a mathematical operation, a mathematical function, or to another object

parameter,

functionality, coupled to any of the database and the editor, that downloads at least

aspects of selected objects to the control system and that downloads at least selected

value attributes therewith,

formula value attributes being evaluated prior to download.
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383. Apparatus according to claim 382, wherein the formula value attribute is evaluated to

a constant prior to download.

384. Apparatus according to claim 382, adapted for configuration of a process control

system wherein at least one formula attribute includes references an object that

models any of a block, compound, loop and input/output tags.

385. Apparatus according to claim 384, wherein the attributes other than the value attribute

define any of a parameter name, grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help

information, edit type, data value range, and display format.

386. Apparatus according to any of claims 382 - 385, comprising an editor coupled to the

database that facilitates any of entry and editing of at least the value attributes.

387. Apparatus according to claim 386, wherein the editor facilitates specification of a

formula through selection ofany of an object, an object characteristic and a

mathematical function.

388. Apparatus according to claim 386, wherein the functionality invokes the editor in

order to evaluate the formula value attributes.

389. Method for configuring a control system, comprising the steps of

maintaining a plurality of objects representing entities in any of the control system

and a system controlled thereby, at least a selected object having a value that is

represented by a formula,

downloading at least a portion ofthe selected object to the control system,

the downloading step including evaluating the formula and downloading the evaluated

formula to the control system as at least part of the portion of the selected object

downloaded to the control system.
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390. Method according to claim 389, wherein the formula includes any of a mathematical

operation and a mathematical function.

391 . Method according to claim 392, wherein the evaluating step includes evaluating to a

constant the formula that includes the mathematical operation.

392. Method according to claim 389, wherein the formula includes a reference to an object

characteristic other than the formula.

393. Method according to claim 392, wherein the evaluating step includes evaluating to a

constant the formula that includes the reference to the object characteristic other than

the formula.

394. Method according to claim 392 adapted for configuring a process control system,

wherein the formula includes references to objects modeling any of blocks,

compounds, loops and input/output tags.

395. Apparatus according to any of claims 389 - 394, comprising providing an editor that

facilitates any of entry and editing of any of a formula and a constant.

396. Method according to claim 394, facilitating with the editor specification of a formula

through selection of any of an object, an object characteristic and a mathematical

function.

397. Method for configuring a control system, comprising the steps of

maintaining a database that includes plural objects representing an entity in any of the

control system and a system controlled thereby, the objects having values, one or

more of the values being formulas, one or more of the values being constants,

downloading with a digital data processor at least selected ones of the constants to the

control system and evaluating to constants at least selected ones of the formulas prior

to downloading them to the control system.
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398. Method according to claim 397, wherein the formula includes any of a mathematical

operation and a mathematical function.

399. Method according to claim 397, wherein the formula includes a reference to an object

characteristic other than the formula.

400. Method according to claim 399 adapted for configuring a process control system,

wherein the formula includes references to objects modeling any of blocks,

compounds, loops and input/output tags.

40 1 . Method according to any of claims 397 - 400, comprising providing an editor that

facilitates any of entry and editing of any of a formula and a constant

402. Method according to claim 401, facilitating with the editor specification of a formula

through selection of any ofan object, an object characteristic and a mathematical

function.

403. Method for configuring a control system, comprising the steps of

maintaining plural objects representing entities in any of the control system and a

system controlled thereby, each object having one or more parameters identifying

characteristics of the entity represented by the respective object, each parameter

having a value attribute and zero, one or more other attributes,

at least one object parameter having a value attribute that is a constant value attribute,

at least one object parameter having a value attribute that is a formula that refers to

any of a mathematical operation, a mathematical function, or to another object

parameter,

downloading at least aspects of selected objects to the control system and

downloading at least selected value attributes therewith,

evaluating formula value attribute prior to downloading them to the control system.
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404. Method according to claim 403, comprising evaluating the formula to a constant prior

to download.

405. Method according to claim 403, adapted for configuration of a process control system

wherein at least one formula attribute includes references an object that models any of

a block, compound, loop and input/output tags.

406. Method according to claim 403, wherein the attributes other than the value attribute

define any of a parameter name, grouping, display label, data type, behavior, help

information, edit type, data value range, and display format.

407. Method according to any of claims 403 - 406, comprising providing an editor that

facilitates any of entry and editing of at least the value attributes.

408. Method according to claim 407, facilitating with the editor specification of a formula

through selection of any of an object, an object characteristic and a mathematical

function.

409. Method according to claim 407, comprising invoking the editor in order to evaluate

the formula value attributes.
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Figure 1 - Process Control System
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Figure 2 - Exemplary Controlled Process
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Figure 3 - Control Strategy Configurator Components
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Figure 4 - Component Interaction Diagram
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Figure 12 - Parameter Editor Example
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Figure 15 - Creating New Object Types
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Figure 16 - Type Awareness Example
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Figure 17 - Connection Object Model
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Figure 29A - Placeholders Object Model
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Figure 29B - Combined Placeholder/Appearance Object Model
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Figure 35 - The IDA Frame Classes

Figure 36 - Sheet Templates Object Model
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Figure 38 - Sheet Template Editor
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Figure 41 - Filter Editor
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Figure 42 - Composite Report Template Editor
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Figure 48 - Revision Editor
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Figure 49 - Create Revision Dialog Box
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Figure 63 - Managing Groups

Figure 64 - Assigning Users to Groups
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Figure 65 - Groups, Object Types and Permissions

Figure 66 - Managing Process Areas
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Figure 67 - Groups and Process Area Permissions
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Figure 69 - Block Definition Editor
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Figure 70. Block Definition Classes.
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Figure 71 - Simple Loop
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Figure 77 - Block Connection dialog

Figure 78 - Template/Definition Internal Connections
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Figure 79 - Template/Definition Exposed Connections
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Figure 80 - Parameter Property Sheet
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Figure 82 - Parameter Formula Builder
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Figure 83 - Control Object derivations
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Figure 84 - Block object model
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Figure 90 - Composite Block object model
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Figure 91 - Template-Derived Loop object model
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Figure 96 - Ladder Objects

Figure 97 - Persistent Document Objects.
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Figure 98 - PLB Block Model

Figure 99 - Block Execution Scheduler Editor
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Figure 101 - Block Execution Editor Object Model
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Figure 105 - Tag List Import / Export from Database Table
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Figure 1 10 - Historian Assignment Overview
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Figure 1 1 1 - Individual Compound Assignment
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Figure 1 12 - Historian Object Model
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Figure 113 - Enclosure Group View
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Figure 1 14 - Enclosure Loading View and Tag Assignment Dialog
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Figure 1 15 - Enclosure Input/Output Termination View
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Figure 120 - Typical IDA Generic Editor Frame
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